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Mentions of God were omnipresent in the early vernacular texts of thirteenth-

century Spain. In this dissertation, I study the mentions of God in three well-known 

Spanish narrative poems written down in the thirteenth century. These are the Cantar de 

mio Cid, the Libro de Alexandre, and the Milagros de Nuestra Señora. In particular, I 

discuss how the representation of God in these works is shaped by each of the three 

poets‟ original intended audiences and the message that he wished to communicate to 

those listeners. I begin by reviewing critical reconstructions of the original intended 

audiences of the three poems. I then study three aspects of the representation of God in 

each of the three poems: the words used to reference God, the descriptions of the deity 

present in the texts themselves, and the roles and functions assigned to God as a character 

in each narrative. I conclude that the Judeo-Christian God was an expected element in 

early Spanish narrative poetry, but that his representation could vary widely based on the 

differing compositions of the audiences for whom the works were conceived.   
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Introduction 

This is a dissertation about representations of God. It is not about representations 

of religion. Of course, the two are intimately connected; the worship of God by a 

community implies religion. I mean, however, that the dissertation focuses when possible 

on the study of the entity called “God” rather than on the religious practices of a 

community, which are much broader in scope and might involve the analysis of rituals, 

saints, church hierarchies, and a wealth of other elements. Some attention to these aspects 

is inevitable, but the theme of this work centers on poetic portrayals of the divine being. 

When I refer to “God,” I refer to the God recognized by Christians of thirteenth-century 

Spain. When I say “Spain,” here and after, I refer to the Iberian Peninsula, as there was 

no nation-state called “Spain” in the Middle Ages. I refer to Spain in order to avoid the 

application of my discussion exclusively to the inhabitants of one particular kingdom, but 

the focus of this study does not deal with the entire thirteenth-century Iberian Peninsula. 

Rather, the north-central region, controlled by Christians, is the most pertinent to the texts 

under discussion, and in particular the kingdom of Castile, the Peninsular Christian 

kingdom that was expanding most rapidly at the time. Castilian was the dialect of that 

kingdom, but occasionally I use the term “Spanish” to refer more generally to the 

romance dialects spoken in Spain.  
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This is also a dissertation about three narrative poems in particular. The first text 

under analysis is the Cantar de mio Cid, to which I will refer as the CMC.1 The second is 

a very important and influential work of medieval Spanish literature, the Libro de 

Alexandre, to which I will refer as the LAlex.2 The final work is Gonzalo de Berceo‟s 

Milagros de Nuestra Señora, hereafter the MNS.3 These three texts form part of a 

tradition of narrative poetry in medieval Spain, but they were not created for the same 

original audiences. Each poet had a particular group of ideal listeners in mind as he 

composed, and it shaped his poem. One of the poetic elements that it shaped was the 

representation of God, who was a character in all three of these works as well as in most 

others produced by Christians of the time.  

This dissertation has a dual purpose. The first is to answer a simple question 

whose answer is not nearly so simple: What do these three texts really say about God? 

Each has a primary discourse centered on the actions of the protagonist mentioned in its 

title, but in addition, how does each author choose to portray the Creator? The second 

purpose is to explore how the factor of audience has influenced these three unique 

representations of God. How do poets working within a tradition adapt their 

representations of God to fit the listeners for whom they are writing? This dissertation 

seeks to draw conclusions related to these two problems. What I hope to demonstrate is 

                                                 
1 Citations from the CMC come from Alberto Montaner‟s edition in the Clásicos y Modernos series, 

Barcelona: Crítica, 2000. 
2 There are two relatively complete manuscripts of the LAlex, O and P, though each lacks certain passages 

present in the other. A composite numbering system was created by Raymond S. Willis in order to take into 

account the content of both. Like other editors of the text, I treat the LAlex as a single work following 

Willis‟s composite stanza numbers. On the manuscripts, see Uría Panorama 177-81. In this dissertation, 

citations from the LAlex come from the third edition of Jesús Cañas, Madrid, Cátedra, 2000.   
3 Citations from the MNS come from Michael Gerli‟s twelfth edition, Madrid, Cátedra, 2003. 
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that the representation of God is not uniform in these three texts, but rather rich and 

varied, and that each poet‟s intended audience was a factor in the poet‟s chosen 

representation of the deity. Before proceeding, however, it is opportune to note the 

special complexities that a study of God can involve.  

GOD IN THIRTEENTH-CENTURY SPAIN 

The Judeo-Christian God had always been extremely complex with regard to 

character. In the first place, unlike Greek and Roman gods, he was all-powerful, the 

creator of the universe, and he made man in his image. His temperament resisted 

definition. After all, the ideas about God in the thirteenth-century Europe were shaped by 

the Biblical tradition, which refused to assign a definite personality to him. The stories of 

the Bible painted him as a wrathful, vengeful deity one minute and the next as a tender 

figure of mercy. It was difficult to characterize him because he was all-encompassing; 

nearly all traits that could be found in a single human could also be found in God. Thus, 

as he was the epitome of many different kinds of qualities, the thirteenth-century poets 

had a veritable buffet of characteristics from which they might choose to depict him as 

they incorporated him into their narratives. The traits emphasized revealed much about 

the poets‟ own intentions for the purpose of their works. 

Secondly, God was not simply “God.” The doctrine of the Trinity had pronounced 

that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit were of one substance, and yet all three were 

separate persons comprising one divine being. The Father was in heaven, the Son had 

visited earth in the form of man, and the Holy Spirit was poured out on and dwelt in 

mankind. This created a range of images from which a poet or artist might choose when 
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making reference to the deity, and, while the Church might have insisted that all were the 

same with regard to definitive substance, the connotation of each was different, and a 

poet might choose to invoke a particular person of the Trinity in order to communicate a 

particular idea or reach a certain audience.   

For evidence that the doctrine of the Trinity was thriving in the thirteenth century, 

one needs to look no further than the Summa Theologica of Thomas Aquinas, the great 

theologian of the century. Questions 27-32 of the first part of Aquinas‟s treatise deal with 

the Trinity, its nature, and the interrelationship of its three members. To justify his 

claims, Aquinas draws primarily on two sources of authority, the Bible and the Latin 

writings of the Church Fathers. For Biblical support of the doctrine of the Trinity, he cites 

John 8:42, I John v.20, Psalm 2:7, John 15:26, John 14:16, I John v. 7, and 1 Timothy 

1:17 in these sections. The Church fathers cited in his articles on the Trinity as a whole 

(Questions 27-32) include Athanasius, Boëthius, Augustine, Hilary, Ambrose, and 

Damascene. There was much debate concerning the doctrine of the Trinity, as evidenced 

by the lengthy amount of text which St. Thomas devoted to its discussion, but there was 

also a list of prestigious defenders whose authority was still influential to thirteenth-

century theologians.  

In addition to the Church Fathers and the theologians, other kinds of Christians, 

including the regular and secular clergy and lay members of Christian communities, had 

their own beliefs about and impressions of God, shaped by tradition, popular speech and 

discourse, preaching, and visual art. Beliefs about the deity could originate from a range 

of sources, from written, systematic accounts to that based wholly on popular hearsay.  
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God the Father 

At the center of the Trinity was God the Father, who was in heaven. He carried 

several connotations, the first of which was that of Creator. It was he who had spoken the 

world into existence in the Judeo-Christian tradition, and who had made man in his 

likeness. He was a warrior God, rescuing the Israelis from captivity and crushing their 

Egyptian persecutors, and granting them permission to slaughter those who inhabited 

their promised land. He was also a judge, the one who tested the souls of men. Yet 

despite all of his power, he was also a metaphorical father. He was the father to whom 

Jesus referred over and over, and was by extension father to all, as Jesus called him 

“Father” as he began his instruction on how to pray.4 Though Jesus and the Holy Spirit 

were part of God by definition of the Trinity, it was God the Father who provided the 

default image for God. He was the one who remained in heaven, and when people spoke 

of God, they spoke of the unseen deity that was in heaven, not the man that walked the 

earth or the spirit that inhabited mankind.  Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit did not carry 

the same connotations of omnipotent creator, warrior, judge, and father. 

It was quite common in the Middle Ages to conceive of God as a warrior God, not 

only in Christian Spain, but in Europe as a whole. While writing about how the church 

saw itself in the tenth century, Colin Morris reports that in Carolingian times and after, 

the Church identified itself with the Old Testament: “There it could find a rural 

community, worshipping the one true God in obedience to his anointed king and 

defending its borders by incessant warfare” (24-25). This was doubly true in the case of 

                                                 
4 Matthew 6:9, Luke 11:2. 
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Castile, which, to use Elena Lourie‟s term, comprised a “society organized for war” (54). 

For Castile, it was more than mere defense, as Morris suggests; it was extension of the 

borders of the kingdom. Images of warriors were even thematic in Peninsular church 

sculpture; many sculpted representations of Samson and the Lion and St. George and the 

Dragon were popular in the northern regions of the Peninsula (García Guinea 60-62, 65). 

Such warlike images could have resonated especially well with the local culture. Also 

prevalent along the Camino de Santiago were sculpted scenes depicting a mounted 

warrior defeating an enemy. Some have interpreted the warrior as the Emperor 

Constantine, some as representative of a war allegory, perhaps the Reconquista, and some 

have interpreted these scenes as representing the nobles‟ responsibility to defend society 

(Olaguer-Feliú y Alonso 172). The fact that battle images and themes adorned the 

churches of the age is proof that God and war were celebrated at the same time, and that 

it was believed that the divinity himself often blessed the activity of combat. This 

conception of God as warrior must have only been strengthened in 1212 at Las Navas de 

Tolosa, when much momentum began to shift away from the Muslims and toward the 

return of Christian power. God seemed to be blessing his people so that they might 

recover the land they had once ruled. In fact they did share much with the Old Testament 

Israelites, as the Israeli people before them had conceived of God as a warrior and divine 

judge. He was on Israel‟s side, and right and wrong were determined by the standard of 

relationship, that is, whether or not they were doing what God willed them to do. Victory 

for Israel was God‟s judgment of the people on the losing side; victory for Israel‟s 

enemies meant punishment for some sin of the Israeli people (Chesnut 67-68). 
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            Similarly, the God of thirteenth-century Spain was a God who had judged the 

Peninsula for wrongdoing. The invasion and rapid conquest of Spain by the Muslims in 

711 was a shock not just to Christian Spain, but also to all of Christian Europe. This 

concept of flagellum Dei, which Alan Deyermond defines as “a heathen power that 

becomes the unwitting instrument of God‟s will by overthrowing a kingdom that has 

fallen into sin” was used early on as an explanation for Spain‟s invasion.5 Thirty years 

after the invasion, St. Boniface wrote that it was a punishment for the sexual sins of the 

Visigoths. This theory became part of peninsular historiography beginning in the ninth 

century.  

This idea of flagellum Dei was still used in the thirteenth century to explain the 

conquest carried out by the Moors. In the Latin historiography, it was included in the 

Chronicon mundi by Bishop Lucas of Túy (1236) and in Archbishop of Toledo Rodrigo 

Ximénez de Rada‟s De rebus Hispaniae. It was also incorporated into the Estoria de 

España by Alfonso X, a text in the vernacular. This tradition paints God as a harsh judge 

and punisher who demands obedience and perfection from his people, especially his 

rulers. He allows much loss for the sins of a few.  

Although he was the God who had poured out judgment on the Peninsula, in the 

thirteenth century he was also the one who was slowly redeeming it. Time and again in 

the Old Testament, the Judeo-Christian deity was capable of becoming quite angry with 

his people, but ultimately allowed his anger to pass and restored them to a right 

                                                 
5 Much of the information in this section comes from Deyermond‟s article, “The Death and Rebirth of 

Visigothic Spain in the Estoria de España,” including the information on European and Peninsular 

historiography (347, 355) and the concepts of flagellum Dei (353-55) and of the saving remnant (357-60). 
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relationship with himself. Thus, the Christians of the Iberian Peninsula recognized a 

similar pattern in their own case; God in his mercy did not want them to be destroyed, but 

rather left a glimmer of hope for them, allowing a few isolated groups to remain free of 

Moorish sovereignty.  Peninsular historiography also maintained that God had raised up a 

leader for the Christians, Pelayo, whose bravery initiated the Reconquest and preserved 

the hope for the return of Christian kingdoms. This is the Old Testament concept of “the 

saving remnant” or the one who is destined to redeem a fallen people. Such a concept 

paints God as a balanced deity, destroying but also bringing restoration. In the thirteenth 

century, this gave confidence to the Christian kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula. The 

speed with which the Reconquest was proceeding made Christian rulers and their subjects 

feel that their period of judgment as a people was over and that God was once again 

willing to bless them as his own. 

The increasing Christian success in war against the Muslims coincided with 

changing ideas about God in Christian Europe in the later Middle Ages. In the thirteenth 

century, God was perceived as more human than he had been in preceding periods. 

Caroline Walker Bynum reports that prior to the eleventh century, God is perceived as 

the king of heaven and a stern judge (16). In addition, all of creation was explained in 

terms of war. In the tenth and eleventh centuries, images of warfare dominated monastic 

writings. In later medieval manuscripts, however, there was a new sense of God. His 

creative power, love, and accessibility were stressed, and there was a tendency to view 

him as an intimate family member or friend during the later centuries of the Middle Ages 

(Bynum 19, 129-35, 139). These tendencies seem especially appropriate for the 
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Peninsular Christian kingdoms in the thirteenth century, given that they were achieving 

rapid growth by way of the battlefield. God was still the warrior and judge that he always 

had been, but he was now fighting and judging the Muslims; to the Castilians, he was a 

providing father. 

Jesus Christ 

Jesus Christ, according to the doctrine of the Trinity, was God in the sense that he 

was of the same substance as God. Yet the connotation that Christ might bring to a 

Christian was completely different. While the Son originated in heaven and also returned 

there, most of what Christians knew about Jesus came from the four gospels, which 

documented his years on earth. Thus the mention of Jesus Christ often connoted an 

earthly man.  While God the Father was unchanging in the Bible, Jesus did change as he 

passed through the stages of life. First, he was an infant, passing through infancy and 

childhood as a human. After becoming a man, he was Christ the adult teacher. He was 

not a rich man. It was this stage of his life that inspired many of the medieval conceptions 

of him; St. Francis, for example, took on Christ‟s poverty as a model for his own life 

(Pelikan 137). In many medieval monastic works of art, Christ was depicted as the 

perfect monk. As Jaroslav Pelikan says, “the monks began by patterning themselves after 

Christ. But by the time they were finished they were likewise patterning Christ after 

themselves.” (110). The association came from the fact that the regular clergy had denied 

the world to follow Christ, as the latter had denied the pursuit of the material possessions 

of the world. But the Jesus of the Bible did not live his life like a monk in the sense that 

he did not withdraw himself from society, but rather interacted with it fully. In his 
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interactions he was at times compassionate and at times confrontational, especially with 

local religious authorities. But he lived as a teacher and carpenter‟s son with insightful 

messages for those who would hear him. 

Christ‟s adult life was significant, but it was incomplete without his death. The 

dying Savior was an image of power if understood properly; it was God‟s victory over sin 

and evil and redemption for mankind. The Cross was an omnipresent image in the 

European Middle Ages (Pelikan 96), appearing both with and without Jesus‟s body on it.  

The Cross without Christ was a symbol with an almost magical-type connotation, 

focusing on the power of Christianity. With Christ depicted on it, it was a more 

devotional icon, at times evoking awe for Christ‟s divine strength, at times sympathy for 

the suffering human Jesus. After his death, God raised Christ from the dead and he 

ascended into heaven. Christ the resurrected Lord, seated in glory, completed the cycle of 

images which Christ could supply to the devoted. 

The Holy Spirit 

Of the three persons that made up the divine Trinity, the Holy Spirit was the most 

abstract and the most difficult to assign a visual image. The Spirit was the counselor and 

teacher of men, residing in mankind. All four gospels also record its appearance in the 

form of a dove at the baptism of Jesus.6 But while the Father and the Son were becoming 

more accessible than before, the Holy Spirit remained an obscure and controversial being 

in the thirteenth century.  In previous centuries, the Church had been divided by the 

filioque controversy. Western theologians had posited that the Spirit, though not created, 

                                                 
6  Matthew 3:16, Mark 1:10, Luke 3:22, John 1:32. 
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proceeded through both the Father and the Son. Such a stance enjoyed a long tradition in 

the Iberian Peninsula, being in liturgical use there as early as the fifth century. In later 

centuries this controversy would become one of the factors leading to the separation of 

the Eastern and Western churches (Ritschl 3, 6). The thirteenth-century western point of 

view on the Holy Spirit was expressed by Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Theologica in 

Questions 36-38. In Question 36, he resolves that Holy Ghost is the Proper Name of one 

of the three divine persons and that this divine person proceeded from both the Father and 

the Son. In Question 37, he resolves that Love is the proper Name of the Holy Ghost; in 

Question 38, he resolves that Gift is the proper Name of the Holy Ghost. Yet while the 

Biblical God the Father often displayed human characteristics and took on human roles 

such as Warrior, Judge, Father, and Rescuer, and while Jesus Christ physically walked 

the earth, the Holy Spirit remained difficult to picture in the mind.   

GOD IN NARRATIVE POETRY 

It was in the thirteenth century that written texts in the everyday speech of the 

people began to flourish in Spain. There had already existed a tradition of oral epic poetry 

in the vernacular, the cantares de gesta, which often centered on the feats of a particular 

hero. In this century, vernacular poetic texts by and for clerics also came into being in the 

mester de clerecía. In both kinds of poems, there was often a central character, whose life 

and actions comprised the primary discourse of the work. 

For Christians in the Iberian Peninsula in the thirteenth century, the Judeo-

Christian God was a reality that intervened in earthly matters. Thus as poets crafted their 

narrative poetry to make it lifelike, they included God as a character. Society was so 
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conscious of his presence that it was not strange, but rather verisimilar, that God appear 

in narratives, interacting with the human figures in the literary work. Naturally, each 

poet, as he composed, discussed God and described him, creating a kind of “secondary 

discourse” on the divinity as he went. I use this term, “secondary discourse,” to refer to 

the set of ideas about a supporting element within a work, more specific than the primary 

discourse that centers on the work‟s protagonist. But these composers‟ discourses on God 

were not uniform; rather, each author emphasized the particular traits and characteristics 

of God that most served to support the central message of his own poem. The divine 

being thus became a literary component, present in almost all texts of the age, that could 

be manipulated by the poet to support a theme. Additionally, what each poet wrote about 

God had the potential to affect how the audience members perceived the divinity in their 

day-to-day lives.  

 “Secondary discourses” can be difficult to analyze, but nevertheless they are 

present in texts. The analysis of the authorial commentary on God in three particular 

poems is the subject of this dissertation. The first text I will analyze is the CMC, which I 

have chosen for its importance in the canon of Spanish literature and because it is the 

best-preserved Spanish cantar de gesta. Written down near the beginning of the 

thirteenth century, it forms part of two textual traditions: that of literature on the life of 

Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar, and that of Spanish popular epic poetry. Epic poems in the 

vernacular could be enjoyed by a variety of social classes. Scholars have hypothesized 

that the preserved poem may have been intended for an audience of warriors and others 

who lived in border regions who valued the warring way of life, as I will discuss in 
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Chapter 1. The analysis of God as a character in this work proves interesting as the poem 

is one in which religion is not central to its message. In the introduction to his edition of 

the Poema de Fernán González, Juan Victorio writes that “La religiosidad no es, ni 

mucho menos, esencial en la épica juglaresca. Si se echa una ojeada a los otros héroes, 

apenas rezan o no rezan” (16). And yet this claim is not quite so simple to uphold given 

that mentions of God permeate the CMC. These references to the deity must have had 

some function in the mind of the poet, who was creating a poetic world in which 

Christian characters spoke of God often.  

The second text that I will analyze is the LAlex, which I have chosen for its 

importance as the foundational text of the poetic school called the mester de clerecía. In 

its time it was an innovative work that reflected and combined several literary genres. 

One such genre was literature about the historical Alexander the Great, widespread in 

Europe (see George Cary). Another tradition reflected in the LAlex was that of learned 

epic poetry in Latin, as the principle source for the LAlex was the Latin Alexandreis by 

Gautier de Châtillon. Another tradition that left footprints in the LAlex was Spanish 

popular epic poetry itself, and the form of the LAlex owes much to these epic poems. The 

intended audience of the LAlex, however, was not the masses; the poem was most likely 

reserved for the educated classes of society or those in the process of becoming educated. 

The LAlex is another fascinating work for the analysis of the divine, as mentions of the 

Judeo-Christian God, of which there are many in the work, seem anachronistic to the 

modern reader. These divine references are only one kind of anachronism for which the 

work has been criticized, though such anachronisms, as Ian Michael notes, are not due to 
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ignorance on the part of the poet, but rather to a deliberately-designed program of 

discourse (see Treatment 26-27).  

Finally, I have chosen the MNS as a representative and well-known work of 

Berceo, who drew much inspiration from the LAlex. Like the other two poems, the MNS 

grew out of previous literary traditions, including that of miracle collections about the 

Virgin, as well as from the relatively new model of learned epic poetry in the vernacular 

established by the LAlex. The original intended audience for the MNS has been debated, 

as I will discuss in Chapter 1, but it is likely that the audience was twofold. The primary 

listeners of the work would have been monks, and the secondary recipients would have 

been the faithful and pilgrims to whom the monks might preach at festivals and in 

worship services. I have chosen the MNS as a text of study on account of the unique 

nature of the relationship between God and the protagnonist of this work: both are divine. 

The miracles narrated in the collection are worked by Mary after her ascent into heaven, 

taking her place as a divine saint with supernatural powers. Though this last text is a 

thoroughly religious, even theological one, God remains a secondary character in the 

work, as he is in the CMC and the LAlex. Taken together, the texts reveal differing 

representations of the divine for distinct audiences.   

There has been a fair amount of scholarly activity dedicated to many aspects of 

these three important texts, but surprisingly little work on the nature of God in them. 

There have been comments about God in the individual works, but they have generally 

been sporadic and rarely the central subject of a scholar‟s discussion. Below I review 
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previous scholarship relevant to discussions of the representation of God in the CMC, the 

LAlex, and the MNS.  

RELEVANT PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP ON GOD AND RELIGION IN THE CANTAR DE MIO 

CID 

Religion in the CMC has been the subject of much discussion, though the figure 

of God in the work has rarely been analyzed. Discussion of the deity as a character has 

usually been restricted to brief comments. For example, an early critical comment on the 

nature of God is found in the work of Simonde de Sismondi, who wrote in 1813,  

The poem, though a most Christian performance, bears some traces of its 

Arabic origin. The style in which the Divinity is spoken of, and the 

epithets which are applied to him, bear traces of a Moorish, rather than of 

a Catholic pen. He is called the Father of Spirits, the Divine Creator, and 

other names, which, as they are sufficiently accordant with Christian 

notions, the poet has preserved, although they betray their Musulman 

origin”  (120)  

Since then, few critics have written on specific ways in which the divinity is presented in 

the poem.  

 The early critical tradition of the CMC tended either to overemphasize or to 

downplay the role of religious elements in the work. Romantic interpretations of the 

poem dominated during most of the nineteenth century (see Galván 65-152). Many critics 

of this time were interested in the prestige of Spain as a nation, and, given that the 

historical Cid had played such an important role in the Middle Ages of the Iberian 
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Peninsula and had become part of its literary history, they claimed that the poetic Cid was 

a symbol of Spanish ideals, such as bravery, patriotism (though there was no nation 

called “Spain” in the Middle Ages), and Catholicism. Thus early critics noted that the Cid 

was devoted to his religion but did not attempt to describe God in the work, preferring 

simply to note that the Cid was a good Catholic and therefore was a good “Spaniard.” 

Several of them interpreted the CMC as a crusading text in which the Cid was fighting for 

God, a posture with which later critics would disagree.     

In a prologue to an edition of the CMC included in his 1840 anthology Tesoro de 

los romanceros y cancioneros españoles, the early critic Joaquín Rubió wrote about the 

ideals which motivate the poem‟s warriors, calling them “dispuestos a morir por su Dios, 

su rey y su dama” (cited in Galván 85). Pedro José Pidal, also writing in 1840, believed 

that the “espíritu” of the creation of the CMC was the Catholic faith: “la religión era en 

España el alma de todo” (330). This critic saw the Church as a force that brought 

unification and civilization to the Peninsula during the time of the Visigoths (320-22). 

For Pidal, the CMC was a product of a simpler era in which Catholicism, the monarchy, a 

sense of honor, and the value of personal independence shaped the poem‟s creation (310). 

Antonio de Trueba in 1854 wrote an article about the daughters of the Cid, noting that the 

Cid is a hero of “confianza en el cielo” and that the poet was “ingenuo y entusiasta y 

buen cristiano” like the men about which he composed his poem (15); his character 

analysis of the Cid was extended to describe the poet who created him. These critics must 

have noticed the frequent references to the deity and interpreted the deity to be the 

motivating force behind the Cid‟s actions.  
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During this time period, Reinhart Dozy, a Dutch scholar of Arabic, had a different 

interpretation of the Cid‟s motivation, writing that no medieval warrior, including the 

Cid, fought for his homeland nor for his religion, but rather because it was his profession 

(251). Dozy separated the Cid of history from the Cid of poetry, studying both the CMC 

and the Arabic histories written about the hero. He noted that the Cid of the poem was 

idealized as a good Christian and briefly analyzed the Cid‟s relationship with God (269-

70). However, unlike the previous critics, he did not see the Cid as fighting for any 

religious ideal, but rather to earn his daily bread (269). 

Beginning in 1863 there was an increase in scholarly work on the CMC, and there 

were observations about how the divine operated in the work, but the interpretations of 

the poem‟s religious element continued in the vein of Romanticism (Galván 124). José 

Amador de los Ríos dedicated over one hundred pages to an analysis of the CMC in the 

third volume of his Historia crítica de la literatura española, published in 1863, noting 

on various occasions that the Cid fights for the Catholic religion against Islam (118, 151, 

196, 203, 216). In his criticism he briefly analyzes God‟s role in the work, contrasting 

Christian epic with classical epic, noting that the supernatural in the CMC is restricted to 

the actions of God and his angels and saints. He also writes that the primary sources of 

inspiration for the warriors are their homeland and their religion, and the characters are 

always allowed to exercise their own free will (201-02). Francisco de Paula Canalejas in 

1869 compared the supernatural in Spanish and French epic, noting that divine 

intervention is very limited in the former when compared to the latter (156-57). Manuel 
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Milá y Fontanals noted that the piety of the Cid of the CMC was one of the many 

elements which the poet used to generate an enthusiastic portrait of the hero (317).   

In the last decades of the nineteenth century, Luis Galván reports that a realist 

interpretation of the CMC took root (see 152-64). In 1891, Marcelino Menéndez y Pelayo 

noted in the second volume of his Antología de poetas líricos castellanos that the Cid and 

his men are not motivated by “la vaga aspiración a un fin remoto, sino del continuo 

batallar por la posesión de las realidades concretas… El Cid del poema lucha por ganar 

su pan” (2: IX). He also characterized religion in the cantares de gesta, noting that while 

the fighting men are shown to pray, they do not enter into discussion on theological 

controversies (2: VII); in a later volume of the series, he characterized the faith of the 

fighting men as “piedad más activa que contemplativa” (11: 316). Beginning with 

Menéndez y Pelayo, Spanish critics still tended to recognize or even emphasize the poetic 

Cid‟s religious tendencies, but they ceased to assert that such tendencies motivated his 

fighting. One of them, Pedro Corominas in 1917, focused on the plunder obtained in 

battle (80-94), asserting that the characters on giving thanks to God from the tower of 

Valencia are doing so primarily because their wealth has increased so substantially (88). 

This realist critical tendency led to a new worry among Spanish critics: that their 

national hero had been defamed, that readers might see the Cid‟s character as flawed. 

This concern in turn led to a new inclination in which critics did not see the Cid as 

fighting for God, as the Romantic interpreters had done, but did set out to emphasize the 

faith of the poetic Cid. Cesáreo Bandera Gómez summarized this sentiment in 1969: 

“Mucho se ha hablado sobre la religiosidad del Poema. Con frecuencia este sentimiento 
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de religiosidad se ha esgrimido como bandera contra la cidofobia, es decir, se ha visto en 

él una manera de desautorizar aquellas opiniones que nos presentan a un Cid motivado 

por puro deseo de ganancias materiales” (49).  These commentators wrote in an attempt 

to recover some of his perceived lost honor. Alejandro Pidal y Mon in 1904 interpreted 

the poetic Cid as a great Christian hero, unique in world literature for his historical 

existence and the realistic way in which his story was sung (406). He believed that the 

Cid of the CMC reflected the archetypal ideals that exist in the mind of God himself and 

that their reflection in poetry was a symbol of the faith of the Spanish people who 

composed it (407). José María Ruano in 1932 called attention to the importance of the 

characters‟ religion in the text, believing that their devotion in the work is “inseparable” 

from their greatness (45). Much of his commentary centered around his perception that in 

order to create such devout characters, the poet himself must also have been an 

enthusiastic Catholic (43, 46), and thus very “nuestro” (43), that is, very Spanish. Galván 

characterizes Ruano‟s commentary as an exaggeration of religious sentiments in the text 

(250). Ruano‟s purpose in writing his book, Apología del cristianismo en la literatura 

española, was indeed to attack new Atheistic and secularizing tendencies in the Spain of 

his time, as the author himself noted (23-24). Thus the character of the Cid was placed in 

the service of Spanish Catholicism of the 1930s. 

Thus the discussions on religion in the work up to the 1930s were able to establish 

that the Cid, as presented in the CMC, is not fighting on behalf of Christianity, but rather 

for his own survival, and that, despite this, his Catholicism remains sincere. He is a 

“Christian hero” in the sense that he is a hero who happens to practice Christianity, not a 
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hero because he has helped the triumph of Christianity; this balance is expressed well by 

Bandera Gómez (49-55). Still, little had been written on the subject of the representation 

of God in the text.  

In the twentieth century, perhaps the religious element of the CMC that attracted 

the most critical attention was the prayer of Ximena, found in lines 330-65. Ramón 

Menéndez Pidal wrote in his introduction to the 1913 edition of the poem that Ximena‟s 

prayer was a reflection of the influence of French epic poetry, that the juglar must have 

been familiar with prayers from that genre (40-42).  Eleazar Huerta interpreted the prayer 

as the collective sentiments of the characters, juglar, and audience (80), as all hope for 

God‟s protection of the Cid during his exile.  Huerta also expressed that the prayer “no es 

rigurosa creación de nuestro poeta” (79). That is, its content is adapted from other 

models, unlike the rest of the poem, which is original in content and thus “rigorously 

created.” Joaquín Gimeno Casalduero wrote in his article “Sobre la “oración narrativa” 

medieval: estructura, origen y supervivencia” that Ximena‟s prayer, although possibly 

imitating the prayers of French epic poems, was probably created in imitation of prayers 

in popular use in Spain at the time (28). The “oración narrativa” consists of a short 

invocation of God, a long section which lists events from the Bible and from the lives of 

saints, with an emphasis on God‟s miracles, and then a short petition, in this case for 

protection of the Cid (11-12). Another important article on the prayer of Ximena comes 

from Peter E. Russell. In “La oración de doña Jimena,” Russell notes that the point of this 

prayer is to remind God of his power and of what he has done in the past so that he might 

again intervene in the laws of nature on behalf of the person for whom the prayer is 
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uttered (116). Russell observes that searching for a Latin Christian prayer on which the 

poet might have based Ximena‟s prayer actually turns up no results; there is no direct 

ecclesiastical source for it. Russell believes that the poet had to go to great lengths to 

make sure that the prayer was reminiscent of official church prayers while still 

maintaining a heroic tone, as this was vital to the poem‟s purpose. The liturgical prayers 

did not offer an elevated tone; he believed that the trope for this type of adaptation came 

from the French epic. Additionally, he offered textual analysis of the prayer‟s content 

(“Oración 119-31, 142-44, 149-53). In the second chapter of The Poema del Cid and the 

Poema de Fernán González: The Transformation of an Epic Tradition, Matthew Bailey 

compares the prayers found in lines 217-25 and line 241 to Ximena‟s longer prayer and 

finds the latter to exhibit a mentality which tends toward metaphor, unlike the rest of the 

work, which prefers metonymy (see 43-53).  

On the character of God himself in the CMC, however, critical analysis has 

continued to be brief. Joaquín Casalduero has written that nature symbolizes divine will 

in the Romanesque period and uses an example from the CMC (26-27); he also dedicates 

a small section of his study “El Cid echado de tierra” to the representation of God, in 

which he notes that the depiction of God reveals characteristics of two periods: the 

Romanesque and the Gothic (see 39-41). Still, the detailed analysis of God as a character 

in the work, as far as I can tell, has never been the central subject of a critical study.  
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RELEVANT PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP ON GOD AND RELIGION IN THE LIBRO DE 

ALEXANDRE 

In the CMC God as a character remains in the background to the extent that his 

function in the narrative has for the most part escaped the attention of critics; he can be 

characterized as having a “sporadic” or “supporting” function. To some degree, this is 

true for the LAlex as well. In the greater part of the narrative, there are intermittent 

mentions of God and prayers, similar to those found in the CMC. The characters feel the 

divine presence, but the author only occasionally breaks the action to place God as the 

focal point for his audience. All of this changes, however, near the end of the work in 

stanza 2329, in which it is revealed that God is not pleased with Alexander‟s pride:  

Pesó al Crïador  que crió la Natura,  

ovo de Alexandre  saña e grant rencura,  

dixo: “Este lunático  que non cata mesura,  

yol tornaré el gozo  todo en amargura. (2329a-d)  

At this point, God becomes a major actor in the narrative, setting in motion its didactic 

lesson that revolves around Alexander‟s death. Indeed this lesson is about man‟s proper 

humility before God. In addition, the Christianization of the life of a pagan figure has 

caused critics to take note of the prayers and Christian acts of worship present in the text. 

For these reasons, the role of God in the LAlex has been critically recognized more often 

than in the CMC. Nevertheless, critical commentary on God in the LAlex generally 

appears as a secondary theme to other critical matters. Charles F. Fraker alone, in fact, 

has dedicated an article to the subject of God in the LAlex, as I will discuss below. 
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Several critics, however, have provided insights into the nature of the divine character in 

this text.  

Raymond S. Willis‟s monograph, The Relationship of the Spanish Libro de 

Alexandre to the Alexandreis of Gautier de Châtillon, hereafter Relationship, is an 

essential work in the bibliography of LAlex scholarship. Willis thoroughly discusses the 

manner in which the LAlex poet reshaped his primary source, the Alexandreis, and in his 

discussion he comments frequently on adaptations of the deity between the two works, 

noting that Gautier‟s poem, though it contains some Christian elements, is composed 

much more in the vein of the pagan world than the LAlex. Upon adapting the Latin poem, 

the Spanish poet omitted many mentions of classical gods and even some references to 

the Old Testament and inserted much original Christian material (67-68). Willis found 

that the LAlex poet did not mind mentioning these pagan divine beings, but that upon 

adapting Gautier, he systematically filtered out instances of deus ex machina and 

passages in which pagan gods communicate directly with Alexander except those scenes 

that he could mold to Christian convention (12-14). Sometimes the names of classical 

deities used figuratively are adapted literally in the newer poem (39); a reference to 

Bacchus in Gautier, for example, becomes a reference to drunkenness in the Spanish 

poem. Some references to pagan gods were maintained, however. The LAlex poet 

maintains allegorical and traditional material, such as the mention of Troy, on which he 

saw fit to insert a long digression, and references to Natura, a common character in 

Christian literature of the time (12-13, 75-77). Also the three Fates, referenced often in 
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Gautier‟s work, are allowed to take part in the LAlex, and the poet even employs the 

name of one of them (38-39). 

The thirteenth-century poet also added several religious elements not present in 

Gautier‟s work. In Willis‟s view, these additions comprise the technique that most 

contributes to the recasting of the later work as a Christian poem (68). In the first place, 

the poet greatly embellishes the description of Hell, mentioned in passing in the 

Alexandreis (17, 69), and also adds some fleeting references to pagan gods, a soliloquy 

by God and five Christian prayers, the invocation of Jesus Christ in stanza four, and other 

mentions of God and Christ. The author also reworks Gautier‟s narrative so that Natura 

responds to God‟s disapproval of Alexander‟s pride rather than initiating revenge on her 

own (see 67-73). Willis‟s contribution allows us to see to what extent the Christian 

elements in the LAlex are original to the poet and thus to what degree they can inform us 

of his purpose and audience. Indeed, the new vernacular work included a vision of the 

spiritual world that was not inspired by its principal source.  

Another important critical work for the understanding of God‟s role in the LAlex 

is George Cary‟s The Medieval Alexander, a work not focused exclusively on the Spanish 

poem, but rather on many European texts that reveal a variety of interpretations of the life 

of Alexander the Great. In fact, he dedicates very little space to the LAlex, though he does 

include some brief analysis of God‟s character in the work, saying that “The action is 

placed under the discreet and distant surveillance of a Christian God” and that at the end 

“it seemed necessary to the Spanish writer that God should show His anger against 

Alexander” (187-88). He writes that Alexander‟s death at the hands of Hell comes with 
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God‟s consent, unlike in Gautier, and that in this way the author arrives at a theological 

explanation for the death of the conqueror (193).   

But the real value in Cary‟s work for our purposes is its usefulness for 

understanding the global tradition of Alexander literature and the history of portrayals of 

the warrior in relationship with the Judeo-Christian God. Linking the Supreme Being to 

Alexander the Great was not an innovation of the authors of the LAlex and the Roman 

d‟Alexandre (RAlix), one of the sources of the former. Rather, there was a longstanding 

tradition of connecting God and Alexander the Great. This stemmed from the fact that the 

Old Testament book of Daniel had prophesied that an “all-conquering tyrant” would 

serve as God‟s channel of divine punishment (118-19). Alexander the Great‟s conquest of 

Persia was seen as the fulfillment of this prophecy, but in two different ways. In Christian 

commentary, beginning with St. Jerome, Alexander‟s conquests were interpreted as 

divine will, and God served as the conqueror‟s manipulator (120). In Jewish tradition, 

however, Alexander was aware that he was acting on God‟s power. According to the 

historian Josephus, God visited Alexander in a dream and promised that the latter would 

conquer Persia. Upon arriving at Jerusalem, the conqueror even worshipped God in the 

Temple. This episode was also recorded in the Historia Scholastica by Peter Comestor, 

ensuring its dissemination among European Christians (81,126-28). Medieval thinkers 

alternately accepted or rejected Alexander‟s conscious relationship with the Judeo-

Christian God (128).   

María Rosa Lida de Malkiel believed that some of Cary‟s conclusions were 

exaggerated (“Leyenda” 314-15). Nevertheless, Cary‟s work helps us to understand the 
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extent of the poet‟s originality upon introducing God into the story of Alexander the 

Great. Given that there already existed a tradition of connecting God and Alexander, it 

made it all the easier for the poet to Christianize the hero and the surrounding text 

completely. Francisco Marcos Marín recognizes the tradition of portrayals of Alexander 

the Great as a “precursor del caballero cristiano” and then interprets the LAlex‟s Judeo-

Christian elements as a part of this tradition (33-34). In my view, some of these elements, 

particularly those pertaining exclusively to Christianity and not to the broader Judeo-

Christian tradition, are due more to the poet‟s deliberate attempt to present Alexander as 

a model of the ideal medieval warrior rather than to assert that the historical conqueror 

was a precursor to Christians. In other words, some passages in the LAlex present 

Alexander not as a pre-Christian, bus as an actual, practicing Christian. Nevertheless, 

Cary‟s work and Marcos Marín‟s interpretation demonstrate that Christian elements in 

the text were part of an extant literary tradition and may have been an easy adaptation for 

the poet and his audience.   

Ian Michael is another critic whose work has shed light on the Christian elements 

of the LAlex, including God. In his article “Interpretation of the Libro de Alexandre: the 

Author‟s Attitude Toward His Hero‟s Death,” Michael interprets the work as a whole. He 

acknowledges that the LAlex poet both admires and condemns the subject of his poem. 

He argues, however, that one of these two inclinations, the moralistic, is the stronger of 

the two sentiments. He notes that Alexander‟s sin, which in Gautier was simply curiosity, 

is transformed into the sin of pride in the Spanish poem. Michael also believes that the 

poet, without explicitly mentioning it, implies that God casts Alexander into Hell. Thus 
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Michael centers his interpretation on the lesson that the audience was to learn upon 

hearing the LAlex, that is, an exploration of the proper attitude of a sovereign, and, more 

generally, mankind, in the eyes of God. 

Michael explores other aspects of God‟s representation in the work in his book 

The Treatment of Classical Material in the Libro de Alexandre, hereafter Treatment. The 

purpose of the critical work was to explain what many critics had seen as a major flaw in 

the poem: its so-called anachronisms. Michael instead interprets them as deliberate 

adaptations on the part of the poet (17). With respect to the poet‟s use of the Judeo-

Christian God, he writes, “the minor Christian elements build up an overwhelmingly 

Christian atmosphere which leads one to the conviction that „Dios‟ did mean the Deity as 

envisioned by the thirteenth-century Spanish mind” (142), recognizing that the text is an 

attempt to reach a particular audience through the incorporation of that audience‟s 

cultural values.  Michael elaborates at length on the specific ways in which the poet 

Christianizes the life of Alexander. He draws attention to the fact that one of the sources, 

the RAlix, was already Christianized and that the poet of the LAlex retained some of that 

text‟s Christian elements (88). He observes that God often intervenes in the LAlex during 

moments in the narrative in which the deity did not do so in the sources that the poet was 

adapting for particular scenes. Thus the LAlex poet generally expanded God‟s role in his 

work as compared to his sources (89). Michael also indicates several occasions in the 

source texts in which pagan gods were transformed into references to the Judeo-Christian 

God in the Spanish poem. These include the Fates and Jupiter, the pagan gods referenced 

by Aristotle in his instructions to Alexander in the Alexandreis, and the pagan gods 
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referenced in Alexander‟s prayer of thanksgiving at Babylon (93, 123, 130). Michael also 

lists other insertions of Christian material, including oaths and interjections from 

conventional language, similes and metaphors, and original comments, almost none of 

which are found in the sources but rather are original to the Spanish version in cuaderna 

vía (132-40). The critic also signals God‟s intervention in Alexander‟s death as the 

poem‟s most important Christian adaptation because it sets in motion the final didactic 

lesson on pride (95-96).  

In Treatment, Michael also devotes much attention to the poet‟s didactic lessons, 

which are often bound up with the theme of divine will. He notes that Natura and Satan 

are subject to God‟s volition in the text and that God is presented as mysterious in his 

workings (155, 158-59, 234). One of the most interesting observations is the conclusion 

about the poet‟s personal perception of the life of Alexander the Great, who died young at 

the height of his power. Michael speculates that the poet felt that the historical Alexander 

must have died by divine design and that the poem needed to explain this phenomenon 

(282-83). In doing so, the Spanish poet became an interpreter of God‟s interaction with 

man in history.     

Other critics have commented more briefly on the role of the divine in the LAlex. 

María Rosa Lida de Malkiel in La idea de la Fama en la Edad Media castellana writes 

that the Spanish Alexander‟s relationship with God confers a dignity to the hero that 

makes him seem strikingly humble compared to his counterpart in Gautier. She also 

indicates that Alexander surrenders to the will of God as he dies and conceives of the 

heavenly court as parallel to earthly ones (194-96). Michael is not prepared to accept her 
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opinion that the poet admires the hero at the work‟s end, however, and asserts the view 

that God and Alexander part ways in the poem, even if the latter does not realize this 

(Treatment 279-80). 

In her article on the duality of paganism and Christianity in the LAlex, Marina 

Scordilis Brownlee states that Fortune coexists with God in the text, that is, that Fortune 

is not explicitly dictated by divine will (269). I disagree with this interpretation, as a 

study of God in the LAlex reveals that everything in the text is subject to divine will from 

the point of view of the characters as well as that of the narrator.   

In “Re-inventing Alexander: From Christian Warrior to Pagan Saint,” Martha 

Mary Daas does not accept that the “Dios” mentioned so often in the poem is necessarily 

meant to connote the Judeo-Christian God, writing that, “this “Dios” could be Fortune, or 

any number of pagan gods. There is no precedent set that Alexander is, in the least, a 

Christian hero.” She believes that the references to Christianity are a connection between 

author and audience, not an imposition of the poet‟s century on the hero (33); this 

assertion is difficult to support, however, given that not all of the references to God come 

from the narrator. Several are placed in the mouths of the characters, and some of these 

references are undeniably Christian. Alexander tells Aristotle, for example, “espero tu 

consejo  como del Salvador” (49c). Here, the audience is meant to understand that 

Alexander is referring to Christ. Daas‟s position on this particular issue seems to 

overlook the medievalizing processes at work in the poem about which Michael has 

written so extensively in Treatment. I believe that a comprehensive study of the 
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references to the deity reveal that the poet of the LAlex intended that the audience would 

interpret references to “Dios” as references to the Judeo-Christian deity.  

Amaia Arizaleta has interpreted God‟s role in the work as a reminder that kings 

are God‟s representatives on earth and placed in power by him (Translation 236). It is 

one of the elements that allow her to interpret the work as one that reflects the political 

atmosphere of the time. Following Arizaleta, Julian Weiss discusses the tension between 

God and political ideals in the work. The “ideals” of which Weiss writes are aspirations 

of international secular domination. Alexander is loyal to political order, but not to divine 

order. Alexander‟s rise to power and subsequent fall cause Weiss to believe that the poem 

reflects an ambivalence about the centralization of power in the hands of a universal 

monarch. God grants power to monarchs as his earthly representatives, but their greed for 

additional power often brings their downfall. Weiss writes that the poem reveals that 

loyalty to both ideals, the secular political and the divine, is impossible (see 10-12, 22-24, 

109-42).  

José Hernando Pérez has drawn several conclusions from the mentions of God in 

the poem. He notes that some of the same ideas about the nature of God‟s will are 

expressed in the LAlex, Diego García‟s Planeta, and the work of Rodrigo Jiménez de 

Rada. He believes that ideas concerning the seemingly illogical nature of God‟s decisions 

is the property of a common school of writers rather than a trope of the age (229-30). He 

also highlights the relationship of God and Natura in the LAlex and attributes it to the 

influence of Alain de Lille (245-49). Additionally, he sees a connection between the 

thanksgivings to God expressed in Alfonso VIII‟s letter sent to the Pope describing the 
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victory at Las Navas de Tolosa and those in the LAlex (333-34). Hernando Pérez uses all 

of his evidence to support his central thesis that Diego García was in fact the author of 

the LAlex. 

As mentioned above, the only critic who has centered a piece of scholarship on 

God in the LAlex is Fraker. His article, “„Dios‟ y „Dioses‟ en el Libro de Alexandre,” 

poses the problem that the poem makes use of both terms mentioned in the title, 

alternately attributing earthly events to the powers of both. The critic notes that this 

phenomenon is strange in such an orthodox work and hypothesizes that there must be 

some literary convention of the time that allows the poet to employ it (29-30, 33). He 

cites specific Latin texts and outlines literary practices with which the poet might have 

been familiar, concluding that the utilization of both terms reflects the author‟s 

educational formation.  

My study differs from Fraker‟s investigation in that it focuses on the poet‟s 

chosen depiction of the Judeo-Christian God in the LAlex. I will not deal with tensions 

between the pagan world and the Christian world in the work. References to “dios” and 

“dioses,” which Fraker explains may refer to “the forces of nature” (translation from 

“Dios” 33), are not treated as references to God in this study. I analyze only the 

references to the deity in which the audience member is expected to call to mind one of 

the members of the Trinity of the God of the Judeo-Christian tradition.       
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RELEVANT PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP ON GOD AND RELIGION IN THE MILAGROS DE 

NUESTRA SEÑORA 

Berceo‟s works are about Christian spiritual themes, and yet critics have treated 

his spiritual world less than one might expect. This may be due to the fact that the poet‟s 

works are so moralizing and didactic that he himself often tells the listener what he 

should take from the text. In the particular case of the Milagros de Nuestra Señora, there 

is little need to clarify his textual message given that he repeats it at the end of nearly 

every miracle. Thus scholarship on Berceo has often focused on historical and linguistic 

problems, such as discerning who he was, what his sources were, why and for whom he 

adapted them, and what can be learned from his writings about the popular language of 

the time (Ruiz Domínguez Mundo 17). Still, there have been studies on the spiritual ideas 

of Berceo. Some of these have focused specifically on the Milagros de Nuestra Señora, 

while others treat Berceo‟s writings collectively.  

Juan Antonio Ruiz Domínguez is the only critic who has attempted to provide a 

detailed, systematic description of God in Berceo‟s works. His work centers around the 

spiritual world of Berceo, and, in two of his books, his methodology partially resembles 

that employed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. In La historia de la salvación en la obra 

de Gonzalo de Berceo (Historia), the critic‟s ultimate purpose, as the title suggests, is to 

find and describe the presence of the history of salvation, that is, the fall of man and 

God‟s plan to redeem him, as represented in the poems of Berceo. In Chapter 9 of Part II 

(see 143-58), Ruiz Domínguez examines the words that refer to Christ in Berceo‟s 

poems. He explores the undertones that each title applied to Christ might have for a 

listening audience member and reports the percentage of occasions on which Berceo 
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chooses each title (Christ is “Señor” twenty-two percent of the time, “Mesías” three 

percent, etc.). Like Ruiz Domínguez, I will survey the connotations of the titles applied to 

the divinity. 

The same critic returns to the study of God in Berceo in Chapter 2 of his El 

mundo espiritual de Gonzalo de Berceo (see 35-51). He again studies the labels applied 

to the deity, this time extending the process to include God the Father and the Holy Spirit, 

and draws several conclusions about Berceo‟s conception of God (see 50-51). One such 

conclusion is that the doctrine of the Trinity is present in Berceo‟s works, and within this 

scheme God the Father tends to be represented as Creator, Christ as Redeemer, and the 

Holy Spirit as Consoler who distributes grace and spiritual gifts. He also notes that 

Berceo is influenced by the theology of Peter Lombard, by the Church Fathers and St. 

Augustine in particular, and by the decrees of the IV Lateran Council.  

Outside of Ruiz Domínguez‟s work, criticism on God in the MNS is limited to 

brief discussions and scattered comments. After Ruiz Domínguez, Carmelo Gariano is 

probably the critic who most closely studies God in MNS. In his book, Análisis estilístico 

de los “Milagros de Nuestra Señora,” Gariano focuses generally on style rather than 

content, and so his observations about God in the MNS are limited to a few paragraphs 

(57-58) in which he mentions the importance of Christ and Mary over God, notes Christ‟s 

role as judge, and signals an anthropomorphic view of the divine world in Berceo. There 

are also occasional stylistic remarks about divine imagery in his book, some of which 

will be cited in this study.  
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Other authors comment briefly on how God functions in the work. The following 

authors, like Gariano, are not writing about God as the central subject of their criticism, 

but their opinions are useful in helping to determine how God should be perceived in the 

work. Joël Saugnieux in his Berceo y las culturas del siglo XIII writes that the characters 

of the MNS barely distinguish between the figures of God the Father and Christ, and that 

the latter rarely appears as an earthly, suffering man (63); these are claims with which I 

disagree. Saugnieux also writes about the relative weakness of God compared to Mary, 

who is able to persuade the former to discredit his own laws or to compromise. For this 

critic, God is inaccessible, distant, and uninterested, given that in some of the miracles 

Mary takes over his powers as final judge. Saugnieux attributes this view to a belief in 

the era that God is too high to be addressed directly by man, and therefore Berceo 

approaches Christ with reserve and barely evokes God the Father in the MNS (see 

especially 25-27, 31-32, 35-36, 43).  

Concha Zardoya, interestingly, had taken the opposite point of view decades 

before, writing that Berceo creates an image of Mary that is all too human and makes 

such an effort to promote her as advocate that he ends up underscoring how unnecessary 

she is in the divine hierarchy; God is always the one who finally grants mercy (152-53, 

165).7 Néstor Lugones writes that God‟s primary role in the miracles is that of supreme 

judge (178).  Jesús Montoya Martínez notes that in the miracle of “Teófilo,” Berceo‟s 

work is much more Christ-centered whereas a similar adaptation of the miracle into 

                                                 
7 I would argue that the points of view of both Saugnieux and Zardoya are extreme. Berceo does not intend 

to discredit God or Mary. The two characters are in harmony, lending credit to each other in the text, and 

the original audience would have understood this. 
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French by Gautier de Coinci prefers the image of God (“Teófilo” 179, 181, 183). In 

addition, there are several critics who have supplied comments on a single image or 

description of God in the MNS, and some of these authors will be cited in pertinent 

sections.    

Criticism has also focused on other religious themes present in MNS, and some 

observations have been helpful for the analysis of God in this work. As mentioned above, 

Ruiz Domínguez has treated the biblical references and history of salvation in Berceo 

(Historia) and virtually all of the references to the religious world found in the poet‟s 

corpus of works (Mundo). Several critics have also attempted to characterize Berceo‟s 

conception of Mariology. With regard to this matter, Saugnieux sees two major 

influences: the Mozarabic rite and the writings of St. Bernard of Clairvaux (70). He 

explains that in the writings of St. Bernard, God and Christ are too majestic to be 

accessible, and their primary roles in the cosmos are those of ruler and judge (62). 

Saugnieux also believes that Berceo carries the cult of Mary beyond what would be 

acceptable to his contemporary theologians (64-65), and that therefore the MNS should be 

described as an emotional expression based more on popular tradition than on sound 

theology (42, 68).  Jesús Menéndez Peláez reacts to Saugnieux‟s criticism in his article 

“La tradición mariológica en Berceo.” He sees a clear influence of St. Bernard, but 

rejects a Mozarabic influence and believes that Berceo indeed based his thought on 

acceptable theological principles. Víctor García de la Concha sees the work‟s doctrinal 

Mariology to be very simple and consistent: that God is always ultimately responsible for 
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supernatural happenings, and that Mary is occasionally the vehicle through which he 

chooses to work (86). 

Also of note for understanding Berceo‟s overall spiritual-didactic purposes is 

Javier Villán‟s “Berceo, una religión apacible y liberadora,” in which he characterizes 

religion in the Riojan poet‟s works as the opposite of repressive and ritualistic. José 

Fradejas Lebrero in “Berceo, conocedor del Nuevo Testamento” defends Berceo‟s 

knowledge of the Bible. In “The Ideal of Perfection: The Image of the Garden-Monastery 

in Berceo‟s Milagros de Nuestra Señora,” James Burke analyzes not only the image 

mentioned in his title, but also the broader symbolism of the allegorical introduction. 

Michael Gerli in “La tipología bíblica y la introducción a los Milagros de Nuestra 

Señora” also studies the symbolism of the introduction, with particular emphasis on the 

theme of man‟s fall and redemption. This was one of the primary themes of 

contemplation in monastic communities (Leclerq 271). Finally, Heanon Wilkins 

discusses the spiritual symbolism of pilgrimage in “Los romeros y las romerías en 

Milagros de Nuestra Señora.”  

THIS STUDY 

In summary, previous commentary on God has in these three works has tended to 

consist of general observations and is often intermingled with commentary on religion, 

though an exception is Ruiz Domínguez, whose analysis of the deity as an entity in the 

works of Berceo is both empirical and systematic. I have mentioned that one purpose of 

this investigation is to determine what these three texts really say about God. This 

analysis, therefore, will be systematic, thorough, and comparative in nature. I will attempt 
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to take into account all references to the Judeo-Christian divinity in these three poems in 

order to arrive at a more precise characterization of each poet‟s unique discourse on God. 

The comparative nature of the study will also allow the subtleties of the divine 

representation in the individual works to stand out. As I have also stated, the second 

purpose of the dissertation is to explore how the factor of audience shapes this 

representation in the works. Each poet wanted his audience to conceive of God in a 

particular way; this way was often related to the manner in which he wished his audience 

to conceive of the central character of his work.  It is my hope that the study presented in 

the following chapters will contribute not only to a greater understanding of the role of 

God in these three texts, but also to a more general understanding of how previous poetic 

traditions and differing audiences shaped medieval Spanish narrative poems.  

Of the critics mentioned thus far, only Ruiz Domínguez‟s work partially 

resembles my study. His scholarship has informed this project and yet remains different. 

In the first place, he examines only the poems that have been attributed to Berceo, while I 

have surveyed an example of popular epic and one of learned epic in addition to a work 

by Berceo. Secondly, he examines all of Berceo‟s works and treats them as a collection, 

not as individual compositions. The percentages he supplies in his two books are not 

broken down for the study of the separate poems, but reported for the entire corpus. In 

contrast, I will discuss only the representation of God in the Milagros de Nuestra Señora, 

which is treated as an individual poem with its own unique purpose. Additionally, Ruiz 

Domínguez is interested in the manner in which Berceo‟s portrait of God reflects 

medieval theological tendencies. My study shares that interest to some degree but also 
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expands it to examine how the figure of God functions as a character in these three works 

in particular. I will explore how the author makes use of the Supreme Being in the 

narrative aspects of the three poems, including the roles assumed by the deity and how 

they might have been attractive to the audience. Ruiz Domínguez does make some 

attempt to comment on how certain titles applied to God and Christ appeal to Berceo‟s 

audience (see for example Historia 153 and Mundo 45), but I will focus more heavily on 

this aspect of author-audience interaction to arrive at an overall sense of how Berceo 

chooses to represent God to best reach his hearers. Finally, I will periodically juxtapose 

the representations of God in the three texts. Ruiz Domínguez does establish some 

parallels between the theology present in the CMC and the works of Berceo but does not 

systematically compare the two authors‟ representations of the deity, and does not speak 

of the LAlex at all. And yet the CMC, the LAlex, and the works of Berceo are connected 

in that they share certain common features. I hope to contribute to the field of medieval 

Spanish literature a study that demonstrates this interconnectedness through both the 

unity and diversity of the divine representation in these three texts.   

With each of the three poems, I have read the text isolating and classifying all 

references to the Christian deity. This deity consists of the Trinity: the Father, the Son, 

and the Holy Spirit. I will not consider mentions of the Virgin Mary as references to God; 

she is the Queen of Heaven in the works, and some of the protagonists pray to her, but 

her origin is not heavenly and she is never considered to be of the same substance as the 

members of the Trinity. All other saints are treated the same way as Mary.  
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In each of the four chapters that follow, I will discuss all three poems, beginning 

with the CMC, then proceeding to the LAlex and the MNS. This is the chronological order 

in which the texts seem to have been composed and is a logical way in which we can 

trace the evolution of divine representation in the three poems. In Chapter 1, I will review 

scholarly work on the audience of the three texts, attempting to identify the original 

listeners for whom each work was conceived. I will also supply examples of formulas 

and language patterns common to two or all three of the works under discussion in an 

attempt to confirm that they can in fact be considered members of a single historical 

genre. In Chapters 2, 3, and 4, I will return to the theme of God and begin to report the 

results of my study of the references to the divine being in the three texts. In Chapter 2, I 

will discuss the words employed in reference to God in the three works, comparing their 

frequencies and discussing the possible connotations that each term might hold for the 

poet‟s audience. I will assume that words, more than groupings of sounds, are images 

with deep connotations for the listening public. In the final two chapters, I will move 

beyond the realm of single words into the realm of discourse. In Chapter 3, I will deal 

with explicit discourse by studying the descriptions of God that are found in the texts of 

the CMC, the LAlex, and the MNS. Descriptions of God included in the text itself reveal 

clearly how each poet wishes his audience to think of the divinity. In Chapter 4, I will 

discuss the roles and functions assigned to God in the three poems. Some of the analysis 

in that chapter will focus on divine interaction with the characters in the narrative and on 

the roles assigned to God by conventional formulas, spoken between characters or from 

narrator to audience. Additionally, all three texts make mention of the deity so that the 
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narrator and characters might add emotional intensity or solemnity to their utterances. I 

will also discuss these passages in Chapter 4. In the Conclusion, I will summarize the 

results from the study of God in these three texts and attempt to make a final, overall 

characterization of the “secondary discourse” on God embedded within the larger, 

primary discourse of the work. I will also reflect on the ways in which the original 

intended audience shaped and helped determine the three unique representations of the 

deity. 

The ideas of two theorists will inform this study, those of Hans Robert Jauss and 

Mikhail Bakhtin, both of whom are interested in literature as a social phenomenon, and 

both of whom have written about the Middle Ages. The ideas of Jauss are useful for this 

discussion because he is simultaneously interested in the interpretation of a literary work 

and in its reception (de Man viii), and reception is especially important for this study. 

Thirteenth-century narrative poetry was not an expressive interior monologue; rather, it 

was composed for recitation aloud, before an audience. Thus, the author would always 

have a particular audience in mind as he composed. This was especially true of 

vernacular literature, which was born with the purpose of reaching a wide public, one that 

often did not know Latin. In approaching a thirteenth-century work in the vernacular, 

audience should always be taken into account. 

The ideas from Jauss on which I will draw come from the third chapter of his 

Toward an Aesthetic of Reception, the title of which is “Theory of Genres and Medieval 

Literature.” In this chapter, he notes that many works of the Middle Ages, especially 

those in the vernacular, are not easily classified as epic, lyric, or dramatic, but rather 
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should be studied as belonging to historical traditions (77-78). I hope to show that the 

three poems studied here can be grouped together and in this way are all members of a 

common historical genre, that of thirteenth-century Spanish narrative poetry.    

A useful idea, also presented in Chapter 3 of the same work, is Jauss‟s concept of 

“horizon of expectations.” Jauss notes that no work of art exists in “an informational 

vacuum” (79). Rather, there is always a “horizon of expectations”, or set of preconceived 

notions, which an audience brings to its reception of a work of art. Before experiencing 

the piece itself, the public draws on its prior experience of similar art forms. The author is 

unconsciously aware of these notions. As de Man explains, “„the horizon of expectation‟ 

mediates between the private inception and public reception of a work” (xiii). In other 

words, it provides a framework of previous experience upon which both the author and 

the audience draw. It allows the author to be original, to choose what novelty he will 

include in his work. The process is not a conscious one (de Man xii); the author does not 

know that he is doing this. He is only aware of the effect produced by whatever novelty 

he includes. An awareness of author-audience dynamic will allow us to examine how 

each poet carefully tailors his representation of God to his audience with regard to what 

characteristics he will emphasize, which members of the Trinity he will invoke, and what 

words he will apply to the deity. His poetic work carries his intended message while 

simultaneously operating within a framework of previous tradition. 

Also useful to this study are Bakhtin‟s ideas about language. Part of this project 

consists of a study of words and images. I will rely on certain ideas by Bakhtin to assert 

that specific words will have particular effects on an audience. Like Jauss, Bakhtin thinks 
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of a work of art in its social context; he also takes into account both author and audience 

as he writes about his theories of language. Susan Stewart characterizes Bakhtin‟s work 

as a type of “anti-linguistics” in which the critic rebels against commonly accepted and 

repeated linguistic principles. Traditional language theories, such as those of Saussure, 

present language as an inflexible system and differentiate “language” from “speaking” in 

that the former is social and the latter individual; Bakhtin, on the other hand, sees 

language as a dynamic system and sees the individual and social uses of language as one 

and the same. The individual always uses language to interact with his society, and 

therefore social circumstances determine an individual‟s use of the language (266-67). 

Stewart writes that Bakhtin also rebels against traditional notions of “the sign.” Bakhtin‟s 

perception is that a sign does not come from a material object, but rather from social 

practice (270-72). An author might use a word in an ironic, poetic, or other sense.  Such 

an explanation accounts for all possible uses of a particular image.  

Many of these ideas are presented in “Discourse in the Novel,” Bakhtin‟s essay 

written between 1934 and 1935. In this work we see that authorial intentions are a central 

component of the critic‟s theories. Here he states that “there are no “neutral” words and 

forms…language has been completely taken over, shot through with intentions and 

accents…all words and forms are populated by intentions” (293). Like Bakhtin, I will 

assume that the poetic language of these texts contains its author‟s intentions. The 

representation of God in each work will reflect the overall theme which the author has 

tried to convey through that work.  
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Bakhtin refuses to see a text as an “authorial monologue” (274). Rather, all 

language is social.  It is a constant dialogue of author and audience. As we have 

discussed, God was a complex being for a thirteenth-century audience. He was both a 

harsh judge and an accessible father.  The skilled poet, therefore, must be sure that he 

emphasizes the characteristics of God which serve his purposes. I will also assume that 

different words, though they may refer to the same referent, will summon different 

images, and that each image will have different connotations. For example, though God 

the Father and Jesus Christ were one and the same according to the Catholic Church, the 

word Dios „God‟ will produce a different set of associations in the mind of the listener 

than the word Cristo „Christ.‟ Likewise, the word Padre „Father‟ will connote different 

images than the word Criador „Creator,‟ despite the fact that both might be used to 

discuss the same divine being. The former might sound more tender, more human, more 

masculine, or possibly more stern than the latter, which is much more powerful and 

abstract. 

Bakhtin is also careful not to limit his conception of language to that of a nation-

state, which is only one type of the many languages of heteroglossia, the term which the 

theorist uses to describe the sum total of factors which govern the context of a particular 

utterance. To explain his concept of language, he lists “the Ukrainian language, the 

language of the epic poem, of early Symbolism, of the student, of a particular generation 

of children, of the run-of-the-mill intellectual, of the Nietzschean and so on” (291) as 

examples of “languages” that might co-exist within a particular text or utterance. Every 

author, then, will write his own unique language. The texts that I will be analyzing were 
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composed in romance dialects of the Iberian Peninsula of the thirteenth century, some in 

the language of courtiers, some in the language of clergymen, some in the language of 

minstrels used to performing for kings and warriors. They share words, syntax, and 

formulas, but the “language” that each author uses is far from standardized, and it is 

uniquely his own. Within his composition, he manipulates the representation of God not 

only to project his own message and appeal to his audience, but also to reflect his own 

beliefs about God, beliefs held by an individual human being in a certain time and place.  

I have noted that my primary purposes in writing this dissertation are to arrive at a 

better understanding of audiences of narrative poetry in thirteenth-century Spain and of 

these three texts in particular through the tracing of an element common to all three of 

them and to virtually all vernacular narrative poems of thirteenth-century Spain. 

However, I also hope to contribute to a better understanding of God as a fixture in 

medieval European literature. One of my suspicions is that thirteenth-century authors 

cared deeply about God, not in the sense that they were intent on living a perfect devout 

life at all times in order to please him, but in the sense that his presence was real and 

relevant to them in all situations. God was the author of their universe. In the thirteenth 

century, God was always perceived as a factor in human affairs, and society was 

conscious of interaction between the divine and the mundane. This was not an oppressive 

relationship, as this was not a godless society. It was not a society skeptical of religion or 

even of the church. Rather, God was the accepted explanation for the creation of the 

universe and his hand was in the unfolding of human history. As such, it was only natural 

and expected that he intervene in the verbal worlds created by poets.   
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Chapter 1: Three Texts for Three Distinct Audiences in Thirteenth-

Century Spain 

Medieval Spain has gained fame as a fascinating meeting place of three cultures: 

Christians, Muslims, and Jews. Yet in thirteenth-century Castile, the populations of these 

three cultures were not equally balanced. Bernard Reilly estimates that by 1300 the 

population of Castile had grown from one to three million inhabitants, and that Muslims 

made up only eight to ten percent of this figure and Jews only two percent (139). Thus 

the vast majority of Castile‟s population was comprised of Christians, and though Jews 

and Muslims influenced society, it was dominated and ruled by those who identified with 

Christianity.    

This proportionately large population of Christians, however, did not perceive 

itself as a one-dimensional, uniform culture, but rather believed that the lives and 

functions of men within a single community should be very different. Christian society 

was seen as hierarchical, and its members were to each perform their own social function 

(O‟Callaghan 466-67). Their simple tripartite classification of men into warriors, church 

clergymen, and laborers was expressed in the Siete Partidas, the law code spelled out by 

Alfonso X‟s court:8  

Defensores son uno de los tres estados porque Dios quiso que se 

mantuviese el mundo, pues bien así como los que ruegan a Dios por el 

pueblo son dichos oradores; e otrosí los que labran la tierra, e hacen en 

                                                 
8 This law code includes seven sections (partidas), which are then divided into titles (títulos), which consist 

of a prologue (proemio) and individual laws (leyes). Parenthetical references follow the format (Partida, 

Title, Law). Citations from the Siete Partidas come from Las Siete Partidas, ed. Sánchez-Arcilla, José. 

Madrid, Reus, 2004. 
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ella aquellas cosas porque los hombres han de vivir, e de mantenerse, son 

dichos labradores; e otrosí los que han a defender a todos son dichos 

defensores. (II, XXI, Proemio) 

The text reveals that the authors of this law code saw God himself as the creator of this 

division. Intellectuals of the age believed that it was divinely sanctioned, and thus 

beneficial to society, that not all men perform the same function.  

This elegant tripartite system gave medieval thinkers a theoretical framework for 

expressing ideas about society and was represented in the some of the curias, or courts, 

such as those held by Alfonso IX, for example, who summoned priests, nobles, and 

townsmen to his courts in order that the three recognized social orders might be 

represented (O‟Callaghan 266). The reality was, however, that this system was not 

adequate to explain all aspects of a complex civilization. The authors of the Siete 

Partidas, after all, issued their law code in seven parts, not three: there were laws for 

clergymen of all kinds (Partida I), for the king and warriors (II), for lawyers (III), 

concerning marriage and family (IV), concerning business and businessmen (V), 

concerning wills and inheritance (VI), and concerning criminals and the minority 

populations, such as Jews and Muslims (VII). And within each Partida the various posts 

and positions were categorized and separate laws were applied to each.  For example, the 

first Partida contains separate sections, or Titles, for Prelates (Popes, Patriarchs, 

Archbishops, Bishops), Priests (Archdeacons, Precentors, Treasurers, Sacristans, 

Archpriests, and Priests, among other minor offices), Regular Clergy (Priors, Abbots, 

Monks), and Pilgrims. The particular duties and boundaries of each office are delineated 
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clearly in separate laws. The second Partida, likewise, contains separate laws for 

emperors, kings, nobles, the king‟s court, royal children, knights, cavalry, infantry, 

captives, schoolmasters, and teachers. Society at large developed a different set of 

expectations for the duties and behavior of each of these professions and subsections. 

 Each small social circle in turn also came to develop its own set of tastes and 

values. Those of fighting men, of the regular clergy, and of court and church 

administrators, for example, could differ notably. The art and literature produced by and 

for the various circles of society could also reflect these complexities. The creators of 

narrative poetry in the vernacular were not composing for themselves, but rather with a 

particular audience in mind, an audience that could be predominately comprised of a 

particular class. Skilled poets composed their lines so that they might best appeal to their 

listening public. In this chapter, we will examine three works of Spanish narrative poetry 

that were composed or written down in the thirteenth century with the aim of identifying 

what groups might have constituted their original intended audiences. These three works, 

in chronological order, are the Cantar de mio Cid (CMC), the Libro de Alexandre 

(LAlex), and Gonzalo de Berceo‟s Milagros de Nuestra Señora (MNS). I will attempt to 

demonstrate that none of the three poems sprang from pure, isolated imagination, but 

rather grew out of a tradition of previous narrative poetry as well as out of other literary 

traditions. Thus the three works are part of a single genre as described by Hans Robert 

Jauss:  

. . . literary genres are to be understood not as genera (classes) in the logical 

senses, but rather as groups or historical families. As such, they cannot be 
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deduced or defined, but only historically determined, delimited, and described. In 

this they are analogous to historical languages, for which it likewise holds that 

German or French, for example, do not allow themselves to be defined, but rather 

only synchronically described and historically investigated. (79-80)  

For each of the three works, I will also review critical hypotheses have been 

postulated as to who might have comprised the original audience for each work. 

Suggestions offered by critics, of course, must remain just that: hypotheses. We cannot 

know with certainty for whom the works were intended nor who their receptors were. 

Our best clues lie in the texts themselves.      

POETRY FOR A WARLIKE SOCIETY: THE CANTARES DE GESTA 

Popular epic poems in the medieval Spanish vernacular are called cantares de 

gesta, or songs of deeds.  In contrast with the medieval French epic chansons de geste, 

there are few extant texts in Castilian. Evidence for the existence of certain Spanish epic 

poems comes from the prose versions of these poems incorporated into historical texts in 

Latin and, beginning in the late thirteenth century, in Castilian. The heroic songs of the 

juglares enjoyed enough prestige to be considered sources of history.  

      The cantares de gesta that are known to have existed in poetic form can be 

classified into three cycles, or thematic groups. The first consists of the songs of the 

counts of Castile and includes such poetic compositions as Fernán González and Los 

siete infantes de Lara. The second cycle includes songs about Charlemagne and his 

twelve peers and includes Roncesvalles, of which one hundred lines have been preserved, 

and Bernardo del Carpio, among others. The best conserved cycle is made up of songs 
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about the Cid, Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar and would have included the Cantar de mio Cid, 

Mocedades de Rodrigo, a version of the Cantar de Sancho II, La partición de los reinos, 

and La jura en Santa Gadea (Montaner, “Noticia” 238-39). 

The cantares de gesta were examples of epic of poetry for all classes. John Clark 

has written, “Epic poetry needs, externally, wide horizons, national life in some form or 

another, and movement of many men” (7). Literature involving such elements would 

have been highly appealing in the warlike society of thirteenth-century Castile. The first 

element, “wide horizons,” is certainly applicable to the situation. A fighting man in this 

century might find himself often battling not in his homeland, but in neighboring lands, 

perhaps as part of the monarchy‟s project to expand the boundaries of the kingdom, as 

occurred in the case of Castile. Clark‟s second element, “national life in some form or 

another,” is also relevant. In the high Middle Ages there was no nation-state called 

“Spain,” but there were many kingdoms, each conscious of its own identity, and any 

kingdom, Christian or Muslim, could potentially expand its borders in any direction 

through conquest. Finally, “movement of many men,” was part of the experience of a 

warrior. The CMC, the best conserved cantar de gesta, is about an individual warrior, but 

this individual is constantly surrounded by large armies which magnify his success by 

sharing the same fate, just as Alfonso VIII‟s armies celebrated with him the great victory 

at Las Navas de Tolosa. The CMC also contains other characteristics which Clark lists as 

descriptive of epic poetry: style, scope, and quality of story (11), dramatic situations (12), 

variety of character (30), ideality (46), an emphasis on man rather than event (48), a 

plentitude of co-workers (66), and heroes that are naturally endowed (67), in this case for 
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the role of warrior. Additionally, epic poetry reveals the poet‟s answer to the question 

“what is the best lot in life?” (Clark 26); in the CMC, the best lot in life is to be a true 

warrior, one who fights bravely. 

Castilian epic influenced and was influenced by heroic poetry in other languages. 

There is evidence of mutual influence between French chansons de geste and Spanish 

cantares de gesta due to a significant French presence in the Peninsula. Some of this 

presence was due to immigration and settlement, as Toledo, Sahagún, and Tudela were 

Spanish cities that played important roles in the development of certain French epic 

poems due to populations of French settlers. The second explanation for such mutual 

influence is the Camino de Santiago, which attracted numerous pilgrims from the entire 

Christian world, and their pilgrimages often involved lengthy stays in some Spanish 

towns.  Some French chansons de geste reveal familiarity with the towns of the Camino 

de Santiago (Galmés de Fuentes 66, 71-83, 95, 104). French and Spanish epic share many 

elements; Joseph J. Duggan dedicates a chapter to the scholarship on the dialogue of the 

two literatures and concludes that the two have a common origin that produced two 

divergent genres, though he continues to allow for some direct mutual influence due to 

the Camino de Santiago (108-23). Álvaro Galmés de Fuentes also believes that many 

motifs of Arabic narratives can be found both in French and Spanish epic poems and has 

written extensively about these elements (see 141-622).                

  Popular epic poetry could have a social function in the European Middle Ages. 

Organized religion, war, and narrative songs about warriors could be intimately 

connected. Christianity was highly appealing to people of rank and to warriors due to its 
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casting of the world as a great battle between Good and Evil and the defense it provided 

against evil spirits (Routh 71-73).  Fighting men were perfectly able to contribute to the 

Church through donations of plunder won from Muslims (see Routh 108-110). Old 

French epic was “basically feudal and Christian in a specifically crusading form” (Ross 

87). Roland of the French epic Chanson de Roland was depicted as a blend of the secular 

and the Christian, resulting in a fierce warrior with the humility to repent (Routh 116). 

For the Muslims in the Peninsula, who also composed and sang epics about their 

conquest of Andalucía, there was never any conflict between war and religion; rather, the 

two were linked (Galmés de Fuentes 42-43, 423-34). Religion thus appealed to warriors 

everywhere, providing them with motivation, incentive, and a sense of contribution. 

While it was not the focus, it was an important presence in popular epic poems. 

 The inspiration of fighting men was one of the social functions of heroic poetry in 

this era throughout Europe and in the Islamic kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula. French 

chansons de geste depicted the time in which France was under attack by the Muslims in 

order to inspire the French warriors who were crusading in Palestine (Hatto, “Anatomy” 

173). The intent of the Chanson de Roland may have been to encourage imitation of 

Charlemagne in his exploits against infidels. It has also been recorded that the Chanson 

de Roland was sung to French troops before the battle of Hastings; whether this is truth or 

legend, it does “at least show that the idea of singing a part of an epic before battle to 

rouse the troops was felt to be acceptable in the third quarter of the twelfth century.” The 

idea of warriors‟ composing chansons de geste was also acceptable to an audience in the 

era (Ross 112-14). Germanic lays were often designed to meet the demands of warriors 
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who “wanted heroes of a similar stamp to themselves” (Hatto, “Anatomy” 237). Muslims 

in the Iberian Peninsula also sang epic songs in Arabic to inspire their warriors. The most 

famous of all Spanish warriors, Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar, the Cid, was said to have found 

inspiration listening to the heroic poetry written about Arab heroes (Galmés de Fuentes 

40-41, 103). The same function of epic songs about war was also recognized in 

thirteenth-century Castile; the compilers of the Siete Partidas wrote that 

acostumbraban los caballeros, cuando comían, que les leyesen las historias de los 

grandes hechos de armas que los otros hicieran . . . no consentían que los juglares 

dijesen ante ellos otros cantares, si no de guerra, o que hablasen en hecho de 

armas . . . E esto es porque oyéndolas les crecerían las voluntades, e los 

corazones, e esforzábanse haciendo bien, e queriendo llegar a lo que los otros 

hicieran, o pasaran por ellos. (II, XXI, XX)    

The presentation of war tales to warriors before a battle is even represented in the LAlex; 

Alexandre prepares his warriors for battle by relating to them the tale of the Trojan War 

(stanzas 332-773).  

 Fighting men, however, were not the only members of society who would hear 

heroic poetry. It could be directed toward a wider audience as well. War songs were often 

presented to simply to entertain those who would listen. H. V. Routh, thinking of juglares 

performing in marketplaces, believes that the Chanson de Roland in its conserved form 

would not be very believable to a warrior and suggests that it has been recast for a 

bourgeoisie audience (112). Juglares, after all, had to make a living; they often belonged 

to lower social classes and, while performing for wealthy courtiers was ideal, they would 
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be willing to perform for anyone (Hatto, “Anatomy” 285). While entertaining, juglares 

would often reach their audiences by celebrating the community to which the listeners 

belonged. Clark notes that national subjects are especially suitable for epic poetry, and 

that “fortunate is the would-be epic poet who finds an untouched one at his hand,” as his 

audience will immediately respond well to it. Those composing epic poetry composed 

about heroes and themes from eras past, but they were always thinking of their 

contemporary audiences (Clark 32, 70). 

 The juglares were a fixture of life in medieval Spain. They were important at 

royal courts, but they were also popular among the masses in the Iberian Peninsula. A 

law from the Fuero de Madrid in 1202 limited the amount of money that the local 

administration could pay a traveling juglar. In 1300, the University of Lérida‟s 

constitution specified that only on holidays or upon completing a Master‟s or doctoral 

degree could the students give food to juglares, and never any other type of gift 

(Menéndez Pidal, Poesía juglaresca 85). Some juglares did not travel but rather settled in 

cities, indicating a demand for their performances in urban centers; a large number were 

expelled from Sahagún in 1116 and had to negotiate their return with support from Rome 

(Galmés de Fuentes 78-79). The popularity of the juglar among the masses was also 

depicted in thirteenth-century Castilian poetry in the Libro de Apolonio  (stanzas 426-27; 

Viñas Mey, pt. 2 137).  

Juglares also traveled with Peninsular armies. Ramón Menéndez Pidal believes 

that juglares sang epic songs in the armies of Alfonso VII in the twelfth century to inspire 

the soldiers. They also formed part of the armies of Jaime I of Aragón and Fernando III 
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of Castile in the thirteenth century. They even received a share of plunder in the 

conquests of Seville, Mallorca, and Valencia (Menéndez Pidal, Poesía juglaresca 106-

07). Popular epic songs could reach kings, armies, and the general public in thirteenth-

century Spain. 

THE CANTAR DE MIO CID: PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE 

The CMC represents the most complete text available for the analysis of Spanish 

epic poetry in its original form. It was not the first text composed about Rodrigo Díaz de 

Vivar. Rather, the Cid was a legendary personality who generated several texts of 

differing sorts. The Rodrigo Díaz of history was in fact exiled twice by Alfonso VI. He 

occupied and began to govern Valencia in 1094, where he died in 1099. During his life, 

he enjoyed incredible success as a warrior, inspiring historians to record his feats and 

spawning legends, and at least two Arabic writers included information about him in their 

histories. Ibn Bassam, writing around 1109, called the Cid “un milagro de los grandes 

milagros del Señor” (cited in Catalán Épica 452) for his military success. Around 1110, 

Ibn Alqama also reported that the Cid had boasted that he would reign as the second king 

Rodrigo over all the lords of al-Ándalus.  A biography of the Cid also appeared in Latin. 

The Historia Roderici, which Menéndez Pidal dated to the first decade of the twelfth 

century (Martínez Díez and Ruiz Ascencio 13), was a work dedicated to the life of the 

Cid in an era in which histories written about particular subjects were rare (Catalán Épica 

452).9 Thus the commentary written about the Cid in the years following his death leads 

                                                 
9 Some scholars do not favor such an early date for the text, preferring a date later in the twelfth century. 

See Martínez Díez 13- 17. 
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Diego Catalán to declare him a personality of mythical proportions even during the Cid‟s 

lifetime (Épica 451-52). This legendary status would have permeated both Christian and 

Muslim communities. In this era, the isolation of settlements allowed for historical facts 

to become easily distorted, and the relatively small populations of each village would 

allow such distortions to spread quickly (Viñas Mey, pt. 3 18-19); the oral legends 

circulating about the Cid in the years following his conquest of Valencia and after his 

death probably would have contained varying degrees of historical accuracy.    

It was not long before a song tradition about the Cid came into existence. The 

earliest evidence for such a song tradition is found in the Poema de Almería, composed in 

Latin between 1147-49: “Ipse Rodericus, Meo Cidi simper vocatus, / De quo cantatur 

quod ab hostibus haud superatur” (cited in Duggan 128).10 This work also discusses the 

Cid in connection with Álvar Fáñez, a pairing not consistent with historical 

documentation but found in the CMC. Thus songs about Rodrigo Díaz, in which the hero 

was referenced as “Mio Cid” and which associated him with Álvar Fáñez, were in 

existence in the mid-twelfth century. Catalán believes that the song to which the author of 

the Poema de Almería refers was similar if not identical to the conserved text, due to the 

Poema de Almería‟s reference to Álvar Fáñez as a hasta or lanza and the CMC‟s 

application of the epithet fardida lanza to the same character (Épica 153). Duggan 

believes that the conserved CMC comes from this tradition of songs but sees no reason to 

assume that it is identical to the songs referenced (128-29).  No matter the relationship of 

                                                                                                                                                 
 

10 “Rodrigo himself, always called Mio Cid, / Of whom songs are sung by because he is never surpassed 

by his enemies” 
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the songs and the conserved manuscript, the Poema de Almería documents that the Cid‟s 

military success enjoyed legendary status less than fifty years after his death, and that his 

fame had been integrated into song form.  

A song about the Cid composed prior to the CMC has also been partially 

conserved. The “Carmen Campidoctoris,” a Latin text in verse which Alberto Montaner 

and Ángel Escobar date to 1181-90 (135), exalts the Cid as a hero. Given that it is written 

in Latin, it was intended for a learned audience, but Stanza V invites the populi caterue, 

the masses, to hear the composition.  This could possibly be in imitation of the way in 

which juglares would call the public‟s attention before a performance in the vernacular. It 

is evidence that the figure of the Cid was a popular theme of song as well as prose history 

in the twelfth century.  The CMC at the time of its composition, then, was a new work 

about a figure about whom several had already written and whose fame was widespread.  

The composer of a work of literature creates his work to impart a specific 

message to his audience. The poet of an epic poem, consciously or unconsciously, thinks 

of who will be listening to the poem; he may at times be thinking of the audience as a 

whole, and other times thinking of a specific group or individual within it. The successful 

poet then fashions the work in order to get that individual, group, or entire audience to do 

or believe as he wishes. To entice a particular listener to respond to his message, the work 

must be pleasing to that listener. The poet is thus faced with the task of thinking of what 

will make his work most appealing to the audience members he is trying to reach and 

including those elements in his work. Of course, while composing, the poet is not 

completely free to mold his subject matter however he sees fit; he must also contend with 
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the expectations that his audience will have for the type of work that is to be performed 

(see Jauss 79). The original audience of the CMC would have brought to the performance 

two sets of expectations. First, they would have expectations for a cantar de gesta; as we 

have noted, this was not the only epic poem composed for a Spanish audience, nor was it 

the first. Second, they would bring to the performance prior knowledge about the figure 

of the Cid, and they would expect the performance to confirm most of what they would 

already know. The poet first evokes these expectations and then can go about modifying 

them, validating what the audience already knows in some cases and correcting or adding 

to that knowledge in others (Jauss 88). Identifying the ways in which the poet transforms 

the genre of epic and the legends of the Cid can help us begin to identify the poet‟s 

intended purpose of the CMC (Catalán “El Mío Cid” 113). 

First of all, what innovations does the poet of the CMC bring to the genre of 

popular epic poetry? Montaner signals two such developments (“Noticia” 239-43). The 

first is the characterization of the hero. The critic writes that most romance epic heroes of 

the time exhibit extreme conduct or seem to have a connection to the supernatural. The 

Cid, in contrast, is characterized by mesura, or temperance, and lacks any innate 

supernatural quality. The second innovation that Montaner highlights is the CMC‟s 

denouement. Epic tradition prescribes that an insult be met with bloody revenge. The 

infantes de Carrión, however, become subject to a legal process which results not in their 

deaths, but rather in their humiliation and economic demise. These are two important 

ruptures with the genre of popular epic, but the theme of wealth is also an important 

difference; this text concerns itself much more with economic gain than other medieval 
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epic texts in Romance languages (Duggan 5, 19). With these adjustments to the genre of 

epic poetry, we can conclude that the poet is trying to call attention to the Cid‟s mesura, 

which is especially displayed in his loyalty to Alfonso, and to his self-reliance in winning 

battles and the potential wealth that is available for those who reap the spoils of war.  

The poet must also make decisions on how to portray the life and character of the 

Cid.  What would the audience already know about him or have heard about him? What 

facts and legends constituted the corpus of knowledge about the Cid that the poet inherits 

and transforms? As we have discussed, there was both a written historical tradition about 

the Cid and a song tradition about him; oral legends about his life must have abounded in 

the Peninsula in the twelfth century, and they were probably composed of a mixture of 

fact and fiction. María Eugenia Lacarra believes that the audience would have already 

heard about the Cid‟s exile, conflicts with the Count of Barcelona and García Ordóñez, 

the capture of Valencia, the pardon by Alfonso, the battle of Quarte (following the Cid‟s 

conquest of Valencia), and the weddings of his daughters with the princes of Navarra and 

Aragón (219), and that the poet would find himself obligated to include these in his poem 

as a result of audience expectation. To Lacarra‟s list we might add the Cid‟s 

establishment of the bishopric of Valencia, the consecration of the cathedral to Santa 

María, and the invitation of Jerónimo as the city‟s first bishop, events which are also 

based on historical fact.  The audience might also expect Álvar Fáñez to play a role in the 

CMC. Based on the Poema de Almería, Catalán notes that the link between the Cid and 

Álvar Fáñez would have already been established in the song tradition, despite the fact 

that the latter did not follow the historical Cid into exile; regarding the pair, the audience 
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would already recognize the title “Mio Cid” for Rodrigo and the epithet “fardida lanza” 

for Álvar Fáñez (Épica 129, 153).  

Álvar Fáñez would not be the only character with a role assigned by oral tradition, 

however. Duggan believes that many historical details have reached the poet through 

songs about the Cid (55, 148), including the names of many of the characters, both major 

and minor, who are documented in history but who often do not play the same role in the 

poem as they did in historical reality (59, 124). Duggan also suggests that Ansur 

González indirectly accuses the Cid of being a bastard in lines 3377-81 (49): 

-¡Ya varones!  ¿quién vio nunca tal mal? 

¿Quién nos darié nuevas  de mio Cid el de Bivar?  

Fuesse a río d‟Ovirna  los molinos picar 

e prender maquilas,  commo lo suele far. 

¿Quí·l darié  con los de Carrión a casar?-    

The critic‟s evidence for the meaning of this passage is found in sources external to the 

CMC, such as the romances, the Crónica particular del Cid, and on a handwritten note in 

the manuscript of Vivar (see 43-57). If this hypothesis is true, the question of the Cid‟s 

legitimacy must have already been well-known to the audience, as the poet makes no 

attempt to explain the lines in his poem, as Duggan himself notes (56). Legends about the 

life of the Cid must have covered all aspects of his life. To these we might add that the 

audience might have already known about the Cid‟s belief in bird omens, a tradition 

recorded in the Historia Roderici (75, 123). Also the audience might have heard a legend 

about the Cid‟s unwavering loyalty to Alfonso VI, exaggerated by the poet to idealize the 
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Cid, but that has a basis in history as recorded by Ibn Alqama (see Menéndez Pidal, 

España 522).   

With the information recorded in history and legend set aside, what information is 

the audience hearing for the first time? What part is the poet inventing for this song about 

the Cid? Though the Infantes de Carrión are documented in history, critics have agreed 

that none of the episodes in the CMC involving them have any historical basis and are 

invented by the poet (Spitzer 63-64, Lacarra 219-20, Duggan 130, Catalán “Mio Cid” 

117-19). Thus the connection of the Cid‟s daughters to San Esteban de Gormaz, whose 

citizens the poet praises (2820), is also fictitious. The infantes de Carrión of the CMC are 

not mentioned in any of the twelfth-century chronicle texts about the Cid.  

In addition to pure invention, what themes is the Cid poet emphasizing or 

suppressing? There are certain elements that may have a basis in history, but are 

especially exaggerated in this account of the deeds of the Cid. The first is local 

geography; the poet recounts the conquest of Valencia, the Cid‟s most famous feat, in 

very few lines and with very little detail (Duggan 141, Catalán “El Mio Cid” 137). In 

contrast, the Cid‟s minor conquests of the smaller towns in the Valley of Jalón are 

narrated at length.  The poet may be trying to appeal to the local inhabitants of this region 

(Duggan 100, 141). The Cid‟s innocence of the crime of which he has been accused is a 

second theme that the poet is emphasizing. He wishes to clarify that the hero has not kept 

any part of the king‟s tribute money and that evil plotters are responsible for his 

expulsion from his homeland. The fact that the Cid must deceive Raquel and Vidas to get 
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money to fund his campaign confirms that he has not stolen from Alfonso (Lacarra 12-

13); the Cid is good while his enemies at court are the true culprits.  

The poet also magnifies the Cid‟s loyalty to Alfonso, creating a model of humility 

and subservience even when the Cid can act as independently as he chooses. This is 

another aspect to which the poet attempts to draw the audience‟s attention: the Cid‟s 

autonomy. The fact that the Cid continually takes the King‟s fifth indicates that he is no 

longer under the reign of Alfonso (Lacarra 41) and underscores that he gives gifts to the 

monarch by choice and not out of obligation. Such independence is directly due to the 

recently-acquired riches of the Cid and all of his soldiers. The fortune gained by the 

historical Cid is documented in the Historia Roderici, which mentions plunder often and 

says that after the taking of Valencia, the Cid and all of his men became unbelievably 

wealthy (89, 136). The poet of the CMC overstates and celebrates their wealth, making it 

thematic in his work (Duggan 5).   

The poet also seems to suppress systematically one of the realities of history: the 

Cid‟s relationships with Muslims. In history, the Cid at one point served the Muslim king 

of Zaragoza and later allied himself with Muslims in the vicinity of Valencia in order to 

take the city. These facts are omitted. In fact, the Cid‟s armies in the CMC come only 

from Christian kingdoms (Duggan 59, Lacarra 165, 172). The glaring exception to this 

pattern is the Moor Abengalvón, who is idealized as a great friend of the Cid. With these 

deviations sorted out, we can begin to think about the poet‟s original purpose in 

composing the poem and about his intended audience. 
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The audiences that might attend a performance of a cantar de gesta would be 

wide and varied; a song of this type could potentially reach anyone. Therefore, we begin 

with some large, general limitations. First of all, the poet is trying to appeal to a 

Peninsular audience. Catalán believes that a literary work like the CMC “sólo pudo 

inventarse en España y con destino a un auditorio español” (Épica 120); a cantar de gesta 

composed in Castilian about a Spanish hero from the previous century about whom local 

legends abounded would be most appealing to a Castilian audience, not to the pilgrims 

from distant lands along the Camino de Santiago, for example. Secondly, the poet wishes 

to appeal to a Christian audience. He is obviously not interested in promoting peaceful 

co-existence with Jews or Moors. He often celebrates the large quantity of Moors that the 

Cid‟s men have killed. Muslim lands are foreign to him; Morocco, for example is treated 

as “the other,” as the poet transports his audience there with the line, “Allá dentro en 

Marruecos,  o las mezquitas son” (2499). For the poet, Morocco is a faraway land 

characterized primarily by the practice of Islam (Huerta 91). Also Raquel and Vidas, the 

moneylenders of Burgos, are often interpreted to be Jews and are presented unfavorably 

(Smith esp. 523-24).   

Now we will begin to narrow the field. Within that Peninsular, Christian 

audience, what group is the poet trying to please most? With regard to local groups, two 

locations have been proposed by critics, the first being Burgos. Russell proposes a 

Burgos audience based on the important events that occur there in the poem, the fact that 

the poet uses few epithets or descriptive language while narrating the events surrounding 

Burgos but describes smaller locations in detail, and the fact that the only conserved 
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manuscript was found in nearby Vivar, the Cid‟s birthplace (“San Pedro” 93-94, 111-

12n). Rita Hamilton follows him and states that the epithets applied to Martín Antolínez 

are meant to keep Burgos in the mind of the audience (166).  

Other critics have interpreted the evidence differently and have proposed an 

alternative target audience: those of Castile‟s southern region, bordering on Muslim-

controlled lands. Catalán, for example, believes that the lack of detail in describing the 

interior of Castile indicates that the poet is uncomfortable there; he much prefers to evoke 

the geography and customs of Castile‟s frontier. In addition, the poem‟s lines 2694-2696 

refer to a legend pertinent primarily to San Esteban de Gormaz and remain a mystery for 

modern critics, but the local audience must have understood them (“El Mio Cid” 135-39 

and Épica 470-72). Duggan likewise believes that the poet intends use his narration to 

“appeal to the local pride of the inhabitants of the Jalón valley” (100), embellishing the 

Cid‟s exploits there in order to connect the hero to the audience. Francisco Rico agrees 

that the poem is for a “Far East” audience, that which inhabited the Castilian border in 

the provinces of Soria and Segovia, a region where daily life would have revolved around 

war with Muslims and where the Cid would be an especially appealing hero (“Canto de 

frontera” XIX-XXII). 

          The appeal of the CMC is not limited to a particular social class, but rather could 

have proven attractive to various social groups. At the low end of the social scale, it could 

be quite appealing to the peones, or foot-soldiers, as those of this class portrayed in the 

CMC actually become rich. The booty after the defeat of Fáriz and Galve is enormous:  
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“¡Dios, qué bien pagó  a todos sus vassallos, / a los peones  e a los encavalgados!” (806-

07). After many victories culminating in the conquest of Valencia, their riches even allow 

them to rise in social status: “Los que fueron de pie  cavalleros se fazen / el oro e la plata  

¿quiénvos lo podrié contar? / Todos eran ricos  cuantos que allí ha” (1213-15). On 

becoming caballeros, their riches have granted them some of the privileges of nobility, 

including exemption from taxes (Montaner CMC 83n). In Castile, such social mobility 

only existed in the border regions (Lacarra 162); for many, these frontier areas 

represented the solution to the “limited economic circumstances” of the Christian 

Peninsular interior. The fighting men most likely to respond to calls to battle such as 

those depicted in the CMC would have been the desperately poor (Harney 173-74). But 

the peones are not the only group that becomes enriched through war spoils in the CMC. 

The caballeros villanos, the bourgeoisie, would also find this work appealing. The 

caballeros villanos were the “elite” of the free class, possessing a horse and their own 

weapons (Salvador de Moxó 150-51). Like the peones, they are paid well for their efforts 

in the lines cited above (806-07). The Cid would be an attractive hero to them, as he 

gains riches and social ascension through effort, not lineage (Lacarra 209-10).  

There is more debate surrounding the reception of the noble class. Menéndez 

Pidal found in the work a conflict between two classes, the lower-class nobility and the 

highest-ranking nobles (Poema 77). Lacarra disagrees, saying that the ideals presented in 

the work could appeal to certain members of both groups (209-10). Lacarra‟s historical 

analysis reveals that the work might actually be directed toward certain high nobles, the 

Lara family, who were allied with Alfonso VIII (159). In this way she explains the 
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idealization of Avengalbón, who was the lord of Molina, controlled by the Laras at the 

beginning of the thirteenth century (200-01). Following her reasoning, Duggan 

hypothesizes that the work was composed and performed for Alfonso VIII and Pedro II 

of Aragón (90-91). 

 While trying to please so many groups, the poet‟s purpose would not have been 

singular and simple, but complex. His first objective was, of course, to entertain. A juglar 

would want to delight his whole audience in order to maximize his pay. But his intentions 

would not be wholly aesthetic or even economic; he would have had a political purpose, 

or several of them, in mind as well, and several critics have posited their suggestions as to 

the objectives of the composer of this work. On one hand, it could be a powerful tool to 

attract Christian soldiers to join the Reconquest (Viñas Mey, pt. 4 72). José Fradejas 

Lebrero believes that the CMC was ordered written by Alfonso VIII after the Battle of 

Alarcos in order to recruit warriors to the battlefield by accentuating the wealth, fame, 

and honor they might gain by fighting (Estudios épicos 16-17, 56).  Lacarra agrees that 

the poem corresponds to the time of Alfonso VIII (253), that the theme of wealth is a 

technique used to attract warriors (170), and also that the work had another, less obvious 

purpose: to defame the Castro family, enemies of Alfonso VIII and of the Lara clan 

(159). As evidence for this hypothesis she offers that the Cid was an ancestor of both of 

the latter parties, while the Castros were descendents of the Beni-Gómez, the antagonists 

of the CMC. Duggan follows both Fradejas Lebrero and Lacarra; though he does not 

agree with the idea that the poem was commissioned by Alfonso VIII, he does believe it 

was specifically designed to please him, and possibly also Pedro II of Aragón, the Lara 
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family, and the monks of certain monasteries (103, 143). He also sees the work as 

appealing to warriors of every social class and that the poet would have sought 

compensation for propagating his poem (143). For these critics, the ultimate purpose of 

the literary design of the work, then, was to use the figure of the Cid as a model hero who 

rises to nobility by means of his warring efforts, encouraging others to follow (78, 148).  

Catalán‟s approach to the text is different because he prefers an earlier date of 

composition for the poem (see Épica 491-93). For him, it was composed much prior to 

the era of Alfonso VIII. Interestingly, however, he arrives at conclusions that, though not 

identical, are parallel to those mentioned above. He does not cite Lacarra or Duggan in 

his theory of the purpose of the CMC, but like them believes the poem was meant to be 

heard by a certain monarch who was a descendent of the Cid, in this case García 

Ramírez, founder of a new dynasty in the kingdom of Navarre (“El Mio Cid” 155-62). He 

sees no connection to the Lara or Castro families but does believe that the poet was 

linked to the family of Diego Téllez, governor of Sepúlveda and vassal of the historical 

Álvar Fáñez. Téllez was mentioned briefly in the poem for extending hospitality to the 

Cid‟s daughters, and the poet would want to gratify that family as well (“El Mio Cid” 

142-45). But Catalán also acknowledges that the work was meant to be heard on a more 

general level by everyone, believing that social ascension is the theme of the work (Épica 

457). In Catalán‟s view, the poet‟s strategy is to make use of the fame of the figure of the 

Cid to promote the values of the emerging social classes, which were prevalent along 

Castile‟s borders with Muslim regions.  To do this, he creates a contrast between the 
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Cid‟s wealth, which is mobile and monetary, and that of the Infantes de Carrión, which is 

territorial (“El Mio Cid” 124-26, 131 and Épica 457, 477).  

To summarize, both groups, Lacarra and Duggan on one hand, and Catalán on the 

other, believe 1) that historical deviations are key to understanding the purpose of the 

poem‟s composition, 2) that the poet wanted to flatter a descendent or descendents of the 

Cid by creating a favorable portrait of him while creating a humiliating representation of 

a rival group, 3) that the poet knew that the figure of the Cid would appeal to the general 

public living in the border region, 4) that he includes economic themes that would be 

attractive to that frontier audience, and 5) that it was meant to entertain and influence 

through performance. Fradejas Lebrero, Lacarra and Duggan believe that the appeal was 

meant to attract fighting men to the war during the time of Alfonso VIII; Catalán prefers 

an earlier date for the poem and sees in the work only the promotion of the new economic 

system as opposed to a recruitment tool. Regardless of which theory comes closer to the 

poet‟s intentions, the original purpose of composition was far from simple, and the poem 

was meant to function on different levels. Such purposes are not unique to the CMC, but 

are found in other traditions of epic poetry as well: 

Kirghiz bards . . . would work in allusions connecting the lineages of 

distinguished members of their audiences with those of the epic Heroes     

. . . Stuart Piggot said of the Old Irish tales in particular: „The function of 

these tales, besides recreation, was to affirm the value and the authority of 

the code of ethics and manners of the warlike society, with the added force 

of the sanction of the example of past heroes; to affirm the genealogical 
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relationships of the nobility; to flatter their hearers and incite them to 

bravery in the present; and to provide an added sense of solidarity and 

continuity with the past. (Hatto 191-92) 

The poet of the CMC most likely had in mind a connection between the figure of the 

historical Cid and his audience.  

To summarize, the CMC was probably performed for as many as Castilian-

speaking audiences as would listen, and would have been received well by Christians. 

But if there was an original audience for whom the poet of the CMC was intentionally 

composing, scholars are inclined to believe that it consisted of nobles, warriors, and 

residents of warlike communities in the towns along the borders of Muslim-controlled 

territories.  

POETRY FOR THE COURT 

Not all poetic compositions were meant for a broad public in thirteenth-century 

Spain, however, and not all were meant to be attractive to fighting men. Some poems 

were created especially for the most elite circles of society, those of the court. Courtly 

literature in the vernacular began to flourish in the thirteenth century as scholarly activity 

gained prominence outside of the monasteries and a new intellectual class was taking 

shape (Rico, “Clerecía” esp. 8, 148). Several courtly compositions from this period have 

been conserved. Poems such as “Elena y María,” “Disputa del alma y el cuerpo,” and 

“Razón de amor” were lively debate poems meant to entertain and appeal to the audience 

on the intellectual level. Other poems, such as the “Historia troyana polimétrica” reached 

back to the world of antiquity, as did the Libro de Apolonio, narrating the life of 
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Apollonius of Tyre, in which the hero appears as a scholar-king. This work belongs to the 

school called the mester de clerecía but was not the first of that school: that work was the 

LAlex, in which the figure of Alexander the Great is portrayed as a thirteenth-century 

conquering monarch.  

The evidence that we have suggests that the LAlex was one of the most successful 

works of thirteenth-century Castile as noted in its influence on subsequent literature (see 

Cañas 11-12). It was clearly the first work of the school called the mester de clerecía, and 

other poems of the same school often borrowed its motifs (García López). Antonio G. 

Solalinde established its direct influence on the judgment of Paris as recorded in the 

General Estoria (esp. 35). This conclusion also allows us to recognize that the work was 

known in the scholarly circles that worked in the court of Alfonso X, which may explain 

some of the parallels that Ian Michael has noted between the LAlex and the Siete Partidas 

(see Treatment 63, 65, 82-84). Gifford Davis has traced the influence of the LAlex on the 

Poema de Alfonso Onceno. Two centuries after the composition of the LAlex, the 

Marqués de Santillana knew the work, and his mention of it is the oldest that has 

survived. The work‟s adopted title, in fact, comes from his comments on it (Michael 

“Enigma” 110). The LAlex was also quoted in the fifteenth century by Gutierre Díez de 

Gamés. For at least two centuries, then, it remained a poem that was known to some 

degree among the learned of the Iberian Peninsula.  

The LAlex was not for the marketplace, but rather set out to impress a courtly 

audience. Within that courtly audience were several smaller circles, the first of which 

consisted of nobles. C. Stephen Jaeger writes that court advisors, far from existing 
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exclusively in European courts, are a natural product of all aristocratic societies (109-10); 

it is the aristocracy that generates demand for the various other groups that may be found 

at court. The presence of nobles at court did not necessarily imply that all of them were 

wealthy. The courts of France may have been populated by poor nobles serving as 

knights (Scaglione 27-29). Courtly literature could have a pedagogic function for these 

men, presenting for them a model of the ideal knight (Jaeger 14, 139-40, 242).  

If some works of courtly literature were created to spread values to this warrior 

class, then there had to be a different type of figure at court to impart it to them, a class 

that was already refined. In Europe, this class was comprised of those who Nathaniel B. 

Smith and Joseph T. Snow call the “secular intelligentsia” (9-10).11 These were the 

clerics, who were among the original producers of courtly literature, but who also would 

have comprised part of the audience (Scaglione 9). Courtly compositions created by 

intellectuals for their peers were part of social rituals in medieval Arabic-speaking courts 

as well (Kilpatrick 349, Robinson 66-67). Thus the learned were an essential element of 

courtly literature both in the role of creator and of consumer.   

There were others at court that could serve as additional audiences, groups 

belonging to a range of economic classes. In medieval Southern France, a prince‟s 

maisnada, or attendants, could include knights, as mentioned above, but also 

functionaries, servants, mercenary soldiers, troubadours, and minstrels (Scaglione 29). 

But the courts would have also have been frequented by visitors, such as dignitaries, 

                                                 
11 I interpret their use of the term “secular” to mean “unbound by monastic rule,” as many of the 

intelligentsia of the day were in the service of the church. 
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learned men, the wealthy bourgeoisie or their representatives, and performers (Kilpatrick 

338-39). Thus courtly literature may not have been destined for the masses, but it may 

have, at least in a limited sense, reached all economic levels of society.  

Finally, those in the process of becoming formally educated for service in society, 

that is, those studying to become clerics, could become the receptors of courtly literature. 

In Germany, the teaching of courtliness, formerly cultivated in the cathedral schools, was 

becoming the responsibility of the court by the thirteenth century. “Courtly epic poetry” 

became an educational genre at European courts as some composers began to create 

books of instruction on behavior appropriate for that arena, and, in the thirteenth century, 

some were in the native language of the audience (Scaglione 174-75). The LAlex fits 

neatly within this tradition of didactic works in the vernacular of their intended hearers.  

The education process even came to be depicted in the texts themselves as composers of 

chivalric narrative portrayed in their texts the intellectual formation through which their 

heroes passed. The Old French Roman d‟Alexandre, for example, includes a brief passage 

on Alexander the Great‟s early training at the hands of the best masters (Jaeger 220, 242). 

The LAlex follows in this tradition, portraying the hero‟s education from Aristotle at 

length (stanzas 33-86).  

European courts had influence in different educational spheres, and the literature 

produced by courtiers for the instruction of future court attendants could be disseminated 

in education systems. Gottfried of Viterbo, for example, composed a Speculum regum for 

Henry VI and then advised the monarch to require it in schools (Jaeger 229). Courts were 

also involved in educational systems due to their need of educated men to fulfill 
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administrative posts. In the tenth century, cathedral schools in the Ottonian empire began 

to focus on training young men for state administrative service rather than for pastoral 

duties. The purpose was dual, as the young men were also instructed in loyalty to the 

monarch; the king could make use of their services and maintain his power more easily 

(Jaeger  4-5).  In thirteenth-century Castile, the royal courts were connected to the young 

universities, the first of which was the studium generale at Palencia. Noble and royal 

courts, along with the church, supplied the administrative posts which graduates of 

Palencia could hope to attain (Rico, “Clerecía” 128). Thus the courts were interested in 

investing in systems of formal education, and students in training to become clerics could 

be found among the extended “audiences,” or receptors, of courtly poetry.   

THE LIBRO DE ALEXANDRE: PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE 

Like the Cid, Alexander the Great had already been the central figure of a literary 

tradition before his story was recorded in medieval Spanish. Fifteen hundred years after 

the death of the historical figure, his persona was still inspiring literary works throughout 

Europe. As Alexander‟s character represented the ancient love of glory, it lent itself well 

to cavalier ideals (Lida de Malkiel, Fama 167). The literary tradition about the warrior 

sprouted two branches: the historical and the legendary, and he was popular enough in 

twelfth-century France that authors were composing about him in both traditions 

(Michael, Treatment 12). In the romans d‟Alexandre, composed in the legendary vein, the 

figure of Alexander the great became overlaid with chivalric and courtly elements 

(Scaglione 115).  
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The way in which Alexander the Great was perceived in the Middle Ages, 

however, was not uniform. In The Medieval Alexander, Cary explores the longstanding 

tradition of writing about this historical figure and posits that there were various 

conceptions of him. The critic pays particular attention to four groups of medieval 

writers: moralists, theologians and mystics, writers of exempla and sermons, and secular 

writers. Cary places the LAlex under the last category, that of secular writers, but he notes 

that these authors tend to continue the tradition of casting moral judgment on Alexander 

the Great (163-225; 167).   

Thus the poet that created the LAlex knew that his work was part of a tradition. He 

felt the need to create a new version of the life of Alexander the Great that would differ 

from previous renderings. Evidently, the anonymous composer of the poem consulted or 

was familiar with numerous texts about the life and legend of the warrior. One of these 

texts influenced the Spanish poet‟s retelling more than any other, however. In 1875, 

Alfred Morel-Fatio established that Gautier de Châtillon‟s Latin Alexandreis had served 

as the principal source for the Spanish LAlex (Willis, Relationship 3) and is the only 

source cited by name in the text of the LAlex, though over one third of the material in the 

Spanish poem comes from other sources, and some of the material is original by the 

author (Willis, Relationship 40). Gautier‟s work was often taught in schools around the 

beginning of the thirteenth century (Rico, “Clerecía” 9). Raymond S. Willis established 

that the Spanish poet‟s method of composition and adaptation was to follow the content 

and structure of this Latin poem and to supplement the LAlex with other sources on the 

life of Alexander the Great only when the Alexandreis showed a chronological gap, 
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suggested an episode on which the poet wished to elaborate, or did not provide all of the 

details that the poet knew about certain important moments in Alexander‟s career 

(Relationship 41).  

The French Roman d‟Alexandre (RAlix) is another text which the LAlex poet 

seems to have known well. Its relationship to the thirteenth-century Spanish work has 

been studied extensively by Willis in The Debt of the Spanish Libro de Alexandre to the 

French Roman d‟Alexandre. There are several extant versions of the French poem, which 

differ considerably among themselves (see Debt 1-5). One of the ways in which all 

versions of the RAlix are distinguished from Gautier‟s poem, however, is in their courtly 

portrayal of Alexander, whose education and valor correspond closely to those expected 

of “the ideal medieval prince” (Cary 202-05). Raymond S. Willis reports that the LAlex 

poet used one of the RAlix traditions, that represented by the manuscript B, to supply 

“embellishing descriptions,” and that this version was the inspiration for several passages 

of the LAlex, including several stanzas on Alexander‟s birth and childhood, the list of the 

Twelve Peers, and the description of Babylon (Debt 6-11, 18-31, 56-57). Despite these 

influences, the Spanish poet directly adapts very little narrative material from this French 

work, relying instead almost exclusively on Gautier‟s Latin poem. Ian Michael has noted 

that the exclusion of most narrative material from the RAlix is strange, given that both the 

RAlix and the LAlex reveal a courtly, Christianized view of Alexander. The critic 

speculates that the poet discriminated against some material of the RAlix because it was 

too courtly, reflecting values that had not yet infiltrated the courts of the Iberian 

Peninsula: “it had too much protocol and too little fighting; it did not stress learning and 
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wisdom sufficiently; it gave women too important a role; it must have seemed too 

frivolous and lacking in a stern moral line; its structure in branches and laisses smacked 

too much of joglaría” (Treatment 23).  

Evidently, however, the poet was familiar with numerous sources on the life and 

legend of Alexander the Great, some of which are still difficult to identify. In some 

episodes, in fact, his strategy may have been that of “piecing together…scraps which 

remained in his memory” (Willis, Debt 39; see also 38 and Relationship 41). The sources 

for the digressive passages are also numerous. The most important digression, the 

recounting of the Trojan War, is based primarily on the Ilias Latina (Michael, Treatment 

24).  

In addition to sources that supplied the LAlex poet with narrative and digressive 

passages, critics have also identified other works that seem to have influenced the general 

philosophical attitude of the LAlex. Fraker has examined the stylistic influence of Silver 

Latin poets, especially Lucan, on the compositional technique of the LAlex (Epic). Rico 

establishes a connection between the Verbiginale, a verse composition about verbal 

morphology and prosody connected to the University of Palencia, and the LAlex, writing 

that the two texts reveal similarities in phrasing and attitude with regard to the collection 

of knowledge (“Clerecía” 12-13). Julian Weiss, following Willis, believes that the works 

of the French theologian Peter Comestor are reflected in the LAlex (134-35). José 

Hernando Pérez, who has postulated that Hispano Diego García was the author of the 

LAlex, has signaled the influence of numerous authors both ancient and medieval on the 

vernacular poem, including heavy influence directly from the works of Aristotle (193-
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322). This critic puts forth various bold conclusions, including the notion that the poet 

could have been a student of Peter Comestor at Paris and that the LAlex reveals much 

influence from the Secretum Secretorum, given that Diego García was the original 

translator of this work from Arabic to Latin (249, 298).  

Whoever the author, there was a great quantity of learned sources in a variety of 

languages that influenced the content and style of the LAlex. For this reason, Isabel Uría 

has speculated that the work was not the product of a single author, but rather reflects the 

work of a team directed by a master at the University of Palencia (“Universidad”). Given 

the work‟s length and anonymity, it is certainly plausible to think that multiple scholars 

collaborated to produce the LAlex.12 

The poet‟s modifications to the sources that he adapted can tell us much about his 

purpose for creating his new composition. The poet (or team of poets) not only made 

adaptations to his sources, but also to the literary traditions on which he was drawing. 

The LAlex can be seen as a pivotal work in the history of Spanish as a literary language. 

It is a work of epic poetry, composed in the tradition of Latin epics, but introduces a 

major change, that of composition in the vernacular. As we have already discussed, epic 

poetry in Castilian already existed in the form of the cantares de gesta, but the poet of the 

LAlex created a new type of Spanish vernacular epic poetry, shifting the inherited popular 

tone to a learned one. The new production was not intended for general audiences, but for 

those who could appreciate its subtleties.  

                                                 
12 I refer often to the poet or author of the LAlex, but I am open to the idea that this “author” may have 

been in fact been a group of “authors” or “poets, that is, that the composition may well be due to a team of 

scholars. 
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But tone was not the LAlex‟s only modification to the local vernacular epic poetry 

tradition; the form was adjusted as well. In fact, the work in question is famous for 

declaring itself to be the first work of a new type of composition in its second stanza:  

   Mester traigo fermoso,  non es de joglaría,  

   mester es sin pecado,  ca es de clerezía  

   fablar curso rimado  por la quaderna vía,  

   a sílabas contadas,  ca es grant maestría. (2a-d)  

Self-conscious of its achievement, it announces the changes it is making to the genre of 

vernacular epic poetry in each line of the quatrain. The first line promises to the audience 

that it will hear a “beautiful courtly show” (Scaglione 101), different from performances 

heard previously. The second line announces that this composition will be influenced by 

formal learning, that is, by clerecía. Line 2c declares that it will use a new rhyme scheme, 

different from that of the cantares de gesta. The final line indicates that the composer has 

taken the time to regularize the meter, which in Spanish popular epic was irregular. This 

modification will make the poem a superior work of art, the narrator says. All of the 

promises made in this stanza concern form, not content, but the work‟s tone differs from 

popular epic as well. It has been specially altered for a courtly audience.   

This new learned or courtly epic is thus a fusion of learned Latin epic and 

vernacular epic, as Jesús Cañas has noticed (63). The poet has reshaped the rules of both 

previous traditions: learned epic can now appear in Peninsular romance; Peninsular 

romance can now feature a learned tone and content. Thus the LAlex can be seen to form 

part of the chain of both historical genres. In fact, Jauss mentions the opposition between 
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the chanson de geste and courtly romance as examples of the “continuity formative of a 

genre” (81, 88). The LAlex grows directly out of both traditions and becomes part of both 

genres, learned epic and vernacular epic.  

But the poet makes deliberate modifications not only to poetic tone and form, but 

also to the content he inherited from previous Alexander literature. Such adaptations are 

very relevant to our study because, as Fraker says, “These departures cannot be but a 

clear index to the poet‟s art and preferences . . . Our poet is a free agent: he can keep 

what he likes, change what he likes, or suppress what he likes. Everything he does is 

significant” (Epic 16). One notable feature about the LAlex is its exhaustive approach; it 

betrays a desire to include all knowledge about Alexander the Great. Cañas has observed 

that the attitude of exhaustion present in the LAlex is the same as that employed by 

Alfonso‟s teams of chroniclers, who would choose a source text as a base and then add as 

many other bits of knowledge as possible concerning a particular theme (66). As 

discussed above, the base text for the LAlex was Gautier‟s Alexandreis, a text that was 

mostly chronological to begin with, but the poet (or compilers) of the LAlex desired an 

even more linear narration than that of the principal source and made the necessary 

adjustments (Willis, Relationship 9). For the most part, however, the poet(s) followed the 

structure of Gautier‟s narrative and added details from various sources in a systematic 

way. These details came from the RAlix, mentioned above, and from Quintus Curtius, 

Julius Valerius‟s Epitome, and the Historia de Preliis (Willis, Relationship 76-77).  

The poet also inserted digressions from many sources, including some suggested 

briefly by the Alexandreis that were greatly expanded in the romance poem, such as the 
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narrative of the Trojan War (Willis, Relationship 77). Willis also attributes two very brief 

narrative events to the originality of the poet, Alexander‟s killing a lioness and his 

honoring of Dario‟s son (Relationship 60-61). However, there exists the possibility that 

these two episodes, comprising only five stanzas between them, originated from some 

source unknown to us rather than from pure invention on the part of the composer. In 

short, the author saw himself as the creator of an original poem, not of a translation, and 

recast the material at his disposal as he wished (Willis, Relationship 78; see also Debt 46, 

55).  

The author also adjusted some of the stylistic elements of his sources. He 

generally omitted Gautier‟s direct address to the audience and replaced it as he saw fit 

with his own remarks (Willis, Relationship 28, 64-67). He added drama, bits of popular 

language, lively dialogue, and direct discourse. Some of this material was adapted from 

sources other than Gautier, while some originated with the poet (Willis, Relationship 51-

53, 61-64, Greenia, “Discursos”).      

With regard to content, the poet‟s principal modifications can be classified under 

three major headings, Medievalization, Christianization, and Moralization, all three of 

which were suggested by Willis in Relationship (78) and developed thoroughly by Ian 

Michael in Treatment. 

The first of these modifications, Medievalization, already existed in several works 

about Alexander the Great from various countries. In such works the figure of the famous 

conqueror was presented as a medieval courtly warrior and his world as the medieval 

world (Cary 189 and Lida de Malkiel, Fama 167). The LAlex forms part of this tradition. 
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Michael insists that this transformation of Alexander is not due to ignorance on the part 

of the poet, but rather to a deliberate attempt to make the narrative relevant to his society 

(Treatment 17). Upon adapting his sources, the poet made efforts to impose an image of 

his own world on that of Alexander. He omitted classical elements, such as descriptive 

passages on classical armor and wardrobe found in Gautier (Willis, Relationship 76) and 

non-medieval material in direct discourse (Michael, Treatment 220). He also added such 

medieval references as Charlemagne, pilgrimage to Rome, the Moorish kingdoms, the 

academic subjects pertaining to a princely education (which, as Michael notes, were 

probably colored by the poet‟s own preferences: Treatment 86), Aristotle in the guise of a 

medieval tutor, a juglar, Christian burial rituals, medieval games, contemporary royal 

funeral rites, references to local rural culture, popular expressions, titles such as maestre, 

etc. (Willis, Relationship 70 and Michael, Treatment 42 and Chapter VI). The poet also 

added many aspects of medieval kingship (see Treatment Ch. II). María Rosa Lida de 

Malkiel perceived Alexander‟s death to be in line with that of a devout Castilian king 

(Fama 196).  But as we have noted above, the LAlex was not the first piece of Alexander 

literature to incorporate medieval details, and one of the poet‟s sources, the Roman 

d‟Alexandre, already contained contemporary elements. The Spanish poet, however, did 

not simply copy the medieval features found in the RAlix, but rather rejected some of 

those that he found in that source (Michael, Treatment 176).  

A second major category of modifications was Christianization. The poet took the 

time to generate the Christian atmosphere that he wanted in his poem. He omitted some 

of the biblical and Christian elements that appeared in his sources but which he did not 
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perceive as central to his purpose (Willis, Relationship 38 and Michael, Treatment 88-

89). Some of the poet‟s sources, especially his principal source, the Alexandreis, 

contained references to pagan gods, which were often filtered out while references to the 

Judeo-Christian God were added (Cary 187; Willis, Relationship 67-68; Michael, 

Treatment 89-96, 123-32). 

The composer also added other Christian elements, such as a detailed portrait of 

Hell, Christian prayers, an invocation to Christ, references to Saul, Christian oaths and 

interjections, similes, and ornaments. He also recast certain passages, such as an eclipse 

and Alexander‟s visit to Jerusalem, in Christian fashion (Willis, Relationship 17, 64, 65, 

69, Debt 16; Michael, Treatment 104-06, 116-17, 119-23, 126, 132-42). For Amaia 

Arizaleta, all of these added references supply a new theme to the work as well: the 

divine right of kingship and the tension that exists between the love of God and love of 

the human world; Weiss follows her, noting that God both instates Alexander by divine 

right and punishes his sin through an act of treachery; ironically, the sinful act of betrayal 

protects divine order (Arizaleta, Translation 235-36, 264; Weiss, 111-12, 115, 120). 

Cañas has also noted a subtle Christianization in the structure of the work: that the poem 

is divided, subdivided, and further subdivided into three sections in imitation of the 

creative work of God, who separated the world into three parts, as line 177a of the LAlex 

states explicitly: “El que partió el mundo  fízolo tres partidas” (see Cañas 42-49). Thus 

scholars have discovered numerous ways, both apparent and hidden, in which the author 

has inserted Christian elements and themes into the work in an attempt to reach (and 

teach) his audience.     
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The third major category of modification explored by critics is Moralization. 

Willis noted several different moralizations added by the poet but did not believe that the 

LAlex‟s central purpose was didactic (Relationship 66-67). Other scholars, however, have 

insisted that it was written for didactic and moral purposes. One of the alterations that has 

sparked this insistence is the addition of the theme of pride. Gautier included several 

moral critiques of Alexander the Great in his poem, but these were varied and scattered 

throughout his work. The creator of the LAlex, on the other hand, focused his moralistic 

criticism on one central flaw in his hero, that of pride, as Michael has shown (Treatment 

143-57). In fact, in Gautier‟s work, it is curiosity, not pride, that ultimately causes 

Alexander‟s downfall at the hands of Natura (Michael, “Interpretation” 209). The 

involvement of God in Alexander‟s downfall is also an innovation of the Spanish poet 

(Uría, “Universidad” 437). Michael has also reacted against previous critics, asserting 

that the poet implies that God casts Alexander into Hell for his sin (“Interpretation” 209). 

Since then, other scholars have agreed with him (see Daas 33). Thus the addition of pride 

as Alexander‟s chief defect, and God‟s disapproving reaction to it, is the central 

moralization added by the Spanish poet to the Alexander material he had inherited. 

Michael has noted other moralizations as well, often addressed directly to the 

audience, such as discourse on the vanity of the world, a critique of contemporary 

society, a long description of the deadly sins, various proverbs from contemporary 

speech, and other general commentary, which is sometimes placed in the mouth of a 

character (see Treatment 157-74). Far from simple entertainment (though this must have 
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been one goal of the poet as well), all of this adds up to a work that is seeks to change its 

receptors and their perceptions of reality.   

Critics have discovered other adaptations in addition to the three discussed above. 

One of these is the inclusion of a political theme. As Cary noted, one of the LAlex 

author‟s major modifications was the emphasis on Alexander as medieval king, a role 

which is not stressed in Gautier‟s work (207). This new role has prompted later critics to 

explore the new political themes spawned by this adaptation, such as the tension between 

church and monarchy, the divine appointments of reigning authorities, the need to 

support royal authority with force, and the angst surrounding the concept of a universal 

monarch (Arizaleta, Translation 255-61; Weiss 109-32). Another theme added by the 

Spanish poet is that of fame, a topic discussed thoroughly by María Rosa Lida de Malkiel 

in her book La idea de la fama en la Edad Media Castellana (167-97). She observes that 

the Spanish poet follows Gautier in its favorable portrayal of Poro but attributes to him a 

love of fame not present in the source text (180). She also saw a certain dignity in 

Alexander‟s own desire for fame that Gautier insisted on characterizing as unrestrained 

(194-95). Although Michael insists that the poet does not admire his hero at the work‟s 

end (“Interpretation”), it remains true that the Spanish LAlex softened the tone of 

Gautier‟s harsh critiques of the hero. I will agree with Lida de Malkiel that the pursuit of 

fame does carry certain positive connotations in the work. Fame is not condemned by the 

poet so long as the conqueror remains humble. The poet does not begin to condemn 

Alexander until later in the work, as Alexander‟s pride begins to become more and more 

evident.  
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In conclusion, the poet relied on the structure found in the Alexandreis for his text 

but was not interested in copying the tone of Gautier‟s poem. He was never interested in 

appealing to his audience by transporting it to the ancient world. Rather, he was 

interested in bringing the characters of the classical realm into the Middle Ages so that 

his audience might see its own times reflected in the narrative and learn from the 

characters‟ conduct.  

Thus there were modifications to the tradition of literature written about 

Alexander the Great, and these changes were made with a particular audience in mind. 

The fact that the Spanish version was Christianized, for example, indicates that it was for 

those familiar with Christian religious practices. The fact that the poet chose romance as 

the language for his text is also significant, indicating that it was intended for those who 

understood the vernacular of the Iberian Peninsula. Despite the Leonese and Aragonese 

features of the extant manuscripts, scholars have concluded that the LAlex was originally 

composed in Castilian (Alarcos Llorach 45-46, Marcos Marín 63). Dana Nelson believes 

its original language was Castilian or a north-central Peninsular dialect (512). Upon 

putting his narrative in romance, the poet seeks a specific linguistic audience. And upon 

choosing to avoid Latin, he gives up the opportunity, and therefore never intended, to 

reach learned circles in other parts of Europe. From this it is possible to conclude that the 

work was intended for a Peninsular audience that was “Latinless and unlearned” (Fraker, 

Epic 117) or “discolus” (Rico, “Clerecía” 149), that is, it sought to give access to a text 

about Alexander to those who did not know Latin. Certainly some of the intended 

recipients were without a knowledge of Latin, but the terms used by these critics might 
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limit the audience beyond what is necessary. Uría probably characterizes the potential 

audience more accurately by claiming that it was intended for “personas cultas o 

semicultas” (Panorama 152). This would mean that the poet conceived the LAlex as a 

way to reach a variety of groups, including those who could not understand Latin, those 

who had not yet perfected their Latin, or those who could understand it, but for whom it 

could not transmit the same liveliness as their native romance dialect.   

Menéndez y Pelayo was the first to suggest that the works of the mester de 

clerecía were produced in scholarly environments for learned audiences found in 

institutions such as monasteries and cathedral schools. Menéndez Pidal, on the other 

hand, believed that they were composed for the general public of the marketplace and the 

plaza. Since then, critics have expressed agreement with one theory or the other in 

varying degrees (see Uría, Panorama 134-38, 148-53). Other suggestions have also 

arisen from time to time. Ian Michael has suggested that the LAlex was composed for 

educated private readers and that would have formed a “new reading public” 

(“Comparison” 41, Treatment 4). María Rosa Lida de Malkiel noted the appeal that this 

text would have for the fighting noble class, as this was the class that so valued battle and 

fame; for her, it was a text composed for fighting men (Fama 167-68, 197). For 

Arizaleta, the work was conceived for the court (Translation 256), but within this group it 

was composed with one “lector u oyente ideal” in mind: a king (“Alianza” 246).  

As Menéndez y Pelayo suggested, students in schools indeed may have formed 

part of the intended public of the work. Courtly epic poetry could be used for educational 

purposes in Europe (see Scaglione 175), and the histories of kings, sometimes combined 
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with fables to add appeal, were common instruments of instruction at European courts 

and could be disseminated in schools. These works gave rise to rhymed narratives in 

romance (see Jaeger 229, 265-66). Isabel Uría has written that adaptations from Latin 

were often for the instruction of the religious and clerical sectors of society, not for the 

general public (Panorama 129). Students would train to form part of these classes. 

George D. Greenia has proposed that the modifications from Gautier‟s work to the LAlex 

are those that a medieval schoolmaster would use to lead a class through a text (“Ninth” 

141-42), while Uría believes that the LAlex was for an older audience of university 

students (Panorama 152). Ian Michael has noted that Aristotle teaches according to 

medieval practice and that Alexander‟s education as portrayed in the work, rather than 

reflecting typical thirteenth-century royal training, reflects the curriculum valued by a 

university instructor (Treatment 45, 177). If the work was composed by an academic or 

by a team of them, surely students would have comprised at least one group of their 

intended audience. 

Those who studied at the studium generale at Palencia or in foreign universities 

could hope to gain work in church, municipal, or royal administration or as judges, 

notaries or legislators. This new educated class, the clerecía, was a rising cultural model 

(Aguadé Nieto 166, 170); Arizaleta has suggested that administrators such as these may 

have formed part of a “público receptor exigente” of the LAlex, as the king would have 

received prestigious and learned visitors such as higher religious clergy and their 

functionaries at court (“Alianza” 246).  
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Finally, the LAlex itself also contains hints as to who might have comprised its 

intended audience. In stanzas 1805-30, the narrator gives a sermon directly to the 

audience on the imperfections and vices of the world; some of the sinful classes of people 

that he mentions are manual laborers, performers, usurers, kings and princes, canons, and 

monks. And in line 1824d, he says, “Somos los simples clérigos  errados e viçiosos.” As 

Cañas notes, the inclusion here of the first person plural form of the verb is evidence that 

the poem‟s composer considered himself a clérigo (488n). But a stanza such as this may 

have also included some of the intended audience members, given that it attracts special 

attention as the last group mentioned in the sermon and is the only faction mentioned that 

includes a first-person plural pronoun, which could imply that the author means to 

include part of the audience in the discourse presented in the passage. It would have been 

an especially powerful stanza to those present or future members of the learned class 

listening to the work.  

The poem‟s obsession with the theme of loyalty to a leader and hatred of betrayal 

also reveals that it is concerned with reaching an audience of those who must choose 

daily to remain faithful to a leader. To supply one example, Darío thanks his men for 

their famous loyalty and underscores its importance with the mention of God:  

   “La vuestra lealtat  que avedes complida,  

   en omnes deste siglo  nunca fue tan oída;  

del Crïador del çielo  la ayades gradida,  

-el que todo lo sabe  e nada non olvida-. (1657a-d)  
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Surely the composer had multiple groups in mind upon composing this stanza, many of 

them subordinated to the king, and all of them related to the sphere of the royal court, the 

sphere most likely to need a sermon on loyalty to a leader.  

Keeping in mind these proposed audiences for the LAlex, we can now begin to 

think about possible purposes of the work. Outside of Willis, who doubted the didactic 

intent of the LAlex (Relationship 66), major critics of the poem have repeatedly agreed on 

its instructional purpose (Lida de Malkiel, Fama 182-83; Michael, Treatment 11; Cañas 

76-77; Uría, Panorama 126-30). What is less clear in the criticism is what the LAlex was 

meant to teach, and to whom. Given the complex nature of this poetic creation, it is 

necessary to think of more than one possible purpose. After all, literary works on antique 

themes had multiple purposes in the Middle Ages (Michael, Treatment 14-15). Marina 

Scordilis Brownlee has dedicated an article to the surprising balance between Alexander 

as “triumphant pagan” and “failed Christian” in the work, concluding that the reader must 

decide which of the two value systems to prioritize (263, 270). While some scholars 

might not agree that the poet left this choice to the individual receptor (see Daas 33-34 

and Uría, Panorama 203-06), Brownlee‟s interpretation is evidence that the work‟s 

complexity can leave the poet‟s final message unclear to the modern reader. She writes, 

for example, that “Alexander‟s death at the hands of Trayçion cannot simply be viewed 

as the outcome of moral failure…for regicide is always a disastrous event, a tragedy of 

enormous proportions…she [Trayçion] is the most pernicious kind of criminal” (269). In 

my view, some of these conflicting messages might be resolved if we think of the 
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different circles within the courtly domain and what the poet might have been trying to 

say to each of them.    

For the whole court, including servants and visitors, the LAlex could serve as an 

entertaining performance in the native language of that court, probably Castilian. Cañas 

has written that the author‟s purpose was to create an educated epic in the medieval Latin 

tradition using romance, perhaps in an intent to cultivate Castilian as an educated 

language (62 and 62n). Why cultivate the vernacular if not to add to the audience‟s 

pleasure of immediate comprehension, to reach the court in a language that it recognizes 

as its own, making it culturally relevant to the listeners at the linguistic level? It is a 

composition of which the audience can be proud. In this way, it is, as Rico has noted, a 

sort of compromise between audience and author; the clerical author of the poem 

attempts to reach the audience through accessible language and images, but also asks the 

receptor to appreciate the poem‟s learned content and form (“Clerecía” 147). The author 

and audience “meet in the middle,” so to speak. But the form itself, the rhythm and 

rhyme of the cuaderna via, would have had an intrinsic attractiveness for the audience, 

presenting it with “a surprise and a challenge” (Weiss 15-16). Just as the genres of Gesta 

regum and Historiae principum, having been combined with fables, had already become 

popular with court audiences in other countries (Jaeger 229, 265-66), so the LAlex was on 

one level a form of quality entertainment which could then stimulate intellectual 

discussion among its hearers.  

For young students, the LAlex could serve as a textbook. As mentioned above, the 

mixture of narrator and commentator found in the text seems to have followed the style 
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employed by a medieval schoolmaster (Greenia, “Ninth” 141-42). In addition, the work is 

full of digressions, several of which consist of lists and catalogues of various categories 

of knowledge. These passages literally teach their contents, causing critics to view the 

poem a type of thirteenth-century encyclopedia in its presentation of knowledge (Uría, 

Panorama 152). As Michael has suggested, any interpretation of the LAlex must take the 

digressions, which make up a third of the poem, into consideration (Treatment 274). In 

addition, the LAlex is a text that attempts to convince the hearer of the value of 

scholarship through its portrayal of Alexander as an educated medieval ruler. As Michael 

points out, the emphasis on the scholarly king is probably due to the poet‟s own value of 

all things intellectual (Treatment 86). Such a promotion would be well spent on an 

audience of young students.  

For older, university students, scholars and the learned, the LAlex is a review of 

knowledge and a display of it. As noted above, the academic subjects taught in 

universities are valued in the LAlex (Michael, Treatment 44-45). Uría believes it would 

have served as required reading for university students at Palencia, especially given the 

popularity of its principal source, the Alexandreis, in schools. The Spanish version of 

Alexander the Great‟s story was an even newer, more complete edition of Gautier‟s work 

(Uría, “Universidad” 441). For the learned who were no longer studying, but rather 

working in the service of church, municipality or monarchy, the LAlex‟s catalogues of 

information would have a special appeal as they listened and remembered what they had 

learned during their studies.  
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For warriors, the LAlex provides instruction on how to behave in the way of a 

courtly knight. It is a work that models the characteristics of the ideal caballero (Lida de 

Malkiel, Fama 170). For the whole court, from servants to future functionaries to warrior 

nobles, it preaches that loyalty to the king is a high virtue (see discussion of stanza 

1657a-d, cited above). For a king, the purpose of the LAlex is double fold. On the one 

hand, it is a manual on how to act as a model monarch. Willis suggested that the work 

should be considered part of the literary tradition of speculum principis (“Definition” 

222). Michael agrees with Willis on this point, noting that the author has made sure that 

the young Alexander embodies the qualities of a good king. In the work, a king‟s 

“nobility” is a combination of good birth, courtliness, and “greatness of mind,” and the 

emphasis on the king as scholar injects the poet‟s own vision of an ideal monarch as well 

(Treatment 28, 63-69, 86). Arizaleta also believes that the work functions as a “„miroir de 

princes‟ enciclopédique” (Translation 260).  

On the other hand, the work is a king‟s moral handbook, instructing a monarch in 

the achievement of excellence without overstepping the proper bounds of a sovereign. 

The tradition of Alexander literature had already established various conflicting points of 

view, some that admired Alexander‟s feats, some that scorned his lack of moderation (see 

Cary). In the LAlex, the hearer is to learn from Alexander‟s downfall, but can also learn 

from the example of his pursuit of fame, which outlasts the mortal body. After all, in the 

context of thirteenth-century Castile, being a great monarch meant carrying out 

successful conquests. In stanzas 764-71, Alexander even reminds his troops that the Troy 

story is to inspire future warriors (Lida de Malkiel, Fama 173-74, 181-82). Ian Michael 
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says that this double lesson was directed toward the king. Alexander is not criticized in 

the work for achieving fame, but rather for the resulting pride, a sin to which kings are 

especially susceptible. Thus the deeds that lead to fame are to be imitated, the pride 

rejected. The critic writes that the LAlex is conceived “as an inspiration and a warning to 

contemporary rulers” (Treatment 280, 286). If it is both “inspiration” and “warning,” it 

instructs a king by both positive and negative example. 

But Michael also writes that this work is also meant “as edification for all men” 

(Treatment 286). The poet‟s teachings can apply to everyone; in general, the work serves 

as a warning against pride that any receptor can heed. It is a sermon against the seduction 

of the material world, as one of the poet‟s final thoughts for his audience is that earthly 

power and glory are temporary like “la flor del campo” and lead to condemnation 

(stanzas 2670-72).  

Upon analyzing the work‟s meaning, then, we should take into account that the 

author may have been attempting to teach something to multiple circles within the same 

socio-cultural environment. Brownlee is correct when she writes that Alexander‟s death 

at the hands of traitors is presented both as divine justice and a tragedy. The author 

presents a “bivalent” position (269), as death at the hands of traitors is simultaneously 

what the hero deserves and what he does not deserve. This presence of this paradox can 

be explained, however, if we take into account the various groups at court that might 

come into contact with the work. Alexander‟s susceptibility to pride is a warning first to 

the king and then to all those below him. The repeated warnings against disloyalty to the 

monarch are for the rest of the court, especially nobles and warriors who would think of 
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betraying him. If there seem to be contradictions and tensions in the work‟s message, it is 

because there are different factions that the work is trying to reach, though all of them 

function in the same ambiance. The poet of the LAlex conceived his art as scholarly 

service (Willis, “Definition” 224; Rico “Clerecía” 149), but perhaps for a variety of 

parties related to the court. 

To summarize, it is likely that the the LAlex was meant for a courtly audience, but 

that this group of hearers can be further broken down into varying royal ranks and social 

circles, including royalty, nobles, warriors, administrators, advisors, servants, visitors, 

secular clerics, university students, and perhaps younger students as well; rather than 

directing itself exclusively toward one of these classes, it seems to have something to say 

to any and all of them. While the CMC was for a wide variety of hearers but may have 

been composed with a frontier audience in mind, the LAlex aimed its message at a 

smaller, more courtly audience that lived further toward the interior of the Christian 

kingdoms, safe from war and free to pursue knowledge.  

THE CANTARES DE GESTA AND THE LALEX: SHARED MOTIFS 

The LAlex was a poem for a more restricted audience than the CMC; it displayed 

a courtly tone and themes relevant to a learned ambiance not found in the popular epic. 

However, the cantares de gesta, the only epic poems that had been composed in Spanish 

romance, also provided a poetic model for the LAlex. Montoya Martínez notes that a 

genre as described by Jauss is born when a writer finds a structural model for his own 

work in a previous one (Colecciones 49). The poet of the LAlex did this, preserving some 

of the tradition of medieval Spanish popular epic, including the cesura that divided each 
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line and a variety of familiar-sounding set phrases. These expressions, adapted to a new 

meter and purpose, would aid the listener in associating this new work, the LAlex, with 

the genre of epic, with which he would have had previous experience in the form of the 

cantares de gesta (Cañas 63 and 63n). Thus the two works studied up to this point, the 

CMC and the LAlex, could be classified as part of the same genre according to the 

conception of Jauss, who sees medieval works as products of an ever-changing linear 

tradition in which authors varied or even replaced previous conventions (79-80, 88). On 

the other hand, the poet of the LAlex also changed the genre as he shifted the inherited 

popular tone to a courtly one and inserted a wealth of digressions useful for education but 

which only the learned could truly appreciate. The mester de clerecía was born.       

Francisco Javier Grande Quejigo has written extensively on the formulas common 

to the Spanish popular epic and the poems of the mester de clerecía. He has done this 

primarily in two places: in his article, “Formulismos en Berceo: Materia épica y métrica 

clerical” and in his book El formulismo expresivo en Gonzalo de Berceo (Calas críticas 

en la Vida de San Millán). Grande Quejigo demonstrates that the poets of the mester de 

clerecía drew on popular epic formulas but did not copy them verbatim. Rather, they 

altered popular epic motifs to fit within a certain rhythm (“Formulismos” 210 and 

Formulismo 14). He identifies lines from works of the mester de clerecía that contain 

epic formulas or traces of them, including many that focus on the deity (see 

“Formulismos” 206-07, 216 and Formulismo 49, 59, 61-62, 105-12, 114). The focus of 

his work is on formulas of all kinds, not just those that refer to God. If we follow his 

methodology, however, we see that varias formulas that mention God in the cantares de 
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gesta were incorporated into the LAlex. Poetic formulas about the divinity become a 

literary element that connects the two works.   

One motif common to both the popular epic and the LAlex consists of wishes for 

God‟s protection, often with some variation of the formula “¡Sí + pronoun + verb in 

subjunctive + Dios / Criador!” Both poems make use of this formula with the verb valer: 

                   -¿Quí·n‟ los dio éstos  sí vos vala Dios, Minaya?- (CMC 874) 

                  que l‟ayades merced,  sí el Criador vos vala.- (CMC 880) 

                      que l‟ayades merced,  sí vos vala el Criador. (CMC 1324) 

                      -¡Sí vos vala el Criador,  Minaya Álbar Fáñez! (CMC 1442) 

                   ¡dándoslas, mio Cid,  sí vos vala el Criador!- (CMC 2081) 

                       Idlos conortar,  sí vos vala el Criador, (CMC 2328) 

                        -¡Sí vos vala el Criador,  Cid Campeador! (CMC 2559) 

                        -¡Merced vos pedimos, padre,  sí vos vala el Criador! (CMC 2594) 

                         dandos del agua,  sí vos vala el Criador!- (CMC 2798) 

-¡Oíd, mesnadas,  sí vos vala el Criador! (CMC 3128) 

Dixo: “Dezir vos he  verdat, ¡sí Dios me vala!: (LAlex 154a) 

–querríá aver las mías  tales, ¡sí Dios me vala!- . (LAlex 2126d)  

In the CMC, the expression also occurs with the verbs salvar and placer: 

–Temprano dat cevada,  ¡sí el Criador vos salve! (CMC 420) 

–¡Oíd, mesnadas,  sí el Criador vos salve! (CMC 1115) 

-¿Qué‟s esto, Cid,  sí el Criador vos salve?- (CMC 1646) 

                         ¡Cuál ventura serié esta,  sí ploguiesse al Criador, (CMC 2741) 
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The LAlex does not use salvar or placer in this formula, but it does employ the verb 

bendecir in this pattern: 

“Digasme, cavallero,  sí Dïos te bendiga, (LAlex 591b) 

“Valámosle, amigos,  ¡sí Dios vos bendiga!, (LAlex 1730a) 

valámosle, amigos,  ¡sí nos Dïos bendiga (LAlex 1730d)  

¡sí Dïos me bendiga!,  con derecho andades. (LAlex 1841d)  

We cannot know if the formula “Sí Dïos bendiga” is a copy or an adaptation of lines from 

the cantares de gesta, but its similarities to the formulas above remind the listener of the 

popular poems.  

Another pattern that occurs in both the CMC and the LAlex is the expression 

“(que) + Dios + pronoun + curie / curiare de mal:” 

                        que a mio Cid el Campeador  que Dios le curiás de mal (CMC 329) 

                        por mio Cid el Campeador  que Dios le curie de mal (CMC 364) 

                        –Omíllom‟, doña Ximena,  Dios vos curie de mal, (CMC 1396)  

                       –Dezid al Canpeador,  que Dios le curie de mal, (CMC 1406)  

                        de aquestos quinze días,  si Dios nos curiare de mal, (CMC 1410)  

                       -¡Venides, mis fijas,  Dios vos curie de mal! (CMC 2890) 

                    ¡Dios curie mis amigos  de prender tal mudado! (LAlex 236d)  

                       “Fijo” – dixo su padre-,  “¡Dios te curie de mal!”. (LAlex 455d)  

                       si Dios de mal me curia,  bien te lo guardaré; (LAlex 1887b) 

Like the example cited above, the formula deals with God‟s protection. 
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Another common divine motif of the two poems is that of “Dios dé + direct 

object.” In the CMC, this ritual wish is used in contexts of wishes for divine rewards:  

                       ¡Dios que está en cielo  dévos dent buen galardón!- (CMC 2126) 

                       ¡Afé Dios de los cielos,  que vos dé dent buen galardón!- (CMC 2855) 

                       Essora dixo el rey:  -¡Dios vos dé den buen galardón! (CMC 3416) 

Quien escrivió este libro,  dél‟ Dios paraíso, ¡amén! (CMC 3731)  

In the LAlex, the formula is sometimes adapted to a context of reward as well:  

                        diole el su cavallo,  -¡dél Dios buen gualardón!-, (LAlex 1075c) 

                        Padrón era su nombre,  al que dé Dios buen poso, (LAlex 1686b) 

                        A tan leal vasallo  dél Dïos paraíso, (LAlex 1698a) 

But it also uses the formula to express the wish that God might curse someone: 

                         Pausona le dizían  al que Dios dé mal poso; (LAlex 170a) 

                         mintiéronle a Ecuba,  ¡que les de Dios rencura! (LAlex 355d) 

                         Pandarus, un arquero  a qui dé Dios mal fado, (LAlex 498c) 

                         Óvolo a veer  el que dé Dios rencura, (LAlex 528d) 

We see that in the CMC, God is conceived as one who gives rewards, but in the LAlex, he 

might give reward or punishment.  

 Other formulas are present in both works as well. One such pattern is “Dios + 

pronoun + faga + infinitive” or a variation: 

                    De mis yernos de Carrión  Dios me faga vengar (CMC 2894) 

                        “Señor” –dixieron todos-,  “¡Dios te faga durar!, (LAlex 837c) 

                        “De qual muerte tú mueres,  me faga Dios morir. (LAlex 1785d) 
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Another is the wish that God confound something: 

                    Repuso Bucar al Cid:  -¡Cofonda Dios tal amistad! (CMC 2412) 

                    –de Dios sean confondidos  atales serviçiales-. (LAlex 1714d) 

                    Dios confonda tal viçio  que tien tantos lugares (LAlex 2317d) 

The presence of some form of variation of the word “tal” in all three of these examples is 

evidence that the creator of the LAlex was remembering a formula from the cantares de 

gesta upon composing the passage.  

Another motif common to the CMC and the LAlex is the expression “Placer a 

Dios,” which appears often in the earlier poem in several variants, but in the LAlex 

sparingly: 

¡Plega a Dios  e a Santa María (CMC 282) 

Plogo al Criador  e ovieron de arrancarlos. (CMC 1721) 

al Criador plega  que ayades ende sabor. (CMC 2100) 

¡Plega al Criador  con todos los sos santos, (CMC 2149) 

¡Plega a Santa María  e al Padre Santo (CMC 2274)  

                        Plogo a Dios,  aquésta fue el arrancada. (CMC 2398) 

                        ¡A Dios plega  e a Santa María   que dent prendan ellos mal galardón!  

(CMC 2782)                            

¡Plega al Criador  que en cielo está (CMC 2892)  

                       Quando plogó a Dios  que fueron abenidas (LAlex 345a) 

                       plogó a Dios e ovo  la noche a uviar (LAlex 589c) 
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The idea of God‟s being pleased in these passages does not refer to his literally being 

pleased, but rather is a poetic manner to indicate that an earthly event took place; it 

pleased the Creator, and therefore he allowed a particular occurrence to come to pass.    

Other motifs that mention God that are common to both the CMC and the LAlex 

include: 

 a) The linking of God and the distribution of riches and war spoils: 

                    ¡Con la merced del Criador,  nuestra es la ganancia!- (CMC 598)  

                    d‟aquesta riqueza  que el Criador nos á dado (CMC 811)  

                    Grandes son las ganancias  que·l‟ dio el Criador, (CMC 1334) 

                    que les crece la ganancia,  grado al Criador; (CMC 2316) 

                   e coger la ganançia  que Dios les avié dada. (LAlex 1079d) 

b) The expression “con la merced de(l) Criador / Dios:” 

                      ¡Con la merced del Criador,  nuestra es la ganancia!- (CMC 598) 

                       arrancármelos trevo  con la merced del Criador.– (CMC 2337)  

                       con la merced de Dios  e de Santa María madre, (CMC 1654) 

                    con la merçed de Dios  te cuido amparar. (LAlex 1690d) 

c) Variations on the motif “fíar por Dios:”  

                  yo fío por Dios  que en nuestro pro eñadrán.- (CMC 1112) 

                   commo fío por Dios,  el campo nuestro sera-. (CMC 1133) 

                   Commo yo fío por Dios  e en todos los sos santos (CMC 2447) 

                   ca como en Dios fío  a todo su pesar, (LAlex 1284c) 

                       mas, si Dios lo quisiere,  como en él yo fío, (LAlex 1290c) 
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                       como en Dïos fío,  mudaremos ventura (LAlex 1673c) 

d) Commending oneself or other characters to God: 

                      A Dios vos acomiendo, fijas,  e al Padre spirital, (CMC 372) 

  sinava la cara,  a Dios se acomendó. (CMC 411)                      

A Dios vos acomiendo,  d‟estas vistas me parto. (CMC 2154)  

acomendó su alma  a Dios, el Padre Santo; (LAlex 678c) 

arrenunçio el mundo,  a Dios vos acomiendo.” (LAlex 2645d) 

e) The act of giving consejo: 

                    Dios, que nos dio las almas,  consejo nos dará.- (CMC 382) 

                    assí dixieron todos:  “Dios nos dará consejo (LAlex 273c) 

f) The raising of hands in prayers and other solemn situations: 

                   alçan las manos  por a Dios rogar (CMC 1616) 

                      Alçó la mano diestra,  el rey se santigó (CMC 1340) 

                      El rey alçó la mano,  la cara se santigó (CMC 3508) 

                       Alçó a Dios sus manos  e fizo un pedido: (LAlex 351a) 

                        rindién graçias a Dios  e alçavan sus manos (LAlex 451c) 

                        Alçó a Dios las manos,  premió el corazón, (LAlex 685a) 

                       Tendió a Dios las manos,  cató a suso fito. (LAlex 962a) 

                       alçó a Dios las manos,  oró de tal manera: (LAlex 1256d) 

                       alçó a Dios las manos,  fizo una oraçión. (LAlex 1702d) 

                       alçó a Dios los ojos  e las manos tendidas (LAlex 2597c) 

g) The expression “a Dios rogar,” cited immediately above (CMC 1616) and: 
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                    qui non la ha provada,  devié a Dios rogar”  (LAlex 2261c)  

h) The simple interjection ¡Dios!, found many times in the CMC:13  

  -¡Dios, qué buen vassallo,  si oviesse buen señor!- (20) 

que los perdió entrambos,  ¡Dios, qué mala mudada! (1031d) 

We can also include in this discussion the preposition Par, which King Alfonso 

uses to invoke San Isidro in the CMC (3028, 3140, 3509). The LAlex uses this preposition 

to invoke God:  

“Par Dios” –dizen los bárbaros-,  “mal somos enprimados”. (825d) 

The poet of the CMC places “par” in the mouth of Alfonso, a Leonese character; the poet 

of the LAlex places it in the mouth of conquered barbarians. “Par” appears not only in 

Manuscript O of the LAlex, which has Leonese features, but also P, which reveals 

Aragonese characteristics. In both poems, it is exclaimed by a character that is from a 

land other than that of the protagonist, perhaps creating a sound of “foreignness” for the 

audience. 

In addition, the second-best conserved text of Spanish epic, the Mocedades de 

Rodrigo, hereafter MR,14 offers a formulaic similiarity to the LAlex in that both make use 

of variations of the motif “Dios sea loado:” 

                    Rodrigo vençió la batalla, ¡Dios sea loado! (MR 526) 

                       La batalla vençió Rodrigo, por ende sea Dios loado. (MR 748) 

                       Estonçe dixo Rodrigo, „Por ende sea Dios loado, (MR 836) 

                                                 
13 See lines 20, 243, 457, 580, 600, 789, 806, 926, 930, 933, 1052, 1305, 1554, 2213, 2243, 2388, 2650. 
14 References to the MR come from Las mocedades de Rodrigo = The Youthful Deeds of Rodrigo, the Cid, 

ed. and trans. Matthew Bailey, Toronto: U of Toronto P, 2007.  
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                       Dixieron los noveçientos, „Por ó Dios sea loado, (MR 1057) 

                       Assentósse en la silla, por ende sea Dios loado. (MR 1168) 

                      “Loado sea Dios  que nos dio tal señor.” (LAlex 2536b) 

                       nunca fuestes vençidos,  Dios sea end laudado; (LAlex 2624b) 

The MR is posterior to the LAlex and thus might have borrowed the expression from the 

latter poem; the MR, however, always uses the motif in a formulaic way to end a line. It 

represents another extant connection of the LAlex to epic motifs.  

To summarize, many of the expressions concerning the deity that appear in the 

LAlex are inspired by the cantares de gesta. The vernacular tradition of epic poetry in this 

way influenced the representation of God in the learned epic. The audience would have 

recognized these formulas as they listened to the recitation of the LAlex in a courtly 

setting and the familiarity of the motifs would have added to their listening pleasure. 

POETRY FOR THE MONASTERY 

 With the LAlex, a new type of Spanish poetry came into existence, and other 

poems of the school called the mester de clerecía came to be. Some of these works, such 

as the Libro de Apolonio, were also composed for a courtly, scholarly environment. One 

poet in particular, however, found a new use for the rhyme, rhythm, and didactic intent 

contained in the LAlex. This poet was Gonzalo de Berceo, and he knew the text of the 

LAlex well. In fact, one of the existing manuscripts of the LAlex, P, ends by naming him 

as the one who wrote down the book: “Si queredes saber  quien fiz‟ este ditado, / Gonçalo 

de Berceo  es por nonbre llamado,” (2675a-b). Through the centuries, there has been 

much critical discussion as to whether or not he was the author of the LAlex. Dana Nelson 
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defends that Berceo was indeed the author of the LAlex, while other critics have doubted 

the possibility. Uría does not believe that Berceo was the sole author of the LAlex, but 

does believe that he was part of the team that created it (see Uría, Panorama 182-95). 

We do not know Berceo‟s role in the creation of the poem about Alexander the 

Great, but we do know that he composed several works on spiritual matters and on saintly 

figures linked to the important monastery of San Millán de la Cogolla. Berceo found in 

the LAlex a model of didactic poetry. As he created his own poems, he copied certain 

aspects of the LAlex, including its rhythm and rhyme scheme, many lines and formulas, 

and its didactic intention. What he changed, however, was the theme. Instead of 

attempting to impart general knowledge and wisdom and to model the characteristics of a 

good king or loyal follower, he created poems to teach religious material. The new theme 

was for a different audience: those who lived in or visited the monastery of San Millán 

and other monasteries associated with it. 

The Catholic Church was very interested in internal reform during this century. 

The Fourth Lateran Council, held in 1215, officially recognized certain areas in dire need 

of change, one of which was the clergy, both regular and secular. The Church desired that 

these groups be more educated and adhere to certain moral standards (Lomax 300), both 

so that they might perform their pastoral duties more effectively. Derek W. Lomax has 

studied the effect of these reforms on Spanish literature and connects them briefly to 

Gonzalo de Berceo (306-07). Grande Quejigo applies Lomax‟s observations more 

extensively to all of Berceo‟s works (Hagiografía 266-70) and then goes a step further by 

connecting them to the purpose of training monks in the art of preaching (271-87). The 
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thirteenth century witnessed a demand for the clergy‟s formal education in theology, as 

evidenced by the fact that it was taught in Castile in this era at the University of Palencia 

(Uría, Panorama 65-66). Ruiz Domínguez has also noted the importance of the 

theologian Peter Lombard in the Peninsula, as his works were disemminated in Castile 

and León in the twelfth century and seem to have impacted Berceo (Mundo 18).  

It seems that Berceo was indeed interested in educating the monks, many of 

whom probably did not know Latin (Uría, Panorama 149-50). Ruiz Domínguez has 

interpreted Berceo‟s corpus of writings as a Compendium historia salutis, that is, the 

biblical events that the Riojan poet includes in his writings are those that are important in 

the history of man‟s salvation (Historia 187). Berceo would have wanted to make sure 

that his monks‟ theology was sound. This helps to explain the choice of Mary as the 

central subject of three of Berceo‟s poems. As mother of Christ, she was a necessary step 

in God‟s plan to save mankind. But Berceo may also have wanted to educate the monks 

on themes related to their own monastery; as Brian Dutton has noted, the Vida de San 

Millán, Vida de Santo Domingo, Poema de Santa Oria, and Vida de San Lorenzo are all 

about saints associated with the monastery of San Millán, and the same monastery also 

had an altar to the Virgin Mary (see Dutton San Millán 165-68).  

The regular clergy did not live in complete solitude. Rather, they had contact with 

laymen. In fact, the purpose of educating the clergy was so that they might use their 

knowledge in the service of those to whom they were ministering. Sermons were one of 

the genres most cultivated by monks in the era (Leclercq 188); in Castile, preaching to 

the faithful became more important in the thirteenth century and began to take root during 
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Berceo‟s life (see Grande Quejigo, Hagiografía 97). Monasteries were not isolated from 

the communities around them but rather were important centers within them. Pilgrims 

and locals saw the monasteries as dispensers of Christian charity and mediation before 

God as the monks provided food and shelter for pilgrims and the local poor and sick and 

prayed for those who visited (Grande Quejigo, Hagiografía 123-26, 291-92). Looking 

back on the thirteenth century, it is easy to think of “pilgrims” as those en route to 

Santiago, and the monasteries in the northern Iberian Peninsula certainly sought to 

promote pilgrimage to that city as well as visits to their own institutions (Grande Quejigo, 

Hagiografía 124). However, it was also common for local rural inhabitants to make short 

pilgrimages to relic monasteries, such as San Millán, to pray in the presence of the saintly 

remains or to ask that the monks offer prayers on their behalf (see Grande Quejigo, 

Hagiografía 139, 291-92).  Thus the clergy had much contact with those who came 

seeking their services. Part of the original intended audience of any poetry composed for 

a monastic audience, then, may have been the ill or needy “pilgrims” who came to seek 

prayer for themselves or for relatives (Grande Quejigo, Hagiografía 291-94).    

It is also possible that Berceo‟s works were meant to be shared by the monks 

among the faithful during worship services and religious festivals. Literature produced in 

monasteries played a large role in the liturgy of the era (see Leclercq 287-308). In this 

way, the recipients of monastic literature often included anyone participating in open 

services, that is, “the faithful.” Religious texts in the vernacular, then, reflected not only 

the clergy‟s need for knowledge, but also their need for an effective way to disseminate 

that knowledge among pilgrims and local devotees. Berceo‟s corpus of works reflects the 
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fulfillment of such needs. In the works of the Riojan poet, the didacticism of the LAlex 

had been recast for the training of the regular clergy in and around the monastery of San 

Millán for use in their work with laymen. 

MILAGROS DE NUESTRA SEÑORA: PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE 

By the thirteenth century, the Christian tradition of the veneration of Mary had 

already enjoyed a long history. Her development as an important object of devotion 

among Christians began in the second century (Gerli, MNS 20), and Peninsular secular 

clergymen played an important role in her celebration during the first millennium. San 

Leandro and San Ildefonso, brothers and successive archbishops of Seville, held Mary up 

as a model for the life of the regular clergy and proclaimed her Mother and Queen of all 

Christianity. San Eugenio, Archbishop of Toledo, presided over the Toledan Council that 

established the feast of the Divine Maternity while San Ildefonso wrote an important 

treatise on Mary‟s virginity as well as a large quantity of Mozarabic liturgical material 

focused on her. San Julián fixed the liturgical Calendar to include three feasts of Mary: 

the Divine Maternity on December 18, the Annunciation on March 25, and the 

Assumption on August 15 (Simón Pardo 28-29).   

Devotion to Mary, however, reached its highest point in the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries, and there was much Marian activity in the Iberian Peninsula of the thirteenth 

century. Alfonso VIII, Fernando III, and Alfonso X were all devotees of the Virgin. The 

new monastic Orders, such as the Franciscans and Dominicans, were as fervent in their 

devotion to the Virgin as the older Benedictine and Cistercian Orders. Additionally, three 

Gothic cathedrals were constructed and consecrated to Mary in the urban centers of 
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Burgos, León, and Toledo (Simón Pardo 35-38). Sculpture of the Virgin abounded in the 

region. She was often represented seated and crowned, wearing a robe of royalty with the 

infant Christ on her lap (see images in Metropolitan Museum of Art 282-88). Such a 

representation emphasized both her earthly role as mother of Christ and her heavenly role 

as queen.    

Literary compositions about Mary of this time had to contend with the listeners‟ 

“horizon of expectations” (Jauss 79), influenced by over a thousand years of Marian 

devotion. In the first place, a listener would expect that any mention of her would be 

made reverently. An attempt to defame her would not be acceptable. Secondly, a hearer 

would already have a dual conception of Mary and would expect to see both of her roles 

reflected in her representation. Such a conception would encompass what Mary was in 

the Biblical record, that is, mother of Jesus, not of divine origin but completely human, as 

well as what she would be in the present for a thirteenth-century listener: the spiritual 

queen of heaven. The sculpture cited above reveals that both images, that of mother and 

that of queen, were often melded into one.  

As queen of heaven, Mary had a special duty to perform, that of advocate of 

mankind before God, which the listener would also expect her to perform in a text. Mary 

had a unique place in the Biblical narrative; she had no divine origin, and yet God found 

favor with her and chose her as the mother of Christ (Luke 1:30). By the twelfth century, 

her human nature had led to a perception of her as a worshipper‟s alternative to Christ, a 

co-redeemer. St. Bernard, founder of the Cistercian Order, was enormously influential in 

the development of a systematic theology of the Virgin. St. Bernard presents the idea that 
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the divine majesty of God and Christ filled the believer with fear, and thus Mary was the 

best alternative to approach them, as she was wholly human yet enjoyed special divine 

privilege. Thus Mary became man‟s representative in heaven, a way to seek divine 

blessing without actually speaking to God. Earlier theologians had even suggested that 

Mary could save those whom Christ would condemn, and thus it was better to pray to her 

than to the Son. Saugnieux believes that Berceo knew some of St. Bernard‟s writings on 

Mary and demonstrates their presence in the text of the MNS (see 57-63).  

Berceo upon adapting the MNS created a new work within a certain literary 

tradition, that of miracle collections about the Virgin. Collections of miracles performed 

by a saint were nothing new in the thirteenth century. Gregory the Great, who became 

pope in the late sixth century, recorded corpuses of miracles with some attention to 

aesthetic principles, thus beginning a literary convention. In later centuries some miracle 

compilations would come to focus on the person of Mary. Such collections were recorded 

in Latin throughout the Middle Ages. Within them, the individual miracle tales were 

narrated with the purpose of initiating praise and devotion to the intermediary, in many 

cases the Virgin. Jesús Montoya Martínez sees the purpose of the seemingly random 

order of miracles presented in the corpuses as an attempt to celebrate the variety of God‟s 

actions on earth. Along with Gautier de Coinci, Gonzalo de Berceo was one of the first 

poets to adapt a miracle collection to the vernacular (Montoya Martínez, Colecciones 21, 

52, 56). 

The miracles presented by Berceo closely resemble those found in the manuscript 

Thott 128, discovered in Copenhagen and published in 1910. Containing twenty-eight 
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miracles, it is the compilation in Latin that most closely coincides with the MNS. 

Berceo‟s work contains twenty-four miracles presented in the same order as those of the 

Thott manuscript, though miracles 16, 22, 25 and 26 of the Latin collection are omitted in 

the Spanish poem. Brian Dutton is not convinced that Thott was Berceo‟s source, but 

notes that up to now it is the surviving Latin text which best corresponds to the poet‟s 

work (Dutton, MNS 13-14). The MNS includes an allegorical introduction that does not 

appear in Thott, and Berceo‟s twenty-fifth miracle, “La iglesia despojada,” possibly 

included on account of its Peninsular setting, is also absent from this manuscript.   

Berceo‟s Latin prose sources had a practical purpose, not an aesthetic one. 

Heanon Wilkins sees them as “impersonales, poco imaginativas, sin interés dramático y 

por lo general desprovistas de conscientes técnicas o recursos literarios” when compared 

with Berceo‟s adaptations (“Romeros” 140). Michael Gerli, offering the source of “El 

romero engañado por el enemigo malo” as an example, states that the tone of the Latin 

text is “indiferente” (MNS 27). However, finding the practical purpose of the miracles is 

less difficult, given that the preface of the Thott collection states it clearly; I have placed 

it in italics: 

Incipit prefacio de miraculis beate Marie virginis. Ad omnipotentis Dei laudem 

cum sepe recitentur sanctorum miracula, que per eos egit divina potencia, multo 

magis sancte Dei genitricis Marie debent referri preconia, que sunt omni melle 

dulciora. Ergo ad  roborandas in eius amore mentes fidelium et excitanda corda 

pigrancium, ea que fideliter narrari audivimus largiente Domino recitare 

studeamus. Explicit prefacio. (cited in Gerli, MNS 223, emphasis added)  
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The preface exposes the double purpose of the work. First it states the ultimate end, 

which is the praise of God. The miracles of saints are recounted to the end of inspiring 

praise of the deity, because he is the one working the miracles through them. Miracles are 

narrated for the praise of God and the intermediary; there is no tension between the two, 

no conflict or jealousy. Rather, praising the intermediary is the same as praising God as 

long as the devotee remembers that the latter is ultimately responsible for the miracle. If 

the devotee forgets this, he errs. But the immediate purpose of the miracles is the 

promotion of loyalty to Mary, confirming the faith of her current devotees and 

encouraging those who do not worship her to do so.  

This leads to questions concerning the original intended audience of the Latin 

sources.  The content of the miracles would be attractive to almost anyone. The question 

remains, what was the purpose of narrating the miracles in this form, that is, in Latin 

prose? Almost any audience might end up hearing a miracle tale through oral 

transmission, but who was supposed to read or hear one recorded in Latin? Montoya 

Martínez believes that miracle collections in Latin were for the devotions of kings, 

princes, and abbots, and for composers of sermons wishing to incorporate didactic 

examples (Colecciones 76-77). The individual miracles could serve as exempla; the 

content of the miracles could be isolated and used to illustrate didactic points for 

diffusion among the public. They had the added benefit that the listeners interpreted them 

as historical fact (Montoya Martínez, Colecciones 62). Thus the immediate audience for 

these texts was learned and possessed a command of Latin, which represented a small 

minority of the general population. As noted above, this minority did not include most of 
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the regular and secular clergy of the day, for whom Latin was unintelligible (Uría, 

Panorama 149-51). Thus the content of the Latin miracles was accessible only to small, 

select circles of royalty and learned men.  

Gonazalo de Berceo set out to adapt one such miracle collection to the local 

language, and though he was not the only thirteenth-century author to do this, he 

apparently was the first in the Iberian Peninsula. Montoya Martínez describes three 

characteristics that emerge when the Latin collections pass to the vernacular – 

“conciencia de autor, manifiesta intención de instruir deleitando y selección de asuntos” 

(Colecciones 75). The first of these, “conciencia de autor,” means that the adaptor is 

aware that he is creating an independent literary work. Berceo to some degree tries to be 

faithful to the content of the original Latin sources, or at least wishes to create the illusion 

of this, as he drops hints to his audience about his source material through references to 

the content of “la lección,” “la leyenda,” etc. (Gicovate 11-12). In this way he supports 

his own work with the authority of a written text. At the same time, he is aware that this 

adaptation is his own and he reminds his audience of this through the insertion of the 

pronoun “yo” followed by his own name (Gariano 54): “Yo maestro Gonçalvo  de 

Verceo nomnado” (MNS 2a). He does the same through the trope of modesty in stanza 45 

(Montoya Martínez, Colecciones 78): 

Quiero en estos árbores  un ratiello sobir 

e de los sos miraclos  algunos escrivir; 

la Gloriosa me guíe  que lo pueda complir, 

ca yo non me trevría  en ello a venir. (45a-d) 
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Before proceeding to the second of Montoya‟s characteristics of vernacular 

adaptations, I will discuss the third, “selección de asuntos.” Berceo adapts only twenty-

four of the twenty-eight miracles present in Thott 128 and then adds the twenty-fifth, as 

noted above. He understands the necessity of selecting only certain miracles for inclusion 

(Montoya Martínez Colecciones 86), and his selection of twenty-five miracles may have 

to do with the association of the number five with Mary and the symbolism of this 

number‟s perfect square (Gariano 180-81).      

It is Montoya Martinez‟s second characteristic, that of the intention to “instruir 

deleitando,” that implies the greatest number of textual adaptations and is the most 

relevant to the discussion of audience in the poet‟s works. His ultimate purpose is to 

instruct, but I will begin by examining how he goes about “delighting” his audience in his 

Castilian text. Changes in form, more than those of content, are Berceo‟s most significant 

adaptation of the sources. The most obvious modification of form is the use of the 

vernacular, which adds new expressive possibilities as well as a new purpose: pleasure 

for the hearer. The listener has the satisfaction of receiving the content of the Latin 

sources recounted in his own familiar mode of expression and can enjoy immediate 

recognition of the narrative. The fact that the listener will have no language barrier 

affords to the author the opportunity to mold the language into a pleasing form; there can 

now be an aesthetic end as well as a practical one. Adding this element not only increases 

the listener‟s pleasure, it also impresses the audience with the author‟s zeal for his 

message. They perceive that he is going to great lengths to share his content (Montoya 

Martínez, Colecciones 54, 77, 83).  
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 Berceo‟s chosen aesthetic form, the rigid cuaderna vía, inspires admiration for 

the poet‟s ability to manage that form well. Thomas Montgomery has noted that Berceo 

does not seem limited by his chosen scheme (“Fórmulas” 424). In fact, according to 

Patrick J. Gargoline, Berceo is able to use eighty-eight variations of Alexandrine verse 

(cited in Gariano 76).  Another way that the poet maintains the hearer‟s admiration is 

through register. Berceo uses language that is immediately intelligible, but that sounds 

sophisticated, achieving this effect through Latinized syntax, prosody, and alliteration 

(Rico, “Clerecía” 144-47). Thus through the adoption of cuaderna vía in vernacular, 

Berceo manages to capture both the audience‟s attention and respect through the 

sophisticated pleasure that this particular format affords.  

Another of Berceo‟s modifications is the development and exploitation of the 

theme of pilgrimage, present as an element in some of the Latin sources but not thematic 

in them (Wilkins, “Romeros” 140). He does this primarily through the addition of the 

allegorical introduction (Gerli, MNS 40), into which he inserts himself as a narrator-

pilgrim in the second stanza. Gerli, assuming a pilgrim audience, believes that this allows 

Berceo to gain credibility with his hearers (“Poet and Pilgrim” 141). Gerli also believes 

that Berceo adapts the Latin source of “El romero engañado” to assure that his audience 

connects the miracle to the pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela (“Poet and Pilgrim” 

142-43). Of course, pilgrimage has a biblical and spiritual meaning as well as a literal 

one, and Berceo makes reference to this point in his Introduction: “todos somos romeos  

que camino [pasamos], / San Peidro lo diz esto,  por él vos lo provamos” (17c-d). The 

idea of life as pilgrimage is a biblical one, found in I Peter, and was a part of everyone‟s 
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subconscious in the age (Ruiz Domínguez, Historia 138). Wilkins notes that there are 

abundant references in the MNS to staying on the good path (“Romeros” 144). The idea 

of pilgrimage, then, is both biblical and cultural. It contains a spiritual metaphor that 

would be especially effective in the context of northern Spain. References to pilgrimage 

would surely please Berceo‟s audience, resonating well with pilgrims, but also with 

anyone in this part of the world, as the fame of the Camino de Santiago had made 

everyone familiar with pilgrimage in the northern, Christian-controlled regions of Spain.  

Pilgrimage is not the only theme that Berceo develops throughout the work. 

Gariano notes that Berceo is particularly enthusiastic about sculpted images of the Virgin 

and child Jesus and goes well beyond the detail of the Latin sources when including them 

in the narrative (63). Saugnieux believes that Berceo overdevelops the theme of devotion 

to the Virgin, conceding power to her which even the Church of the era had not assigned 

to her (27, 31-32). Saugnieux also believes that Berceo intensifies the anti-Semitism of 

certain miracles beyond what is in the Latin sources (91, 99, 101).  

Berceo adapted each individual miracle tale as he saw fit, using techniques 

recommended for sermons of the day (Gerli, MNS 32).15 His preferred method of 

adaptation is amplification, but he also omits certain elements that appear in his sources 

(Gariano 46). He displays his own biblical knowledge and occasionally reorganizes the 

structure of a particular miracle (Ruiz Domínguez, Mundo 25). To mark important 

                                                 
15For detailed discussions of Berceo‟s adaptations of the Latin sources of “El sacristán impúdico,” “El 

clérigo y la flor,” “El ladrón devoto,” and “La boda de la Virgen,” see Montoya Martínez Colecciones; 

Gerli also discusses some adaptations to “El romero engañado” (“Poet and Pilgrim”) and Bernard Gicovate 

to “El judezno” and “La abbadesa prennada;” Dutton in his edition of the MNS also comments on 

adaptations of each miracle.  
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moments of crisis or great emotion in the narrative, Berceo adds drama through direct 

style, which includes dialogue, monologue, prayer, invocation, debate, and apostrophe 

(translated from Wilkins “Diálogos” 798). Occasionally, he leaves an episode and goes to 

another. Sometimes he copies a novel passage from a Latin source; if a scene is dramatic 

enough in the original Latin to suit his taste, he simply follows it. Berceo also manages to 

round out the characters of the Latin sources, adding depth to them and presenting their 

psychological aspects (Gicovate 7-11).  

Another part of Berceo‟s strategy to “delight” his audience is to add ornaments to 

his language. One way in which he decorates his text is through the inclusion of formulas 

and epithets inspired by the epic cantares de gesta. Bernard Gicovate believes that 

Berceo added juglaresque formulas with disdain to signal their inferiority (12); Dutton 

disagrees with him, claiming instead that the epic material served as a powerful tool to 

reach his audience (“Reflejo” 215). Critics now generally agree that Berceo‟s use of such 

phrases in his works was to encourage audience attention through the use of language that 

was already familiar to them (Dutton, San Millán 182 and Grande Quejigo, 

“Formulismos” 228 and Formulismo 159). Grande Quejigo explains how epic material 

was not merely imitated by the poets of the mester de clerecía but rather carefully 

adapted to the meter of the cuaderna vía (see “Formulismos”). 

Berceo adds other elements to encourage the hearer‟s attention as well, including 

elements of Provencal courtly lyric poetry (Dutton, “Reflejo” 217-23), humor,16 a wide 

                                                 
16 Gicovate believes his humor is added with disdain to the end of mocking those who do not share the 

education of the clérigos. 
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range of diminutives and adjectives, a few Latin phrases not found in the original sources 

(Gariano 111-20), and passages in which he speaks directly to the audience that would 

hear his works (discussed in Uría, “Forma de difusión” 107-08), all for the pleasure of his 

listeners.  

Such pleasure, of course, is in the service of instruction, and Berceo‟s creative 

effort is aimed at promoting devotion to the Virgin.  Of all of Berceo‟s works, MNS is the 

one that most systematically implores the faithful to cultivate a specific devotional 

practice (Grande Quejigo, Hagiografía 307). Direct address and didactic interpretations 

included in the text itself are part of Berceo‟s strategy for ensuring his audience‟s 

comprehension. To this end he stops after each miracle and directly tells his listeners 

what lesson they should be learning from the example. After all, he does not intend to 

carry out the whole process of poeticizing the Latin sources only to have his central 

message be misunderstood. He also explains his allegory found in the introduction, not 

relying on the receptor to unravel its meaning unaided:  

Sennores e amigos,  lo que dicho avemos 

  palavra es oscura,  esponerla queremos: 

tolgamos la corteza,  al meollo entremos, 

prendamos lo de dentro,  lo de fuera dessemos. (16a-d) 

Thus the use of vernacular and cuaderna vía has an instructional purpose as well as an 

aesthetic one; the former facilitates comprehension, and the mnemonic nature of the 

cuaderna vía assists the listener to recall, if not a work‟s perfect form, at least its content 
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(Grande Quejigo, Hagiografía 209). Once the message of devotion to the Virgin was 

understood and accessible to the memory, it could then be passed on to others in sermons 

(Montoya Martínez, Colecciones 113-14), extending the chain of instruction.  

 Like the anonymous poet of the CMC, Berceo surely had in mind a particular 

audience while composing the MNS. The debate over his intended audience is not a new 

one, and it has had many participants. The history of the criticism on Berceo‟s intended 

audience is summarized in depth in Isabel Uría‟s Panorama crítico del mester de clerecía 

(hereafter, Panorama) (see 128-29, 134-53, 308-11) and in Grande Quejigo‟s 

Hagiografía y difusión en la Vida de San Millán de la Cogolla de Gonzalo de Berceo 

(hereafter, Hagiografía) (see 191-200). Those who have commented on this topic 

generally fall into two groups: those who see in Berceo‟s works an attempt to reach 

unlearned audiences and those who see learned audiences as his primary target.   

Several of the most influential critics of the mester de clerecía and of Berceo‟s 

poems claim that the illiterate were the primary recipients of the works. Some have stated 

that the intended audience was the entire public, that is, anyone who would listen to a 

recitation in a city, town, or marketplace, implying that the works sought to reach urban 

populations and rural peasants alike. Menéndez Pidal, Dutton, Jesús Menéndez Peláez, 

Fernando Baños Vallejo, and Ruiz Domínguez have seen the masses as Berceo‟s 

listeners; some are especially specific in their characterizations of Berceo‟s public. Ruiz 

Domínguez, for example, specifies that the majority of Berceo‟s audience would have 

been comprised of shepherds and cattlemen (Historia 153). Dutton hypothesizes that not 

all of Berceo‟s works were designed for the same audiences, though most of them 
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generally shared the purpose of promoting the interests of and saints associated with the 

monastery of San Millán de la Cogolla. For Dutton, the audience of the Vida de San 

Millán would have been the inhabitants of the villages surrounding the monastery and 

pilgrims to Santiago, who would be encouraged to make a side journey to the monastery 

(San Millán 165-68, 173).  With regard to the MNS, Dutton thought more specifically of 

pilgrims who had already arrived at the monastery, basing his reasoning on the first half 

of stanza 500 (San Millán 168): “Sennores e amigos,  companna de prestar, / deque Dios 

se vos quiso  traer a est logar” (500a-b). It appears that Dutton was thinking specifically 

of international pilgrims bound for Santiago de Compostela (MNS 8-9), not local pilgrims 

to San Millán. The common denominator for the critics mentioned above, however, is 

their conclusion that Berceo intended that the widest possible audience would hear his 

verses. The poet himself offers textual evidence that the general public was indeed his 

audience. In the first stanza of the Martirio de San Lorenzo, he states that he records the 

life of the saint in romance so that all the people may know it: “Quiero fer la passion de 

sennor sant Laurent / en romanz que la pueda  saber toda la gent (1a-b) (cited in Dutton, 

San Millán 168). “Toda la gent” refers precisely to the whole local population, so on 

some level the critics listed above must be correct in their thinking.  

Several critics have focused exclusively on the appeal of Berceo‟s poems to 

international pilgrims journeying to Santiago. Aldo Ruffinatto believes that the Vida de 

Santo Domingo was intended to encourage pilgrims on the French road to visit Santo 

Domingo de Silos, where they could also hear an oral recitation of that saint‟s miracles 

(17-18). With regard to the MNS, Dutton‟s idea of an audience of international pilgrims 
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has been accepted by many critics, including Gerli (“Poet and Pilgrim” 141), Wilkins 

(“Romeros” 145-46), Thomas Capuano (15), and Saugnieux (69). Gerli believes that the 

MNS is meant to appeal to Gallo-Romance- speaking audiences and that Berceo‟s works 

were meant to appeal to various levels of learnedness (“Poet and Pilgrim” 146-48).  

A second group of critics disagrees entirely, seeing Berceo‟s compositions as 

directed toward learned audiences in private settings. Not all agree precisely on all 

aspects, and again, these critics generally discuss all of the works of the mester de 

clerecía or Berceo‟s works as a corpus, not only the MNS. The oldest theory on audience 

for mester de clerecía belongs to Amador de los Ríos and Menéndez y Pelayo, who cited 

the clergy and university students as the targeted hearers of the works (see Amador 250-

51 and Menéndez y Pelayo, Historia 162). Other commentators thought of even more 

limited circles. Georges Cirot conjectured that the works were for small circles of learned 

people and administrators in the local area (cited in Uría, Panorama 137), Gicovate 

thought that they were for the intellectual aristocracy (14), and G. B. Gybbon-

Monypenny used textual clues to suggest that some of the authors of the mester de 

clerecía had individual readers in mind (235), though he does not specify who these 

individual readers might have been. The aim of his work is to argue against diffusion of 

the works by juglares, which Menéndez Pidal had suggested.  

Of the possible audiences suggested above, recent criticism has concurred that the 

clergy comprised Berceo‟s intended audience. Saugnieux believes that Berceo composed 
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some of his works for an audience comprised of fellow monks (153).17 Ruffinatto 

believes that the Poema de Santa Oria was intended for an audience of nuns in the 

Benedictine convents of the Peninsula (22). In light of the reforms encouraged by the 

Fourth Lateran Council discussed above, other critics have studied the works of Berceo 

as training materials for clergymen. Gregory Peter Andrachuk applies this thinking 

primarily to Sacrificio de la misa. Uría, while not discarding the possibility that some 

passages from Berceo‟s works may have been read to pilgrims, believes the primary 

focus is the education of young clergy, and that this is Berceo‟s target audience in all of 

his works (“Forma de difusión” 114-15). Recently, Grande Quejigo in Hagiografía has 

attempted to reconcile the views of the critics who propose learned and unlearned 

audiences, noting that Berceo‟s verses try to respond to the needs of two separate 

audiences (206); such a reconciliation involves a double circuit of reception (translation 

from 228). The “first circuit” would include only learned hearers. Following Uría, he 

believes that the works were composed for commented reading in small settings for the 

clergy in training. The “second circuit” would be the unlettered; having heard the works, 

the clergy would then disseminate the content of what they had learned to the lay people 

with whom they had contact: “Toda la gent.” 

Before proceeding, however, we should keep in mind that Uría and Grande 

Quejigo study Berceo‟s works as a whole, and Gybbon-Monypenny warns that each work 

of the mester de clerecía should be studied “individually, on the basis of its general aims 

and character” (240). The work in question in this study is the Milagros de Nuestra 

                                                 
17 As mentioned above, however, he saw the primary audience of the MNS to be pilgrims to San Millán. 
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Señora, and so we will examine the text to see if Grande Quejigo‟s theory of a double 

circuit of reception seems appropriate for this work.  

The Milagros de Nuestra Señora does seem to respond to Grande Quejigo‟s “first 

circuit,” that is, the education of the clergy. Uría suggests that Berceo may have taught at 

the school at San Millán and used his poems as teaching tools, in which case many of his 

students would be future regular clergymen (“Forma de difusión” 114). Whether his 

compositions were for future or present clergymen, the miracles contained in Thott 128 

would have been attractive texts for Berceo‟s adaptation because many of them are about 

regular and secular clergy members. Those monks hearing Berceo‟s reading and 

commentary on the MNS in the vernacular could easily identify with the characters and 

remember the narrations. In addition, the text contains many references to clerecía, a 

slippery term in this era, as it could refer to clergymen, learned men, or simply to the 

duties of either group (Alonso). Berceo on one occasion uses the word to refer to training 

and knowledge; in “El clérigo simple,” he describes the protagonist as “pobre de 

clerecía” (220a). But most of the time he uses clerecía to refer to the clergy in general or 

to the clergy present at a worship service (Alonso defs. 1-2) (30b, 251a, 253d, 332a, 

421a, 426a, 452d, 555a, 757a). Thus the clergy appear regularly throughout the work as a 

group. Some passages depict the clergy worshipping the Virgin and God: 

    Por todas la eglesias,  esto es cada día, 

cantan laudes ant ella  toda la clerecía; (30a-b) 

 

Mas si el apostóligo  con la su clerecía 
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cantasse por mí missa  solamientre un día, 

fío en la Gloriosa,  madre Sancta María, 

que me darié Dios luego  alguna mejoría.” (251a-d) 

 

ficieron un buen cántico  toda la confradía,  

podriélo en la eglesia  cantar la clerecía : (452c-d) 

 

Todas las otras gentes,  legos e coronados, 

clérigos e canonges  e los escapulados, 

fueron de la Gloriosa  todos enamorados, (495a-c)  

Upon adapting these passages into the vernacular, Berceo is not just reaching out to the 

general public, but also allowing the clergy to see a reflection of itself in the text; his 

message is for them as well. Line 452d, cited above, refers specifically to the clergy‟s 

reaction to the miracle of “El parto maravilloso.” It is followed by the complete text of a 

hymn of thanks to God sung by the clergy (453-460), appropriate for memorization and 

use in a worship service. In addition, the allegorical introduction states that the meadow, 

symbolizing the Virgin Mary, is so full of delights “que no las contarien  priores [nin] 

abbades” (10d).  Burke analyzes this line as a reference to society‟s conception of the 

monastery as an earthly paradise, which in this stanza would be surpassed by the paradise 

offered by Mary (36). Again, this is a reference that would be especially meaningful to an 

audience that lived in the monastic environment, under the direction of priors and abbots.    
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There are also other textual clues that Berceo is using the MNS to reach a small, 

specific group. One of the clues that critics have used to determine the date of the MNS is 

the mention of Bishop Tello Téllez of Meneses in line 325d (see Gerli, MNS 24-25); in 

the miracle of “La imagen respetada,” Berceo writes: “solamiente el fumo  non se llegó a 

ello, / ni∙l nució más que nuzo  yo al obispo don Tello” (325c-d). This line is useful not 

only for dating the work, but also for shedding light on the intended audience. As Rico 

observes, the audience would have to know who don Tello was (“Clerecía” 143). This 

would make reading to pilgrims and peasants unlikely, as the mention of his name is 

brief, in fact fleeting, and assumes that the audience recognizes him immediately, or else 

demands a break in the reading to explain that he was the Bishop of Palencia. Without a 

connection to the audience, the mention of this bishop in the text serves no purpose. It 

would be appropriate for a local monastic audience in a private setting, as they would be 

likely to be familiar with the figure of don Tello. 

Another textual clue that a monastic audience is involved lies in the references to 

Berceo‟s readings of the Latin sources, which serve as direct contact between author and 

audience: 

                  el logar no lo leo,  decir no lo sabría (76b) 

 

D‟ un clérigo otro  nos diz la escriptura (116a) 

 

  Si facié otros males,  esto no lo leemos, 

serié mal condempnarlo  por lo que non savemos, (143a-b) 
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Tantos son los exiemplos  que non serién contados, 

ca crecen cada día,  dízenlo los dictados. (412a-b) 

 

El otro omne bono,  no∙l sabría nomnar, (494a) 

In these passages, Berceo reminds his audience that his information comes from his own 

reading of a text. His ability to decipher Latin gives him authority as a teacher and his 

written texts guarantee to the audience that his information is accurate. Berceo in these 

passages is informing his listeners of what he is finding in the Latin sources, a constant 

reminder that he is unlocking a text which for them is inaccessible. He even justifies lack 

of details by informing the audience that they are not provided in the Latin (76b, 494a). 

Such passages are an interruption in the narrative and only make sense when the audience 

knows in advance that Berceo is adapting a Latin textual source. While pilgrims and the 

illiterate public would respect the authority of a written text, they would primarily be 

interested in the action of the narrative, not in Berceo‟s comments on the Latin source.  

Another indicator of private reading to the clergy is the insertion of Latinisms in 

the work. Berceo includes phrases in Latin that must be immediately recognizable to his 

hearers if they are to appreciate the lessons he is offering. Many of them refer to parts of 

the mass or to what might have been common refrains in monastic culture: 

                         ý fizieron “Tu autem” ,  mala muerte prisieron, (429c) 

 

rendieron a Dios gracias,  el “Te Deum” cantaron, 
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   desend “Salve Regina”  dulzement la finaron. (615c-d) 

 

adobavan convivios,  davan ad non habentes (698c)  

 

disso : “Laudetur Deus  e la Virgo gloriosa.” (702b) 

These passages suggest that the audience is familiar with Latin phrases such as these 

through previous contact due to their repetition in worship services or in rituals of the 

monastic community. Gerli explains that “Tu autem” of 429c refers to “Tu autem 

Domine, miserere nobis, ” the formula used to end a session of reading in Benedictine 

refectories (MNS 144n). It seems highly appropriate, therefore, that Berceo would use 

this phrase before an audience of monks at the Benedictine monastery of San Millán or 

its affiliates, who would understand the Latin phrase immediately as well as the (dark) 

humor behind it.   

Having heard the content of the miracles from Berceo, the monks would then be 

able to incorporate their knowledge of the Virgin‟s acts and generosity into sermons and 

conversations with the lay people with whom they had contact in their charitable work. 

Grande Quejigo writes that such lay people would be the secondary recipients of the 

work. They would hear the content of the miracles from the clergy, but not necessarily all 

of the verses in cuaderna vía, although some of the motifs and stanzas could serve as 

models for use among the lay people (Hagiografía 230).   

It is a possibility that some of the content of the MNS was shared with 

international pilgrims bound for Santiago de Compostela. The metaphor of life as 
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pilgrimage is one of the themes of the allegorical introduction, and the sinner-protagonist 

of “El romero engañado por el enemigo malo” is on pilgrimage to Galicia. Charity on 

pilgrimage routes was an important monastic activity (see Grande Quejigo, Hagiografía 

124), and it is likely that some pilgrims to Compostela made side trips to San Millán 

(Melczer 62). The monastery also operated a charity house for pilgrims at Azofra, near 

Nájera on the French Road (Gerli, MNS 23). However, this does not mean that Berceo 

composed the MNS thinking of Compostela pilgrims as a primary or even secondary 

audience. The Camino de Santiago was part of daily life in the northern part of the 

Iberian Peninsula, and thus the local population could relate to the metaphor of life as 

pilgrimage, which has biblical roots. It was not necessary to be on pilgrimage to 

understand Berceo‟s themes and symbols. But the most important reason to doubt that 

Berceo‟s verses were intended for international pilgrims is the language barrier between 

most of the pilgrims and the text (Uría, “Forma de difusión” 112).  It is not impossible 

that some travelers would understand some Castilian, given that it was common for 

pilgrims to stay for extended periods of time in Burgos (Ruffinatto 14-15), and that some 

of them might wish to visit San Millán on the return journey (Melczer 62) after having 

been in the Peninsula for months.  Still, it is doubtful that Berceo would go to the trouble 

to create an elaborate, allegorical introduction and record twenty-five miracles in the 

local Riojan dialect to reach an audience of pilgrims who, even if they had picked up 

some Peninsular forms, would not appreciate or understand the subtleties of his language.  

It is more likely that the content of the miracles was intended for a Peninsular 

audience that had made the pilgrimage to San Millán; in this context, the language barrier 
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would be greatly reduced.  The monks, on hearing Berceo‟s text directly from him, would 

be receiving a model as to how to narrate the miracles to locals. Menéndez Pidal had 

thought of Peninsular pilgrims as recipients of the text, though he thought of them as the 

primary recipients of the original cuaderna vía rather than the secondary hearers of the 

narration (see Grande Quejigo, Hagiografía 292). The MNS would be an appropriate text 

for monks and local visitors alike at San Millán, given that the newer monastery, San 

Millán de Yuso, was dedicated to the Virgin (see Dutton, MNS 3-12). Certain stanzas 

could be recited or sung verbatim to the pilgrims, such as the hymn in stanzas 453-60, 

and stanza 500, cited above, which caused Dutton to think of pilgrims as the text‟s 

primary recipients (San Millán 168). 

One of Grande Quejigo‟s most important contributions to the discussion of 

audience in the works of Berceo is that the frequency of local pilgrimages would have 

been especially high during liturgical celebrations (Hagiografía 292). The faithful would 

have come to the monastery at certain times especially to celebrate the feasts of the 

Virgin, several of which were included in the liturgical calendar (see Ruiz Domínguez, 

Mundo 334). Berceo even indicates that Mary‟s miracles were narrated during such 

fiestas:  

Desuso lo dissiemos  que eran los fructales 

en qui facién las aves  los cantos generales,   

los sus sanctos miraclos,  grandes e principales, 

los quales organamos  ennas fiestas caubdales. (43a-d) 
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Berceo includes his listeners in the verb “organamos,” „we sing,‟ indicating that his 

hearers were already familiar with the practice of recounting miracles during these 

special times of worship.  

There are also other references to fiestas in the work. In some cases, Berceo is 

following his Latin sources. “La casulla de San Ildefonso” would be an appropriate 

miracle to recount during the Expectación del Parto in December, as one of the primary 

reasons that Mary bestows her gift on the archbishop is his establishment of this 

celebration, as narrated in the text (61a-d). “Cristo y los judíos de Toledo” occurs on the 

day of the Assumption and would be appropriate for that occasion (413a-d, Ruiz 

Domínguez, Mundo 334). Other passages highlight the general festive tone of the text: 

                cantan delante d‟ella  canto bien festival. (29d) 

                         

fazien muy alta festa  con quirios e con prosa, 

con grandes alegrías  a Dios e a la Gloriosa. (697c-d) (see 697a-702d) 

                         

  Rendieron todos gracias,  mugieres e varones,  

fizieron grandes laudes  e grandes processiones,  

plorando de los ojos,  diciendo oraciones 

a la Madre gloriosa,  buena todas sazones.  

El “Te Deüm laudamus”  fue altament cantado, 

“Tibi laus, tibi gloria”  fue bien reïterado ;  

dizién “Salve Regina”, cantávanla de grado 
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e otros cantos dulzes  de son e de dictado. (891-92) 

 

cantaron otras laudes,  otros cantos rezientes, 

en laudar la Gloriosa  todos eran ardientes. (898c-d) 

The mass itself is also represented:  

Vino el pueblo todo  a la misa oír, 

prender pan bendicto  la agua recebir; (877a-b) 

Grande Quejigo believes that Berceo included in his texts “modelos ritualizados 

de oraciones” (Hagiografía 296), which could be recited directly to the faithful. In light 

of this, the corporate hymn in stanzas 453-60 seems to make sense as describing a 

religious mass; I will cite only the last stanza: 

Varones e mugieres,  quantos aquí estamos, 

todos en ti creemos,  e a ti adoramos, 

e ti e a tu Madre  todos glorificamos,    

cantemos en tu nomne  el “Te Deüm laudamus”. (460)  

Such a recitation would be easily followed by the hymn “Te Deüm laudamus” itself. 

Recited directly, this is no spiritual spectacle or distraction along the pilgrimage route, 

but rather an invitation for the audience‟s participation in a worship service. Also stanza 

500, which Dutton applied to pilgrims from other parts of Europe, makes sense in the 

context of a religious mass attended by pilgrims from the Peninsula:  

Sennores e amigos,  companna de prestar, 

deque Dios se vos quiso  traer a est logar,  
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                        aún si me quisiéssedes  un poco esperar, 

en otro miraclo  vos querría fablar. 

This stanza is meant to introduce a miracle to an audience of the faithful, brought by God 

to the place of recitation. Such a stanza, recited verbatim, could serve as a transition 

between any two miracles; there is no mention of reading here, only of speaking. Berceo 

may very well have used this stanza as a model that his hearers could use when preaching 

to the faithful or hosting pilgrims that came to San Millán or its dependencies seeking 

prayer and charity. Thus Grande Quejigo‟s theory of a “double circuit” of reception can 

be supported by the text of the MNS itself. Berceo directs his text toward the needs of the 

clergy and to those of the lay people.  

Discovering the motivation behind a work‟s composition is always dependent 

upon identifying the target audience, which, as we have seen, can be problematic to 

ascertain. In the case of Berceo, many critics have suggested a propagandistic purpose. 

Dutton believes that some of the poet‟s works, such as Vida de San Millán, were to be 

recited to anyone who would listen. Such recitation would have been to the end of 

attracting nearby residents to the monastery and encouraging them to pay the duties that 

they owed to it. He applies the same thinking to the MNS, given the presence of the cult 

of the Virgin there, and reasons that Berceo would want to attract pilgrims to San Millán 

so that they might leave a donation. The competitive climate of the monasteries in the 

northern part of the Iberian Peninsula along the Camino de Santiago would have inspired 

his adaptations of a Latin miracle collection. Donations to the monastery were certainly 

part of the picture, but not all of it, and perhaps competition for the attention of 
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international pilgrims played a much smaller role than has been imagined. Critics such as 

Lomax, Uría, and Grande Quejigo have seen a much more purely spiritual intention 

behind Berceo‟s compositions, applying an ecclesiastic-educational purpose to them. The 

knowledge gained through hearing Berceo‟s readings in private settings was not meant to 

be kept in the monastery, but spread to the people, especially those who spoke the local 

dialect. Naturally this would help generate funds for the monastery, but donations were 

always expected in return for the dispensation of charity and mediation, the functions of 

the monastery in society (see Grande Quejigo, Hagiografía 126, 287, 294). In the case of 

the Milagros de Nuestra Señora, there is no mention of the monastery of San Millán; 

Berceo‟s purpose was more likely that of educating his monastic community about the 

miracles of the Virgin Mary and her role in salvation, and providing models in the 

vernacular for them through which they could justify her renown to new hearers.  

THE MNS: FOLLOWING THE CANTARES DE GESTA AND THE LALEX 

 As he set about composing the MNS, Berceo incorporated formulas from the 

previous tradition of Spanish narrative poetry. As noted above, he borrowed many lines 

and motifs directly from the LAlex. But the latter work, in addition to providing Berceo 

with direct material, also provided a model as to how to adapt formulas directly from the 

cantares de gesta. Thus there are some formulas present in the MNS that do not appear in 

the extant manuscipts of the LAlex. It is possible that such formulas appeared in some 

other version of the LAlex, as the surviving manuscripts are not complete. But Berceo 

himself was probably familiar with the cantares de gesta and knew the process of 

adapting juglaresque formulas to the cuaderna vía; whether he collaborated in the 
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composition of the LAlex, as Uría posits (Panorama 193), or not, his familiarity with the 

LAlex text had taught him the process of incorporating popular epic language into his 

meter of composition. The MNS, then, is a work that incorporated elements of both 

popular and learned epic poetry in Spanish. Some of these elements were adapted to 

describe the deity.  

 For example, the composer of the LAlex was fond of beginning lines of direct 

discourse with the word Señor. In some passages, this word referred to Alexander 

himself: 

  “Señor” –dixieron todos-,  “asnos bien confortados; (772a) 

  “Señor” –dixieron todos-,  “¡Dios te faga durar!, (837c) 

  “Señor” –dixieron todos-,  “faremos tus mandado”.  (1895d) 

  “Señor por Dios que finques  fasta que seas sanado. (2280d) 

  “Señor” –dizián los unos-,  “quién vio atal quebranto?, (2648b) 

  “Señor” –dizián los otros-,  “¿do iremos guarir? (2649a) 

  “Señor” –dizién los otros-,  “agora ¿qué faremos?, (2650a) 

  “Señor” –dizián los otros-,  “mala fue tal çelada, (2652a) 

  “Señor, çiegos se vean  quantos mal vos fizieron; (2653b) 

  “Señor, por estas nuevas  que nos les levaremos, (2654a) 

  “Señor, con la tu muerte  más gentes as matadas (2657a) 

  “Señor” –dizián las dueñas-,  nos somos malfadadas, (2661a) 

  “Señor, tú nos honravas  por sola tu bondat, (2662a) 

  señor, nunca en omne  fue atal caridat (2662c) 
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In other cases, the word Señor was employed in the LAlex to refer to God: 

  “Señor” –dixo-, “que tienes  el mundo en poder, (121a) 

  “Señor, si de los fados  es assí ordenado (673a) 

  “Señor”, -dixo-, “que sabes  quantas cosas y son, (685c) 

  Señor, piensa en Troya  la mal aventurada: (686c) 

  “Señor” –dixo-, “que prestas  a toda cosa vito, (962b) 

  “Señor, yo gradeçertelo  aquesto non sabría (963a) 

  “Señor” –diz-, “Tú me valas,  Padre, Rëy glorioso, (1035c) 

  “Señor, en cuya mano  somos muertos e bivos, (1257a) 

  Señor, merçed te pido  como desventurado, (1258c) 

  dixo: “Señor, Túm valas,  santo e poderoso.” (1686d) 

 “Señor” –dixo-, “que sabes  todas las voluntades, (1703a) 

  Señor no pares mientes  en las mis malvestades. (1703d) 

  Señor, las tierras yermas  he todas bien pobladas (1706c) 

  “Señor, si miento esto  que yo a ti te digo (1707a) 

  Señor, derecho es  que seas oy conmigo. (1707d) 

  Señor, laudado seas,  que lo deves estar. (2598d) 

  “Señor, siempre te devo  bendezir e laudar, (2599a) 

Whether applying the word to Alexander or to God, the composer of the LAlex uses 

Señor multiple times during a single episode; he applies it to Alexander ten times in 

stanzas 2648-2662 and five times to God in 1703-07, for example. Berceo borrowed this 

pattern to refer to God in the prayers of the miracle “El mercader fiado” in the MNS: 
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  “Sennor, que un Dios eres  e tres personas pares, (632c) 

  Sennor, hasta agora  tú me ás cabtenido, (633a) 

  Sennor, dame consejo  por alguna manera, (634a) 

  “Sennor –disso- fezístme  mercet y caridat, (655c) 

  Sennor, andava eri  pobre e adebdado, (656a) 

  Sennor, yo non quiero  de mi vierbo fallir, (657a) 

  Sennor, si por ventura  fuero yo alongado, (658a) 

  Sennor, tú lo entiendes  e sabes la verdat, (665a) 

  Sennor, dáme consejo  por la tu pïadat,  (665c) 

  “Sennor –disso-tú saves  toda esta razón, (667c) 

  Sennor, quando no puedo  yo pagar al marquero, (668a) 

  Sennor, que eres dicho  Salvador verdadero, (668c) 

  Sennor, fas tanta graçia  sobre mí peccador (693c) 

Berceo remembered the patterns “Señor,…” and “Señor –dixo-,…” found in the LAlex 

and made use of them in his own poem.   

The Riojan poet also employed other tropes that mention the deity in the LAlex, 

some of which can also found in the extant CMC or the MR. As mentioned above, Grande 

Quejigo has written about traces of epic poems in the mester de clerecía (see 

“Formulismos” and Formulismo). Below I will again follow his methodology in order to 

demonstrate that some of the mentions of God in the MNS were present in the cantares de 

gesta, incorporated into the LAlex, and then into Berceo‟s Marian poem:  
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a) “¡Dios, …!” 

-¡Dios, qué buen vassallo,  si oviesse buen señor!- (CMC 20) 

que los perdió entrambos,  ¡Dios, qué mala mudada! (LAlex 1031d) 

¡Dios, qué rico consejo  en ora de ardura ! (MNS 613d) 

b) Variations on “Cofonda Dios:” 

                        Respuso Bucar al Cid:  -¡Cofonda Dios tal amistad! (CMC 2412) 

                    –de Dios sean confondidos  atales serviçiales-. (LAlex 1714d) 

                    Dios confonda tal viçio  que tien tantos lugares (LAlex 2317d) 

                        dizién “¡Dios lo confonda  atan loco varón!”. (MNS 735d) 

c) “Dios…g(u)alardón:” 

                         -¡Dios que está en cielo  dévos dent buen galardón!- (CMC 2126) 

                         ¡Afé Dios de los cielos,  que vos dé dent buen galardón!- (CMC 2855) 

¡A Dios plega e a Santa María  que dent prendan ellos mal galardón!-  

(CMC 2782) 

Essora dixo el rey:  -¡Dios vos dé den buen galardón!- (CMC 3416) 

diole el su cavallo,  -¡dél Dios buen gualardón!-, (LAlex 1075c) 

por ond ganó la alma  de Dios buen gualardón. (MNS 350d) 

d) “a Dios rogar:” 

alçan las manos  por a Dios rogar (CMC 1616) 

qui non la ha provada,  devié a Dios rogar”  (LAlex 2261c) 

non trovaré qui quiera  por mí a Dios rogar; (MNS 797b) 
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e) “dél Dios paraíso:” 

                     Quien escrivió este libro  dél‟ Dios paraíso,  ¡amen! (CMC 3731) 

  A tan leal vasallo  dél Dïos paraíso, (LAlex 1698a) 

                     Dios li dé paraíso  ca bien lo mereció (MNS 587c) 

                     déli Dios paraíso  e folganza sabrosa. (Amen.) (MNS 702d) 

                     déli Dios paraíso,  si se quiere rogar. (MNS 756d) 

f) Variations of “Dios sea loado:” 

                   Rodrigo vençió la batalla, ¡Dios sea loado! (MR 526) 

                    La batalla vençió Rodrigo, por ende sea Dios loado. (MR 748) 

                    Estonçe dixo Rodrigo, „Por ende sea Dios loado, (MR 836) 

                    Dixieron los noveçientos, „Por ó Dios sea loado, (MR 1057) 

                   Assentósse en la silla, por ende sea Dios loado. (MR 1168) 

“Loado sea Dios  que nos dio tal señor.” (LAlex 2536b) 

                       nunca fuestes vençidos,  Dios sea end laudado; (LAlex 2624b) 

                   levaronla al Cielo,  ¡Dios sea end laudado! (MNS 138d) 

                    resusitó el monge,  ¡Dios sea end laudado! (MNS 175d) 

                    el yerro que fiziera,  Dios sea ent laudado, (MNS 903b)  

Certainly, the LAlex served Berceo as a language model. As mentioned above, 

however, it also served as a model of how to incorporate popular epic formulas into 

learned poetry. Thus there are some cases in which Berceo adapts a formula from the 

epics that is not found in the extant manuscripts of the LAlex.  For example, both Berceo 
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and the poet of the CMC employ a pattern in which the first hemistich ends with a 

reference to God and the second with a reference to Mary: 

                   ¡Plega a Dios  e a Santa María (CMC 282) 

                       ¡Grado a Dios, Minaya,  e a Santa María madre,  (CMC 1267) 

                        con la merced de Dios  e de Santa María madre, (CMC 1654) 

                    “Yo te ruego por Dios  e por Sancta María, (MNS 176c) 

                        Rendió gracias a Dios  e a Sancta María, (MNS 214a) 

                        So perdido con Dios  e con Sancta María, (MNS 801a) 

The same is true for a metonymical formula that presents Mary as the mother of God:  

                    ¡Grado a Santa María,  madre del nuestro señor Dios, (CMC 2524) 

                     pesaron a la Madre  de Dios Nuestro Sennor. (MNS 68d) 

                     “Madre -disso Teófilo-  de Dios, Nuestro Sennor, (MNS 860a) 

The LAlex does not contain formulas about the Virgin Mary, nor does she enter into the 

narrative, but she does take part in the CMC. The MNS is a work in which the Virgin is 

central. Upon creating a work about her, Berceo had to look to the cantares de gesta to 

find and incorporate formulas that mention her. 

 Another formula that was present in the cantares de gesta but not in the LAlex 

was “Dios lo mande.” Berceo also made use of this motif: 

                         Dios lo quiera e lo mande,  que de tod el mundo es señor, (CMC 2684) 

                        ¡Dios lo mande,  que por vós se ondre oy la cort!- (CMC 3032) 

¡Dios lo mande que sea  aína recabdado!” (MNS 850d) 
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The similarities of formulaic language cited above demonstrates that the CMC, 

the LAlex, and the MNS were all part of a single historical literary genre. The number of 

popular epic formulas about the deity that were adapted in the LAlex and the works of 

Berceo testifies to the frequency with which God was mentioned in juglaresque poetry. 

The author(s) of the LAlex had to look no further than local popular epic to find language 

models to refer to the deity. Berceo was able to adapt formulas from the LAlex and also 

directly from the cantares de gesta for his own use in the MNS. Relocated to their new 

discourse in the MNS, the formulas about God would begin to serve a double function: as 

decorative ritual language and as support for the spiritual themes of the Berceo‟s 

narratives. While the MR might use the phrase Dios sea loado simply to fill a hemistich, 

Berceo was able to use it as a complement to his overall theme: the praise of God.  

SUMMARY: GENRE AND AUDIENCE OF THE CMC, THE LALEX, AND THE MNS  

Spanish narrative poems of the thirteenth century were not isolated compositions 

but rather depended on previous narrative poems as language models. As we have seen, 

the MNS found borrowed formulas from the LAlex and directly from the cantares de 

gesta. The LAlex had also borrowed formulas from Spanish popular epic. The CMC 

would have contained formulas found in other epic poems. All can be seen as part of the 

same historical family of poetry. 

 Though part of the same poetic traditions, different poems were created for 

different segments of society. The romance-speaking kingdoms of Spain were conscious 

of the fact that society was not uniform, but rather complex. There was poetry for the 

general public, for the court, and for the monastery. Within these ambiances, individual 
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compositions may have been intended for reception by very specific groups. The CMC 

may have been for the public of the warlike border towns along Castile‟s frontier; the 

LAlex may have been for the Castilian court and may have had a message for various 

groups within and related to that court, such as royalty, nobles, functionaries, and 

students; the MNS may have been for the monks of San Millán de la Cogolla for use in 

their ministry and for recitation at their festivals. The three poems were related, and all 

were meant for a romance-speaking audience, but their primary intended audiences were 

distinct.  

 As we have also noted, the representation of the deity is in some ways similar in 

the three works. The latter two borrowed and adapted juglaresque formulas that 

mentioned the deity, and Berceo adapted other language patterns from the LAlex that 

mentioned God. But while references to the deity shared similar forms, the overall 

discourse on God in each work was not identical in the three works. These varying 

degrees of overlap and divergence in the representation of God will be the subject of the 

next three chapters.      
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Chapter 2: Divine Imagery in the Cantar de mio Cid, the Libro de 

Alexandre, and the Milagros de Nuestra Señora 

IMAGERY IN LITERATURE 

 According to Wellek and Warren, an image is a “reproducción mental, un 

recuerdo de una vivencia, sensorial o perceptiva, pero no forzosamente visual” (cited in 

Marchese and Forradellas 206). In literature, images are sparked by an author‟s words. 

Sometimes the image is suggested by a single, isolated word, sometimes by “un trozo de 

texto” (Marchese and Forradellas 206), or group of words.  

Carmelo Gariano believes that a literary work is essentially comprised of the sum 

total of all of its parts plus the overall effect to which those parts contribute. The parts to 

which he refers are the individual words of the work: “a la carga individual de cada 

palabra se añade un nuevo elemento por la función que adquiere en la tectónica de la 

obra, siendo esta tectónica la estructura definitiva que está como sostén de las varias 

partes” (172). Word selection is important in poetry; the word contributes both to the 

immediate context in which it is found and to the overall effect of the work as well. If a 

particular word is repeated, it gains importance in the meaning of the work as a whole. 

Words generate images, and different words, though they may refer to the same object, 

will generate different mental images for the various receptors of the words. Bakhtin 

says,  

no living word relates to its object in a singular way: between the word and its 

object, between the word and the speaking subject, there exists an elastic 

environment of other, alien words about the same object, the same theme, and this 
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is an environment that is often difficult to penetrate. It is precisely in the process 

of living interaction with this specific environment that the word may be 

individualized and given stylistic shape. (276) 

In this way, though there was a default word for the deity in thirteenth-century 

Spain, Dios, it was only one of several words with that referent: Sennor, Criador, Padre, 

Rey, Cristo, and other words competed with Dios in various contexts. Bakhtin also 

explains that when a certain word is used, “the social atmosphere of the word, the 

atmosphere that surrounds the object, makes the facets of the image sparkle” (277). The 

“facets” to which Bakhtin refers are all of the various associations that the word might 

bring to mind in a particular context. Thus, if a medieval author used the word Dios 

„God‟, it could summon far-reaching connotations for the listener. All of an individual‟s 

various associations with the word Dios were broached; the different possible 

connotations resonated with each listener according to his experience with the word.  

God was a complex being for a thirteenth-century audience. He was both a harsh 

judge and an accessible father.  The poet, therefore, had to make sure that he emphasized 

the characteristics of God which served his purposes. For example, though God the 

Father and Jesus Christ were one and the same according to the Catholic Church, the 

word Dios would produce a different set of associations in the mind of the listener than 

the word Cristo „Christ‟. Likewise, the word Padre „Father‟ would connote different 

images than the word Criador „Creator,‟ despite the fact that both might be used to 

discuss the same divine being. The former might sound more tender, more human, more 

masculine, or possibly more stern than the latter, which could be much more powerful 
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and abstract. The poets also had the option of inventing their own metaphoric terms and 

phrases for the divinity, and the objects and people to which they compared God reveal 

how they wished their audiences to conceive of the divine. In addition, composers could 

choose which member of the Trinity they might invoke. They might select a word that 

would generally connote the unseen God the Father. They might also make use of a word 

that could be applied either to God the Father or to God the Son. Additionally, poets 

could choose words and titles that would evoke only Jesus Christ or the Holy Spirit. Their 

selection might at times be based on the demands of rhyme and meter, or it might be 

based on the context in which their narrative voices or characters were invoking the 

divinity. Ultimately, they preferred images that best served the purposes of their poems, 

which were created for specific audiences. The words that the poets applied to God 

responded to demands of rhyme and rhythm, but also to their own desires to reach their 

listeners. 

As Bynum says, “If we trace the networks of images built up by medieval authors 

and locate those networks in the psyches and social experiences of those who create or 

use them, we find that they reveal to us what the writers cared about most deeply 

themselves and what they felt it necessary to present or justify to others” (7). In this 

chapter, I will attempt to “trace the networks of images” of God found in the CMC, the 

LAlex, and the MNS. Images of God, in the form of single words and brief noun phrases, 

can begin to unveil a poet‟s discourse on the deity. I will assume that the presence of a 

particular term represents the poet‟s confidence that the image will be pleasing to his 

audience. Likewise, the frequency of each term is revealing as well. If certain words for 
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the deity are preferred over others in the work, it may be due to the author‟s conviction 

that the term was particularly useful for his purpose with the audience he was trying to 

reach.  

VISUAL IMAGES OF GOD IN THIRTEENTH-CENTURY CHRISTIAN SPAIN 

Before discussing literary images in the CMC, the LAlex, and the MNS, it is 

appropriate to discuss a factor that may have shaped the images of God in these texts. 

Visual art, including painting, sculpture, woodwork, etc., holds a special place for 

creating ideas about God because it can shape the mental images of him held by a 

particular community. It reflects an artist‟s interpretation of the Biblical characters; such 

visual representations could actually influence a person‟s conception of God‟s image. 

Christian art was everywhere in thirteenth-century Spain. Small churches dotted the 

landscape, and the cities were often home to several houses of worship. Sculpture 

adorned the exterior of Gothic cathedrals and some small churches, while on the inside 

several visual art forms served a decorative, aesthetic function that was never intended to 

be only aesthetic. Rather, the art had a practical, didactic purpose: that of teaching the 

stories of the Bible. The population of thirteenth-century Spain was for the most part 

illiterate, and thus the art could serve as a starting point to familiarize the populace with 

the Biblical narrative, which it could not read on its own. For those already familiar with 

the Bible, art depicting Biblical scenes could spark the memory and encourage meditation 

and devotion (Nirenberg 13).  

Visual art exists continuously in space, and its relatively permanent character 

could have an impact on its receptors. Someone could visit the same church many times, 
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seeing the same image over and over. Thus works from earlier centuries could affect the 

current century; a thirteenth-century author or audience could be influenced by images 

from the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and thus this art must be taken into account while 

analyzing later conceptions of God. The thirteenth century marks a transition of artistic 

styles; the Romanesque had dominated Europe for a pair of centuries.  While thirteenth-

century artists were beginning to produce a new style, the Gothic, Romanesque images 

still abounded in the Peninsula. Thus the visual depictions of God were not uniform, but 

rather could differ greatly even in the same area. Neither were the three members of the 

Trinity depicted with the same frequency in the art of the time. 

God the Father  

God the Father was not often represented in the visual art of medieval Spain. Due 

to his complex character and the fact that he was unseen in heaven, he was difficult to 

represent visually. Yet God was the author of human life, declaring in Genesis 1:26 that 

he would make man after his own image. Artists therefore could logically depict God 

much as they would a human being. But many artists must have remained reluctant to try 

to create a concrete image of the creator of the universe. After all, it was he who had 

given the commandment that the Hebrews not worship a graven image (Exodus 20:4). 

Rather, it was much more acceptable to simply try to communicate his qualities without 

describing his actual appearance. This was the point of the cathedral design of the 

thirteenth century: to capture the abstract qualities of God, such as his omnipresence and 

grandeur. The spires and pointed arches of the Gothic cathedrals literally pointed the 
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viewer toward heaven, while the enormous space captured under a single ceiling inspired 

a sense of awe. 

 Some artists solved the problem of God‟s representation by depicting only a part 

of him, such as a hand. At the end of the eleventh century, the hand of God appears in a 

fresco depicting the stoning of St. Stephen at Sant Joan de Boi in the province of Lérida. 

Pedro Palol and Max Hirmir indicate that this example is representative of the Spanish 

painting of the era (101, 175, plate 117).  The scene is depicted with a byzantine 

treatment, and God does not reveal himself except through his hand in the upper right 

hand corner, making the sign of peace and connecting with the eyes of the martyr. The 

hand is that of a helping God, creative and powerful, comforting Stephen without judging 

those who are stoning him. In the early twelfth century, another hand of God appears as a 

relief sculpture on the Portal del Cordero on the south side of San Isidoro in León, this 

time preventing the sacrifice of Isaac (Palol and Hirmir, 100 and plate 86 above). Once 

again, the hand is an image of power, intervening with power and mercy at just the right 

moment. 

Certain artists, by contrast, did dare to depict God in a more complete manner, 

often while illustrating the creation of Adam or the Original Sin. A page from an 

illuminated Bible at San Pedro de la Cardeña, near Burgos, exhibits God expelling Adam 

and Eve from the Garden of Eden (Metropolitan Museum of Art 299). Dating from 

around 1175, the page depicts God in his entirety with a surprisingly youthful face, yet 

dignified and majestically clothed, while Adam and Eve appear frail, naked, and 

despairing. God is the judge of their sinful actions. In Creación de Adán y el Pecado 
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Original, a Romanesque fresco conserved at the Ermita de Maderuelo in Castile, God is 

depicted clasping Adam‟s wrist just after the latter‟s creation (Gaya Nuño lámina  41). 

God is again clothed in majesty, contrasting with Adam‟s nakedness, yet the composition 

exhibits a fatherly representation of God as Life-Giver. The other half of the fresco deals 

with the fall of Adam and Eve; God does not appear in this half, and man alone is 

responsible for his sin. The frescos date from around 1123 (Olaguer-Feliú y Alonso 243). 

Thus God was represented as both creator and judge during the same century and within 

the same narrative cycle. At the pilgrimage center of Santiago de Compostela, swarms of 

international pilgrims and local worshippers would have seen the eleventh-century 

sculpture of God the Father creating Adam on the Puerta de las Platerías (Palol and 

Hirmir 152 and plates 112-13). God is haloed and bearded, conveying maturity and 

wisdom, dressed in clinging robes, and placing his enormous, creative hand directly onto 

Adam, who appears young, innocent, and of small build, with smaller hands than those of 

his Creator.  Another example of God as Creator is seen in the unique Tápiz de la 

Creación, or Creation Tapestry, dating from the early twelfth century in Catalonia. In this 

work, God is the center and creator of all, surrounded by symbols of nature and 

depictions of the Creation;18 Eve is being created from Adam‟s rib. Thus, one of the most 

common contexts in which artists chose to represent God visually was in his role as 

Creator. 

                                                 
18 While Palol and Hirmir interpret the figure at the center of the tapestry as God, Esther M. Morales 

interprets the figure at the center as Christ. See Palol and Hirmir p. 174 and Metropolitan Museum of Art p. 

309.  
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 This was not his only role, however. The church of Santo Domingo in Soria 

contains a twelfth-century tympanum sculpture of God the Father with the Infant Christ 

in his arms, emphasizing the compassionate, fatherly God of the New Testament (Palol 

and Hirmir 138). The same theme is depicted in two capital sculpture compositions 

representing the Trinity, one at Santiago de Compostela and the other at Santo Domingo 

de Silos. In both compositions, he is seated with Christ on his lap. At Santiago, he has 

long hair and wears the robe and crown of royalty. He is both Father and King. At 

Tarragona, the high altarpiece shows God the Father, again haloed and bearded, seated on 

his throne (Palol and Hirmir 148 and plates 250-51). Thus, in the limited instances in 

which God was depicted in visual art during the centuries preceding the thirteenth, God 

appeared as Judge, King, Creator, Father, and Helper. Additionally, the Peninsular 

communities had also inherited a vision of God as Warrior, one capable of both 

destroying and redeeming, as noted in Chapter 1. Yet his concrete representation was not 

extremely frequent in visual art, and while it did exist, it varied significantly. 

Jesus Christ 

The image of Christ as a heavenly prince dominated early medieval conceptions 

of him (Bynum 16). David Nirenberg explains that perhaps this was a reaction to Arian 

invasion, or perhaps as expression of expectation of a warring, victorious Christ (17). But 

like the image of the Father, the image of the Son also began to change as the centuries 

went on. While God was seen as more accessible to mankind than he had been, views of 

Jesus began to stress his human existence rather than his image as prince of heaven in the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries. The theme of compassion for Jesus‟s suffering was born 
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in eleventh-century monasteries; the Cistercians in particular were responsible for the 

widespread attention to this suffering (Southern 232-33). Anselm in the eleventh century, 

Bernard of Clairvaux in the twelfth, and, St. Francis of Assisi in the late twelfth and early 

thirteenth centuries emphasized the suffering and humanity of Christ in their writings 

(Harries 65-67). The cult of the Infant Jesus sprang up in the eleventh century (Nirenberg 

18). There was also a greater tendency toward the imitation of Christ‟s life and, as 

Bynum says, an “Identification with the fact that Christ is what we are” (16, 130). Thus 

the attention to Christ‟s suffering was a project of a particular group of Christians: the 

regular clergy. 

 Jesus Christ, unlike God the Father, was omnipresent in medieval visual art. 

Logically, he was easier to represent than God the Father or the Holy Spirit on account of 

his human body and his human experience, which included birth, a maturation process, 

and death. His earthly form allowed humans to interact with him, unlike God the Father, 

whose glory would overwhelm mankind. Additionally, there was a canon of four gospels 

full of stories about his life and miracles, any of which could be represented visually. As 

with God the Father, Christians in the different centuries chose to emphasize different 

characteristics, and representations of Christ as a strong man on the Cross in the eleventh 

century gradually became images centering on his suffering in the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries. R. W. Southern draws on two Danish examples to illustrate the point. A mid-

eleventh century wood carving shows Christ crucified, but not suffering. In the next 

century, however, artists began to represent Christ with his eyes closed under the strain of 

the crucifixion (238). While the former example focused more on Christ‟s divine 
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qualities, later artists took an interest in representing his human side.  This representation 

was not limited to crucifixion scenes; the new emphasis on Christ‟s humanity created 

new interpretations of his childhood as well:  

In the eleventh century, the West had long been familiar with the Child seated as 

if enthroned on his Mother‟s knee, holding up his right hand in benediction and, 

in his left, clasping a Book…This conception persisted and was never abandoned, 

but it was joined by many other forms which expressed the more intimate 

inclinations of later medieval piety, such as the laughing Child, the Child playing 

with an apple or a ball, the Child caressing its Mother, or the Child being fed from 

its Mother‟s breast. (Southern 238)   

Western Christianity was ready to view Christ as a human being as well as a divine one.  

            In the Iberian Peninsula, depictions of Jesus as a child were frequent. Sculptures 

and carvings of the Virgin seated with the Child on her lap were common in Castile in the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Metropolitan Museum of Art 282-88). Often both were 

crowned and wearing clinging robes of royalty, with the Christ child clasping a book, 

blessing with his right hand. Such a composition conveyed a sense of royalty in both 

figures, while the Child was also a source of blessing and, while divine, very fragile, 

human, and accessible. The representation of the visit of the Magi at Epiphany was also 

very common during the later Middle Ages in Castile. In the province of Palencia there 

were sculptures and capitals depicting it at Carrión and Frómista; many times the visit 

was presented with at least one king kneeling (García Guinea 64). The Child was 

represented in Castilian Romanesque painting as well; a fresco of the Epiphany at the 
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Hermitage of Maderuelo once showed him on Mary‟s lap receiving a gift from one of the 

Wise Men (Gaya Nuño lámina 43).  The scene was powerful for communicating to the 

illiterate that Jesus was worthy of the worship of kings, and, therefore, also worthy of the 

viewer‟s own reverence. Thus representations of Jesus as a Child were common in 

Castile in the centuries preceding the thirteenth, and they were intent on conveying both 

majesty and humility at the same time.  

 The Biblical accounts of Christ‟s childhood are few in comparison with the 

accounts of his years of ministry and miracles as an adult. In the Romanesque period, the 

life of Christ was the subject of many different works of art created for a variety of 

spectators. In the monasteries of the region, the cloisters, or covered walkways along the 

inside walls of the structure, usually included many columns, each crowned by a capital 

decorated with a sculpted scene from the Bible. Around 1200, it appears that the cloisters 

of northern Spain often featured a series of capital sculptures which displayed the life of 

Christ in detail. This is a clear example of a program of art that was both designed for a 

specific place and for a specific audience. As Pamela A. Patton explains, the cloister was 

an important spiritual space in monastic life, with monks spending several hours there 

daily. The art was created specifically for a community that had dedicated itself to 

understanding the Christian life (4-5, 9). 

 The life of Christ was also a common theme in the Romanesque painting of the 

Peninsular Christian kingdoms. It was particularly common to depict scenes from the end 

of Christ‟s life leading up to his crucifixion. At San Isidoro de León there were frescos of 

the Last Supper and of the arrest of Jesus. At San Baudelio there were frescos of the 
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healing of the blind man, the resurrection of Lazarus, the temptation of Jesus, the 

wedding of Caná, the entrance to Jerusalem, and the Last Supper (Gaya Nuño 10-19, 

plates 14-15, 25-28).  The betrayal of Christ, Pilate‟s judgment of him, and his 

flagellation were also depicted in relief sculpture on the south door of the Cathedral of 

Santiago de Compostela. Scenes from Christ‟s life could have reminded the viewer of 

Christ‟s power to do miracles and withstand temptation, but also of his suffering within 

the human body.  

 While Christ‟s life was important for Christians, his death was what was most 

theologically significant for them, and the representation of Christ‟s death has its own 

unique history. Until the seventh and beginning of the eighth centuries, Christ was not 

shown dead on the Cross in any Christian art at any place; he might be shown on the 

Cross, but alive and with his eyes open. The beginning of the tendency to show him dead 

was indicative of the solidification of the Church‟s confidence in its doctrine that Jesus 

was both fully God and fully man. Still, the representation of Christ dead on the cross 

took centuries to find complete acceptance. As late as 1054, an Italian Cardinal traveling 

in the east was shocked upon seeing representations of Christ in the process of dying 

(Harries 29-30). 

 In Spain, the representations of the crucified Jesus often showed him alive and 

powerful in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The Cross of Ferdinand and Sancha, a gift 

to the Church of San Isidoro by the two Leonese monarchs for whom it is named, was the 

first Cross known today produced in the Iberian Peninsula to include Christ‟s body on the 

cross (Metropolitan Museum of Art 244-45). Dating from around 1063, Christ‟s eyes are 
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open and there is no trace of suffering. It soon became common to show Christ‟s body on 

the Cross in the Peninsula. The Carrizo Christ, produced only a few years later in the 

same region, is more typically Romanesque than the Cross of Ferdinand and Sancha, with 

disproportionate head and limbs, which, according to Williams, give the Christ figure 

more energy than its predecessor (Metropolitan Museum of Art 114).  In this cross, Christ 

is still alive and powerful, more divine than human. By the second half of the twelfth 

century, however, the artists of northern Spain were beginning to represent a more 

vulnerable Christ. This was the case in León in the fresco Calvario con las imágenes de 

don Fernando y doña Urraca at San Isidoro, which displays a compassionate but sad and 

suffering Jesus (Gaya Nuño plate 19). In some examples, they began to show him with 

his eyes closed and head tilted to the side, lacking the divine strength of the earlier works 

(Metropolitan Museum of Art 272-73, 318-20). They also began to depict the Deposition, 

or the taking Christ‟s dead body off of the cross during this time. The scene was depicted 

on a reliquary plaque produced in León between 1115 and 1120 (Metropolitan Museum 

of Art 250), in which Christ‟s body is left without a trace of strength. His eyes are closed, 

he appears thin and frail, and Nicodemus removes a nail from his foot.  Other depictions 

of the dead Christ were found at Oviedo and in the Catalonian province of Lleida (Palol 

and Hirmir 164, Metropolitan Museum of Art 316-20). Thus as the centuries went on, 

there was an increased insistence on Christus Patiens, or Christ suffering a human death, 

as opposed to Christus Triumphans on the cross (Harries 70). 

The final stage of the Son‟s existence that was often represented visually was that 

of the Resurrected Lord. In Romanesque and sometimes in Gothic art, he was frequently 
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depicted as the Christ in Majesty, a solemn, powerful emperor dressed in robes of royalty 

and seated in heaven, looking straight to the viewer. In addition, many artists also 

represented the Christ in Majesty as Pantocrator, or in the act of blessing with the sign of 

peace. The image was a frequent decoration on caskets and urns; there are examples on a 

large casket in the Cámara Santa at Oviedo, on the casket of San Millán at the monastery 

that bears his name, and on the urna of St. Dominic at Santo Domingo de Silos (see 

images in Metropolitan Museum of Art 259-60, 263-64, 277-79). In Romanesque 

painting, Christ as Pantocrator appeared at San Isidoro de León, at the Ermita de 

Maderuelo, and at the Cristo de la Luz Church in Toledo, with this last example dating 

from the beginnings of the thirteenth century. The earlier two images are more stylized 

than the third, which depicts Christ holding a book and giving the sign of peace as usual, 

but drawn in a more human and realistic style (Gaya Nuño 23-24 and láminas 2, 39, 46).    

The resurrected Christ was also the subject of many large portal sculptures in 

Castile. Such sculptures might have been very instrumental in shaping the common 

image of Christ, as the communities would constantly see them upon passing through the 

doors of the church. The portal sculpture of Christ in Majesty at the cathedral of Santiago 

at Carrión de los Condes, as Palol and Hirmir note, is reminiscent of sculptures of the 

gods of classical antiquity, portraying both strength and beauty (164, plates 198-99). It 

was influential throughout the region, being imitated on several façades throughout 

Castile (Gitlitz and Davidson 219). A large sculpture of Christ in Majesty also adorned 

the tympanum of the Pórtico de la Gloria at Santiago de Compostela. Completed between 

1168 and 1188, Christ was shown here as Redeemer, not as Judge (Palol and Hirmir 170 
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and plate 212).  Moving into the Gothic period, large sculptures of Christ in Majesty also 

presided over the Gothic Cathedrals at Burgos and León. The South portal at Burgos was 

completed during the era of 1230-40 and is an early Gothic adaptation of a Romanesque 

motif.  The north portal, dating from the middle of the thirteenth century, included a 

monumental sculpture of Christ both suffering and as judge. At León, a sculpture of 

Christ as lord of the Last Judgment adorns the central portal, dating from around 1250 

(Gitlitz and Davidson 180, 250). Clearly, in Castile, the image of God and Christ as 

judges never died out, but rather co-existed with more human images of the divine. 

Additionally, a unique image of the resurrected Christ had special meaning in Spain. 

After his resurrection, Christ appeared to two of his disciples on the road to Emmaus 

(Luke 24: 13-31). The sculptors of the cloister at Santo Domingo de Silos depicted the 

scene, with Christ in pilgrim attire, which Richard Harries notes was created due to a 

“particular resonance” with its time and local culture, specifically the popularity of the 

pilgrimage route to Compostela (57-58). 

Jesus Christ was depicted in several stages of his existence in the Iberian 

Peninsula. These images at times communicated his humanity, as when he was depicted 

as an adult teacher, as a pilgrim on the road to Emmaus, and while suffering on the Cross. 

Sometimes he was very human, but treated as royalty, as when shown as a child on his 

mother‟s lap, often receiving gifts from kings. In other images, he was more divine, as 

when crucified but not suffering or reigning over heaven. No matter his representation, he 

was almost always depicted as a young man, given that he died at the age of thirty-three. 

This contrasts with the representation of God the Father, whose image often did not 
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communicate youth. But unlike God the Father, images of Jesus were everywhere given 

that he had lived in a human body, and artists showed no timidity in attempting to 

represent and capture his essence.   

The Holy Spirit 

The Holy Spirit was rarely depicted in medieval Spanish visual art. On the rare 

occasion that he did appear, he was represented as the Dove, as this was the form he took 

on at the baptism of Jesus. The Dove appears on a capital in the Iglesia del Salvador de 

Sepúlveda in Segovia (Olaguer-Feliú y Alonso 175). It also appeared in two capital 

sculptures depicting the Trinity, one on the capital of the shaft supporting the figure of St. 

James on the Pórtico de la Gloria of the Cathedral at Santiago de Compostela, the other at 

the Monastery of Santo Domingo de Silos. In both compositions, the Dove appears just 

above the seated God the Father with Jesus on his lap, completing the Trinity (Stokstad 

126, 228-29). Thus while God the Father was not often represented in the art of the time, 

the Holy Spirit was even less so, and artists and worshippers remained doubtful of their 

own conceptions of him.    

WORDS USED IN REFERENCE TO GOD IN THE CMC, THE LALEX, AND THE MNS 

The words used to refer to God in literary compositions would produce mental 

pictures for the listeners which may have been shaped by such visual representations, 

though the experience of each listener might vary. The CMC, the LAlex, and the MNS 

were full of various words used in reference to God. The frequencies of these words 

appear in the following chart. In some cases, an adjective, title of respect, or prepositional 

phrase accompanies the name applied to the deity. I have placed words that refer to God 
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the Father or to the Trinity as a whole at the top of the chart. I assume that, in general, 

words such as Dios and Criador connote God the Father, the sovereign, omnipotent, 

omnipresent being based in heaven. He was the center of the Trinity through which the 

other two divine persons proceeded. If a poet wished for his audience to think of the Son 

or the Holy Spirit, he would have to use a more specific word than Dios or Criador or use 

surrounding textual clues to control the image, causing the listener to imagine what he 

intended. Next in the chart appear words that might connote only the Son, and last, those 

that refer to the Holy Spirit. I have reported here only the number of occurrences of each 

word, not implied references to the deity through explicit or null pronouns. With regard 

to the LAlex, the word Dios is reported only when it appears capitalized in the edition of 

Jesús Cañas; the word dios refers to pagan gods in that text and is not included in the 

figures here: 
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    CMC   LAlex   MNS 

Dios    97   196   121 

Deus, Deo, Deüm  0   8   5 

Señor/Sennor   11   27   45 

Dominus   0   1   0 

Sire    0   0   1 

Domne Dios     0   0   2 

Criador   77   41   18 

Rey/Reï   2   12   9 

Padre    13   3   8 

Alcalde   0   0   3 

Obispo    0   1   0 

Abat    0   1   0 

Prior    0   1   0 

Trinidat   2   0   2  

Jesu/Iesu Christo  1   1   12 

Christo    0   3   18 

Don Christo   0   0   7 

Christus   5   0   1 

Don Christus   0   3   0 

Fijo    0   1   35 

Fijuelo    0   0   2 

Criado    0   0   5 

Ninno    0   0   4 

Creatura   0   0   1 

Ifant    0   0   1 

Salvador   0   1   5 

Messía/ Mesías  0   1   2  

Redentor/Redemptor  0   1   1 

Redimidor   0   0   1 

Contrario   0   1   0 

Crucifixo   0   0   1 

Nuestro Don   0   0   1 

Parral    0   0   1 

Sol    0   0   1 

Luz    0   0   1 

Fructo    0   0   3 

Pan de trigo   0   0   1 

Cordero sin lana  0   0   1  

Spíritu    0   0   1 

Gracia de consolación  0   0   1 
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 Before entering into a detailed discussion of the divine imagery present in each 

text, I will make a few general observations. In the first place, Dios is the preferred word 

in all three texts. Latin variations of Dios also appear in the LAlex and the MNS, but did 

not appear in the CMC. The term Señor (Sennor in Gerli‟s edition of the MNS) was 

present in all three texts but was a preferred term in the MNS. The LAlex and the MNS 

each featured a Latin variation of the word, Dominus and Domne Dios, respectively, and 

the MNS also features another term of respect, Sire, which refers to a Señor. Criador, 

Rey, and Padre were present in all three texts, but Criador and Padre were most 

prominent in the popular epic, while Rey as applied to God was used most frequently in 

the LAlex. Other than Rey, metaphorical terms describing God as the occupant of a 

position of power (Alcalde, Obispo, Abat, Prior) do not occur in the CMC but do occur in 

the latter two works, though infrequently. Trinidat appears sparingly in the CMC and the 

MNS. Proper names for Christ appear in all three texts but are most frequent in the MNS, 

as might be expected by the work‟s content. Nouns referring to Christ as a son or as an 

infant occur often in the MNS but do not occur in the CMC. The LAlex makes use of the 

word Fijo only once and no other word that might summon the image of Christ the child. 

Words referring to Christ the Savior do not occur in the CMC and have a modest 

presence in the latter two texts. Christ as a fighting man, a Contrario „enemy,‟ is 

presented briefly in the LAlex; all other metaphorical terms that refer to Christ occur in 

the MNS. References to the Holy Spirit as an independent entity are absent from all three 

texts except the MNS, which mentions the Spirit two times. Below I will proceed to 
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comment on the imagery presented above in more detail, keeping in mind the audience of 

each text.    

DIVINE IMAGERY IN THE CANTAR DE MIO CID    

As discussed in Chapter 1, the CMC could appeal to almost any social class in 

thirteenth-century Castile, but it would have been especially appealing to popular 

audiences along the frontier zones who lived in an ambiance dominated by war. The 

specific words that the poet uses to refer to the divinity reveal much about how he wants 

his listeners to conceive of God. As Bakhtin notes, each word employed for God will be 

“half someone else‟s” (293), that is, it is shared by author and audience; it will have a 

“social atmosphere” (277) that will reflect the poet‟s intentions and produce certain 

connotations for the audience, connotations determined by the way in which they 

themselves and those around them have used the word (see 293-94). 

God the Father 

Dios   

As he composed for his wartime audience, the poet of the CMC preferred images 

of God the Father, the unseen God of heaven, over images of the Son or the Holy Spirit. 

As might be expected, the word Dios is the most common word used to refer to God in 

the CMC, occurring ninety-seven times in the manuscript of Vivar. The word served as a 

default term for God both in ordinary speech and in the poetic language of the CMC. By 

definition, it could refer to the entire Trinity. But the connotation or mental image that it 

would produce for the audience was that of the heavenly God the Father, the center of the 

Trinity, the unseen God based in heaven.  
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What image would the word Dios have produced in the mind of the listener? As 

discussed above, God the Father was not often represented in the art of the age. When he 

was depicted with a concrete image, it was most often as Creator and occasionally as 

Father to Jesus. Some audience members may have recalled these images if they had seen 

them often. For other audience members, the image may not have been so concrete. As 

noted above, some medieval artists preferred not to portray God visually, but rather to 

suggest his presence through a hand or in a more abstract way, such as through the 

grandiose size of the Gothic cathedrals. Yet God was probably mentioned often verbally 

in the everyday speech of the Christian communities; the ritual expressions of the 

cantares de gesta are testament to this. Dios would have been the default word for the 

deity. Thus God was mentioned often, but represented visually only sparingly. The 

warlike audience probably knew that Dios was not easily captured in a concrete image; 

he was unseen. I will borrow a phrase from Gariano: God was for the audience an 

“esencia misteriosa e infinita” (57). Literary images are not necessarily visual, nor are 

they necessarily static (see Marchese and Forradellas 206). Rather, they can be they can 

be abstract. The somewhat undefined image of Dios, the unseen God of heaven, is the 

vision of God that the poet presents to his audience in the CMC. 

Though abstract, the word Dios is not void of connotations. Instead, it signals God 

in all of his potential. It emphasizes no particular trait belonging to the deity. Neither 

does it make an attempt to draw God close to the audience, but rather leaves distance 

between the listener and the divinity. The poet can use the word Dios to signal grandeur, 

mystery, and power. The audience, then, upon hearing the word, cannot think of a limited 
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being; they are encouraged to think of the most limitless being they can imagine. Each 

audience member may also draw on other connotations according to his or her experience 

with the term. So the word Dios, while not overly concrete, still requires the hearer to 

think within certain guidelines. In this way, the image produced by the word Dios is not 

merely a name or word used by default, but might be extremely powerful.  

Of course, the poet is not using Dios without context. Each time he uses the word 

in the CMC, he is adding to the listener‟s experience of God, explaining how the latter 

has helped the characters, how they have petitioned him, etc.  As the word Dios implies a 

limitless being, the poet can and does use this word in almost any context, such as 

thanksgivings, wishes, direct petitions, as an interjection in exclamations, and others. 

Despite its frequent usage, the word is only occasionally used to end a line.19 Therefore 

its use is almost always in response to the context rather than in response to the need to 

complete an assonant rhyme. As he created his discourse on God in the CMC, the poet 

found the word Dios to be his most effective. 

Criador 

There was only one other term for God that the poet of the CMC found to be 

effective enough that he would use it many times throughout his text; this was the word 

Criador, which occurs seventy-seven times in the conserved manuscript. This is a more 

specific, focused term than Dios, as it emphasizes God in his role as Creator of the earth 

and of mankind. For some listeners, it might have been a more concrete image, as God 

the Father occasionally appeared as Creator in Romanesque art. The image of God as 

                                                 
19 2524, 2630, 2725, 2990, 3042, 3391, 3491, 3690 
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Creator has three important implications. The first is that God‟s origin is older than the 

earth‟s, indicating his relative wisdom with regard to earthly matters. The second 

implicates size. In Genesis, God is also the Creator of the sun, moon, and stars, and thus 

his might and power are huge compared to man. The third is the way in which God 

created the earth; he spoke it into existence. He willed it, and it came to be. The will of 

God is implicit in the word Criador. Thus God, the Creator of the world, is also its 

controller. The characters seek his favor, because if God wills that they be victorious, 

they will be. Thus the word Criador an image full of potential connotations in the minds 

of the audience: wisdom, power, might, volition, control, and ancient origin. These are 

important characteristics for a wartime audience living in the areas closest to the enemy. 

If God is on their side, then the divine will implicit in the word Criador translates into 

security and protection for the listening community.    

The word Criador is a highly productive word for the poet for completing the 

assonant rhyme, as it occurs forty two-times at the end of a line. As it ends in a stressed o, 

it can fit into any rhyme scheme where this is the stressed vowel. It appears in a variety 

of contexts, including thanksgivings, wishes, references to prayer, interjections (“¡por 

amor del Criador!”), conditional statements, and it is also employed once as an adjective 

(2626). Along with Dios, it is one of only two words that we might call “preferred” words 

for reference to the deity in the CMC, as all others are used significantly less. Dios and 

Criador are the two words applied to God in the CMC that most capture divine power 

and might and would be attractive to a warrior or any resident of a frontier settlement. 
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Padre  

 God is mentioned as Padre in the first line that makes reference to the deity in the 

extant manuscript: “¡Grado a ti, Señor,  Padre que estás en alto!” (8). This is a fitting 

place for the reference to God as „Father,‟ given that the Cid is crying for sadness due to 

his forced departure from his homeland. The hero uses the word in such a way that it 

connotes family, emotional support, and security in the face of difficult circumstances. 

The Cid is exiled from the kingdom of Castile and from all that is familiar, but continues 

to have his place in God‟s kingdom. When he refers to God as Padre, he is not thinking 

of God as the Father of Christ, but rather of God as his own father. Like his connection 

with his nephews Álvar Fáñez (2858, 3438) and Félez Múñoz (741), who follow him into 

exile, the Cid‟s family relationships stay intact when the lord-vassal relationship falls into 

difficulty. Thus references to God as a supporting Padre are a wise choice on the part of 

the poet, who tries to appeal to audiences in frontier, warring towns who would be 

familiar with the notion of traveling to neighboring kingdoms to do battle. 

 Another wise use of the word Padre occurs in line 372: “-A Dios vos acomiendo, 

fijas,  e al Padre spiritual,” as the Cid commends his daughters to the care of God in a 

transfer of power from the earthly father, who must go into exile, to the heavenly one. So 

this word refers not to God the Father, but to God as Father. Ximena also refers to God as 

Padre as she opens her long prayer (330), again in a context of emotional difficulty as 

she begs for the Cid‟s protection. In thanksgivings, the word Padre is always modified 

with “(e)spirital” or “que está(s) en alto” (7, 1102, 1633, 1651, 2456); in statements about 

God‟s will, Padre is modified with  “Santo” (1047, 2274) or “Criador” (2626). All of 
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these adjectives describe God as a special kind of Padre, the perfect father, a heavenly 

one. Surely the poet wanted his audience to view God as a powerful but familiar, 

supportive father in unpleasant circumstances.  

Padre is the third most common word for God in the CMC, occurring thirteen 

times in reference to the deity.20 As previously noted, God was beginning to be perceived 

as more accessible as the thirteenth century approached and was also represented in the 

art of the time as the Father of Jesus. References to God as Father were firmly grounded 

in the biblical tradition, as Jesus Christ himself referred to God in heaven as the Father, 

and their relationship was characterized by a perfect harmony of will. Jesus invokes God 

as “Our Father” when beginning the Lord‟s Prayer (Matthew 6:9). In this way the poet of 

the CMC crafted a world in which his characters also refer to God as Father in the same 

tradition. The word Padre is never harsh when used by the characters; it only connotes 

accessibility, help, and support, as it does in the New Testament Prayer. Thus the use of 

this word brings the image of God closer to the warring audience in ways that the words 

Dios and Criador cannot, leaving them with a positive, familiar image of the deity. God 

was abstract and mysterious, but also fatherly at the same time.  

Señor 

Señor is the first title applied to the deity in the CMC, appearing alongside Padre 

in line 8: “¡Grado a ti, Señor,  Padre que estás en alto!”  This use of Señor in this context 

reveals another wise use of a particular word for the divinity on the part of the poet, as 

the relationship between Alfonso and the Cid has fallen into discord. Alfonso as earthly 

                                                 
20 8, 300, 330, 361, 372, 1047, 1102, 1633, 1651, 2274, 2342, 2456, 2626 
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lord cannot see that the accusations against the Cid are false. The lord-vassal relationship 

between the Cid and his heavenly lord, however, remains harmonious. God knows that 

the Cid is innocent and continues to support the hero even when the earthly lord, Alfonso, 

casts his ire onto the protagonist.  

The word Señor is employed eleven times in the CMC.21 The word was 

appropriate for application to God both for its roots in the biblical tradition and for its 

common use in the Castilian Spanish of the time. In the Bible, God was Señor in the Old 

Testament and Jesus was Señor in the New. Theoretically, then, the word could evoke the 

image of God the Father or of Jesus Christ. In lines such as line 8, cited above, the poet 

places the word Padre alongside the word Señor in order to assure that the audience will 

think of the unseen God the Father. 

 Menéndez Pidal wrote that in the Castilian of the time, Señor could refer to 1) a 

ruler of a particular land, such as Alfonso, 2) a vassal‟s lord (“¡Dios, qué buen vassallo,  

si oviesse buen señor!” (20)), whether or not that lord ruled a land (the Cid is señor to the 

men who follow him into exile), and 3) a father as señor to his children, as doña Elvira 

and doña Sol call the Cid señor (2596) and say that it is their obligation to do as their 

father wills (2598). Ximena also calls the Cid señor (1597) (CMC: Texto II 845-46). In 

all of these definitions, Señor connotes respect and hierarchy. The Señor was the party 

whose will was to be followed and, the one who addressed him was the party who agreed 

to follow his will. Successful military campaigns were dependent on organization and 

hierarchy, important in the warring border regions of Castile, and Señor was surely an 

                                                 
21 8, 330, 343, 1094, 1933, 2477, 2493, 2524, 2684, 2830, 3665 
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effective title to apply to the deity. But God is differentiated from earthly lords in the 

text; he is “glorioso señor” or “señor glorioso” in petitions for help (330, 3665). He is 

also “Señor spirital” (343) and “Señor que es en cielo” (1094); As with the word Padre, 

the poet knows how to follow the biblical tradition, take advantage of a common word‟s 

semantic content, and apply it to the divinity to achieve resonance with his warrior and 

popular audience.  

Rey 

The word Rey is found only twice in the CMC to refer to God. Its use is very 

limited, and the poet does not seem to favor it as a term for the deity in comparison with 

Dios, Criador, Padre, and Señor. Connoting a supreme ruler, the image is used in line 

361, as Ximena invokes God as “rey de los reyes.” The “reyes” to whom she refers are 

earthly kings, so their power is checked by that of God and subject to his will. If the 

prayer of Ximena was added to the manuscript of Vivar by a cleric, as Matthew Bailey 

has suggested (Transformation 52, 97), then this occurrence of Rey may never have been 

presented to the wartime audience. Later, the Cid thanks God, referring to him as “rey del 

cielo.” (3714). God is a heavenly being, commander of heaven and earth. Indeed, the poet 

does not choose to dwell on the conception of God as king, preferring the connotations 

produced by the words Dios, Criador, Padre, and Señor.   

Jesus Christ  

God the Son, Jesus Christ, is only referenced by name six times in the CMC, once 

through the word Jesucristo and five times with Cristus. As noted above, God the Son 

was much more common in the visual art of these centuries than God the Father, and the 
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former‟s image was therefore much more concrete and predefined. Upon hearing the 

proper name of the Son, the audience member would most likely think of an image 

borrowed from art seen in churches or on manmade objects. He or she might picture 

Christ as an infant, an adult teacher, a man on the cross dying by crucifixion, or the 

Resurrected Lord, reigning in heaven, depending on the surrounding context provided by 

the poem. In the CMC, the poet is careful to control the imagery generated by Jesucristo 

and Cristus to keep the audience thinking of the heavenly, resurrected Christ. The poet 

does not want his warrior audience to think often of Christ as an infant, teacher, or dying 

man, as such images would not appeal well to the local warring culture.  

The word Jesucristo is used only once: “Pésol‟ al rey de Marruecos  de mio Cid 

don Rodrigo / -Que en mis heredades  fuertemientre es metido / e él non ge lo gradece  

sinon a Jesucristo.-” (1622-24). Menéndez Pidal interprets line 1624 to mean “no cree 

deber nada á nadie, se lo cree bien ganado” (CMC Texto II 710). Such an interpretation 

takes the religious tone out of the utterance and returns it strictly to the realm of material 

possessions. It places emphasis on the fact that the Cid owes his success to no man except 

himself and has no earthly lord to whom he must pay tribute. But the timing of the 

occurrence of the word Jesucristo is significant. The only instance in the entire CMC that 

we see this word, it is placed in the mouth of a North African Muslim rival king of the 

Cid who happens to be frustrated at the latter‟s success. The king is conscious that the 

Cid is a Christian, and his utterance carries a tone of religious opposition. It is not that he 

is interested in defending the Muslim religion; in fact, he is more interested in 

maintaining his possessions. But he is confronted with the fact that his rival belongs to a 
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community fundamentally different from his own. He has to deal not only with the loss of 

his territory, but also to wonder why God is not helping the Muslims to victory.  As it is a 

moment of frustration for the Cid‟s enemy, it is a moment of victory for the poet and his 

warrior audience, who are firmly on the side of the Cid. In narrating the enemy‟s 

irritation in religious terms, the poet is having a bit of fun and gains much by employing 

the word Jesucristo here.  It completes the assonant rhyme, but also connotes religious 

rivalry in a way that the word Dios cannot. The Muslims are also monotheistic and 

believe in the same God as the Christians, and two of the Muslims in the poem use the 

word Dios (2412, 2684), but they do not worship God the Son, who is an emblem of the 

Christian community. Also the poet is employing a certain image of Christ here: the 

Resurrected Lord of Heaven. If the Cid is thanking Christ for a victory, he is invoking a 

present-time relationship with a heavenly being. This is not the image of Christ crucified; 

he is not thinking of sin or of the significance of Christ‟s time on earth, but of Christ as a 

sovereign granting him victory.  

 There are four other mentions of Christ in the text before the manuscript‟s coda. 

Three of them occur in formulas of thanksgiving, all spoken by the Cid:  

¡Esto gradesco  a Christus el mio señor! (1933) 

-¡Grado a Christus,  que del mundo es señor, (2477) 

-¡Grado a Christus,  que del mundo es señor, (2830) 

Many of the expressions of thanks in the CMC are addressed to Dios or the Criador, but 

Christ here serves as an artistic variation on the image of God. The Son is presented as 

the Cid‟s personal lord or as lord of the earth.  The image evoked is again that of the 
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Christ of heaven, not the earthly savior. Another mention of Christ as lord is spoken by 

king Alfonso: “assí lo mande Christus  que sea a so pro: / vuestras fijas vos pido,  don 

Elvira e doña Sol, / que las dedes por mugieres   a los ifantes de Carrión” (2074-76). 

The King asks for attention at court so that he can ask the Cid‟s permission for his 

daughters to marry the Infantes de Carrión; the heavenly image of Christ reigning over 

the earth gives solemnity to the occasion.  

 There is another mention of Christ in the coda of the extant manuscript, though 

several critics believe that these lines are not part of the original poem as recited by a 

juglar (see Catalán, Épica 455n and Bailey, Transformation 51-52): “Passado es d‟este 

sieglo  mio Cid el Campeador /el día de cincuaesma,  ¡de Christus aya perdón!” (3726-

27). In the context of the Cid‟s death, Christ takes on the role of the heavenly judge of 

mankind, pardoning those who are deserving of it. 

 Christ as an earthly man is not completely left out of the poem, but when referring 

to Jesus‟s life, the poet never uses the Son‟s proper name. Two of these instances occur 

with references to Mary, who is “madre del Criador” (1668) and “madre del nuestro 

señor Dios” (2524). Mary presented as mother of the Criador or Dios represents the 

technique of metonym. As Thomas Montgomery notes, “The poem‟s vision…is 

metonymic” (Medieval Spanish Epic 129). That is, it asks the audience to draw on the 

associations of words to achieve its effects. Here, the poet asks the audience to create a 

connection between God and Christ, who are theologically a single entity. This 

association allows the poet to substitute a word for the Father for a word for the Son. 

Metonymy consists of a vehicle, which is the word or concept that is expressed (in this 
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case Criador / “nuestro señor Dios”), which then provides access to a target (here, Christ) 

(see Radden and Kövecses). Selection of target and vehicle can reveal much about a 

speaker and his listener. Ronald W. Langacker writes that “Metonymy allows an efficient 

reconciliation of two conflicting factors: the need to be accurate, i.e., of being sure that 

the addressee‟s attention is directed to the intended target, and our natural inclination to 

think and talk explicitly about those entities that have the greatest cognitive salience for 

us” (cited in Radden and Kövecses 44).  Applied to our passage, the intended target of 

lines 1668 and 2524 is Christ. But what is most salient to the poet and to his audience is 

God or the Creator, and so he communicates the idea of God the Son by way of the words 

Dios and Criador. As Günter Radden points out, metonymy is not mere substitution, but 

rather expresses the sum total of the vehicle and the target (Radden and Kövecses 19). 

Upon substituting Criador or “nuestro señor Dios” for Jesucristo, the poet gives us not 

just God, and not just Christ, but “God + Christ.”  

The effect of this metonym is that the poet is able to recognize Mary as the 

mother of Christ the man while adding scope and power to the image, avoiding any 

connotation of weakness or helplessness. Mary is not truly the mother of the unborn God 

the Creator; she does not precede him in the Genesis narrative, and she is later created by 

God. Neither did she play a part in the heavenly origin of the Son, who proceeded from 

the Father (see Aquinas Part I Question 27  Articles 1-2, Part III, Question 27 Article 2). 

She is only the mother of God the Son during his tenure on earth and after. The audience, 

however, still understood the expression “madre del Criador” through the association of 

Christ and the heavenly Creator, which are both manifestations of God. With this 
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substitution, the poet avoids evoking the image of the Infant Christ or the Crucified 

Christ and keeps the audience focused on the limitless, creative power of the unseen God. 

Or course, the need to complete the assonant rhyme also affected the poet‟s word 

selection. However, the rest of the data in the poem suggests that the poet always prefers 

heavenly, eternal, powerful images of God over images that connote the life of Christ.    

The only passage of the poem that includes direct references to episodes in the life 

of Christ on earth is Ximena‟s long prayer (330-365). The poet never uses any proper 

name for Christ, but rather transitions directly from Old Testament events related to the 

activities of the Creator God (331-32) to specific references to the earthly life of Jesus 

(333-38) without mentioning the name of the Son. Ximena‟s petition then switches to a 

series of apocryphal and Old Testament references to God‟s aid to certain saints (339-42) 

before referring to the life and death of Christ again (343-60). The events selected focus 

on the adoration of the Christ child and the miracles of Jesus‟ life, death, and 

resurrection, and this is the only passage in the poem where the listener is invited to 

contemplate or reflect on the life of the Son. The prayer of Ximena is fundamentally 

different from the rest of the CMC in language and focus, however. In the first place, it 

occurs in a church, not in the most common settings of the CMC, which are the battlefield 

or a royal court. Secondly, it focuses on acts of God, not on acts of the Cid (Bailey, 

Transformation 46, 52). Enrique Moreno Báez has written that one element that makes 

the structure of the CMC relatively perfect in contrast with other works is its unwavering 

focus on the hero (436). Ximena‟s prayer, however, is a rare divergence from the life of 

the Cid himself. Finally, Bailey has discovered that the images and vocabulary employed 
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in the passage are not consistent with the rest of the text, and, as noted above, may reflect 

a clerical addition to the poem at a later time (Bailey, Transformation 45-47, 97). If such 

is true, then these references to the life of Christ were never meant to be recited in the 

warlike border towns of Castile.   

Thus in the entire manuscript of Vivar, there are only nine passages that evoke or 

even suggest the image of Christ. Two of these, the reference to Christ in line 3727 and 

the prayer of Ximena, may not have been recited by a juglar but rather added later, as 

noted above (Bailey, Catalán). In two additional cases, the poet refers to Christ 

metonymically through the image of God. This leaves us with only five instances in 

which the poet deliberately evokes the image of Christ; all of these references are in the 

second half of the poem, after the Cid has begun to recover from his poverty in exile and 

has begun to have some success. When he does so, only the image of Christ the 

Resurrected Lord is used, and it passes quickly in acts of thanksgiving or in an utterance 

by the King of Morocco. Thus Christ imagery in the poem could be characterized as 

relatively sparse or weak. Surely the audience was familiar with very defined, concrete 

visual images of the Son, but the poet generally avoids the evocation of these, leaving the 

image of Christ as abstract as possible.  

The Holy Spirit  

The Holy Spirit is not named independently in the CMC, and the only lines that 

might evoke the Third Person would be the references to the Mass of the Trinity (319, 

2370), in which all three persons of God would be simultaneously suggested. The 

audience is never presented with a word that focuses its attention exclusively on the Holy 
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Spirit. This corresponds perfectly to the visual art of the time, in which the Spirit was 

rarely represented at all, and when it was, it was in combination with Father and Son. 

Thus while imagery of God the Son is faint in the CMC, images of the Holy Spirit are 

virtually nonexistent.  

Summary of Divine Imagery in the Cantar de mio Cid  

Thus the unseen God of heaven is the poet‟s preferred divine image in the CMC, 

mentioned approximately two hundred times through various words, while the image of 

Christ is scarce and the poet does not make use of the image of the Holy Spirit. Such 

conclusions only generate more questions. For one thing, this is a narrative about 

Christian warriors, and Christ is definitively what makes them “Christian,” and so the 

relative weakness of Christ imagery in the work calls for explanation. Some critics have 

interpreted this phenomenon as an aspect of the time period in which the Romanesque 

was the dominant artistic movement. Eleazar Huerta writes, “El Cristo, con sus 

sufrimientos y su lado humano, carece de realidad propia para el juglar…Será menester el 

paso de siglos para que España, con sus místicos, anteponga el Cristo al Padre, el dolor a 

la fuerza…” (79-80).  Joaquín Casalduero writes,  “El Dios del Románico es el Padre, el 

Omnipotente, el Creador de todas las cosas, así como el Dios Gótico será el Hijo, el 

Salvador” (39-40).  Enrique Moreno Báez, following Helmut Hatzfeld, explains that in 

the Romanesque, Jesus the Son absorbs the attributes of God the Father in the image of 

the Pantocrator and goes on to says that is it “curioso” that God is only referred to as the 

Son in few cases in the CMC (436-37).   
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But perhaps this phenomenon is better explained by the poet‟s intended audience 

than by artistic movement. Christ is not absent from the art of the age, but rather is found 

everywhere in Romanesque painting and sculpture, as noted above. Christ‟s image lent 

itself well to these art forms. He is often seen around the year 1200 as an infant or as a 

teacher; and though Christ is not seen suffering as often in the Romanesque as in the 

Gothic, he is often portrayed as crucified. An eleventh-century crucifix known as the 

“Cristo del Cid,” possibly carried by the historical Jerónimo, displays Christ with his 

head drooped to the side (see Montaner and Escobar 142). And the image of Christ as 

Pantocrator is a static, stylized image that places Christ in heaven, an unknown realm far 

from the concrete reality of the battlefield. Christ is never represented as a warrior in the 

art of the time, nor does he seem to be omnipresent like God, to whom the characters 

speak in any situation. We can conclude that the prevailing images of Christ might not 

have appealed to warriors living on the border with Muslims; these fighting men and the 

communities that supported them would have responded to the image of God that would 

lend them the most confidence. As the image of Christ was suited for visual art, the 

image of God lent itself more easily to popular epic, especially if a poet‟s purpose is to 

make war appear easy and secure.  

Christ was also too theological for an epic poem. The image of God required little 

explanation. He was a supernatural force who created the world, and his will governed 

the earth. On the other hand, understanding Christ and why he came to earth required 

interpretation; it demanded explanations of original sin and of the importance of his 

death. The poet of the CMC preferred to adhere to the concrete world and appeal to 
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warriors through wealth. After all, the poet at all times wished to keep his audience 

focused on the achievements of the Cid. The image of Christ may have been too easily 

accessible for the audience; it would have been too easy for the listener to think of a 

previously seen image of Christ. The image of God, omnipresent but unseen, allows the 

Supreme Being to stay in the background and support the Cid while the hero and his men 

do the glorious fighting. Thus Christ does not really lack an independent reality for the 

poet, as Huerta suggests; on the contrary, he may be so “real” for the audience that he 

would be a distraction. It also oversimplifies the issue to say that the Father is the God of 

the Romanesque and the Son is the God of the Gothic, as Casalduero does. Rather, 

different art forms prefer different images, and different works within each genre prefer 

different images of God. Christ was the preferred divine image of painting and sculpture, 

but not of the Cantar de mio Cid. 

The absence of the Holy Spirit might be explained by fact that the poet and his 

audience were intereacting in the context of an oral culture, which always tries to explain 

the world in terms of human activity (Ong 42). God the Father was the Creator, Protector, 

Father, all of which are human activities, and God the Son took on the form of a man, 

sharing in the physical constraints of all mankind. Of the Trinity members, the Holy 

Spirit alone was not easily explained in human terms. This corresponds to the set of 

expectations that the audience brings to the performance of an epic poem. They do not 

come to the performance expecting to hear theological explanations about the Trinity, but 

rather to be inspired by the deeds of the Cid. The image of the Holy Spirit does not lend 

itself easily to entertaining nor to inspiring them in this context, and is left out of the 
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poem. God the Father, abstract but powerful and “fatherly,” proved to be the most 

effective person of the Trinity for reaching a frontier, warring audience, and the words 

Dios and Criador, and to a lesser extent Padre and Señor, became the poet‟s favored 

terms for God. 

DIVINE IMAGERY IN THE LIBRO DE ALEXANDRE 

As we noted in Chapter 1, the LAlex incorporated many formulas from the 

cantares de gesta, and some of these shared formulas mentioned the deity. Therefore 

divine imagery in the LAlex is to some degree based on that of the popular epic. But there 

were also innovations and transformations in the representation of God in the new work. 

Some of these changes are due to the distinct audience, which most likely consisted of 

those present at court or who moved in courtly and learned circles, including the king 

himself, and those in training for service in the court, including students.  

A discussion of the selection of divine imagery in the LAlex presents problems, as 

the two complete manuscripts, O and P, have considerable differences, and so the 

original definitive version, if there was one, cannot be perfectly known. For the sake of 

simplicity, I base my discussion completely on the edition of Cañas, who follows Willis‟s 

composite numbering scheme for the combination of the two manuscripts. The 

commentary has to be taken for what it is, a discussion that can only approximate what 

may have been the representation of God in the original LAlex. 
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God the Father 

Dios 

The word Dios occurs 196 times in the edition of Cañas, that is, when capitalized, 

as opposed to the word dios, which is not intended to connote the Judeo-Christian God.22 

Thus it is by far the most common word used to refer to the deity in the text, as the 

second most common word for the deity, Crïador, occurs forty-one times. Thus at nearly 

all times the poet wishes that his audience might think of God simply as Dios. The 

predominance of Dios over other divine titles indicates that the poet was not interested in 

drawing a vivid portrait of God for his audience. He was content to let the image of God 

remain as abstract as possible, preferring to connote all of his divine potential, which, as 

we will discuss in the subsequent chapters, complements God‟s role in the work as the 

mysterious and volatile controller of fortunes.  

As noted in the previous section, this word is in many cases very abstract, but not 

devoid of connotations or imagery; it causes the listener to think of the great “esencia 

misteriosa e infinita” (Gariano 57), mentioned often in society but much less frequently 

depicted visually. As discussed above, the word Dios could produce an image of Christ 

through metonym, as it does on occasion in the CMC. In the LAlex, however, the imagery 

projected through the word Dios is less complicated, in all cases connoting the unseen 

God of heaven, never the Son. The word Dios could connote power, majesty, and 

                                                 
22 For discussion of the terms Dios and dios in the LAlex, see Fraker, “„Dios‟ y „Dioses‟ en el Libro de 

Alexandre.” 
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grandeur, all of which were valued at court by the royal and ecclesiastic audience, the 

only circles of society that could hope to enjoy such qualities.  

The word Dios occurs often at the end of the first hemistich in the LAlex, but it 

does not occur at the end of a line. It is notable that a word found so often in the text is 

never used in line-final position, though a Latin variant, Deus, discussed below, is found 

once positioned as the final word of the line. Apparently, Dios was not a productive term 

for consonant rhyme, and we cannot ascribe the poet‟s preference to the word Dios to the 

work‟s rhyme scheme. Rather, it is preferred for the qualities it suggests. 

Variations of „Dios‟ 

 The phrase “Grado a Dios” is found often in the CMC. The LAlex poet 

occasionally adopted the phrase “Grado al Criador” verbatim: 

¡Grado al Criador  e al Padre espirital, (CMC 1633) 

  “Amigos” – diz-, “veedes,  grado al Crïador, (LAlex 964c)  

                         “Si averes quisierdes,  grado al Crïador, (LAlex 1883a)  

“Grado al Crïador  e a nuestras sudores, (LAlex 2626a) 

Grado al Crïador,  que es Rëy de gloria, (LAlex 2669a) 

But the LAlex poet also included a recast version of the fleeting thanks to God in Latin: 

avemos, Deo gratias,  a Achiles fallado; (LAlex 432b) 

                     todos a una boz  “Deo gratias” dixieron. (LAlex 710d) 

                     ávelo, Deo gratias,  lealment‟ atenido; (LAlex 966b) 

                     ya avié, Deo gratias,  la tierra ajuntada, (LAlex 1945b) 

                    rindieron Deo gratias  al rey omnipotnent, (LAlex 1948c) 
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                     mas avié, Deo gratias,  su pleito acabado; (LAlex 2467b) 

The poet who composed the LAlex knew that an expression of thanksgiving to God in 

Latin could be appreciated by his learned or student audience, as these listeners would 

have known the expression from their studies, from religious masses, and from other 

formal ceremonies. The audience upon hearing Deo gratias would think not only of God, 

but also of the environments in which the word Deo was spoken, that is, in churches, 

chapels, schools, and in the few other spaces in which Latin was used. These were the 

spaces in which the learned circles moved. It is an expression of thanks to God that is 

particular to the learned audience and could appeal especially to them.  

 Other mentions of the deity in Latin also occur. The word Deus appears once to 

complete the rhyme with caldeos, aseos, and Tolomeus: “fiziéronlos foïr  con la ira de 

Deus” (1011d). A more general audience might not have appreciated this variation on the 

word Dios, as it may not have been a word that they would use in any context. On the 

other hand, the educated audience would recognize it and appreciate the poet‟s creativity 

in completing the stanza‟s rhyme. The word Deum is found in the LAlex only in the 

mention of the hymn Te Deum laudamus (2601d) and refers to no action of the deity, but 

does imply that the audience was familiar with the hymn. The use of Deo, Deus, and 

Deum was not inspired by the cantares de gesta, as the LAlex was composed with a 

different audience in mind, one that frequented formal church masses and was familiar 

with and valued religious rituals.  
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Crïador 

The term Criador appears forty-one times and is the second most common word 

to refer to the deity in the LAlex, though it is not nearly so preferred as Dios, which 

appears nearly five times as often. Thus Criador is not the favored term in the LAlex that 

it is in the CMC. It is not used metonymically to refer to Christ, as it is in CMC, in which 

Mary is referenced as the “madre del Criador” (1668). The poet of the LAlex used 

Criador nineteen times to end a line, indicating that sometimes he may have used the 

word primarily to complete his consonant rhyme. 

What connotations would the word Crïador have held for a learned audience? 

They may have been different than the connotations for the warrior audience. For both 

groups, Criador was a word of power, wisdom, and size. For the warrior hearers, this 

may have connoted the comfort of protection on the battlefield. For the learned audience, 

it may have connoted God‟s creative powers, which are linked to knowledge in the work. 

The poet mentions the creation of the world with “El que partió el mundo  fízolo tres 

partidas,” (LAlex 277a) and continues to discuss the three continents of Europe, Asia, and 

Africa and the lands within them, creating a digression on the world‟s geography (stanzas 

277-94). For the audience, the Crïador was not the one who would protect them on the 

battlefield, but the one who had created the world in which they moved. For them, it may 

have been a term that connoted not only God‟s power and magnitude, but also would 

have appealed to the intellectual world that sparked the interest of the educated classes. 
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Señor  

The word Señor appears twenty-seven times in the LAlex to refer to God. God is 

not the only character to receive the title Señor in the LAlex; it is also used commonly at 

the beginning of a line to denote Alexander, as we said in Chapter 1. Thus for the 

audience, Señor was a word that could be applied to an earthly leader or to God himself. 

As noted above, the term had several uses in the warlike regions of Castile, all involving 

hierarchies of authority. Thus the term may have been important for the audience of the 

LAlex, which itself was the most powerful in society and sought to maintain that power. 

Thus Señor was a term of respect in the eyes of the audience of the LAlex, just as it was 

for the audience of the CMC. In fact, Señor is the preferred word for speaking to God in 

the text, occuring twenty-two times in direct address to God. Thus it only occurs five 

times outside of the context of prayer. The term Señor, then, may have been a common 

word in prayers to the deity in the age, but may not have been used as frequently when 

referring to God in conversation or ritual statements. 

The word Señor could refer to God or to Christ, and perhaps some audience 

members thought of Christ upon hearing the word in certain contexts. But the poet of the 

LAlex does not seem to encourage images of Christ through the word Señor in his work. 

In the following two examples, the image is that of the omnipotent or omnisicient God:  

 “Señor” –dixo- “que tienes  el mundo en poder,” (LAlex 121a) 

 “Señor” –dixo-, “que sabes  quantas cosas y son, (LAlex 685c) 
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The poet of the LAlex seems to encourage the audience to think only of God the 

controller, the unseen God the Father, not the Son.23   

 The term Dominus, Latin for Señor, also appears once in a ritual greeting and 

does not refer to any action on the part of God: “dixó él benedicte  por la orden complir, / 

respondiéronle “Dominus”,  supieron recodir” (1651d). The context in which the word is 

used, however, refers to an ecclesiastic ritual greeting (Cañas 423n) and suggests that the 

audience was familiar with the greeting beforehand.  

Rey  

The word rey used to refer to God occurs twelve times in the LAlex24 and thus 

appears more than in the CMC, in which it occurs only twice with this referent. The 

increased use of the term to describe God may be due to the special connotations that this 

term would have for a courtly audience, who was in the service of a king. It occurs seven 

times modified at the end of the line25 and once modified at end of first hemistich 

(2631a). It also occurs in the formula “rey de (todos) los rëys” twice (780b, 2598a). The 

frequent modification of the word indicates that the poet generally wished to distinguish 

God from earthly kings when he used the term.  

The word Rey can potentially refer to God the Father or to the Son. Only once 

does the poet of the LAlex control the image so that the hearer must think of Jesus Christ 

rather than the Father. As he describes the similarities between the form of the human 

body and the continents of earth, the poet notes that Asia is the continent that represents 

                                                 
23 Señor occurs in lines 121a, 122a, 351b, 402a, 673a, 685c, 686c, 962b, 963a, 984a, 1035c, 1088c, 1257a, 

1258c, 1443b, 1686d, 1703a, 1703d, 1706c, 1707a, 1707d, 2264c, 2390d, 2598d, 2599a, 2599c, 2664a.   
24 278b, 351b, 779c, 780b, 1035c, 1161d, 1884a, 1948c, 2509c, 2598a, 2631a, 2669a 
25 278b, 779c, 1035c, 1884a, 1948c, 2509c, 2669a 
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man‟s body and that “los braços son la cruz  del Rey omnipotent” (2509c). In other cases, 

the listener may imagine God as Rey as the Father or the Son, but the poet generally tries 

to keep the word rey associated with the unseen Father in the heavens, as in the following 

examples: 

 fízole una suerte  el Rey Omnipotente; (LAlex 278b) 

 “Seré del Rey del çielo  altament reçebido, (LAlex 2631a) 

 Grado al Crïador  que es Rëy de Gloria, (2669a) 

God is the king of heaven in these lines, the all-knowing controller and ruler.  

Padre  

The word Padre is used only three times to refer to God in the nearly 10,700 lines 

of the LAlex (351b, 678c, 1035c), much less than in the 3,735 lines of the CMC, in which 

it appeared thirteen times. This indicates that it was not a preferred term by the LAlex 

poet to refer to the deity, especially given the length of the later work. Perhaps the 

emotive connotations of this word did not serve the poet‟s didactic intent. Its occurrence 

in the LAlex may have been inspired by cantares de gesta, given that the title “Padre 

Santo” appears a the end of a line in both texts: 

                    ¡Plega a Santa María  e al Padre Santo (CMC 2274)  

                    acomendó su alma   a Dios, el Padre Santo; (LAlex 678c) 
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In the CMC, Padre almost always appears mentioned after another title for God in the 

same line, acting as an ornamental gloss,26 and the same pattern occurs in all three 

instances of Padre in the LAlex. In addition to line 678c, cited above, we find: 

                  “Rëy”, -dixo-, “e padre,  Señor, merçet te pido, (LAlex 351b) 

                  “Señor” –diz-, “Tú me valas,  Padre, Rëy glorioso, (LAlex 1035c) 

Padre was not the favored word of the LAlex poet for references to God, but rather 

entered only occasionally as the poet remembered popular epic style. Perhaps with his 

educated audience he was not interested in the same connotations of security and 

familiarity that the word could provide. 

Other terms referring to God the Father  

One of the most original and poetic lines that the LAlex composed about God 

occurs in stanza 1161, in which he uses four titles to refer to the divinity, “que es rey e 

obispo  e abat e prior” (1161d). This is one of the few instances in which the author of the 

LAlex applies original metaphorical titles to God. Such titles are actually comments on 

the deity‟s nature. Obispo, abat, and prior, like the word rey, are images of authority and, 

at least in theory, of wisdom and learnedness. Unlike the word rey, however, they were 

not applied to God in the Biblical tradition. Used poetically, they are most powerful and 

effective among clerical, ecclesiastic, and courtly audiences, which would have been in 

regular contact with men holding these offices. The application of the titles to God 

presents these posts in a favorable light, teaching the audience that God is in some ways 

like an authority figure and that authority figures are in some ways like God. 

                                                 
26 CMC 7, 300, 330, 361, 372, 1633, 2342, 2456, 2626 
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Jesus Christ  

In addition to words that connote the deity as a heavenly Supreme Being, there 

are also words in the LAlex that can refer only to Jesus Christ. References to the Son, 

however, are rare in the LAlex, and are especially scarce in comparison to references to 

God the Father.  

The most obvious word that the poet might apply to the Son would be his proper 

name. In stanza 284, the poet states that Asia is special “ca y naçió don Christus;” Asia is 

distinguished on account of Christ‟s birth, and the Son himself is also given a decorative 

title of distinction, don Christus. The honor in the title don and the Latin rendering of 

Christ‟s name may have resonated well with courtly audiences. Christ‟s name in 

Castilian, Christo, appears three times, each time in Biblical references. The first is to 

highlight the land of “Arabia, do a Christo  vinieron en pitança” (291a); the second, two 

stanzas later, is to highlight Judea, “do con Santa Iglesia  Christo fizo las bodas” (293b); 

finally, it is noted that the city of Tyre “en tiempo de Christo  fue después restaurada” 

(1118c). Thus in all of these cases, Christ is referenced in relation to a particular 

geographical point. The name Iesu Christo also appears once as it is remembered that 

Christ descended to Hell to rescue the just (2422b).  

Three terms recalling Christ‟s role as Savior, el Salvador, redemptor, and Mesías, 

also appear. The term el Salvador appears once as Alexander tells Aristotle that he waits 

for the latter‟s advice “como del Salvador” (49c). Don Christus is also glossed as “el 

nuestro redemptor” (284d). The poet also writes that if Adam had not been such a 

glutton, “non oviera  Mesías  presa atal pasión” (2382b).  
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Christ is referenced once in the role of Son, in this case as Son of the Virgin. 

Satan tells his council that a Virgin will bear “un fijo muy santo” (2441c). But perhaps 

the most imaginative title applied to Christ in the LAlex occurs in the very next stanza, in 

which Satan tells his council that the Scriptures tell of a  “valient contrario” that will 

come against them (2442b). A contrario is an enemy, and Christ is presented as an 

enemy of demons with this title. Of course, Christ‟s fight is a spiritual one, unlike the 

physical war that Alexander represents. While Alexander and earthly combat are 

imperfect and greedy, Christ‟s conflict is sinless and liberates mankind from the power of 

evil. The audience by this point is aware of Alexander‟s flaws and of God‟s anger but 

understands Christ‟s righteousness in the eyes of the Father. Alexander and Christ, 

though compared here in a fleeting moment, are incomparable for the audience, which 

already thinks of the latter as savior. This is the most intellectual metaphoric title applied 

to God in the LAlex, as it requires a high level of theological understanding.   

Christ imagery in the LAlex is not inspired by the cantares de gesta, in which the 

Son appears primarily as the recipient of thanks and is evoked in situations in which he is 

interchangeable with God. In the clerical poem, every single reference to the second 

person of the Trinity in the LAlex requires biblical or theological knowledge and 

understanding of Christ‟s mission on earth. Thus the references to Christ represent part of 

the poet‟s knowledge that he puts on display, and the imagery used to refer to Christ in 

the LAlex is generally more varied and developed than that found in the CMC. 
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The Holy Spirit   

There is absolutely no mention of the Holy Spirit in the entirety of the LAlex and 

no explicit mention of the Trinity. Despite the erudite nature of the work and the doctrinal 

knowledge that the poet surely possessed, discussion of the Holy Spirit apparently did not 

serve to impart a message to the courtly circles at which his work was aimed. In fact, the 

only way in which God‟s triune nature is even remotely implied is through the work‟s 

tripartite structure, uncovered by Cañas (42-49), of which the audience might not have 

been aware unless a commentator were to mention it.  

Summary of Divine Imagery in The Libro de Alexandre 

The word Dios, the most abstract term used to refer to the deity, is by far the 

LAlex poet‟s most preferred word to apply to the divinity. Indeed, it is the default term to 

refer to God in both poems discussed to this point, but in the LAlex, the composer uses it 

five times more than the second most common word for God in the work, Criador; 

Because of the culture of his audiences, the composer of the LAlex was able to add Latin 

variants on the names of God that connoted the mass and ritual sayings, easily recognized 

by his hearers. The LAlex poet also applied the terms Crïador, Señor, and Rey, and Padre 

to God, in descending order of frequency. The last of these, Padre, was rare in the LAlex.  

The poet also used one particular line to apply various metaphorical titles of 

authority to God, including Obispo, Abat, and Prior (1161d). Unlike Rey and Señor, 

which were part of the Biblical tradition, such images occur only once and then 

disappear, but they are among the most poetic titles employed by either poet to refer to 

God the Father, and they are especially appropriate for ecclesiastic and clerical audiences.   
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The proper name of the Son of God is rare in the LAlex, occurring only seven 

times in the lengthy work. It occurs three times with the title of respect don, which may 

have been especially resonant with noble and courtly audiences. The poet of the LAlex 

does not use the image of Christ to explain theological truths, but rather uses Christ in 

contexts that display the poet‟s geographical, historical, and Biblical knowledge. The 

poet of the LAlex did, however, include a richer variety of Christ imagery than did the 

poet of the CMC, including such terms as fijo, Salvador, Mesías, and redemptor. He also 

added a metaphorical term, contrario. As for the Holy Spirit, the LAlex poet did not find 

the third member of the Trinity to be a useful image for his purpose and audience.  

God as an enigmatic spirit is the dominant divine image of the LAlex, and no other 

title for God competes with the word Dios in the work, unlike in the CMC, in which God 

as Criador is nearly as important. For the LAlex poet, God was a presence that factored 

into all earthly events, and divine interaction in the world was not always easily 

explained. The scarce Christ imagery in the LAlex arises in contexts that display the 

poet‟s concrete knowledge, but imagery of God the Father, controller of fortunes, is 

dominant and thematic, occurring in passages in which the poet exhibits his wisdom and 

experience living in a chaotic and ever-changing world. Surely this was the vision of God 

that the poet intended for the court, which, in thirteenth-century Castile, had to face the 

realities of internal conflicts and external combat on a constant basis as it tried to protect 

what power it had managed to establish.   
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DIVINE IMAGERY IN THE MILAGROS DE NUESTRA SEÑORA 

As mentioned previously, Ruiz Domínguez has written extensively on God in the 

works of Berceo, and I will reference his analyses frequently. His criticism focuses on 

Berceo‟s corpus, not on the MNS as an independent work. It should also be kept in mind 

that Ruiz Domínguez mentions many times that he believes the majority of Berceo‟s 

target audience to be the local peasants, specifically cattlemen, while I am departing from 

the premise that Berceo conceived the MNS for an audience that most likely began with 

monastic hearers and spread to the lay people. 

Words that Refer to the Father or the Son  

Dios 

Berceo employs several words that can refer to God as an unseen entity. Dios, as 

noted above, is the default word for the deity in society and literature. Gariano says that 

the concept to which this word refers is hardly present in the MNS: “A Dios como esencia 

misteriosa e infinita casi no se le menciona; en cambio, Cristo y María son los campeones 

de ese mundo divino” (57). Likewise, Saugnieux says that God the Father is hardly 

evoked in the work (43). The word Dios, however, is utilized in the text, and often; in 

fact, when we count thre references to the Divine Being in the MNS, it is the most 

common term used to refer to the deity, appearing 121 times in the work‟s approximately 

3,650 lines. It appears in the introduction and in all of the miracle tales except “El 

labrador avaro.” Thus the assertion that the unseen God is hardly mentioned must be 

rejected, but Gariano himself explains why the Father goes unnoticed. An “escencia 

misteriosa e infinita” is exactly what he is, an abstract, background actor in the MNS, not 
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unlike in the CMC and most of the LAlex. The image of Christ, discussed below, is 

developed in a more concrete way in the MNS. Still, God the Father, presented as Dios, 

does have a brief speaking part in “Los dos hermanos” (stanzas 245, 257-58), and thus he 

is presented in a less abstract manner than the God of the CMC.  

Ruiz Domínguez in his discussion of titles applied to God does not discuss the 

word Dios, perhaps because it appears to be such a neutral term that it almost cannot be 

used with artistic intentions. Nevertheless, as noted above, this is not at all a word devoid 

of connotations. On the contrary, it suggests a powerful, mysterious, or majestic being. 

God‟s majesty and his mysteries are some of the most often-contemplated themes in 

monastic culture (Leclercq 271, 287). Therefore it is difficult to say whether the presence 

of God would have gone unnoticed to the monastic audience as it has to modern critics. 

Variations of Dios  

Three Latin versions of the word Dios form part of the vocabulary of the MNS: 

Deüm, Deo, and Deus. All appear in Latin expressions that could be easily understood by 

a monastic community or a community of the faithful: 

                    cantemos en tu nomne  el “Te Deüm laudamus”.  (MNS 460c) 

                    dizredes „Deo gratias‟  luego que lo udades. (MNS 606d) 

                    rendieron a Dios gracias,  el “Te Deum” cantaron, (MNS 615c) 

                    disso: “Laudetur Deus  e la Virgo gloriosa.” (MNS 702b) 

                    El “Te Deüm laudamus”  fue altament cantado, (MNS 892a) 

The Latin versions of Dios appear in contexts in which characters in the narrative have 

heard a miracle story or soon will, and in which corporate worship is taking place in the 
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narrative. As noted above, the expression Deo gratias was in the LAlex, as was the hymn 

or prayer called Te Deum laudamus (LAlex 2601d).27 Apparently, Berceo found both 

elements suited for his monastic audience, incorporating them into his own work. In the 

MNS, “Te Deüm laudamus” is presented as a hymn. The evocation of such a hymn does 

not simply connote a set of lyrics and a melody, but rather the entire text of the hymn as 

well as the environment in which the hymn would be sung. As Bakthin says, “any 

concrete discourse (utterance) finds the object at which it was directed already as it were 

overlain with qualifications, open to dispute, charged with value” (276). Here Berceo 

evokes a hymn which the monastic audience would have known word-for-word. The 

hymn would be “charged with [the] value” of the corporate worship experience, the mass, 

a solemn but often joyful occasion; it was to be sung while thinking of God, and so the 

evocation of the hymn simultaneously suggests the image of God. Thus by these simple 

references to God in Latin, easily understood by his monastic hearers and faithful 

worshippers, Berceo connotes both the act of worship and God himself, suggested by the 

same image. The object of the mass, after all, is the praise of God, who is always to be 

praised for Mary‟s miracles, as he has conferred grace to her so that she might perform or 

request them.   

Sennor 

The word Sennor is used forty-five times to refer to the deity in the approximately 

3,650 lines of the MNS and is the second most common word used as a divine reference. 

                                                 
27 Cañas writes that the Te Deum laudamus of the LAlex refers to a prayer of thanks (567n), while Gerli 

says it refers to a hymn of thanksgiving (MNS 149n). 
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It is much more frequent here than in the CMC, where it only appears eleven times in 

roughly the same number of lines. Sennor often appears in the MNS in some variation of 

the formula “Dios el Nuestro Sennor” or in the title “Buen Sennor.” The former, which 

emphasizes God as Lord of a community, is found in the CMC, as discussed above, but is 

much less common there than in Berceo, who speaks to an audience that lived in a 

religious community. The latter, which encourages contemplation of God‟s goodness, is 

not found in the CMC in reference to God. The title “Buen Sennor” is more appropriate 

for the monastic audience, which valued contemplation of God‟s mysteries, than for a 

warrior audience.      

Sennor is found eighteen times at the beginning of a line to invoke the deity in 

prayer, often in the first and third lines of each stanza. It is the word that is most often 

used when speaking directly to the deity as second person; almost all of the other words 

applied to God are only used to refer to him in third person (exceptions occur in line 

453a, which opens a hymn of praise, sung directly to God, with “Christo, sennor e padre, 

del mundo redentor”, and in line 170c, in which Mary addresses Christ as “Fijo”). The 

poet of CMC does not use Sennor so often in this way, that is, as a word of formulaic 

invocation placed at the beginning of a line, but he does use it four times when the 

characters are speaking directly to God, and Ximena‟s prayer begins with the invocation 

“-¡Ya Señor glorioso” (see 8, 330, 343, 3665). The poet of the LAlex also used Sennor 

frequently to open lines of prayer, and Berceo seems to have followed the LAlex in his 

use of the word in this context, as discussed in Chapter 1. The word Sennor may or may 

not have been the word that the monastic or faithful lay audience would have used when 
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speaking directly to the deity, but it must have been a word that sounded appropriate to 

them in that context.  

As I said above, Sennor can be applied to God the Father or God the Son. 

Sometimes Berceo allows the listener to think of whichever image he wants, as when the 

term is isolated from other words referring to the deity: 

                      El Sennor que non quiere  muerte de peccadores (MNS 793a) 

                      el buen Sennor non quiso  que li fuessen perdidos; (MNS 794b) 

                      ¿con quál cara verré  ant el nuestro Sennor ? (MNS 802b) 

Here the listener may think of God the Father or God the Son, whichever he chooses, and 

nothing from the surrounding context seems to provoke one image over the other. Often, 

however, Berceo uses the word in the same line as a word with a more concrete image. 

Sometimes he wants his listener to think of God the Father, the heavenly God: 

Dios el nuestro Sennor,  alcalde derechero, (244a)  

“Estevan, rendi gracias  a Dios el buen Sennor: (261b) 

Other times he wants the audience to think of Christ: 

                      Quando plogo a Christo,  al celestial Sennor, (66a) 

                      Sennor, que eres dicho  Salvador verdadero, (668c) 

Bakhtin states that in poetic discourse, the poet takes words and makes them his own, 

stripping them of all social connotations except those that serve his immediate purpose 

(297-98). In these examples, we see Berceo carefully controlling the imagery evoked by 

the word Sennor, choosing the image for the audience member, just as at the end of each 

miracle he informs the audience member of how he should behave. The poet of the CMC 
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also does this frequently with Señor. In fact, he controls the image to a greater extent, 

because he always places it alongside another concrete word for God the Father or Christ. 

Both poets control the image for the hearer. 

Whether applied to the Father or to Christ, Sennor carries the overtones of a 

feudal lord over vassals. The first line of the MNS addresses the hearers as vassals of 

God; they are the “Amigos e vassallos  de Dios omnipotent” (1a). It follows that Sennor 

will be one of the more common words used to refer to the deity. Ruiz Domínguez states 

that Jesus Christ is referred to as Señor twenty-two percent of the time in Berceo‟s works 

(Historia 147), but the critic does not discuss this term as applied to God the Father. 

Perhaps he sees its only connotation as that of Christ, but, as noted above, it can connote 

God the Father in some contexts, as it would have for a reader or hearer of the Old 

Testament Psalms. The word Sennor is a preferred referent for God in Berceo, but not in 

the epic, where it is used with a more modest frequency. Perhaps the firm Biblical 

tradition of Sennor made it more appropriate for a monastic audience. 

Berceo also uses two sophisticated terms as substitutes for Sennor: Sire and 

Domne. In “El mercader fiado,” the merchant presents to his lender the statue of Mary 

and Jesus, referring to the latter as nuestro Sire (650b); it is a term of respect for the 

superior of a hierarchical relationship (Baro, „Sire‟ 199). The term Domne/Domni is used 

twice, followed by Dios (103d, 373c). In both cases it is uttered by the narrator, not by a 

character, and is directed specifically to the listeners. The use of the Latin derivative 

gives the lines a feel of solemnity, connoting formal ceremonies. These two alternatives 
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for Sennor are not part of the vocabulary of the extant Spanish epic texts but rather are 

more appropriate for a learned or formal setting. 

Crïador    

If Sennor was a preferred image for God in Berceo but not in juglaresque epic 

poetry, the opposite may be true for the word Crïador. Ruiz Domínguez reports that 

Berceo uses Crïador twenty percent of the time when referring to God the Father. The 

term, discussed above, emphasizes God‟s origin, size, scope, power, and will. In the 

MNS, Crïador occurs eighteen times, while in the CMC it occurs seventy-seven times. Of 

all the words applied to God in the text, it reveals the most influence of epic patterns. For 

example, both the CMC and MNS contain the phrase “Madre del Crïador” in the second 

hemistich:  

         colgarlos han en Santa María,  madre del Criador.- (CMC 1668) 

                       onrrólo la Gloriosa,  Madre del Crïador, (MNS 66c) 

                       díssoli la Gloriosa,  madre del Crïador, (MNS 261a) 

                       guïólo la Gloriosa,  madre del Crïador. (MNS 315d) 

                      a la Sancta Reína,  Madre del Criador, (MNS 493b) 

As in the CMC, this formula occurs in apposition to Mary. Berceo obtains much of the 

same effect that the CMC poet does, completing a line while adding prestige to Mary 

after uttering her name or one of her titles. The difference is that Berceo is able to use the 

formula to mention the subject of his work, Mary, and underscore his theme. 

Interestingly, Mary is not mentioned in the LAlex, and Berceo‟s use of “Madre del 
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Criador” did not come from that work, but rather through a phrasing found in popular 

epic that was perhaps also used in ecclesiastic settings. 

The poet of the CMC and Berceo also often use the term Criador in formulas of 

thanksgiving: 

-¡Grado al Criador  e al Padre espirital (CMC 1633)    

Dixo mio Cid: - ¡Grado al Criador!- (CMC 1925)                

                        qual fazién tal prisieron,  ¡grado al Criador! (MNS 428d) 

                        parí esti fijuelo,  ¡grado al Criador! (MNS  449b) 

                        Tú eres pora todo  ¡grado al Criador! (MNS 843a) 

                        la carta fo quemada,  ¡gracias al Criador! (MNS 894b)  

Above I have cited only representative examples from the CMC. Also common to both 

texts is the formula “que∙l dio el Criador:” 

                    Grandes son las ganancias  que∙l‟ dio el Criador, (CMC 1334) 

                        demandó la cassulla  que∙l dio el Crïador ; (MNS 68b) 

In the CMC, the formula is employed to show God‟s favor toward the Cid. Berceo uses 

the expression in a similar way, showing God‟s favor toward San Ildefonso. The fixed 

group of words serves a similar purpose in both texts. Thus nine of the eighteen 

appearances of the word Criador in the MNS come directly from expressions found in 

popular epic. Again following the work of Grande Quejigo (“Formulismos” and 

Formulismo), we see that there are other similarities of the use of the word Criador in the 

MNS that may also be attributable to popular epic. The CMC contains variations on the 

motif “rogar al Criador:” 
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                        rogando a San Pero  e al Criador: (CMC 240) 

                        rogando al Criador,  cuanto ella mejor sabe, (CMC 328) 

                        Rogad al Criador  que vos biva algúnt año, (CMC 1754) 

                        al Criador rogando  e fablando en poridad. (CMC 3057)  

                        De noche belaron las armas  e rogaron al Criador. (CMC 3544) 

Berceo while composing the MNS adopts the semantic formula and adapts it to the meter 

of the mester de clerecía: 

                         do solién pecadores  al Criador rogar. (MNS 714d)  

                         non sé por ti quí quiera  rogar al Criador. (MNS 824d) 

The phrase “al Criador rogar” in line 714d reveals the following structure: preposition + 

article + Criador + infinitive; there are other lines containing Criador that follow a 

similar structure: (optional preposition) + article + Criador + impersonal verb form: 

                          non serié enna ira  del Crïador caído, (MNS 70c) 

                          en dichos e en fechos  al Criador sirviendo (MNS 219b) 

                          a nos éssa nos desse  el Criador usar. (749d)            

We might say that these lines respond to a formula that Berceo found useful while 

composing in cuaderna vía, given that no other word applied to the deity appears in this 

pattern, while Criador is found four times in it. Thus eleven of the eighteen uses of the 

word Criador seem to have been inspired directly by epic formulas and an additional 

three appear in a structural formula that Berceo found productive. This word is one that 

Berceo uses almost exclusively in formulas and very seldom uses to refer to God as an 

actor in the narrative. Exceptions occur in line 897d, in which God is actually bestowing 
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honor upon Teófilo, and 911c at the poem‟s end as Berceo asks Mary to be his 

supplicant:  

el Criador en esto  pocca onrra no∙l dava. (897d) 

tú fes por él, Sennora,  prezes al Criador (911c)   

Thus when compared to the CMC, the MNS contains a reduced frequency of the word 

Crïador. Thus what we find is that Berceo is using the term, but does not compose his 

own motifs with Crïador, but rather borrows it from expressions he heard in popular epic. 

What would it have connoted for the original monastic audience? Perhaps grandeur, 

mystery, and the original creation, and something else as well: the tradition of narrative 

poetry itself. As we have already noted, Criador was a preferred term for the deity in the 

CMC, but it was also the preferred word for the divinity found in the conserved portion of 

the Auto de los reyes magos. Perhaps it was a word that the original audience of monks 

and laymen might have associated with spectacles, both religious and secular. Berceo‟s 

use of the word in formulas that they would have heard before helps them to associate the 

word with narrative poems and plays they had previously seen or heard, adding to their 

appreciation of the poetry they were hearing from Berceo. As noted above, Criador for 

the warrior audience might connote security on the battlefield. For the monks and the 

faithful at religious festivals, it may have been a word that they would easily recognize 

from previous poetic tradition, and that recognition might have given a recitation a 

decorative touch that would have increased the audience‟s listening pleasure. 
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Rey 

The word Rey occurs nine times in reference to God in the MNS, much more than 

in the CMC, where it occurs only twice in reference to God. Ruiz Domínguez reports that 

God the Father is called Rey forty percent of the times that Berceo mentions him, making 

it the most common label for the divinity (Mundo 44), and Christ is called Rey twenty-

three percent of the time in Berceo (Historia 150). The term does not, however, appear to 

be Berceo‟s favored word for God in the MNS.  Ruiz Domínguez also states that despite 

the word‟s biblical base, Berceo uses it mostly for its cultural overtones, that is, as a 

symbol of the highest point of a hierarchy (Historia 150). This may well be true, because 

Berceo always modifies this word rather than allowing it to stand alone as a title. God is 

Rey de Magestat (59a, 529c) Rey del Cielo (822a), Reï de los Cielos (94a), Reï celestial 

(124a), Rey omnipotent (365d), and Rey de Gloria (523a, 620b, 819b). This is no earthly 

king; his realm is heaven, and he is more powerful than the kings of earth.  

As I have noted before, the word Rey has the potential to evoke either an image of 

the Father or an image of the Son, and Berceo does both. Sometimes it is clear that he 

wishes to evoke an image of the Father, as when he refers the to the Virgin as the one “en 

qui el Rey de Gloria  tantas bondades miso,” (819b). Here “Rey de Gloria” must refer to 

the Father, as he is the one with whom Mary found favor so that she would be chosen as 

mother of the Son. On the other hand, the “Reï de los cielos” of line 94a most likely 

evokes the image of the Son, given that Mary appeals specifically to Christ in the 

previous stanza. In the remaining occurrences of the word (59a, 124a, 365d, 523a, 529c, 
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620b, 822a), Berceo controls the image less through context and each listener might have 

a unique mental image, some preferring God, some Christ.   

Interestingly, while several of the formulas in which Rey appears seem to come 

from popular epic, the word itself is not borrowed from the cantares de gesta. Rather, 

Berceo substitutes Rey for other words that appeared in epic formulas. The motifs “Madre 

del Criador” / “Madre del nuestro señor Dios” (CMC 1668, 2524) in Berceo become 

“Madre del rey de Magestat,” “Madre del Rey celestial,” and “Madre del Rey de Gloria” 

(MNS 59a, 124a, 523a, 529c). Alfonso‟s exclamation“¡Par Sant Esidro” (CMC 3028) in 

the MNS becomes “¡par el Reï de Gloria” (MNS 620b). The phrases “Plogo al Criador” 

and “Plogo a Dios” (CMC 1721, 2398) in Berceo‟s work is transformed to “Plógo∙l al 

Rey del Cielo” (MNS 822a). According to Leclercq, “the sense of the majesty of the Lord 

was one of the salient characteristics of the monks‟ religious reflection” (287). Berceo 

finds Rey to be a useful image for his monastic hearers, expanding it into motifs already 

familiar from popular epic. 

Padre  

The word Padre occurs eight times in the MNS to refer to God, while in the CMC 

it is found thirteen times. Padre would seem to connote familiarity, aid, and protection, 

and would refer exclusively to God the Father based on the biblical tradition, and, as used 

in the CMC, it does just this. In some cases, these connotations also apply to the MNS: 

              fincó en paz el monge  ¡gracias al Padre Sancto! (MNS 469d) 

              si el Padre del Cielo  los quisiesse guiar. (MNS 588d) 

              Grado al Padre Sancto  e a Sancta María (MNS 603a)   
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Ruiz Domínguez states that Padre is applied to God the Father twenty-five percent of the 

time in Berceo‟s works, as he is the father of men and specifically of Jesus Christ, who 

addressed God as Father while demonstrating how to pray (Mundo 44-45). However, the 

word also undergoes a transformation in the MNS as Berceo applies it to the Son: 

               que rogassen al Padre  de los penitenciales, (MNS 167b) 

                   Christo, sennor e padre,  del mundo redentor, (MNS 453a) 

                   perdonóli el Padre  de los penitenciales. (MNS 829d) 

                   por rogar al tu Fijo,  tu Padre, tu Sennor; (MNS 843b)  

“Padre de los penitenciales” refers to Christ (Gerli, MNS 100n), and the monastic 

community would have known this. Used in this title, the word Padre loses the 

connotation of a heavenly God watching over his earthly “children” and becomes more 

spiritual. Christ is the father of those who have repented. Therefore, a spiritual act on the 

part of man is necessary before the Son becomes an individual‟s “father.” Christ is also a 

spiritual padre to the clergymen as they sing to him (453a) and is even padre to Mary 

(843b); as one of the three divine persons, he can be metonymically associated with God 

the Father and is both Mary‟s son and spiritual father at the same time. When applied to 

Christ as the father of penitents, the clergy, and Mary, the word Padre seems to surrender 

the connotations of physical protection and material aid that it possesses in the CMC and 

refers much more to the purely spiritual, metaphorical realm. However, the word 

conserves the idea of accessibility. Ruiz Domínguez notes that Berceo applies Padre to 

Christ three percent of the time in his works and that such references reflect the tendency 

in these centuries to humanize Christ  (Historia 146-47).  
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Padre as applied to God the Father seems to reflect epic formulas, especially the 

phrase “Padre Sancto:” 

                  abremos esta vida  mientra ploguiere al Padre Santo (CMC 1047) 

                  ¡Plega a Santa María  e al Padre Santo (CMC 2274) 

                  fincó en paz el monge  ¡gracias al Padre Sancto! (MNS 469d) 

                  Grado al Padre Sancto  e a Sancta María (MNS 603a)   

In line 588d, which also implies God the Father, Padre is also modified by del cielo, 

typical of the CMC, and bound up with the idea of earthly events‟ being conditional upon 

divine will:  

                   -¡Grado a Dios del cielo  e a todos los sos santos, (CMC 614)28 

                   -¡Aún, si Dios quisiere  e el Padre que está en alto, (CMC 2342) 

                   si el Padre del Cielo  los quisiesse guiar. (MNS 588d)  

When Padre is applied to Christ, however, it reveals no trace of epic formulas (see 

citations above); there is no association of Christ and Padre in the CMC. Berceo reduces 

the frequency of the image of Padre as found in popular epic and finds a different, more 

spiritually complex use for it as he applies it to Jesus Christ. God the Father is father to 

all, and Christ is father, that is, recipient, of those who have repented and who worship 

him. Thus for an audience of the regular clergy and the faithful, the word Padre did not 

always connote support in times of trouble, as it might have for the warrior audience; it 

                                                 
28 “Dios del cielo” also occurs in 1942, 2037, 2155, 3452; there are also several variations of the formula 

that place God in heaven. 
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has been recast in a theological light so that the audience might think of Christ as spiritual 

father, protecting them from sin, but not literally protecting them on the battlefield.  

Other terms of represention applied to the Father or the Son 

The word alcalde also appears three times in the text and is applied both to God 

and to Christ. This word does not appear in the CMC to describe God, and it is the only 

vernacular word applied to God the Father that is not found in the epic poem:  

                 “Madre eres de Fijo,  alcalde derechero, (90c) 

                El Reï de los Cielos,  alcalde savidor, (94a)   

                 Dios el nuestro Sennor,  alcalde derechero, (244a)  

An alcalde is a judge. Ruiz Domínguez states that this would be a useful image for 

Berceo on account of the fact that “el alcalde es la autoridad inmediata y más cercana” 

just as in the thirteenth century Christ “está cercana al hombre.” It is used two percent of 

the time in Berceo‟s corpus. Ruiz Domínguez also notes that while this word is positive 

enough that Berceo can apply it to God, he would probably never apply the word merino 

to God, given that in MNS he states that merinos cannot enter into heaven (Historia 152). 

This image of God as alcalde is not inspired by popular epic, as God is not often 

represented by words associated with authority figures in the CMC, and he never plays 

the role of judge in that work. This use of Alcalde is one of Berceo‟s more original and 

poetic contributions to the representation of God in narrative poetry. The terms discussed 

above have a strong Biblical tradition and would be appropriate for use in prayer and 

celebratory hymns. While it is true that God appears as judge in the Bible and may have 
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been discussed in this role in sermons, the term Alcalde and references to God as judge 

would have been rare in direct address to the deity and songs of worship.   

On one occasion in the MNS, God is also presented as the entire Trinity. This 

occurs in Teofilo‟s prayer (837a-d):  

Creo que un Dios es  e que es Trinidat, 

Trinidat en personas,  una la deïdat; 

non á ennas personas  nulla diversidat, 

Padre, Fijo e Spíritu,  uno son de verdat. 

As noted above, the image of the three persons of the Trinity together existed in the 

visual art of the age. In such compositions, God the Father was often seated with the Son 

seated on his lap and the Holy Spirit above in the form of a dove. The Son‟s position on 

the lap of the Father emphasizes the nurturing qualities of the latter. This configuration 

appeared on a capital sculpture at Santo Domingo de Silos, a monastery associated with 

San Millán. Perhaps this was the image that came to mind for the monastic audience upon 

hearing this stanza about the Trinity. 

Jesus Christ        

As expected, Berceo also employs names for the deity that can refer only to the 

second person of the Trinity. As we have seen, the words Dios, Crïador, and Padre are 

generally applied to God the Father but can refer to the Son through metonym. Other 

terms, such as Sennor and Rey, have a dual association from the outset due to Biblical 

tradition and can be applied to either person. The term Alcalde, inappropriate for direct 

address to God and therefore probably used much less in ecclesiastical liturgy than the 
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aforementioned terms, is also applied to both persons in the Milagros de Nuestra Señora, 

in which God appears as judge and Mary as advocate. But while several words applicable 

to God the Father are also suitable for Christ, the converse is not true; many words 

referring to the Son cannot refer to God the Father or suggest the latter‟s image. 

Additionally, the image of the Son was stronger than that of God the Father because it 

was more concrete, especially in the monasteries, where the cloistered communities were 

surrounded with artistic representations of the Son on a daily basis. 

Proper names of the Son  

The most obvious words referring to the second person of the Trinity are his 

proper names. Ruiz Domínguez reports that Christ is mentioned simply by name twenty-

five percent of the time that he is mentioned in Berceo‟s works (Historia 144). Looking 

only at the MNS, variations of the Son‟s name occur thirty-eight times in the text and 

include Jesu Christo, Christo, and Christus. This figure stands in contrast to the CMC, in 

which the proper name of the Son appears only six times and the LAlex, in which the 

proper name appears on seven occasions. The terms Jesu Christo, Christo, and Christus 

carry a variety of possible connotations and images, including an infant, an adult teacher, 

a dying, crucified man, and the lord of heaven. Therefore, the particular image evoked is 

usually dependent on context. In all cases, the image is one that appears very much like a 

human being, not a spirit or a “mysterious essence.”  

The name Jesu Christo is used twelve times in the MNS, almost exclusively to 

end the first hemistich. There is one exception: “Resuscitó Estevan,  ¡grado a Jesu 

Christo!” (264a). In this line, we see a formula familiar from epic, “¡Grado a(l) +( name 
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of the deity)!” In the CMC, this formula is completed with several different names 

referring to the deity, including Christus (2477, 2830), though it is usually completed 

with words referring to God the Father in that work. Thus the epic formula allows Berceo 

to insert any name referring to the deity, so his choice of Jesu Christo may be primarily 

influenced by his need for four syllables. This is the only place in Miracle X where the 

name Jesu Christo appears; the image of Dios is dominant in the rest of the miracle, and 

in fact this is the only miracle in which God the Father, acting as judge, has a speaking 

part, so it appears that Berceo‟s choice of the word Jesu Christo is primarily due to 

necessities of rhythm.29 But in most of the MNS, the use of Jesu Christo is more 

appropriate to the context. In line 33b, Mary is “tiemplo de Jesu Christo,” as she literally 

had him inside her womb. In 109b, she appears in a vision and reminds a cleric that she is 

“madre de Jesu Christo, que mamó leche mía,” humanizing both the Son and herself. In 

other cases, the Son is introduced as a character in the miracle or his image forms part of 

the narrative, as occurs in “Cristo y los judíos de Toledo” and “El mercader fiado”(see 

164c, 165a, 423b, 426c, 667a, 838a). Many times he is simply mentioned alongside Mary 

due to his association with her: “Quiéralo Jesu Christo  e la Virgo gloriosa” (909a). The 

repetition of Jesu Christo at the end of the first hemistich is an indicator of Berceo‟s 

management of the cuaderna vía. He is able to create rhythmic formulas that serve both 

the meter and the narrative content at the same time.  

                                                 
29 See lines 504c and 567c for the only other two cases in which the selection of Jesu Christo may be due 

more to rhythm than to context.  
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The name Christo occurs twenty-five times in the work. Like Jesu Christo, it 

usually ends the first hemistich, this time in nineteen cases. Examples include: 

                           de la Madre de Christo,  crïado e esposa. (64d) 

                           Quando plogo a Christo,  al celestial Sennor, (66a) 

                          mas apello a Christo,  a la su audïencia, (93b)  

The word Christo in this position, that is, concluding the first hemistich, is reminiscent of 

the Spanish popular epic. In the CMC, Christus is found three times ending the first 

hemistich (2074, 2477, 2830). Cristus also ends the first hemistich all four times that it is 

found in the Mocedades de Rodrigo (397, 493, 647, 1210). The epic poems prefer 

Christus, while Berceo prefers Christo; the Riojan poet uses Christus only once in the 

MNS (143d). Berceo perhaps adopted the position of the word from epic, but employs the 

proper name of the Son much more frequently. In fact, Berceo places the word Christo 

into contexts in which God the Father appears in the CMC. God and Mary presented 

together in a single line become Christ and Mary: 

¡Plega a Dios  e a Santa María (CMC 282a)  

-¡Grado a Dios, Minaya,  e a Santa María madre, (CMC 1267) 

-¡Grado al Criador  e a Santa María madre, (CMC 1637) 

comendéme a Christo  e a Sancta María (MNS 447c) 

rendió gracias a Christo  e a Sancta María (MNS 870c) 

Hands raised to God become hands raised to Christ in Berceo: 

alçan las manos  por a Dios rogar (CMC 1616) 

rendién gracias a Christo  todas manos alzadas. (MNS 443d) 
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The characters in the CMC always commend themselves and others to God (372, 411, 

2154, 2628), while in the MNS the abbess commends herself to Christ (447c, cited 

above). Thus Berceo is much more interested in the image of Christ, inserting the Son 

into contexts in which the CMC employed the image of the Father. 

Berceo increases the frequency of the name of the Son, but he is also more likely 

than the popular epic poets to use it in a context-specific way. When the two major 

conserved popular epics do mention Christ, it is often in formulas in which the latter is 

interchangeable with God the Father; the name of the Son appears fleetingly in 

thanksgivings, wishes, and interventions which could easily be directed or attributed to 

the first person of the Trinity: 

-¡Esto gradesco  a Christus el mio señor! (CMC 1933) 

assí lo mande Christus  que sea a so pro: (CMC 2074) 

-¡Grado a Christus,  que del mundo es señor, (CMC 2477, 2830) 

el día de cincuaesma  ¡de Christus aya perdón! (CMC 3727) 

prométolo a Cristus, a mí non me puede pessar.‟ (MR 397) 

mas prométolo a Cristus que vos non besse la mano, (MR 493) 

mensagero só de Cristus, que non soy malato. (MR 647) 

Miraglo fue de Cristus, el Señor apoderado, (MR 1210) 

Berceo sometimes mentions Christ in ritual thanksgivings and wishes as well, but often 

the image of the Son is more appropriate to the context in the MNS, in some cases 
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because Christ is an actor in the miracle, and in others because Berceo takes the time to 

draw a strong mother-son connection between Christ and Mary:30 

de la Madre de Christo,  crïada e esposa. (MNS 64d) 

gozo ayas, María,  que a Christo parist, (MNS 119c) 

“Madre- dixo don Christo-  yo saberlo querría, (MNS 170a) 

While the epic only mentions Christ as a deity interchangeable with God the Father, in 

these examples, Berceo emphasizes the relationship of Christ and Mary.    

Both Jesu Christo (567c) and Christo (169a, 170a, 416d, 417b, 427c, 441c, 746b) 

are preceded by the word don in the MNS, which reminds the listener of the Latin 

Dominus as well as the title of courtesy used in society (Ruiz Domínguez, Historia 149). 

Thus, as Gariano points out, don connotes not only “Lord,” but also “gift” (199): “Tornó 

en la Gloriosa,  Madre del Nuestro Don” (168a). Christ is both “our” Lord and “our” gift 

from God; he is a gift to both the speaker and the hearers.  

            To summarize, Berceo‟s placement of the proper name of the Son within each line 

may be inspired by popular epic, given that in both the epic and the MNS, his name 

appears most frequently at the end of the first hemistich. This occurs in the CMC three of 

the six times that the Son in mentioned (2074, 2477, 2830) and in all four lines of the MR 

in which a word referring to Christ appears (397, 493, 647, 1210). In the MNS, this 

occurs thirty of the thirty-eight times that Christ is mentioned by proper name. Berceo, 

however, uses the image of the Son much more than did the popular epic; Christ even 

                                                 
30 For reasons of space I have cited only three examples; for additional examples in which the image of 

Christ is very context-specific, see lines 93b, 168c, 169a, 412d, 427c, 453a, 642c, 687a, 746b, 784c, 785a, 

868a, 886b. 
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appears in formulas in which the epic preferred God the Father. Often rather than 

mentioning Christ in a fleeting way, Berceo incorporates the Son into the narrative and 

uses his image to compliment that of Mary by drawing vivid connections between the 

two. Upon adopting epic formulas into his narratives, Berceo transforms them to teach 

doctrine to his monastic audience.  

Titles applied to the Son                      

As we move into the titles that Berceo applies to Christ, several of them 

emphasize his role of Son. Such references to Christ as a Son comprise thirty percent of 

the mentions of the second person in the works of Berceo. In his corpus of works, Berceo 

refers to Christ more as son of Mary than as Son of God, which corresponds to the strong 

tendency to humanize Christ in this century (Ruiz Domínguez, Mundo 47).  

Berceo uses the term Fijo to refer to Christ thirty-five times in the MNS, nine 

times spoken by Mary to refer to her son. This term as applied to the deity is completely 

absent from the extant Spanish popular epic texts. Thirty-four of the thirty-five uses of 

the word emphasize Christ as son of Mary rather than son of God; only line 837d, the 

description of the Trinity, cited above, seems to emphasize Christ as Son of God the 

Father. The variation Fijuelo is found two times, once to end the first hemistich (117c), 

and once to end a line (420a). Gariano, following Amado Alonso, notes that the 

diminutive adds a hint of affection to the base term Fijo (116). The fact that the words 

Fijo and Fijuelo are present in Berceo but were absent from the CMC is significant. 

While the monks and local pilgrims may have been willing to adore the image of Christ 
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as beloved Son of Mary, the poet of the CMC left such affectionate, tender imagery out of 

his poem so that he might better appeal to a wartime audience. 

Christ is also referenced five times as Criado, four of these as buen Criado (19c, 

31d, 413c, 648c, 671c). Ruiz Domínguez does not discuss this term, and it has no root in 

epic poetry. The term may have had a variety of connotations for the listening audience, 

as Criado can refer to one who serves, simply to a “persona criada por alguno,” to one 

being educated in another‟s household, or to a deacon (Alonso defs. 1-4). Berceo uses the 

image both to suggest the image of Christ the child (648c) and Christ the lord of heaven 

(671c). The image is less defined in the remaining cases, where Mary is simply “madre 

del buen Criado” (19c, 31d, 413c). No matter the image, the word connotes the fact that 

Christ was reared by Mary, emphasizing his human qualities. In addition, several other 

terms refer to Christ‟s existence as a child. Christ is a Ninno four times (327d, 688d, 

692a, 715d), and he is also a creatura (715d) and an ifant (324b). All of these last three 

terms occur as Berceo describes the image of Mary seated with the child Jesus on her lap 

in a monastery or church setting, in which images of the two together would have been 

familiar. 

In addition to representing Christ as a child, several terms suggest the image of 

Christ crucified, savior of the world. These terms are not employed in the extant Spanish 

popular epic texts, and the dying Savior is not suggested in them outside of the prayer of 

Ximena, which, as Bailey has noted, may not have been composed at the same time as 

the rest of the extant poem (see above). Ruiz Domínguez expresses his surprise that 

Berceo uses Salvador and Redentor only on five percent of the occasions that the poet 
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mentions the Son. The poet also uses Messías three percent of the time in the corpus 

(Mundo 149-50). Christ is Salvador five times in the MNS (282b, 487b, 642d, 668c, 

811d), Messía two times (53c, 272d) and Redentor (453a) and Redimidor (664c) once 

each. The image of Christ crucified is even described in the text in “Christo y los judíos 

de Toledo” (427a-d). Berceo also refers to Christ as el crucifixo in “El mercader fiado” 

(694a); crucifixo in this century could be an artistic image of Christ crucified, and Berceo 

even uses it this way in other works (see Alonso, “Crucifijo”). Here, however, crucifixo is 

an interesting choice of diction given that only two stanzas earlier Berceo refers to the 

same wooden image of Christ as a “Ninno coronado” (692a), though the characters are 

clearly standing before the same sculpture in the church in the two stanzas. While it is 

possible that Berceo forgot the image that the characters were contemplating, it is much 

more likely that he was using crucifixo not as a noun, but as a participle to mean „the 

crucified one.‟ Christ‟s death required theological explanation and was one of the two 

central axes of the History or Salvation, or the collection of Biblical episodes that 

illustrated God‟s plan to redeem mankind, which was one of the major objects of 

contemplation in monastic culture (Leclercq 271). It is fitting that Berceo would use a 

variety of terms to refer to Christ‟s role as savior for an audience of monks who were 

then to spread this message to other hearers.  

Metaphorical Terms for the Son 

In addition to proper names and metonymic references, several words that refer to 

Christ in the MNS are metaphoric in nature. As discussed above, Christ is Nuestro Don, 
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metaphorically both „our lord,‟ and „our gift‟ (168a). Christ is also a buen parral (55c) as 

Berceo employs both metaphor and metonym in a single stanza: 

Fizo grand providencia  el amigo leal, 

que puso essa festa  cerca de la Natal; 

asentó buena vinna  cerca de buen parral, 

la Madre con el Fijo,  par que non á egual. (55a-d)   

Line 55c refers to the fact that San Ildefonso metaphorically placed a good vine, the feast 

of the Expectación del Parto, Mary‟s feast, near a good vine arbor, Christmas, Christ‟s 

feast; therefore, Ildefonso has metonymically placed Mary alongside Christ. In the 

Biblical tradition, Christ was Lord of the Vine. Ruiz Domínguez notes that the word 

Sennor allows Berceo to tap into this tradition as well as make use of imagery from the 

surrounding countryside of La Rioja, a grape-growing region (Historia 149). He is able to 

do so with the image of Christ as parral as well.  

 Other metaphors for Christ abound. For the cleric of “El galardón de la Virgen,” 

Christ is sol, „the sun‟ (117b) alongside Mary, who is compared to a star in the same line. 

Christ is the central beacon and Mary, one of his saints, is a supporting light. As the sun, 

he is also the source of life, as Ruiz Domínguez has noted. Christ as sol appears in 

Berceo‟s other Marian works, but the author chooses this epithet less than one percent of 

the time (Ruiz Domínguez, Historia 154). Christ is also Luz de los peccadores, „Light of 

sinners,‟ (419d). Sin is a state of darkness and Christ is the light that guides the sinner 

toward safety, that is, to salvation. By approaching him, offenders can again begin to see 

their errors and live free of wrongdoing. Berceo chooses this epithet one percent of the 
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time in his works (Ruiz Domínguez, Historia 153). Both sol and luz are light images. 

Richard T. Mount has analyzed Berceo‟s attraction to light imagery, linking it to the 

medieval symbolism in which heaven is equated to light and hell to darkness, while man 

is caught between the two (425-26).  

Christ is also Fructo three times in the MNS (621d, 622a, 872a). He is the fruit of 

Mary‟s womb, but he is also a sacred, redeeming fruit, the opposite of the unholy fruit 

that Adam and Eve ate in the Garden of Eden. Rather than causing the fall of mankind, he 

restores him (Gerli, Tipología 11). Fructo and fructales are mentioned in Berceo‟s 

introduction to the MNS as well (stanzas 15 a-b, 26a) and are linked to Mary‟s good 

works as opposed to Adam‟s sin. Thus Christ as Fructo is packed with symbolism and 

metaphorical overtones and would require explanation to the audience. Christ is also Flor 

(844c, 844d), the offshoot of Mary, growing from the root of Jesse, an image familiar to 

Berceo from the writings of St. Bernard (Menéndez Peláez 125). Christ presented as a 

flower is a reminder of Mary‟s purity and also implies that Christ metaphorically restores 

beauty to the earth after the fall from the Garden of Eden. 

The Son is also pan de trigo in the MNS (659a). The tradition of Jesus‟s 

representation as bread has biblical roots, and Berceo uses this expression one percent of 

the time in his corpus (Ruiz Domínguez, Historia 153). Bread is an essential food, and 

Christ himself mentions it in the Lord‟s prayer. Christ‟s body is also symbolized by bread 

in the mass, and through his broken body man is redeemed. In fact, the phrase Corpus 

Dómini appears five times in the MNS (163c, 269b, 356b, 894c, 895b). He is not just any 

bread, but the best kind: pan de trigo, which symbolizes perfection and that which is 
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good, as opposed to other grains, which can symbolize punishment or evil (Montgomery, 

“Fórmulas” 428). In line 374c, it is said that Mary “a los bonos da trigo,  a los malos 

avena.” The trigo she gives is Christ himself, as the Son was her natural-born gift to the 

world, but he only represents a gift to the good. The image of pan de trigo is also found 

in the expression “buscar mejor que pan de trigo,” which must have been common 

enough in the era to be understood by the original hearers; it appears in the Libro de 

Alexandre (156d) and also in the MNS (804c), both times to imply that a character desires 

more than he should. On applying this image to Christ in 659a, then, Berceo implies that 

Christ should bring ultimate satisfaction, and that those who wish for more will be 

disappointed, because there is nothing better. 

Finally, Christ is the cordero sin lana: “comulgó con los otros  el cordero sin 

lana” (356d). Saugnieux interprets this line as a pejorative expression applied to the 

young Jewish boy, who for him is the subject of the verb comulgó (85). Other critics, 

however, interpret cordero sin lana as the direct object of comulgó, and Christ is the 

Lamb of God, the slaughtered lamb without wool, the communion itself. These critics 

also see the image of the lamb as yet another connection to the Riojan landscape, in 

which many would have dedicated themselves to shepherding (Gariano 149-50 and Ruiz 

Domínguez, Historia 153). This does not imply, however, that Berceo‟s audience was 

comprised primarily of shepherds, as Ruiz Domínguez assumes, as any listener in the 

region would be familiar with images of shepherding from the surrounding areas. Christ 

is called both lamb and shepherd in Berceo‟s works and together these two words make 
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up three percent of the titles applied to the second person of the Trinity (Ruiz 

Domínguez, Historia 152). 

The Holy Spirit    

While representations of the Father and Son abound in the work, there are only 

two moments in the MNS in which the Holy Spirit is implied, and both are transient 

references. Both of the mentions appear in Teófilo‟s statement of beliefs: “Padre, Fijo e 

Spíritu,  uno son de verdat” (837d). The Spirit is evoked here, but not to participate in the 

narrative, but only because any explanation of the Trinity must include him alongside the 

other two persons. The other reference occurs soon after: “Creo bien firmemientre  la su 

ascensión, / que envïó la gracia,  la de consolación” (839a-b). This statement is about 

Christ‟s resurrection and subsequent sending of the Holy Spirit, the consoler. The 

emphasis is on the Son, not on the Spirit, and the image of the latter is very faint, lost in 

the greater picture of Christ‟s actions. Thus the Holy Spirit, confined to two mentions 

within a statement of beliefs, is of virtually no importance to Berceo‟s didactic purpose. 

This stands in contrast to the quantity that Aquinas wrote about the Holy Spirit in his 

Summa Theologica, in which he dedicates much more space to the third person than to 

the first two in his treatment of the individual persons of the Trinity (see Questions 33-34, 

36-38). Leclercq has written that rather than a culture of theological debate, as the clerics 

had, the regular clergy preferred a contemplative approach to the Christian life, that is, an 

appreciation of God rather than analysis of him. They desired to allow divine mysteries to 

remain just that- mysteries- rather than try to unravel them. They preferred experience 

over knowledge and valued the desire for God above debates of his nature and actions (3-
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4, 7). The Holy Spirit may have been too complex to involve in a set of exempla that 

were meant to provoke the worship of God among the faithful. Christ as the central figure 

of the History of Salvation was a much more important object of contemplation for the 

monks, and, for them as well as for everyone of the time, his image was more concrete 

and defined.  

Summary of Divine Imagery in the Milagros de Nuestra Señora 

If Berceo is to effectively reach his monastic audience, his must choose words for 

God that take advantage of the “social atmosphere of the word, the atmosphere that 

surrounds the object” (Bakhtin 277). The “atmosphere” surrounding his images is a 

monastic one, and he must choose words that the monks themselves would have 

understood and appreciated. God the Father is first and foremost Dios, but he is also 

Deus/Deo/Deüm, Sennor, Domne Dios, Crïador, Rey, Padre, and Alcalde; Berceo 

mentions him often, but mentions of the Father are more notable for their “quantity” than 

for their “quality” in this work. In other words, the poet allows God the Father to remain 

an abstract image, refusing to draw a complete picture of him for the listener. God the 

Son is Sennor, Sire, Rey, Padre, and Alcalde, as well as Jesu Christo, Christo, Christus, 

Fijo, Fijuelo, Criado, Ninno, creatura, ifant, Salvador, Messía, Redentor, Redimidor, el 

crucifixo, Nuestro Don, parral, sol, luz, fructo, flor, pan de trigo, and cordero sin lana. 

The representation of the Son is done according to criteria of “quantity” and “quality,” 

that is, Son imagery is frequent in the text but is also creative, varied, concrete, and easy 

to imagine. It is based on images seen in the art in churches and in the monastery itself. 

The Holy Spirit is only mentioned when the character Teófilo needs to demonstrate his 
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knowledge of the Trinity in order to prove that his beliefs are orthodox and that he is a 

candidate for redemption. Even at this point, the Holy Spirit imagery is very weak. 

Discussions of the Holy Spirit may have appealed more to theologians than to monks and 

the faithful. Berceo‟s imagery focuses on the aspects of God that most appealed to 

monastic culture: God the Father as a force that is undefined but whose presence is 

always perceived, and Jesus Christ as the central figure of the History of Salvation.   

IMAGES FOR THREE DIFFERENT AUDIENCES 

 Now we return to the discussion of which images each of these three poets 

preferred for the divine. The word Dios was the most common of the words applied to 

God in all three texts. It was most favored, however, in the LAlex. In the CMC, Criador 

was also a preferred word of the poet, and in the MNS the stronger, more defined image 

Christ also occurs often. But the poets of all three works found the word Dios to be a 

good match for their themes and audiences. God presented as Dios was a frequent actor 

in all three works, but none of the poets was interested in drawing a detailed portrait of 

him. Their use of Dios reflects the very nature of God the Father, omnipresent but not 

easily captured in an image. All three preferred that he remain a mysterious presence. The 

CMC did not contain Latin variants of the words Dios, but the author of the LAlex added 

some, as his educated and semi-educated audience would recognize them from the mass 

and from formal rituals. Berceo followed suit and included Latin references to the deity 

for an audience of regular clergy and of the faithful and of pilgrims, who would have 

been familiar with religious rituals. 
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The word Señor was also used in all three poems. While it appeared with limited 

frequency in the CMC, it occurred more often in the LAlex and most often in the MNS. 

For all three audiences, it could connote hierarchies of authority. It also seems to be the 

word most often used for direct address to the deity in prayers. In the CMC, four of the 

eleven occurrences of Señor occur in direct address to God. The word was used more 

often in the LAlex because that work frequently includes the full texts of the characters‟ 

prayers. Berceo used the word the most of the three authors, perhaps because the word 

Señor was commonly uttered in the monastery as the monks prayed together, for visitors, 

and in worship services. The monastic communities undoubtedly spent more time in 

collective prayer than did the warrior and courtly communities, and the Biblical roots of 

the word Señor may have further appealed to audiences in a monastic setting. Berceo also 

provided variations of Señor though the elegant term Sire and the Latin Domne. Such 

words would have been meaningless to general audiences in warring towns, but Sire and 

Domne were suited to an audiences accustomed to the monastery, an atmosphere in 

which refined language was valued and in which Latin was revered and spoken in rituals.  

The word Criador abounded in the CMC as one of the poet‟s preferred words for 

God. The poet must have felt that it was a useful word for reaching a warrior audience. 

The word was also used in the LAlex as that poet‟s second most frequent term for the 

Supreme Being, though it probably connoted knowledge about the earth more than 

security for the ecclesiastic, clerical, and courtly audience. The word is also found in the 

MNS, but with less frequency and only in phrases that are reminiscent of epic style. 

Perhaps in a work about Mary, contemplation of God as Criador was not essential and 
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would have distracted from the saint herself. Another possibility is that Criador may have 

been a word frequent in performances, but not in the ritual language of the monastic 

community. 

The poet of the CMC must not have found Rey a useful image for his audience, as 

it appears only twice in the extant manuscript. In contrast, Rey as applied to God occurs 

twelve times in the LAlex. Of course, it must be taken into account that the CMC is about 

one third the length of the LAlex, but despite this difference, we can say that the 

composer of the Alexander poem found the image of God as king more useful than did 

the poet of the popular epic poem. Perhaps this is because the poet of the LAlex found 

that a title of royalty applied to God could have special relevance for courtly circles, as it 

was more likely to be in contact with kings and may have included the king himself. 

Berceo also used the word in the MNS nine times. The word‟s Biblical roots made it a 

word appropriate for monastic audiences. Rey as applied to the deity was also appropriate 

in the MNS, as the contemplation of the majesty of the Lord was important in monastic 

culture.  

Of the three poems, the word Padre was used most often in the CMC and is 

presented as a tender, protective image in that text. In the LAlex, it was a scarce word. 

Based on the passages in which it does appear, it seems to have been inspired by cantares 

de gesta. The scarcity of the word in such a lengthy text, however, indicates that the word 

Padre, which connoted familiarity and protection in the CMC, does not appear to have fit 

the discourse which the poet of the LAlex wished to project. In the latter work, God is the 

opposite of predictable and protecting. In fact, he provides no security, because his will 
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changes at a moment‟s notice, and he seems to have no favorites among men. Thus God 

does not function as Padre in the LAlex, except as a faint echo of popular epic language, 

and the poet did not find the term useful to impart his didactic message to his courtly 

audience. In the MNS, the word was used more than in the LAlex but also acquired new, 

more spiritual overtones in the monastic environment, such as Christ as Father of 

Penitents, and occasionally Padre simply describes Christ‟s relationship to God or even 

to Mary, and mankind is left out of the picture completely. Thus the feeling of the 

characters‟ being connected to a spiritual father is lessened in the MNS, a phenomenon 

which can be explained by audience. For the warrior audience, the connection to the 

protective father would have been a comforting image. In the monastic community, 

further from the battlefield in the northern part of the Peninsula, the monks would have 

been less interested in physical protection and more interested in a spiritual protection 

that would purify them from sin. This is the image that they would have wished to pass 

on in their preaching as well.  

The poet of the CMC used no other terms in reference to God the Father. The poet 

of the LAlex, however, added metaphorical references to God such as Obispo, Abat, and 

Prior. Such references would have been most effective with an ecclesiastical or courtly 

audience, as the latter would have been in frequent contact with the men who held these 

offices. Berceo followed suit, applying the word Alcalde to both God and Christ.  

Despite Christ‟s invocation in the CMC and the LAlex, neither composer seems to 

have found the image of the Son especially useful for his purpose. The proper name of 

the Son, in some form or another, occurs only six times in the extant manuscript of the 
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CMC and only seven times in the LAlex. In three of these seven cases, the poet adorns 

Christ‟s name with the title don, a title which might have resonated more with the noble 

classes than with the general audiences of the CMC. The name of the Son appears thirty-

eight in the MNS, including seven times with the title don. Berceo found Christ‟s name 

appropriate not only for his content, a collection of miracles about Mary, but also for the 

monastic environment in which the miracles were recited, whether to monks or to local 

pilgrims and devotees of the Virgin. Berceo also used Christ‟s name in formulas in which 

the epic referenced God, and he went to greater lengths to connect Christ to the narrative 

than did the popular epic poets. 

The poet of the CMC used no terms for Christ other than his name. The author of 

the LAlex did use other terms, however, some of which helped to display his theological 

understanding to his educated audiences. Such terms included fijo, Salvador, Mesías, and 

redemptor. He also applied the metaphorical term contrario to Christ, a term which 

would require relatively extensive Biblical understanding on the part of his audience, 

which possessed such education. Berceo in the MNS included several titles for the Son 

that are completely left out of the extant popular epic texts, such as those that emphasize 

him as Mary‟s Son (Fijo, Fijuelo, Criado), as a human infant (Ninno, creatura, ifant), 

and as Savior of the world (Salvador, Messía, Redentor, Redimidor, and Crucifixo). He 

also added poetic-metaphorical images that refer to Christ, many of which could have 

been inspired by the social and economic images of the surrounding Rioja region 

(Alcalde, Nuestro Don, Parral, Sol, Luz, Fructo, Pan de trigo, Cordero sin lana). As far 

as we know, such images were not part of God‟s representation in the Spanish epic 
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recited to the masses, certainly not in the CMC, in which metaphor plays no part (see 

Bailey, Transformation 9-42).  

The word Trinidat also occurs twice in both the CMC and the MNS. In the CMC it 

refers to the title of the mass, and in the MNS it is used to open prayers. Outside of the 

word Trinidat, the Holy Spirit is not mentioned in the CMC, and there is no word at all in 

the LAlex that might suggest the image of the Spirit. In the MNS, on the other hand, there 

are occurrences of the words Spíritu and gracia de consolación. None of the three poets 

found it an especially useful image, and Berceo, composing for a monastic environment, 

was the only one of these poets who found a place for the image at all. 

To summarize, images of the God the Father dominated the divine references in 

the CMC, which was bound for the frontier, warring audience. For these audiences, the 

poet wished to project an image of God as the unseen Creator, protective father, and lord. 

He kept Christ imagery to a minimum and allowed his audience to think only of the 

heavenly, ruling Christ. The poet of the LAlex also adhered to some of these tendencies, 

primarily using words for the unseen God, who is a mysterious entity in that work. The 

poet of the LAlex relied primarily on the word Dios to reach his educated audiences, 

keeping them focused on God as “esencia misteriosa e infinita,” one of the few entities in 

their world that enjoyed more power than they did. He did not hesitate to use terms for 

God that were learned or metaphorical. The poet‟s Christ imagery is scarce and is used 

primarily to display his own worldly knowledge and Biblical understanding of the Son‟s 

mission on earth. Berceo, composing for audiences in monastic settings, changed this 

tradition. He often employed images of the Father but did not keep his listeners focused 
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on the unseen God, rather making use of the stronger, more defined image of the Son at 

every turn. For God the Father, he primarily adopted from previous tradition the terms for 

God found in the CMC and the LAlex, with the exception of alcalde. But it is the wide 

variety of terms for Christ in the MNS that most reveals not only Berceo‟s understanding 

of theology, but also his talent for creating or making use of metaphorical images. Such 

images might require explanation or previous understanding and would have been most 

appropriate in a monastic setting. Both Berceo and his listening clergy must have found it 

much more imperative than the previous two poets to hold up Christ imagery for the 

contemplation of all. 

As I said at the beginning of this chapter, my intention has been to examine the 

“networks of images” in these three poems in order to discover more about the concerns 

of these poets (Bynum 7). I have spent some space reporting the various frequencies of 

certain words for God in these texts. However, it is also important to note the overall 

“frequency” of divine imagery in all three texts. No matter how they represented him, the 

composers of all three poems found it impossible to write many lines before mentioning 

the Creator again. In this way, the three texts are not so distinct, but rather very similar.  

For all three poets, God must have been a presence that was inescapable and that must 

always be taken into account, no matter the social circle to which his audience might 

belong.  
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Chapter 3: Descriptions of God in the Cantar de mio Cid, the Libro de 

Alexandre, and the Milagros de Nuestra Señora 

 In Chapter 2, I presented an analysis of the individual words and phrases used to 

refer to God in the CMC, the LAlex, and the MNS and of how those words and phrases 

might be received by the particular audience of each work. The collection of divine 

imagery in a particular work could reflect how the poet of each work wished his audience 

to conceive of God. Such suggestions as to how the audience member should think of the 

deity are subtle. However, each text also contains passages in which the poet explains to 

his audience how they should conceive of God in a more explicit, deliberate manner. 

Each of the three poets included descriptions of God in the text itself, and any attempt to 

describe the representation of God in a particular text should take into account the 

descriptions that the three poets themselves composed and inserted into their works.  

 In this chapter, I will present the material in each work that describes the Supreme 

Being. Under the umbrella of “descriptive material” I have included the various kinds of 

words and passages that help the listener to understand God‟s continuous nature and 

recurrent actions as opposed his particular actions and interventions based on an 

individual human‟s circumstances. For this reason, I discuss here not only simple 

adjectives and relative and adjectival clauses, but also statements with present-tense verbs 

that describe the divinity‟s habitual actions as he governs the world he has created. 

Throughout this chapter, material that I consider “descriptive” is placed in italics.  
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DESCRIPTIONS OF GOD IN THE CANTAR DE MIO CID 

In the CMC, the narrator and characters describe their conception of God through 

their utterances, and the audience receives this information. Much of the language found 

in the CMC is formulaic, but there are often several variations of each formula and each 

can be adapted to take on special purposes in context (Hamilton 161). The first line that 

serves to characterize God in the conserved text is line 8, which refers to God as “Padre 

que estás en alto.” The phrase places God in heaven and forms a contrast with the Cid, 

who is both below God on earth and is also at a figurative low point as he finds himself at 

the beginning of his exile. Such a contrast allows the audience to see God as a heavenly 

caretaker that offers hope in difficult circumstances. Throughout the rest of the text, 

descriptions of God routinely place the deity on high. Thus for the characters, God is 

presented first and foremost as an abstract, powerful, celestial being, not as a suffering 

savior to be contemplated. Several variations of “Padre que estás en alto” are present in 

the CMC, and I have placed them in italics here:  

-¡Grado a ti, Señor,  Padre que estás en alto! (8)   

-¡Ya Señor glorioso,  Padre que en cielo estás! (330) 

A Dios lo prometo,  a aquel que está en alto, (497) 

- ¡Grado a Dios del cielo  e a todos los sos santos, (614)    

-¡Oíd, Minaya Álbar Fáñez,  poe aquel que está en alto: (1297) 

¡Afé Dios del cielo,  que nos acuerde en lo mijor!- (1942) 

Gradéscolo a Dios del cielo  e después a vós (2037) 

¡Dios que está en cielo  dévos dent buen galardón!- (2126) 
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¡Afé Dios del cielo  que lo ponga en buen recabdo!- (2155) 

-¡Aún, si Dios quisiere  e el Padre que está en alto, (2342) 

-¡Grado a Dios  e al Padre que está en alto, (2456) 

¡Afé Dios de los cielos,  que vos dé dent buen galardón!- (2855) 

¡Plega al Criador  que en cielo está (2892)   

Grado a Dios del cielo  e a aquel rey don Alfonso, (3452) 

-¡Grado al rey del cielo,  mis fijas vengadas son, (3714) 

God as a heavenly being appears in thanksgivings (8, 614, 792, 2037, 2892, 3452, 3714), 

in statements of hope and wishes (1942, 2126, 2155, 2342, 2855, 2892), once as a 

substitute for the word Dios in the interjection “por aquél que está en alto” (1297), and 

once to inform the audience that God has helped the Cid in battle (1094). Álvar Fáñez 

also uses it upon uttering a promise not to accept war spoils until he is satisfied with his 

performance on the battlefield (497), and God seems to take on the role of divine witness 

to his promise.                   

The emphasis on God as a heavenly being may have been received well by an 

audience that lived in the warring zones of Castile. The God of the CMC is not fighting 

alongside the Cid, but rather always looking down on him from a higher point, 

intervening as he wishes or acting through saints and intermediaries; the relationship is 

very vertical. As a heavenly being, God‟s unique vantage point lends itself to control over 

earthly affairs, giving him perspective in difficult situations. While Alfonso believes that 

the Cid has robbed some of the tribute money that rightfully belongs to the king, line 8 

reveals the Cid‟s confidence that God knows that the hero is innocent. The deity‟s 
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position in heaven implies his ability to witness all events and utterances, and thus the 

many wishes expressed by the characters are not unheard. The formula also gives God a 

static, unchanging location that contrasts with the Cid‟s volatile world and the 

uncertainties of exile and war. God gives continuity to all earthly situations. A wartime 

audience would welcome a vision of God that emphasizes the deity‟s place in heaven and 

the control and steadfast consistency that such a position implies. God is the only one 

who can truly protect them in their warring endeavors.  

Another recurring description of God in the CMC is that of God as Father or Lord 

of the earth: 

Tú eres rey de los reyes  e de tod el mundo padre, (361) 

-¡Grado a Christus,  que del mundo es señor, (2477)  

-¡Grado a Dios,  que del mundo es señor! (2493) 

Dios lo quiera e lo mande,  que de tod el mundo es señor, (2684) 

-¡Grado a Christus,  que del mundo es señor, (2830)  

Thus God, though located in heaven, is also supreme lord of the earth. God also guides, 

leads, and commands: 

-¡A ti lo gradesco, Dios,  que cielo e tierra guías; (217) 

-Tú, que a todos guías,  val a mio Cid el Canpeador.- (241) 

-¡Grado a Dios,  que cielo e tierra manda! (3281) 

In these clauses, we see the idea that God is guide or controller, not in the sense that he 

controls men‟s actions by deciding what they will do or not do, but in the sense that 

heaven and earth cannot spin out of the parameters that he has set up for them; God is the 
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one who has the “final say” on all matters. Man chooses what he will do, and God 

responds to these decisions by allowing certain actions to take place or intervening to 

prevent them. 

God is also twice described as having “vertudes santas,” (48, 924). God‟s 

vertudes are his divine graces or aid (Alonso, def. 1). Thus God is presented as one who 

has the power to help, and who often does.  

The descriptions discussed to this point consist of phrases and often take up an 

entire hemistich, but there are also simple adjectives used to describe God in this text. 

The most common of these is (e)spiritual: 

-Yo ruego a Dios  e al Padre spirital, (300) 

por tierra andidiste treinta e dos años,  Señor spirital, (343) 

-A Dios vos acomiendo, fijas,  e al Padre spirital, (372) 

-¡Grado a ti,  Padre spirital! (1102b) 

-¡Grado al Criador  e al Padre espirital, (1633) 

-A vós grado, Cid,  e al Padre spirital.- (1651)   

This adjective is always used to modify Padre except in Ximena‟s prayer, where it is 

used after Señor. It is also always used at the end of a line to complete an assonance with 

a as the stressed vowel. God is the spiritual Father or Lord, behaving in many ways like 

an earthly father or lord, but fundamentally different from mankind. Three other 

adjectives are used more sparingly: 

abremos esta vida  mientra ploguiere al Padre Santo, (1047) 

¡Plega a Santa María  e al Padre Santo (2274) 
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que si a Dios ploguiere  e al Padre Criador, (2626) 

-¡Valme, Dios, glorioso señor,  e cúriam‟ d‟este espada!- (3665) 

 The adjective Santo is used twice to complete a rhyme (1047, 2274). Also Criador, one 

of the poet‟s preferred nouns for referring to God, is also used once adjectivally after 

Padre to complete the rhyme (2626).  Finally, the adjective glorioso is also applied to 

Señor as Diego, one of the infantes de Carrión, flees from the sword of Martín Antolínez, 

begging God to save him (3665). These adjectives serve to separate God from man, 

placing the deity in a separate realm; the adjectives (e)spirital, Criador, and glorioso 

would not be appropriate to apply to any human, and the adjective Santo is applied to 

humans only when they distinguish themselves as servants of God. 

Thus descriptions of God in the CMC separate the deity from man and emphasize 

his location and origin in heaven, his status as ruler of the earth and guide of all people, 

and holy and glorious nature. The characters conceive of him as a spiritual father, abstract 

and distant, but controlling and intervening from another realm. Even Jesus Christ is 

presented as a heavenly lord, not as an earthly man, as noted in the previous chapter. 

Christ has only one epithet specifically applied to him: the Cid gives thanks to “Christus 

el mio señor” (1933). Like the Father, Christ is evoked in his role as ruler and controller. 

Thus the descriptions applied to God in the CMC can be characterized by their 

sparseness. The poet is not interested in describing God with a rich array of adjectives. 

Not one of the adjectives describes his personality; the poet is not interested in preaching 

God‟s justice or mercy, nor in portraying him as an emotional deity. Rather, the 

adjectives are abstract and do little to create a detailed depiction of God. This is exactly 
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how the poet wishes to use God: as a background character, mysterious and abstract, 

helping the Cid but never replacing him as a focal point for the audience. When the 

listeners are reminded of God through the scattered references to the deity contained in 

the poem, they hear about God‟s position in the heavens, looking down on the earth, 

which he rules and guides. This is precisely the description of God that a warrior 

audience might wish to hear: that God is immense, in control, and on their side, just as he 

is on the side of the Cid. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF GOD IN THE LIBRO DE ALEXANDRE 

 The poet of the LAlex had a different audience in mind as he composed his poem, 

and the descriptions of God that he incorporated into his lines were different as well. A 

major difference between the two texts is that the poet of the LAlex dared to describe 

aspects of God‟s personality.  

Like the CMC, however, descriptive material of God in the LAlex generally deals 

with the theme of God‟s power over man and the earth. Two simple adjectives, 

omnipotente and poderoso, serve to illustrate. Omnipotent(e) occurs four times: 

fízole una suerte  el Rey Omnipotente (278b) 

                    jurava con la ira al Rey Omnipotente (779c) 

                    rindieron Deo gratias  al rey omnipotent. (1948c)  

                    los braços son la cruz  del Rey omnipotent, (2509c) 

In all four cases, the adjective is used to describe the noun Rey at the end of a line, 

generating the convenient formula “(preposition) + article + Rey Omnipotent(e),” which 

contains seven syllables, complying with the demands of the prescribed meter. The 
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original courtly and ecclesiastic audience, however, did not need to be convinced of 

God‟s all-powerful nature, and thus the adjective serves mostly to complete the rhyme 

while underlying a theme of the LAlex, royal power. The adjective poderoso functions in 

a similar way as Padrón says,  “Señor, Túm valas,  santo e poderoso” (1686d). As with 

omnipotente, the adjective denotes a quality that the audience would already associate 

with God. Its function is to fill the hemistich, fit with the stanza‟s rhyme scheme, and 

conform to an overall theme of the work, which is the proper role of authority figures, 

who must remember that God represents a still higher authority. Adjectives of power 

would be appropriate for courtly and educated audiences who themselves enjoyed 

sovereignty and political influence in society.    

The composer of the LAlex, however, preferred to describe the deity not with 

simple adjectives, but rather with full clauses and sentences, which supply most of the 

descriptive content pertaining to the deity in the work. In these remarks, which usually 

contain verbs in the present tense, God is not directly intervening in the immediate 

narrative content; rather, the poet is commenting on the nature of God himself, discussing 

actions habitually associated with him. Sometimes these clauses and sentences relate 

directly to an episode at hand, and sometimes they simply fill a line or hemistich. 

Scattered throughout the text, these phrases elaborate and comment on the thematic idea 

of divine power, an idea which it seems that the poet wanted to impress upon his 

audience. 

To begin, these utterances establish God as creator and provider of sustenance. He 

is “El que partió el mundo” and upon doing so “fízolo tres partidas,” which are Asia, 
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Africa and Europe (277a). With this image the poet opens one of the text‟s many learned 

digressions, this one having to do with the world‟s geography, the religious superiority of 

Europe, and the general geographical and historical supremacy of Asia (stanzas 276-94). 

For the poet, the division of the land into three parts is a decision of divine planning and 

artistry and would be appealing to a learned audience but less so to the general listener in 

a settlement in which war dominated the way of life. As creator, God also provides for 

his human creations. Alexander opens a prayer to him by addressing him as the one “que 

prestas  a toda cosa vito” (962b). Vito refers to nourishment or sustenance (Cañas 667). 

The surrounding passage concerns war, and so this line seems isolated, primarily an 

invocation without direct relevance to the narrative. Still, the fact that Alexander includes 

this characteristic as he speaks to the deity indicates that he perceives all living things as 

intrinsically dependent on God; a warrior cannot fight without the provision from on 

high. 

Descriptive material also serves to establish God as an authority figure. For 

example, Alexander as a young man addresses God as the one “que tienes  el mundo en 

poder, / a qui çielo e tierra  deven obedeçer” (121a-b). Earth is subject to God‟s 

governance. In another episode, Éctor, sensing that he will die soon in battle, addresses 

God as the one who “eres señor e . . . tienes el peso” (688c). In this utterance of 

resignation, he acknowledges a difference between his own will and that of God, but 

recognizes that God‟s is the one that ultimately matters. He does not assume that God is 

on his side. This is not God the benevolent controller, as presented in the CMC, but rather 

God the unpredictable controller. God as a sovereign figure is also presented as Dario 
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sends a letter to Alexander in which he declares himself “rey de los rëys, igual del 

Crïador” (780b), not implying that he is God‟s equal, which would be blasphemous and 

foolish in the ears of the thirteenth-century audience, but that both God and he can 

employ the title “king of kings.” Dario is an earthly king who has kings as vassals, while 

God is the heavenly king who oversees the most powerful rulers. The fact that Dario 

carries the same title as God heightens his own prestige. God as authority figure also 

appears as Alexander recounts to his men that he has had a vision, but assures them that 

he does not worship the figure he saw, but rather God, whom he glosses as “rey e obispo,  

e abat e prior” (1161d). We have discussed the significance of these four images for the 

original audience in the previous chapter, but here we should also discuss the overall 

significance of the line. Alexander is comparing God to four authority figures in one line 

to exaggerate the idea that God is his not just his sovereign, but his only sovereign of any 

kind. Finally, at the end of the work, the narrator exclaims to his audience, “Grado al 

Crïador  que es Rëy de gloria, / que bive e que regna  en complida victoria” (2669a-b). In 

this stanza, God, like Alexander, is presented as a conquering king, but while Alexander 

is dead, God is alive and governing. Thus descriptions of God in the LAlex often serve to 

remind a powerful, educated audience that there is a Supreme Being more sovereign than 

they are. God as an authority figure is not meant to inspire confidence, but rather proper 

respect for the deity, who does not unconditionally support a given individual in power.    

Other qualities of the divine being, such as eternity and omniscience, also occur in 

the LAlex. God‟s eternity is referenced as the narrator describes Heaven, saying that the 

faithful will spend their efforts blessing God, who is glossed as “al que fue, al que es,  al 
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que a de venir” (2337d), a reworking of Revelation 1:4 and 1:8. The deity‟s omniscience 

is also the subject of various comments in the LAlex. Éctor prays to God, invoking him as 

the one “que sabes  quantas cosas y son” (685c). Dario describes God as “-el que todo lo 

sabe  e nada non olvida-“ (1657d). Later Dario, praying, addresses God as the one “que 

sabes  todas las voluntades, / a qui non se encubren   ningunas poridades, / quáles son 

los imperios  e todas las çibdades” (1703a-c). God‟s omniscience might be self-evident, 

but in this passage, we see how the poet integrates this trait with the content of the rest of 

the poem; in line 1703c, the poet mentions empires and cities, which are two themes of 

the LAlex. Empire and conquest are Alexander‟s profession and fame, and the poet 

devotes much attention to the description of cities, such as Babylon and Hell, which is 

described as a city, as Weiss has noted (24). Cities are a strategic priority in conquests. 

Divine omniscience could be connected to anything, but the poet uses it to connect 

empire and urban space to God, who ultimately controls the outcome of any imperial 

invasion. Omniscience would also be an important trait to emphasize before educated 

audiences, who valued knowledge and associated it with power.    

Descriptions of God in the LAlex also establish God as controller of fortunes in a 

more general, explicit manner. Dario addresses God as “Señor, en cuya mano  somos 

muertos e bivos, / que los sueltos cativas  y sueltas los cativos, / e los ricos aprimes  e 

alças los mesquinos” (1257a-c) before asking that God not abandon him. The second line 

of this quatrain is a display of artistic word play in which the composer plays with the 

vowels a and o in the verbs soltar and cativar in their conjugated forms and their 

participles. Yet there is no comment or specific example of how God goes about 
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“capturing the free” or “freeing captives.” Rather, the stanza is about changing fortunes at 

the moment in which Dario must contemplate his potential fall from power. Dario 

describes God‟s will as ever-changing, and man is helpless and subject to his 

unpredictable whim. Dario conceives of God as a capricious deity who may or may not 

treat a particular man with benevolence at a given time, and who feels no compassion for 

a man‟s individual trials, for such trials are part of the divine plan. Man is a constant 

benefactor or victim of divine decisions.  

This opinion about God is not restricted to Dario, an enemy of Alexander. Rather, 

the narrator himself reiterates this idea in stanzas 1718-19:  

quiere dar a los malos,  a los buenos toller,  

lieva todas las cosas  segund el su plazer,  

por mostrar que él ha  sobre todos poder.  

A los buenos da cueita,  que bivan en pobreza;  

a los malos da fuerça,  averes e riqueza;  

al fol da el meollo,  al cuerdo la corteza  

los que non lo entienden  tiénenlo a fereza. (1718b-1719d)   

The passage reveals much about the author‟s discourse concerning God. According to the 

author‟s words, God has no intention of following man‟s logic, doing the opposite of 

what one would expect for no higher reason than displaying his sovereignty; the narrator 

even admits that God‟s tendency to give to evil men and take from good men appears 

cruel (1719d). The implication, of course, is that divine actions are not cruel, that God is 

in fact ultimately good, but he refuses to restrict himself to mankind‟s ideals. Hernando 
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Pérez believes that this description of God is not a trope of the age but rather is more 

restricted to a certain school of writers (230).  

There are also other passages in which God is described as the one who blesses 

and punishes, often in ways so contrary to man‟s reasoning that the divinity seems fickle. 

The Scythian messenger tells Alexander that, “Si nos aviene pérdida,  en paz nos la 

sofrimos, / Dios lo da, Dios lo tuelle,  nos esto comedimos” (1933b). God dispenses 

blessing and punishment as he will, and calm resignation is mankind‟s only option in the 

face of divine decisions.  Near the end, the narrator says that if Alexander had continued 

his conquests, he would have resettled Troy, “mas sabe Dios los omnes  tener en tal 

medida / que non da a ninguno  prosperidat complida” (2468c-d). The narrator implies 

that one of God‟s strategies in his dealings with man is to keep each one humble, and no 

one will take over the whole world, which belongs to God alone. The message for the 

audience is that power, money, and authority are distributed by divine decision and that if 

one strives for but does not attain his pursuits, he strives in vain, because God uses failure 

as foil to men‟s pride. Alexander also praises God at the end of the work, invoking him 

as: 

  Rey de todos los reys,  que non conoçes par,  

 en cuya mano yaze  el toller e el dar,  

el alçar e premir,  el ferir e sanar;  

señor, laudado seas,  que lo deves estar” (2598a-d).  

In this invocation, God‟s power over individual fortunes makes him worthy of worship. 

Naturally, Alexander is pleased with God‟s nature at this moment, given that he is at the 
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height of his power as he utters the stanza. The celebration comes too early, however, as 

the emperor will soon be betrayed, and the audience already knows that God is angry 

with Alexander.  

However, God‟s control over mankind is not always presented in a pessimistic 

light in which man is helpless before an unpredictable deity. The fact that God brings 

about changes in fortune also brings hope to the characters. Two clauses mention God‟s 

merçedes, both in Nestor‟s motivational speech to the Greeks: “Dios en poca de ora  faze 

grandes merçedes: / . . . Dios vos fará merçed  solo que aturedes” (734a, d). The word 

merçedes here does not concern mercy in pardoning sinners, but rather the divine 

blessing of victory in war. Those who seem to be losing might see their fortunes improve. 

Another motivational address, this one by Dario, is also delivered to disheartened troops 

and highlights the same theme: that man‟s fortune can change with God‟s emotions, 

which are not constant, but rather shifting. Dario tells them,  

Mas es de tal natura  -esto es la verdat-,  

maguer irado sea,  non olvida piedat;  

fernos ha en pues esto  tamaña caridat  

que aun bendizeremos  a la su majestat. (1444a-d) 

Dario does conceive of an emotional God whose anger can cause unfavorable 

circumstances. His wrath, however, is temporary and the troops need not feel that their 

cause is hopeless, as the will of God can change quickly. Thus the vision of God that 

recurs throughout the narrative is the God of power. The audience is encouraged to see 

that there is little stability in life, because divine will changes unexpectedly. Yet 
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ultimately God‟s control over man is presented in a positive light, as no one, especially 

powerful rulers, can escape God‟s oversight, which keeps all earthly powers in check. 

Indeed, the ideal audience for this type of message is one that has authority, such as that 

found at court or those in training to work in courtly settings; the hearers are constantly 

reminded that power and influence are not guaranteed to continue, and thus it is wise to 

stay in God‟s good graces.  

There is little descriptive material about God in the LAlex that does not revolve 

around the theme of power and control. The material that does fall into this category is 

limited to a few simple phrases and adjectives that occur sparingly and that are easily 

forgotten in a work of the length of the LAlex. One of these characteristics is beauty.  The 

audience is reminded briefly that mankind is “a Dios  a su beldat formados” (1814c), 

implying that God is beautiful and that man is made in his image. Those who reach 

heaven will see “la faz del Criador,” which is  “una dulz catadura” (2338b-c). Speaking 

of those in Hell, the narrator says that “Assaz e fiera pena,  non conosco mayor, / de 

nunca veer ome  la faz del Crïador” (2421b-c). Thus the audience is asked momentarily 

on these occasions to remember that God is the standard for the beauty of his creations. 

These passages are for courtly and educated audiences, those that move in spaces in 

which there is time and appreciation for the contemplation of beauty, unlike in the 

warring frontier regions.  

As in the CMC, in which God is “Dios del cielo,” discussed above, God appears 

in the LAlex as “Crïador del çielo” (1657c). Unlike in the CMC, in which the phrase “del 

cielo” is recurring, in the LAlex it occurs only once. It may or may not have been inspired 
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by the formula from popular epic, but in the LAlex it no longer appears descriptive, as the 

poet has replaced the word Dios with the word Crïador. Now the phrase, which in the 

popular epic connotes God‟s place in heaven, could also refer to God as creator of 

heaven, again connoting for the audience the grandeur of God‟s creative abilities, which, 

as noted above, may have had special appeal to the learned.   

Other qualities of God also appear briefly. God as a glorious being is one of these. 

As noted above, God is “Rëy de gloria” (2669a), and the adjective glorioso also appears 

as Filotas invokes God as “Padre, rëy glorioso” (1035c). The selection of the adjective 

may have much to do with the completion of the consonant rhyme rather than any special 

message of the poet, however. The adjective santo also appears three times: Éctor 

commends his soul to the “Padre Santo” (678c), Padrón describes God as “santo e 

poderoso,” as noted above (1686d), and Satan informs his council that the scriptures 

foretell that “parrá una virgen   un fijo müy santo” (2441c). In all three cases, the 

adjective simply states a characteristic of God with which the audience is already in 

agreement and may have been selected for convenience of rhyme or rhythm.  

The adjective valient is also applied to Christ in the work. As Satan addresses his 

council of demons, he informs them that the scripture tells that “un valient contrario  vos 

avrá de venir,” though he does not know whether or not this refers to Alexander (2442b; 

see 2441a-42d). The educated and ecclesiastic members of the audience would know, 

however, that the scripture is referring to Christ. The narrator and the hearers are united 

in their knowledge, which is superior to that of Satan and his council. It is one of the most 

deliberately poetic uses of an adjective applied to God in the LAlex, as Alexander, who is 
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brave in the traditional sense of the term, pales in comparison to the Son of God, who is a 

valient contrario to the devil in a spiritual sense and who insists on living in a way that is 

completely opposite of Alexander, meekly and in poverty, and sacrificing himself for the 

good of others. Both Alexander and Christ are strong conquerors, favored by God, but the 

audience is reminded that Alexander is simply a man of flesh.  

The conclusion we can draw about simple adjectives applied to God in the LAlex 

is that they are fleeting, not thematic, and the audience would already agree with them. 

On the other hand, the material on God‟s power to change fortunes contains descriptions 

that the poet wishes to develop and impress upon those listening to the poem. 

Alexander‟s death is not the only didactic episode in the work; these passages about 

God‟s authority over his creation are equally instructive in nature as they attempt to 

convince the listeners that God‟s will is beyond man‟s understanding, and that power, 

even that of the courtly and educated classes, is not guaranteed. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF GOD IN THE MILAGROS DE NUESTRA SEÑORA 

As he composed a new narrative poem for a monastic audience, Berceo 

remembered some of the language patterns contained in the LAlex. But the vision of God 

that he created for his audience was different as he created the MNS. He wished to 

produce a work with a more celebratory tone and to depict the deity with more optimism 

and in more detail. As a result, descriptive passages of God are numerous in the MNS, 

and some lines contain more than one descriptive phrase. As in the previous sections, I 

will place the specific phrases under immediate discussion in italics in my citations. 
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The Judeo-Christian God has his origin in heaven, and so it is not surprising that 

Berceo frequently depicts the divinity as a heavenly sovereign by use of adjectives and 

phrases that place him in the cosmic and spiritual realms:  

Quando plogo a Christo,  al celestial Sennor, (66a) 

                El Reï de los Cielos,  alcalde savidor, (94a) 

                  Aparació∙l la Madre  del Reï celestial (124a) 

                  si el Padre del Cielo  los quisiesse guiar. (588d) 

                  ¡par el Reï de Gloria  facen derecha cosa ! (620b) 

                  en qui el Rey de Gloria  tantas bondades miso, (819b) 

                  Plógo∙l al Rey del Cielo  al quarenteno día, (822a) 

                  Madre del Rey de Gloria,  por la tu pïadat, (875a) 

The words and phrases celestial, del Cielo, and de los Cielos remind listeners that God 

reigns from the heavens, and they might also remind listeners of the cantares de gesta. 

Likewise the phrase de Gloria is used synonymously with these three terms. Gloria 

means “Cielo, mansión en que los ángeles, los santos y los bienaventurados gozan la 

presencia de Dios” (Alonso def. 2). All of these expressions suggest more than a physical 

location; they connote splendid surroundings and God reigning from the summit of his 

hierarchy. These adjectives are applied to both God the Father and Christ, as both images 

often appeared represented in heavenly settings in the art of the age. The phrases cited 

here often appear in contexts in which God makes divine decisions (66a, 94a, 822a), 

exercises guidance over earthly beings (588d), and blesses Mary herself (819b), all of 
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which allude to God as controller of both earth and the spiritual realm from this heavenly 

vantage point.  

Similarly, some passages emphasize God‟s role as sovereign over this heavenly 

location, given that God, in both the person of the Father and of the Son, is presented as 

royalty in the MNS. Christ is glossed as the one “al que façen los ángeles  servicio e 

onor” (487d). He is also called “Rey de magestat” (529c) and later is described as having 

“grand magestat” (665d). References to Christ in majesty allude to his resplendent 

environment. Berceo also presents the image of the Christ child with the adjective 

coronado, „crowned‟ (692a). The image of Christ as a crowned child seated on Mary‟s 

lap was often represented in the sculpture of the age (see Ch. 2). Such sculptures were 

constantly on display in the churches, and one such configuration even plays a prominent 

role in the narrative of “El mercader fiado.” The presentation of Christ as a child in these 

works of art emphasized his birth as a human, but the crown was to remind the viewer 

that this was no ordinary infant, but rather the “King of kings” (Revelation 19:16), ruler 

of all men. Berceo does not fail to include the image of the crowned child with which his 

audience, familiar with churches and worship services, would have previously seen on 

many occasions.   

 God is also “el Sennor spirital” in the MNS (124c). God is a spiritual being, and 

this adjective placed after “Sennor” is reminiscent of Ximena‟s prayer (CMC 343). God 

is not only ruler of the spiritual world, but he is himself a spirit. In this vein, Berceo‟s text 

also includes brief descriptions of God as a triune being. The impoverished merchant of 

“El mercader fiado” opens a prayer with the line, “Sennor, que un Dios eres  e tres 
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personas pares,” invoking God as a single unified deity comprised of three separate 

beings (632c). Teófilo in his prayer of supplication to the Virgin also opens with an entire 

stanza on the Trinity: 

                 Creo que un Dios es  e que es Trinidat,  

                      Trinidat en personas,  una la deïdat; 

                      non á ennas personas  nulla diversidat, 

                      Padre, Fijo e Spíritu,  uno son de verdat. (837a-d) 

His first act of demonstration of his beliefs involves a description of his conception of the 

three unified persons of God. This is his first attempt to convince Mary to help him, and 

so he wishes to confirm that his theological understanding is sound and orthodox, that he 

is monotheistic, and thus he emphasizes the oneness of the three persons. Ruiz 

Domínguez points out that the emphasis placed on the unity of the Trinity is one way in 

which the decrees of the Fourth Lateran Council are reflected in Berceo‟s works. The 

Council had rejected the ideas of Joaquín de Fiore, who supported a more tri-theistic 

view of the deity (Mundo 38-39). The description of God as a triune being was not 

emphasized in the LAlex and is indicative of Berceo‟s attempt to teach orthodox theology 

to the clergy and, through them, to laymen in the vernacular.   

The God of the MNS is a heavenly sovereign, a spiritual being, and the persons of 

the Trinity are one under one name. Yet there is also another side of God represented in 

the MNS, that of his human existence. For Berceo and his audience, God also walked the 

earth as a man, and the two images, heavenly God and earthly God, do not contradict, but 

rather compliment each other. According to Leclercq, God as man was one of the 
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mysteries most contemplated in monastic culture (271). In this way, Mary identifies 

herself as “madre de Jesu Christo  que mamó leche mía” (109a-b). This explicative clause 

underscores that Christ was not only human, but also dependent in his infancy on his 

mother and the nourishment she provided him. It implies that Christ was, at least at one 

point, as helpless as any other newborn, and that he was willing to place himself in the 

care of Mary, heightening her prestige. The hymn of praise after “El parto maravilloso” 

refers to God as “Sennor, que encarnesti  enna Virgo gloriosa,” (457c), and the Jew of 

“El mercader fiado” refers to Christ the one “que nació de María” (643b). These lines 

further serve to remind the listener of God‟s human birth. Christ‟s time as an infant leads 

Berceo to provide several images of Christ as a tender child: 

   una fermosa duenna  con genta creatura. (357d)  

                 Fijo tan sin embargo,  tan dulze e tan cumplido, (524b) 

                 con su Fijo en brazos,  la su dulz compannía, (649c) 

                 el que tenié la Madre  dulzement abrazado ; (692b) 

                 con su ninno en brazos,  la su dulz creatura. (715d) 

Christ was often depicted as a child in the painting and sculpture of the thirteenth century 

as Christians became more interested in his human side (see Ch. 2). As noted above, 

Berceo‟s audience, both monastic and lay, would have been familiar with the image of 

the child seated on Mary‟s lap. Berceo characterizes the child as genta, „kind‟ and dulze, 

„sweet‟ in an effort to persuade the listener to see him as humble in personality as well as 

in the physical body. In this image, God is to be approached, not feared; his accessibility 

is at the forefront.  
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Berceo further highlights the relationship between Mary and Christ by 

emphasizing that the latter is beloved by his mother. She refers to him as “mi caro 

Fijuelo” (420a), and later in the text he is her “Fijo querido” (524ª, 672a). Thus Christ is 

caro, „dear‟ to Mary and querido, „beloved‟ by her. Berceo here implies that Mary is in 

many ways like any other mother and therefore Christ was again in some ways a very 

human child. The end result is again the accessibility of God. Berceo wants his hearers to 

believe that God is not so different from themselves, and thus encourage devotion. Such 

tender images of the deity would have had little appeal to the general audiences of the 

CMC, dedicated to war, interested in victory and spoils, not contemplative devotion.  

While the image of Jesus‟s infancy drew the faithful to identify with him, the 

image of Christ on the Cross had the opposite effect, that of singularizing him. The MNS 

also describes Christ as savior of the world through his death: 

      del que salvó el mundo,  sennor Sant Salvador ; (282b) 

  que por salvar el mundo  sofrist muert e dolor, (453b) 

                  que por salvar el mundo  sufrió muert e dolor, (487c) 

  Sennor, que eres dicho  Salvador verdadero, (668c) 

                  que por salvar a nos  sufrió grandes dolores (888b) 

Christ was seen by God as the perfect sacrifice. His death was the atonement for the sins 

of mankind, sparing them from God‟s wrath, and thus Christ was their redeemer. In 

addition to the lines cited above, Berceo saw fit to include a very interesting theological 

reference, in which Christ is “[el] pan de trigo / por que fo confondido  el mortal 
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enemigo” (659a-b). In his death, Christ had “confused” Satan, the mortal enemy. Pelikan 

explains: 

The earliest versions of the idea [that Christ‟s death was a symbol of God‟s 

power] had described this victory as a trick that God had played on the devil, 

death, and sin, the alliance of enemies who had held humanity in thrall. In one of 

the most striking . . . of images for the trick, the devil with his allies was depicted 

as a giant fish that had devoured every human being since Adam . . . so that when 

the devil gobbled up the man Jesus in his death on the cross, he was impaled on 

the divinity. He had to regurgitate the humanity of Jesus . . . and death and the 

devil, who had taken the human race, were now themselves taken. Through the 

cross, therefore, liberation and victory had come. (100)  

Berceo, though making no allusion to a fish, does here include the idea that Satan had 

been tricked by Jesus‟s presence as a man. This passage would require theological 

knowledge to understand and could be lost on a general audience, but an audience of 

clergymen and devotees of Christ and Mary would be more likely to understand the 

subtleties of Berceo‟s poetry; in an educational setting, there would be time for 

explanation. 

  The text of the Milagros de Nuestra Señora also includes a Jewish interpretation 

of Christ‟s life, placed in the mouth of the moneylender of “El mercader fiado.” The 

description provided here is thus clearly presented as false: 

Díssoli el judío:  “Yo creer non podría 

que éssi que tú dizes,  que nació de María 
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que Dios es;  mas fo omne  cuerdo e sin follía, 

profeta verdadero  - yo ál non creería.  (643a-d) 

The Jew recognizes Christ as a wise teacher and true prophet, but that is all he will extend 

to him; he will not recognize that Christ was the Son of God. Thus while Berceo may 

have agreed that Christ was indeed a wise teacher, his message for the audience is that 

this characterization of him is false in the sense that it is incomplete. It does not confer 

enough dignity to God. For them, Christ was no prophet, an instrument of God, but rather 

was of divine origin, God himself.   

 Whether referring to the Father or to the Son, Berceo concedes certain attributes 

to God, attributes that may seem basic but that finally serve him greatly as he constructs 

his literary world. The first of these attributes is that God is “good:” 

la Virgin Glorïosa,  madre del buen Criado, (19c) 

                 a la Virgo María, madre del buen Criado. (31d) 

                guardava∙l bien la festa  como al Buen Sennor, (253b) 

                 “Estevan, rendi gracias  a Dios el buen Sennor : (261b) 

                 festa de la Gloriosa,  Madre del buen Criado, (413c)  

                tú seas beneíto  ca eres buen sennor, (453c) 

                mostrar∙t é a María  con el su buen Criado.” (648c) 

                buena Madre, buen Fijo,  áslis bergüenza poca ; (688b) 

                el buen Sennor non quiso  que li fuessen perdidos ; (794b)  

The adjective buen when applied to the divinity always appears before the noun it 

modifies in the MNS, which classifies it as an epithet. Epithets are easily identified in 
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Castilian by their position before the noun they modify, and have a special function, that 

of indicating an implicit quality of the noun they precede (Marchese and Forradellas 

136). Thus upon placing the adjective buen in front of titles referring to God, Berceo 

indicates that the deity is inherently “good;” the author presents it as such an obvious 

quality that the listening audience should already equate God with the concept of all that 

is “good.” Berceo does not explain what qualities should be associated with buen, which 

could potentially encompass generosity, justice, mercy, or a wealth of other traits. Its 

implications should not be reduced to any of these individual qualities. Gonzalo Sobejano 

points out “la absorbente tendencia de Berceo a reducir las cualidades a dos polos 

exclusivos (bueno-bello frente a malo-feo)” (186); “En muchos Milagros aparece esta 

clara división y enfrentamiento de lo sumamente bueno y lo sumamente malo . . . Entre 

estos dos polos gira la trama de los Milagros,” (190). Berceo creates a world with a 

fundamental binary opposition. God is good and the devil is bad, and mankind is caught 

in between the two poles. Buen in these lines characterizes God as the opposite of evil, as 

the source of all things that are universally desirable. 

Adjectives implying truth are used in the same way. God and Christ are 

referenced as “Dios vero” (309c), the “vero Salvador” (487b), and “Salvador verdadero” 

(668c). The synonyms vero and verdadero are primarily used with reference to Christ‟s 

role as savior of the world. They appear both before the noun (487b) and after (309c, 

668c) according to the needs of the rhyme of the stanza and the rhythm of the line. 

Berceo uses vero before the noun in epithet position (487b) to imply that the truth of 

Christ is implicit in the word Salvador, that it does not really even need to be stated. He 
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assumes that the listener is already in agreement. He also employs these adjectives after 

the nouns Dios and Salvador.  The adjective placed after a noun in Spanish, even when it 

seems implicit, is interpreted as “adjetivo necesario” (Marchese and Forradellas 136-37), 

that is, an adjective that distinguishes a particular entity from other examples of the same 

category. Thus the effect is that he is identifying Christ as the only true God and savior.  

We can again apply Sobejano‟s observations to say that the utilization of this adjective, 

as with buen, is to help establish a world of polar opposites. Christ is the true God, not a 

false prophet, nor any kind of prophet, but God himself. Not only is he the true savior, he 

speaks the truth, whereas the devil deceives. Satan and his demons are labeled as false; 

this occurs three times in “El romero engañado por el enemigo malo” alone (188a, 197c, 

204c). Berceo‟s work describes a world that is full of spiritual enemies of the true God, 

and thus man is best served by devotion to this God. The epithets buen and vero do not 

serve to provide new information about the divinity so much as to reinforce his position 

at one end of a cosmic spectrum, and Berceo attempts to attract his listeners to that pole 

and convince them to pursue it. 

 Beyond those used as epithets, Berceo uses a wide range of adjectives and 

descriptive passages whose function is to invoke admiration for God‟s superiority.  

Among the most celebrated of God‟s attributes is his divine power: 

    Amigos e vassallos  de Dios omnipotent, (1a) 

              el que es poderoso,  pleno de sapiencia, (93c) 

                 al que non se encubre  bodega nin cellero, (244b) 

                 fizo un grand miraclo  el Rey omnipotent. (365d) 
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                 Sennor, la tu potentia,  grand e marabillosa, (457a) 

                 Sennor, que sin fin eres  e sin empezamiento,   

                     en cuya mano yazen  los mares e el viento, (459a-b) 

                 yo a Dios me acomiendo,  al que puede e val.” (551d) 

                 el que el mundo todo  ave de gobernar. (635d) 

                 fuera Dios a qual sólo  non se encubre nada. (787d) 

                  él mata, él vivífica  ca es de tal potencia.” (834d) 

Berceo utilizes some simple adjectives to convey God‟s power (1a, 93c, 365d, 457a). He 

also finds some poetic ways to convey the deity‟s ability to control the earth he has 

created, filling a hemistich or entire line with explanatory content. God holds the seas and 

the wind in his hand (459b); the whole earth is his territory (635d); he has the power to 

protect and to rescue (551d); his power is such that he can kill and give life (834d). God‟s 

omnipotence includes omniscience. Even the underground places are within his sight 

(244b). Those circumstances hidden to the human eye, including secret sins, are not 

hidden to him. He is the only being of such omniscience (787d). He is also without 

beginning and without end (459a), not bound by the constraints of the created world, in 

which everything is finite.         

God as presented in the MNS is also incomparable. Mary and Christ are presented 

together as an unrivaled pair, “par que non á egual” (55d). Christ is the judge who can 

decide cases better than any earthly judge as the narrator exclaims, “non vidiestes mejor” 

(94b). God is also described as sennero (790c), which means “Singular,” “Sin compañía,” 

“Único” (Alonso). God has no true peer or competitor in the universe, he is always at the 
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top of the cosmic hierarchy. He is also holy, referenced as the “Sant Salvador” (282b), 

the “Padre Sancto” (603a), and has “virtut sagrada” (458a). He is a deity that is 

uncontaminated by the sins of the world. This leads Berceo to include characterizations 

of Christ‟s perfection. He is “tan sin embargo” (524b), “tan cumplido” (524b), and “tan 

acabado” (692c). These phrases refer to Christ and highlight his flawlessness. Sin 

embargo refers to his lack of imperfections, while cumplido and acabado refer to him as 

a faultless human being, as Jesus was in the Biblical tradition a man without sin. 

Descriptive expressions with the word tan occur often in Berceo and are what Sobejano 

calls elativos ponderativos, which have two functions: to heighten the quality to its 

greatest extent and encourage the listener‟s contemplation of that extreme quality. 

Sobejano explains that the listener is either already convinced of the quality or becomes 

convinced thanks to the ponderative expression (190-91). The phrase tan cumplido is 

reminiscent of the Cid‟s “barba tan conplida” and of Ximena as “mugier tan conplida” in 

the CMC (268, 278). Just as the poet of the CMC works to idealize the Cid and Ximena, 

Berceo works to idealize Christ for his audience. Descriptions of God that emphasize his 

perfection are not present in the CMC or the LAlex, as the poets of those works did not set 

out to cultivate devotion among their hearers.  

 Along with the theme of perfection, Christ is also presented as beautiful. He is “el 

ninno muy fermoso” in the unburned image of “La imagen respetada por el incendio” 

(327d). In his heavenly realm, he is equally beautiful: “Quando vío don Christo  la Madre 

glorïosa, / e de las sus amigas  processión tan preciosa, / issió a recebirlas  de manera 

fermosa” (169a-c). In this final line, Berceo employs a “misplaced epithet,” describing 
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Christ‟s actions as fermosa. What he implies is that Christ himself is beautiful as he 

interacts with his mother. Berceo wants his listeners to imagine this scene taking place in 

heaven, that is, in exquisite surroundings, and the Son is presented as visually worthy of 

that environment. The monastic environment, far from the battlefield and replete with 

images of Christ, would be an appropriate place to ask the audience to contemplate the 

beauty of God.  

The justice of God and Christ are held up for contemplation as Berceo refers to 

both as “alcalde derechero” (90c, 244a). God is here compared to a mighty punisher who 

dispenses justice in accordance with what is deserved. His justice is based on profound 

knowledge of man‟s actions and is linked to his omniscient wisdom. God is called “pleno 

de sapiencia” (93c), “savidor” (94a), and “de grand conocencia” (834c). These 

characterizations occur in contexts of decision-making; God‟s wisdom allows him to 

pronounce judgments based on his vast familiarity with the universe and of each man‟s 

circumstances. Whatever decision he makes is always the correct one. He is also called 

“bien decorado” (790c), which means „knowledgeable‟ (Gerli, MNS 201n), much like the 

members of the audience, who acquire knowledge as they listen to Berceo‟s text.  

The phrases discussed above encourage admiration for God‟s superiority to man, 

but there are also descriptive passages that convey God‟s mercy toward humans and his 

relationship to them: 

       al regno de mi Fijo  que es bien tu amigo, (137b) 

             El Sennor que non quiere  muerte de peccadores  

                 mas que salven las almas,  emienden los errores, (793a-b) 
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             que d‟Ella nació Christus  que fue Salvador mío. (811d) 

             mucho es pïadoso  e de grand conocencia, (834c) 

             Dios que siempre desea  salut de peccadores, (888a) 

Despite all his greatness and majesty, Christ is a friend to man (137b). God exercises 

compassion and mercy (834c); he is willing to punish man, but his hope is always that 

man‟s repentance from sin will make such retribution unnecessary (793a-b, 888a). He is 

also a personal God. Teófilo recognizes Christ not only as savior of the world, but also to 

him as a human individual (811d). 

God is also savior of the community of listeners. Berceo establishes a connection 

between himself and his audience through descriptions that establish a sense of 

commonality. Berceo often refers to God and Christ as “nuestro Sennor” (68d, 244a, 

257a, 315a, 428a, 802b, 844b, 860a, 887d, 905b, 911e) and to Christ as “Nuestro Don” 

(168a). Teófilo indicates to Mary that Christ‟s name is highly praised: “sancto es el tu 

nomne,  más el suyo medrado” (872b). Finally, referring to both himself and the listeners, 

Berceo wishes for the pardon of “Christus en qui creemos” (143d). In this era, God‟s 

existence is not doubted by anyone, so Berceo refers to much more than a communal 

belief in the fact that God exists. Rather, this expression corresponds to a different 

definition of creer: “Pensar que cierta cosa es buena o eficaz” (Moliner). What Berceo is 

saying here is that he and the listener believe in God‟s purposes and goodness. In the 

cosmos of polar opposites, they are attracted to the pole of “good” rather than to the pole 

of “evil.” Berceo assumes that his audience is already convinced of God‟s supremacy, 

and thus he is able subtly to include the audience along with himself in these passages. 
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Thus descriptions of God in the MNS are varied, detailed and theologically 

oriented. This is logical, of course, as Berceo wishes to encourage devotion and sound, 

orthodox understanding of God. In order to do this, he needed an audience that would 

have been interested in the contemplation of God and of the History of Salvation. Such an 

audience would have consisted of the oradores in monasteries associated with San Millán 

and the pilgrims and devotees with whom these regular clergy were in contact. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF GOD FOR THREE DIFFERENT AUDIENCES 

The poet of the CMC kept descriptions of God to a minimum in his work so that 

his audience might focus on the figure of the Cid and on the other themes of the poem, 

such as victory in war and the wealth that such war might bring. The composer saw no 

reason to encourage his audience to contemplate divine nature. During the few occasions 

in which the poet supplied a detail about God, it was usually to locate God in heaven, the 

realm from which God looks down on the characters at all times in the narrative. There 

are clauses that characterize God as controller and guide of the universe, and there is also 

a limited number of simple adjectives applied to God ((e)spirital, santo, Criador, 

glorioso), which appear sparsely. These adjectives are generally applied only to spiritual 

beings, rarely to humans. Their primary effect is to emphasize God‟s superiority with 

regard to control over earthly affairs, and the final result is a great differentiation between 

God and man. The God of the CMC remains in calm, benevolent control while the 

characters move in an unpredictable world, much as the wartime audience of Christian 

Spain might have moved in the thirteenth century. God is a source of heavenly security in 

the CMC. 
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The poet of the LAlex presented a different vision of the deity to his refined, 

educated audience. Descriptions of God in the LAlex still separate God from man, but 

rather than implying God‟s power by repeatedly mentioning his location in heaven, they 

emphasize his divine power in a more explicit manner. Descriptive phrases in the CMC 

do characterize God as guide, but this portrayal is much gentler than the passages on the 

will of God in the LAlex, where the deity is all-controlling. And while the “Dios del 

cielo” of the CMC is a static image, the passages from the LAlex highlight the changing, 

volatile and even dangerous nature of God‟s will.  Two adjectives of power, omnipotente 

and poderoso, are found in the LAlex but not in the CMC, fittingly, as they reflect the 

court‟s concern with the authority to govern and administer. Also found only in the LAlex 

are references to God‟s beauty, as the cantar de gesta has no need to dwell on such 

impractical and theological themes as the aesthetics of the divine. Also the adjective 

valient, used in a sense that is more spiritual than literal in the LAlex, is not applied to 

God in the CMC. 

However, the scarcity of adjectives applied to God in both texts reveals a point of 

similarity: neither poet is interested in drawing a detailed mental image of God for the 

audience. Rather, both prefer that he remain mysterious and abstract. But while the God 

of the CMC‟s mysteriousness is due to his distance, in the LAlex it is due to a desire to 

keep mankind in confusion. And while the God of the cantar de gesta provides respite 

from a chaotic world, the God of the LAlex purposefully contributes to the chaos. Divine 

will changes often in the LAlex, and man is prone to misinterpret it. While the poet of the 

CMC wished to inspire confidence in the deity, the poet of the LAlex preferred that his 
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audience develop a healthy fear of the Supreme Being and an understanding of the 

transitory nature of earthly power, which pales in comparison to that of God. 

Berceo upon composing the MNS for a monastery supplied a great quantity of 

textual details about God, in contrast with the poets of the other two poems. Not only are 

descriptions of God more numerous, but they also cover a wider range of traits. Berceo 

did not wish that the Creator might remain mysterious and abstract, but rather that his 

hearers might be able to understand God‟s nature more clearly and that they might pause 

to contemplate it. While all three poems placed God in heaven, the MNS also suggested 

the splendor of heaven through use of the phrases de Gloria and de magestat. Beyond 

God‟s power, he wishes to suggest an image of heaven as an aesthetically pleasing realm 

of abundance. 

All three texts used clauses to describe God as controller of the universe, and both 

the poet of the LAlex and Berceo emphasized God‟s power, as the deity is described as 

omnipotent and omniscient in both texts. But while this emphasis on power is didactic in 

the LAlex, in the MNS it carries a celebratory tone. While in the LAlex the poet sobers his 

audience with the constant reminder that God can will a mighty individual‟s destruction 

at any point, Berceo hopes that his monastic audience will celebrate and contemplate 

God‟s power in the MNS. Berceo also balanced his discourse on God‟s power with his 

characterization of God as merciful to penitents and to those devoted to Mary. The LAlex 

author delivers the message that nothing is guaranteed, while Berceo, in contrast, 

attempts to create the image that salvation can in fact be assured. He desires that his 

monks might share with laymen a God that is consistently willing to pardon, not a God 
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that is volatile to the point of unpredictability. For this reason Berceo dwells longer on 

God‟s justice and mercy and on how to attain the latter. In the LAlex, there is always a 

chance that God will remember his mercy, a fact which brings hope to the characters, but 

hope is all that they are promised. There is no absolute assurance of mercy or help from 

the deity, just as there was no absolute promise that the court might hold its power in the 

warlike atmosphere of thirteenth-century Spain. 

But one of the major points of contrast between the God of the MNS and that of 

the two previous poems is the presentation of a dual image of God: as heavenly sovereign 

and as human. In the MNS there are clauses that refer to Jesus‟s human birth, suffering, 

and death. Berceo also frequently presents the image of Mary and Christ as a pair, 

familiar from sculpture and other art forms found in churches and monasteries. In these 

images, the Son is presented as a child, and so the adjectives genta and dulze are 

employed, along with caro and querido to describe Jesus‟s bond with his mother. Several 

of the modifiers that characterize God in the MNS (buen, sin embargo, tan cumplido, tan 

acabado, fermoso, derechero, pleno de sapiencia, savidor, pïadoso) could also be applied 

to humans as well as to the divine. The implication is that God shares many attributes 

with the human world in the MNS. At the same time these adjectives underscore God‟s 

perfection, the epitome of everything desirable in a human being. 

In conclusion, descriptions of the divinity in the MNS idealize God and celebrate 

his characteristics. They pull him toward an extreme, present him as ideal, encourage 

veneration of him, and depict a variety of his facets. This positive portrayal of an 

accessible, human, merciful God coexists with the image of God as governing judge. 
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Naturally, Berceo wishes to show both sides of the deity so that his hearers might 

comprehend God in the most complete way possible. It is only through understanding 

how to obtain God‟s mercy that they can learn to avoid divine condemnation. In this way, 

God is not always kind, but neither is he volatile. Rather, he predictable. One can always 

obtain salvation through petition. This is the message that Berceo hoped the regular 

clergy might comprehend, so that they might pass on the message of salvation to the lay 

people. 
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Chapter 4: References to God in the Cantar de mio Cid, the Libro de 

Alexandre, and the Milagros de Nuestra Señora 

In the previous two chapters, I have explored the words that refer to God and the 

descriptions of God composed by the original authors of the CMC, the LAlex, and the 

MNS. In this chapter, I will turn my attention to God as a character in these three poems, 

exploring the divine actions in the narratives themselves. Through such actions, each of 

the three poems assigns certain roles and functions to the deity, and I will attempt to 

identify and describe those recurring roles. I will also explore the references to God that 

imply no action on the part of the deity, but rather represent the intent of the narrators or 

characters to enhance the impact of their utterances.  

REFERENCES TO GOD IN THE CANTAR DE MIO CID    

Ximena‟s prayer (330-65) reflects a belief in the unity of the Trinity. While she 

recalls episodes from the Bible, she begins with events from the Old Testament and 

transitions to episodes from the life of Christ without ever mentioning the Son‟s name. 

Her prayer recalls Biblical episodes, several of which were frequently found in the art of 

the time, such as the Creation, the Visit of the Magi, and the Crucifixion of Christ. Such 

Biblical references do not occur outside of this prayer in the work, making this the only 

part of the poem that could be interpreted as didactic. The poet assumes that his audience 

is familiar enough with God to understand his role in the narrative. In Ximena‟s prayer, 

there is an emphasis on God‟s roles as Creator, the Child worthy of worship, Rescuer in 

times of trouble, Miracle Worker, Redeemer of mankind, Conqueror of Hell, King of 

kings, and Father, creating a range of images that reflect a complex mixture of power, 
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majesty, and compassion. Some of these divine roles are not found elsewhere in the text. 

While God is often a Creator and Father in the CMC, for example, he is not in any other 

passage a Rescuer, Miracle Worker, Redeemer, Conqueror, or Child, and he is rarely a 

King. The anecdotes cited come from Biblical and church tradition and God‟s actions are 

clearly defined and listed. Russell sees the influence of both French epic and Latino-

Christian prayers in this passage, but concludes that the prayer is not an actual liturgical 

prayer, but rather an invention of the poet that tries to pass as an authentic ecclesiastical 

prayer (“Oración” 150-53). 

This stands in contrast to the portrayal of God in the rest of the work; God does 

intervene in the rest of the CMC, but his intervention is often subtle, expressed in a loose 

line here or there uttered alternately by the narrator or the characters. He never stands out 

or draws attention to himself, and it is never clear exactly what he is doing. At the same 

time, he never fails the Cid‟s men.  

Controller of earthly affairs 

  Numerous expressions in the CMC reveal that the will of God is very important 

to the narrator and characters. Events come to pass because God has allowed them to 

develop, and he determines the outcomes of many matters. As I will discuss below, God 

seems to be in control of positive outcomes in the text, such as victory in battle, safe 

travel, recuperation of lost honor, proposals of marriage, and survival of attack. One 

recurring motif that reveals the perception that God controls earthly events is the frequent 

acts of thanks to God that appear in the work. Dolores Oliver has written about the 

expression “¡Grado a Dios!” and reveals that the author is translating literally from the 
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Arabic formula al-hamdu li-(A)llāh, uttered as a thanks to God when a desirable event 

occurs, but also pronounced on occasions of surprise or pain, in which its translation 

would be more accurately rendered  as “¡Bendito sea Dios!” or “¡Alabado sea Dios!” (see 

191-95). Thus in both positive and negative circumstances, the expressions of 

thanksgiving in the work reveal that God is perceived as the one who ultimately remains 

in control of the affairs of men. Other indications that God‟s will controls outcomes 

occurs through verbs such as placer, querer, mandar, dar, prender, and others. Wishes 

and hopes also appear frequently with a verb in subjunctive, indicating the characters‟ 

hopes and desires that God control a certain outcome. 

One area which God seems to control in the text is war. God‟s role as controller is 

not only implied in formulas of thanksgiving, but also is directly assigned to him in 

certain passages. Sometimes his intervention carries no explicit action on his part, but 

rather his will simply causes a victory: 

   Alegre era mio Cid  e todos sos vassallos, 

que Dios les ovo merced  que vencieron el canpo. (1739-40) (Narrator) 

Plogo al Criador  e ovieron de arrancarlos. (1721) (Narrator) 

Plogo a Dios,  aquésta fue el arrancada. (2398) (Narrator) 

Arranco las lides  commo plaze al Criador (2497) (Cid)               

God‟s will plays a role in these victories, but the narrator in these instances does not 

reveal any specific action on God‟s part. The warriors do the fighting, and God‟s will, 

which is also his pleasure, dictates the outcome. Victories are achieved because God 

wants them to come about. The Cid also tells the Count of Barcelona: “abremos esta vida  
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mientra ploguiere al Padre Santo” (1047). Present here is the idea that God will choose 

how long the Cid and his men will earn their living through battle. The Cid is not in 

control of his own destiny so much as God is. The Count should not even begrudge the 

Cid for the latter‟s victory, because it was God‟s will that he win. The Cid also thanks 

Christ for the debut of the infantes de Carrión in war in line 2477: “¡Grado a Christus , 

que del mundo es señor, / cuando veo  lo que avía sabor, / que lidiaran comigo en campo  

mios yernos amos a dos!” (2477-79). Of course, the infantes are still not to be trusted in 

the work, but the Cid‟s thanks seem to indicate that all good news come from God‟s will. 

The characters express a general belief that God is behind everything, and good news 

indicates that God‟s will and the characters‟ wishes are in harmony. 

Another arena that God seems to control is travel, which was always uncertain, 

and reunions are a coveted gift, as evidenced by the fact that Ximena ends her long 

prayer by asking God for a reunion with her husband while the two are still alive (365). 

As the Cid parts for exile, he says to his daughters, “agora nos partimos,  Dios sabe el 

ayuntar” (373). The Cid‟s life and fortune is unknown to him at this point, but it is not 

unknown to God; the Cid cannot foretell his fortune the way that God can.  Not 

surprisingly, then, reunions often coincide with thanksgivings to God in the CMC, as 

God‟s will allows the reunion to take place. Abbott Sancho says, “Gradéscolo a Dios, 

mio Cid” when the latter arrives at Cardeña on his way into exile (246), contrasting with 

the citizens of Burgos, who can offer no hospitality. The Cid exclaims, “Grado a Dios” 

upon seeing Minaya as the latter returns from his first mission (924) and “Grado al 

Criador” after being reunited with Ximena and his daughters, as they will now be able to 
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see him fight Yúcef (1637). The Cid also thanks God upon being reunited with Alfonso: 

“¡Grado a Dios  cuando vos veo, señor!” (3035). God‟s role as controller and the 

importance of his will is also often bound up with the uncertainty of the journey itself. 

Minaya says to Rachel and Vidas that he will take up the matter of repaying them “si 

Dios me lieva allá” (1435). Later, he tells Avengalbón that the latter‟s kindnesses will be 

recompensed “Si Dios me llegare al Cid” (1529). In these two utterances, Minaya claims 

that if he arrives at his destination, it is because God has been good enough to allow him 

to arrive there, overcoming the perils of travel. God is the one who actually takes („lieva‟) 

or allows Minaya to arrive („llegare‟) to his destination. In a similar way, Alfonso also 

uses the expression to indicate that those who wish to follow the Cid might travel “a la 

gracia del Criador” and commands Minaya to do the same (1370, 1379). Menéndez Pidal 

defines “graçia” as “benevolencia y amor” (CMC: Texto II 710), and so the king‟s hope is 

that the men who desire to serve the Cid and Minaya might be blessed, and thus enjoy 

divine protection, wherever they may go. The Cid also exclaims, “¡Grado al Criador,  

vengo, mugier ondrada!” as he is reunited with Ximena in Valencia after receiving 

Alfonso‟s pardon (2187). God‟s will and goodness counteract the perils of travel, an idea 

that might have resonated well with the general populations of warring border towns, 

whose knights and soldiers might have found themselves traveling to do battle.  

God as controller in the CMC also seems to be behind the recuperation of lost 

honor and the return to equilibrium or ideal circumstances. Thus the Cid exclaims, 

“¡Grado al Criador!” for his return to Alfonso‟s good graces (1925). While meeting with 

the King, hearing the words of pardon from the sovereign himself, the Cid says 
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“Gradéscolo a Dios del cielo” (2037) and “Esto gradesco al Criador” (2043). The Cid‟s 

pardon marks a return to balance. The Cid also offers thanks to God and King Alfonso 

upon the infantes‟ returning his swords to him: “¡Grado al Criador  e a vós, rey e señor, / 

ya pagado só de mis espadas,  de Colada e de Tizón!” (3200-01). The return of the 

swords likewise signals a return to balance, a restoration of justice. God is the one who is 

ultimately behind this return to equilibrium. After the final defeat at Alfonso‟s cortes, the 

Cid‟s party departs with honor: “Por ondrados se parten  los del buen Campeador, / 

vencieron esta lid  grado al Criador” (3695-96). Ondra or onor can be defined in the 

CMC as “„estima‟, que recalca el aspecto social” (Montgomery, “Palabras abstractas” 

134).  Thus God‟s will permits the recovery of good social standing, and allows bad men 

to be exposed for what they are.  

Marriage is a theme that permeates the work, and material wealth is always bound 

up with it; thus one of the most commons reasons to give thanks to God is for a petition 

of marriage.  The Cid and later Alfonso offer thanks that the former‟s daughters will 

marry the Infantes de Carrión: 

-¡Esto gradesco   a Christus el mio señor! 

   Echado fu de tierra, é tollida la onor,  

   con grand afán  gané lo que he yo. 

   A Dios lo gradesco, que del rey he su amor 

   e pídenme mis fijas  pora los ifantes de Carrión. (1933-37) 

 

–Grado e gracias, Cid, commo tan bueno  e primero al Criador, 
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que∙m‟ dades vuestras fijas  pora los ifantes de Carrión . (2094-95) 

Naturally, the petition of marriage by the princes of Aragón and Navarra also generate 

thanks, first from the Cid, then from Minaya: 

Esto gradesco  yo al Criador,   

   cuando me las demandan  de Navarra e de Aragón (3404-05) 

 

Esto gradesco  yo al Criador, 

   cuando piden mis primas  don Elvira e doña Sol 

los ifantes de Navarra e de Aragón.  

. . . Grado a Dios del cielo  e a aquel rey don Alfonso, 

así∙l‟ crece la ondra  a mio Cid el Campeador. (3446-48, 3452-53) 

The appearance and marriage proposals of the princes of Navarra and Aragón are 

unexpected and take on a somewhat miraculous aura; the new suitors best the Infantes de 

Carrión because they are not high nobility, but royalty. They themselves are a type of 

redemption, in which the Cid and his family suffer a dishonor only to enjoy greater 

rewards later. God as creator of the universe, and thus its governor, is owed thanks. 

God is thanked at high points, but he is also to be thanked at a low point, as the 

daughters instruct Minaya to do after the Afrenta de Corpes: “– Atanto vos lo gradimos  

commo si viéssemos al Criador, / e vós a Él lo gradid  cuando bivas somos nós” (2860-

61). They attribute the fact that they are alive to God. Their brutal assault has been an 

injustice suffered at the hands of evil men. God the controller has allowed them to 

survive; he has protected them from death.  
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Several verbs are repeatedly used in combination with references to the deity and 

involve God‟s role as controller. As noted above, God‟s will is often discussed in terms 

of his pleasure, and the verb placer appears time and again beside a reference to the deity. 

The characters often wish that a certain event might please God with the formula “Plega 

al Criador” and its variations31 or state what will happen if an event pleases him;32 for the 

characters, what pleases God is what he allows to happen, and a wish that something 

please God is a wish that it will occur. The verb querer also appears linked to the deity in 

wishes and conditional statements.33 And the expression “El Criador lo mande” and its 

variations34 denote the characters‟ hope that God‟s will might be the same as their wish, 

because if it is, it will happen. They wish that God might cause a thing to happen by 

commanding it. The verb dar used in wishes is employed in the context of rewards. The 

codicil, though probably not composed by the poet, expresses a wish with the verb dar: 

“Quien escrivió este libro  dél‟ Dios paraíso, ¡amén!” (3731). The scribe‟s efforts are a 

service to God, and will be met not with the earthly, material reward that the characters 

seek, but with heaven, which the copyist seeks; it reflects a different mentality, that of 

reward for service to God rather than service to man, but God is still the dispenser of 

rewards. Returning to the narrative part of the manuscript of the CMC, the wish “¡Dios 

que está en cielo  dévos dent buen galardón!” and its slight variants are really an offering 

of thanks to another character for pardon (2126), service (2855), or good judgment 

                                                 
31 282, 2100, 2149, 2274, 2741, 2782, 2892 
32 1665, 2376, 2626, 3349 
33 2342, 2684, 3461  
34 1404, 1437, 2055, 2074, 2630, 2684, 3032, 3491 
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(3416). This elegant expression of thanks envelops the perception that God rewards those 

who do good. It stands in contrast to a wish that employs the verbs plazer and prender, 

spoken against the Infantes: “¡A Dios plega e a Santa María  que dent prendan mal 

galardón!” (2782). Félez Muñoz speaks of punishment for the wicked in terms of God‟s 

pleasure, not in terms of his wrath. In the characters‟ world, God is the giver of rewards, 

but rather than actively punishing the wicked, he allows them to find their own 

punishment, as prender is an active verb, meaning “Asir, agarrar, sujetar una cosa.” 

(Alonso). They will “capture” their own punishment as if actively pursuing it.  

In addition to placer, querer, mandar, and dar, virtually any verb can be used to 

express what the characters hope God will do. They often express not so much God‟s will 

but their own: 

 ¡Mio Cid Ruy Díaz  de Dios aya su gracia! (870) (Narrator)  

                  ¡Afé Dios del cielo,  que nos acuerde en lo mijor!-(1942) (Cid) 

                  ¡Afé Dios del cielo  que lo ponga en buen recabdo!-(2155) (Alfonso) 

                  Respuso Bucar al Cid: -¡Confonda Dios tal amistad! (2412) (Bucar) 

                  De mios yernos de Carrión  Dios me faga vengar.- (2894) (Cid) 

                  Passado es d‟este sieglo  mio Cid el Campeador   

el día de cincuaesma,  ¡de Christus aya perdón! (3726-27) (Narrator/Coda) 

God is capable of silently intervening in almost any situation and of causing any action to 

come about, and divine favor is coveted. 

 Thus references to God in the CMC often serve to establish the deity as a 

determiner of circumstances. It is also worthwhile to consider the type of controller that 
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he is in the work. The presentation of his control is quite optimistic; he is responsible for 

victories on the battlefield, safe travel, reunions, recovery of lost honor, attractive 

marriage proposals, and survival of attack. He is capable of giving good rewards, but he 

is not referenced in connection to punishment outside of Félez Múñoz‟s wish that he 

allow the infantes to bring a bad reward upon themselves (2782). For a Christian, warring 

audience in the frontier regions of Castile, this is the ideal type of God: one who controls 

in an unseen but benevolent way, bringing victory, safe travel, reunion with family, and 

riches to Christian warriors. And as the Cid at the beginning of the poem finds himself 

poor, exiled, and dishonored only to later find himself completely restored, so the 

Christians living near Muslim-controlled lands might have felt that any military success 

that the Christians enjoyed might have been due to God‟s intent to restore them to power 

over the Iberian Peninsula.   

Helper 

 A more specific role for God in the CMC, that of helper, is really a facet of God‟s 

role as Controller, as he intervenes on behalf of those he favors. In order to make sure 

that they have access to such divine support, the characters often seek out divine help 

through prayer. Prayers in the CMC carry a theme of preparation. Before important 

events, characters tend to pray, and we often do not know exactly what their requests are. 

The poet does not find it necessary for the listener to know. The fact that the characters 

pray indicates that they perceive prayer as a way of preparing the hero for the challenges 

ahead, unlike in French epic, where the prayer is spoken in a more imminently 

threatening situation (Russell, “Oración” 115); the French model asks for immediate 
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rescue, while Ximena‟s prayer is for prevention of such situation. God always has the 

option of intervening in the affairs of men. The characters pray in order to request that he 

do so rather than allowing events to unfold without his guidance.  

Muño Gustioz, sent by the Cid to bring a formal complaint to King Alfonso after 

the afrenta de Corpes, immediately prays after dismounting his horse in preparation for 

speaking with the king (2928), marking a turning point in the narrative. The king can now 

begin the process of repairing his mistake in marrying the Cid‟s daughters to the Infantes. 

Prayer as preparation also occurs the night before the cortes. The Cid himself does not 

enter Toledo but rather stays outside the city in the monastery of San Servando, not 

sleeping, but rather passing the night praying and talking with his men (3057). As in the 

case of Muño Gustioz, we do not know what his specific supplication is; we know only 

that he prays. And before the three duels at Carrión, the characters also guard their arms 

and pray to God (3544); again, this prayer session takes place at night. The fact that the 

men do not sleep but rather pray indicates the seriousness with which they regard their 

dependence on divine help. They will not risk doing hand-to-hand combat without 

petitioning God. The Cid‟s enemies, in contrast, arrive with the desire to defame the Cid 

by killing his men before the duels begin (3540-41). We notice that each of these final 

three prayers of preparation occur before the three important steps in redeeming the Cid‟s 

honor: delivering a formal complaint to the King, the accusation at the cortes in Toledo, 

and the final duels in Carrión. The entire process is accompanied by prayer. The 

characters do not want to face their challenges without God‟s hand to guide them. 
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Sometimes the narrator even explicitly informs the audience that God has helped 

on the battlefield. As the Cid carries out conquests at the beginning of the Cantar 

Segundo, the narrator states, “Ayudóle el Criador,  el Señor que es en cielo” (1094). 

Shortly after, the Cid and his men are happy “que Dios le ayudara  e fiziera esta 

arrancada” (1158). In the battle with Bucar, the Cid enjoys divine help: “Por la su ventura  

e Dios que l‟amava, / a los primeros colpes  dos moros matava de la lança” (2385-86). In 

these passages, the listener does not really know how God is helping, only that he is 

doing so, and God‟s unseen, mysterious help gives the work a feel of verisimilitude, as 

the warriors do the fighting and divine aid does not perceptibly replace their efforts on 

the battlefield. There is even an occasion in which the Minaya predicts that God will win 

the battle for the Cid and his men and then associates the Cid with God in order to 

underscore the latter‟s excellence as a warrior: “Esta batalla  el Criador la ferá / e vós, tan 

diño  que con él avedes part, / mandádnoslos ferir  de cual part vos semejar” (2362-64). 

He associates the two again just below in the same passage: “Verlo hemos con Dios  e 

con la vuestra auze” (2366). Minaya believes that God and the Cid, though not equals, 

will both play a part in the victory; the Cid‟s continual success is evidence that God 

favors him among warriors, and it is guaranteed that God will help him when he enters 

into battle. God and the Cid also share responsibility for the good upbringing of the Cid‟s 

daughters, as Ximena says, “Afeme aquí, señor,  yo e vuestras fijas amas, / con Dios e 

convusco  buenas son e criadas” (1597-98).  

  The Cid recognizes God‟s active intervention in his success and does not limit his 

thanks to the verbal realm, but repays the help with the creation of the bishopric in 
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Valencia:  “cuando Dios prestarnos quiere, nós bien ge lo gradescamos! / En tierras de 

Valencia  fer quiero obispado” (1298-99). God does not request the creation of the 

diocese; it is the Cid‟s idea and is made directly in response to God‟s help in his success. 

 References to God as helper, especially those as helper on the battlefield, would 

be especially appealing to a wartime audience in frontier zones, who would wish to think 

that God might also help their own efforts in combat, never hindering them or frustrating 

their endeavors. 

 Protector 

God‟s intervention often takes the form of a more specific role, that of Protector, 

and certain verbs, such as valer, acomendar, salvar, rogar, and curiar appear often as 

God is cited in this role. The most common of these is valer. Oliver notes that the 

Spanish verb valer takes on meanings in the CMC that are not found in cognates in other 

romance languages. As with similar wishes in Arabic, the use of valer in the CMC might 

have connoted protection, help, accompaniment, good outcomes, fulfillment of desires, 

and prosperity (Oliver 197-202). It is difficult, then, to say how the original audience 

would have interpreted the use of this verb when used in wishes involving God; we do 

not know if they would have interpreted these statements as „God protect you” or „may 

God pay you with increases.‟ It may have been ambiguous for them, as both definitions 

would fit within the themes of the CMC. For simplicity‟s sake, we will assume the 

meaning of valer to be “Amparar, proteger, patrocinar, socorrer” (Alonso). This is the 

sense that Ximena and her maids seem to employ as they use the verb valer in a short 

prayer: “Tú, que a todos guías,  val a mio Cid el Canpeador.” (241). 
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Sometimes valer occurs in reference to God in the indicative, often in a context of 

battle. The Cid tells Minaya to spread the news in Castile that “Dios nos valió  e 

venciemos la lid” (831). As he conquers the regions near Valencia, the Cid sees “que 

Dios le iva valiendo” (1096). As Yúcef sieges Valencia, Minaya tells the Cid, “Dios nos 

valdrá” (1697). After his pardon, the Cid happily says, “valerme á Dios  de día e de noch” 

(2045). Muño Gustioz predicts that God will help them in the battle against Bucar: “¡Nós 

convusco la vençremos  e valernos ha el Criador!” (2330).  

Valer appears often in the subjunctive as ritual language in expressions such as 

“El Criador vos vala”.35 At other times it is highly situation-specific. After explaining 

Alfonso‟s decree to the citizens of Burgos, the nine-year-old girl tells the Cid, “mas el 

Criador vos vala  con todas sus vertudes santas” (48). The people cannot help the hero, 

but God can, and she speaks for the people in wishing him God‟s protection and 

provision as he parts for the uncertainty of exile. And just before the Cid‟s daughters set 

out for Carrión with their husbands, Ximena tells them, “Andad, fijas,  d‟aquí el Criador 

vos vala” (2603). At this point, it seems that Ximena is simply employing a ritual 

goodbye, but later the daughters give thanks to God that they are alive, as noted above 

(2861). God has indeed protected them. Félez Muñoz uses valer in the conditional to 

express what will happen if God does not protect his cousins and himself: “Si Dios non 

nos vale,  aquí morremos nós” (2795). And as Alfonso addresses the Cid, the negative is 

used: “mas atal cavallo cum ést  pora tal commo vós, / . . . quien vos lo toller quisiere, 

no∙l‟ vala el Criador” (3518, 3520). Oliver believes that a possible meaning here is 

                                                 
35 See lines 706, 874, 880, 1324, 1442, 2081, 2277, 2328, 2559, 2594, 2798, 3128 
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related to Arabic, and would be interpreted “Dios haga que no le valga, no le sirva para 

nada; que no pueda sacar provecho de él” (203). The original audience may also have 

interpreted it to mean “may God not help him.” Either way, the wish is that God not aid 

anyone who would take the Cid‟s horse from him.   

The verb salvar is also used in the wishes “¡sí el Criador vos salve!” and its 

variations36 and the formula “sí∙n‟ salve Dios” and its variant, a formula which is 

reserved for Alfonso.37 The verb curiar is also used in the wish “Dios vos curie de mal” 

and its variants.38 Curiar means „to liberate‟ (see Montaner CMC 31n), and so this ritual 

wish expresses the hope that God might shield a party from evil. Minaya also sends a 

message that he and the Cid‟s family will arrive in fifteen days “si Dios nos curiare de 

mal” (1410). Their journey‟s safe and timely conclusion is dependent on God‟s 

protection.  

Petitions and statements with the verb rogar often carry a vision of God as 

protector as well. Rogar is even used metonymically to mean thanksgiving in one context 

(1616), but more often it is employed with its more literal meaning of „to implore‟, and is 

followed by a request. In a motivational speech to his men, the Cid tells them that he 

prays that God will allow him to do some good for his men before he dies. In order for 

the petition to be fulfilled, God must safeguard his life: “Yo ruego a Dios  e al Padre 

spirital,… / enantes que yo muera, algún bien vos pueda far.” (300, 302). A bien is a 

material good or “cosa provechosa” (Menéndez Pidal, CMC: Texto 510). His prayer is 

                                                 
36 420, 1115, 1646, 2332, 3038, 3045  
37 2960, 2990, 3042, 3391 
38 329, 364, 1396, 1407, 2890 
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that God might protect and extend his life so that he might be able to help his men 

economically. A similar scene occurs as the Cid tells Ximena and his daughters “Rogad 

al Criador  que vos biva algúnt año,” as his fighting increases their honor (1754). Again, 

the actual petition to God is that the Cid be allowed to live a while longer. The Cid will 

do the fighting, but what he covets is God‟s safekeeping. And before entering into the 

text of Ximena‟s prayer, the narrator describes Ximena as “rogando al Criador,  cuanto 

ella major sabe / que a mio Cid el Campeador  que Dios le curiás de mal.” (328-29). The 

line is repeated nearly word for word at the end of the prayer, this time by Ximena (364).  

The verb acomendar is used when a character commends himself or another to 

the protection of God, often as two characters take leave of each other. The Cid tells his 

daughters, “A Dios vos acomiendo, fijas,  e al Padre spirital” (372) and upon waking 

from his dream of Gabriel, the Cid also commends himself to God (411). Alfonso says to 

the Cid, “A Dios vos acomiendo,  d‟estas vistas me parto” (2154) as he takes leave. The 

Cid and Minaya also say, “A Dios vos acomendamos,  don Elvira e doña Sol” as they 

part for Carrión (2628). All of these acts of consignment take place before journeys, as 

God is the protector of travel in the work as well as general protector. 

One petition to God is unique in the CMC in that it is uttered by Diego Gonçález, 

an enemy of the Cid: “¡Valme, Dios, glorioso señor,  e cúriam‟ d‟este espada!” (3665). It 

is also unique for its utterance in the moment of trouble; it asks for immediate 

deliverance from death in the middle of a hostile situation. As discussed above, the Cid 

and his men are always prepared for combat by praying beforehand. Diego, in contrast, 

must pray in the midst of trouble. The prayers of the Cid and his men emphasize 
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preparation and protection. The poet wants his audience to conceive of God as a great 

protector, freely accessible to any who pray to him at any moment, though the wise pray 

beforehand. In this way, the Cid‟s men prepare themselves before the battle with Yúcef 

with a mass, and God becomes the protector of the soul as well as the body as Jerónimo 

tells the men, “El que aquí muriere  lidiando de cara, / préndol‟ yo los pecados  e Dios le 

abrá el alma” (1704-05). In the event that God does not protect the life of a particular 

warrior, each has additional assurance that the soul will enter heaven. Like prayer, the 

mass before battle is a measure of preparation; the soldiers enter the battlefield prepared 

in case God decides not to protect them from physical death. But in the world created by 

the poet, this reassurance of heaven is only a brief precaution taken by the characters.  

The poet never allows the realm of the soul to become thematic; he does not want his 

audience focused on heaven, but rather on earthly rewards. 

Thus time and again, the God of the CMC takes on the role of protector. For a 

wartime Christian audience, this role would be essential if the poet wishes to convince 

the audience that war is not so risky as it might seem. The frontier audience knows that 

war and travel are difficult, and the poet responds by depicting the deity as an unfailing 

protector time and again, attempting to reduce the peril that such activities involve. In the 

event that a fighting man dies in combat, God protects the soul as an extra level of 

precaution. 
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Source of Confidence 

 God is a source of confidence for the Christians both at high and low points in the 

poem. As the Cid and his men win more and more victories, they begin to have more 

assurance that God will intervene for them. Short language formulas reveal such 

assurance. The warriors excitedly predict victory with a variety of expressions that 

mention the deity. These expressions include “Con la merced del Criador” and its 

variants (598, 1654, 2337), “fío por Dios “and its variants (1112, 1133, 2447), “Con 

Dios” (1656, 2354), and “con ayuda del Criador” (2503). The Christians feel that God 

will be on their side.  

But God is not only with the Cid as he gains momentum and riches, but also at the 

hero‟s low points and before his challenges. Before challenges, the Cid often gives thanks 

to God, which has puzzled scholars. These thanksgivings occur in circumstances that the 

listener might interpret as negative or dangerous, but in fact they always turn out positive 

in the narrative. They are reserved for the Cid (except for one case, in which the narrator 

offers the thanks). These are the expressions which Oliver notes are translations in 

imitation of an Arabic formula pronounced in similar circumstances; rather than true 

thanksgivings, in Arabic they would be closer to the equivalent of “¡alabado sea Dios!” 

(191-95). As we know little about the spontaneous spoken speech of the time, it is 

difficult to know how a medieval frontier audience would interpret these lines or whether 

or not they used a similar expression in these contexts.  

The poem‟s very first mention of God occurs in this type of context as the Cid 

sets out into exile: “¡Grado a ti, Señor,  Padre que estás en alto! / ¡Esto me an buelto  
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mios enemigos malos!” (8-9). The narrator creates a contrast between God and the 

enemies; God is good, the enemies are evil. God, while allowing the exile, is not 

responsible for it. These lines are a sign that the Cid‟s relationship with God still stands. 

While he is leaving his possessions and his familiar place in the hierarchy under Alfonso, 

his position as a servant of God stays intact. He maintains his vital connection to God, 

who is a much more powerful king than Alfonso is, and, unlike the latter, can see that the 

Cid is innocent.  

A similar thanksgiving occurs just before the Cid leaves Castile as he says “A ti lo 

gradesco, Dios” (217) and then asks Mary for protection. His act of thanks is merely in 

return for the fact that he continues to be under divine protection. As he departs into 

unknown circumstances, it is a constant. With God on his side, he has hope of regaining 

dignity. After the Cid captures Murviedro, he again receives unexpected adversity as the 

Valencians arrive to establish a siege against him; he is surprised: “Violo mio Cid,  tomós 

a maravillar: -¡Grado a ti,  Padre spirital!” (1102-1102b). He maintains his confidence 

because he believes God will sustain him. A similar thanksgiving is offered as Yuçef 

establishes a siege around Valencia. The Cid this time is not surprised for a moment, but 

rather begins immediately to thank God for the opportunity to fight in front of Ximena 

and his daughters: “¡Grado al Criador,  e al Padre espirital / todo el bien que yo he  todo 

lo tengo delant!” (1633-34).  

A later expression of thanks and/or praise to God is not joyful in tone in the 

slightest. The hero exclaims his disgust at the Infantes de Carrión, thanking Christ for the 

“ondra” they have conferred upon him by abusing his daughters (2830). The irony is 
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directed only toward the Infantes, not toward God. The thanksgiving is the Cid‟s first step 

toward summoning his strength, as such news demands a response, which he must now 

begin planning. Reflecting his mesura, his first act is to raise his hand to heaven, clasp his 

beard, and give thanks to Christ. He must be confident that he can overcome this trial, a 

trial which is, after all, an opportunity, not just to avenge himself, but to marry his 

daughters well: “a mis fijas  bien las casaré yo!” (2834).  

The last of these “ironic” thanksgivings occurs in Alfonso‟s court, in which 

Garci-Ordóñez dismisses the Cid‟s claims before the king and the rest of the company. 

The Cid‟s response is again to give thanks to God (3281) before proceeding to discredit 

the count completely. One byproduct of this action of thanksgiving is that the Cid, while 

completely reproaching his enemy, seems humble. He reminds himself and the entire 

court that he is under God, as they all are. Garci-Ordóñez, by contrast, now seems 

arrogant.  

We see through these ironic expressions of thanks that God gives perspective to 

the other characters in the work. He is constant and unchanging while circumstances are 

not. He remains in control; thus his will allows adverse situations to arise, but he also 

helps those whom he favors. The Cid knows this, and that is what lends him confidence. 

It is a testament to the strength of his faith and another way in which the Cid is idealized. 

He is not only a great fighter, but also a great Christian. Thus we see God as a source of 

confidence and stability; bad situations are always remedied, and harmony is always 

restored for the Cid. The poet seems to invite the listening audience, especially its 

fighting men, to take confidence in God as well, though their world is uncertain. 
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 Giver of riches and increase 

In addition to controller, helper, protector, and source of confidence, God is also 

directly responsible for the distribution of riches in the CMC. The Cid tells Minaya to 

take of the “riqueza  que el Criador nos á dado” (811). Speaking of the Cid, Minaya tells 

Alfonso that “Grandes son las ganancias  que∙l‟ dio el Criador” (1334). Upon returning 

from the battle with Yúcef, the Cid tells the women, “Esto Dios se lo quiso  con todos los 

sos santos, / cuando en vuestra venida  tal ganancia nos an dado” (1750-51). God is just 

as interested in giving the Cid wealth as the Cid and his men are in earning it, and in 

these passages the giving of the wealth is directly attributed to him. There is no conflict 

between wealth and God in the CMC.  

Any kind of increase is generally cause for thanksgiving, and the work tends to 

adhere to the principle that more is better. For example, the Cid counts his men and 

discovers that their number has multiplied: “¡Grado a Dios, Minaya,  e a Santa María 

madre, / con más pocos ixiemos  de la casa de Bivar! / Agora avemos riqueza,  más 

avremos adelant” (1267-69). The increase in fighting men is tied to wealth.  More men 

means that the Cid can fight more formidable enemies, which means that the war spoils 

will be greater. King Alfonso thanks God and Isidro on receiving the Cid‟s gift of two 

hundred horses for the increase to his kingdom: “Grado al Criador  e al señor Sant Esidro 

el de León / estos dozientos  cavallos  que m‟enbía mio Cid; / mio reino adelant  mejor 

me podrá servir” (1867-69). The king is not lacking in riches, but any increase is cause 

for thanks to God.  
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The characters commonly thank God after a victory as well, and victory is always 

tied to riches. After the victory at Alcoçer, the Cid exclaims, “¡Grado a Dios del cielo  e a 

todos los sos santos, / ya mejoraremos posadas  a dueños e a cavallos!” (614-15). After 

the battle with Fáriz and Galve, the Cid exclaims his thanks while the narrator describes 

the plunder:  

¡Grado a Dios, a aquel que está en alto, 

cuando tal batalla avemos arrancado!- 

Esta albergada los de mio Cid  luego la an robado 

de escudos e de armas  e de otros averes largos; (792-95) 

The Cid begins to view his exile in a positive light as he tells his armies, “Después que 

nos partiemos  de la linpia cristiandad / . . . grado a Dios, lo nuestro fue adelant. (1116, 

1118). “Lo nuestro” of line 1118 refers to the string of victories and the sum total of 

riches that the Cid and his men are enjoying, and the Cid begins to see that it was the 

dishonor of exile that brought his current circumstances. As discussed in Chapter 2, the 

king of Morocco reveals his frustration that his property is being taken by the Cid, “e él 

non ge lo gradece  sinon a Jesucristo” (1624). He must face the fact that his defeat is the 

Cid‟s gain, and that his loss is not only a loss of power, but also of “heredades” (1623).  

Several other acts of thanks to God are linked to increases in riches. After the 

battle with Bucar, Minaya says,   

-¡Grado a Dios  e al Padre que está en alto, 

e a vós Cid,  que en buen hora fuestes nado! 

Matastes a Bucar  e arrancamos el canpo; 
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todos estos bienes  de vós son e de vuestros vassallos, (2456-59) 

The Cid himself later celebrates his riches: “¡Grado a Dios, que del mundo es señor! / 

Antes fu minguado,  agora rico só” (2493-94). Fernando, one of the infantes de Carrión, 

exclaims, “Grado al Criador  e a vós, Cid ondrado, / tantos avemos de averes  que no son 

contados” (2528-29). As the poem draws to a close, the Cid celebrates that his daughters 

have been avenged, but not without noting that they have gained property in Carrión: 

“¡Grado al rey del cielo,  mis fijas vengadas son, / agora las hayan quitas  heredades de 

Carrión!” (3714-15). In these expressions of thanks to God, gratitude is never expressed 

on account of survival of a battle or dual, but rather with the aquisition of land and the 

plunder of goods.  

Sometimes thanks for a material increase is expressed before the battle even 

begins, as in this dialogue between the Cid and Ximena: 

-¡Ya mugier ondrada,  non ayades pesar!   

Riqueza es que nos acrece  maravillosa e grand;  

á poco que viniestes,  presend vos quieren dar, 

por casar son vuestras fijas,  adúzenvos axuvar.- 

-A vós grado, Cid,  e al Padre spirital.- (1647-51) 

The axuvar is the dowry that a daughter would receive from her parents upon her 

betrothal (Montaner, CMC 113n); the Moors, setting up their battle camps, possess many 

riches, which the Cid will win from them. Thus, they are figuratively delivering the Cid‟s 

daughters‟ dowry to the battlefield. A second example of thanks offered for riches occurs 

as Búcar establishes camp outside Valencia. The narrator explains that the Cid and his 
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men are excited about the opportunity to fight for the explicitly stated reason that their 

wealth will increase: “Alegrávas‟ el Cid  e todos sus varones, / que les crece la ganancia,  

grado al Criador” (2315-16). War and the riches it brings are perceived as divine gifts. 

This thanksgiving occurs in contexts of what Galmés de Fuentes calls “alegría ante la 

presencia del enemigo,” a motif found in Arabic narrative (439-440). 

 Thanks are also offered for the marriage arrangement with the Infantes de 

Carrión, who are rich in land possessions. The Cid says to Ximena, “¡Grado al Criador, 

vengo, mugier ondrada! / Yernos vos adugo  de que avremos ondrança,” and Ximena 

responds, “¡Grado al Criador  e a vós, Cid, barba vellida!” (2187-88, 2192). The Cid 

resumes, “Mugier doña Ximena,  ¡grado al Criador! / A vós digo, mis fijas,  don Elvira e 

doña Sol, / d‟este vuestro casamiento  creçremos en onor” (2196-98). God is thanked for 

this doomed proposal of marriage, but, like the gestures of gratitude pronounced after 

victories, it is the increase in wealth that the characters value so much.  

  God as distributor of riches is the ideal God for the frontier, warring audience. In 

the narrator‟s discourse, God will not only protect warriors on the battlefield, he will 

shower them with riches after the battle‟s conclusion. As noted in Chapter 1, social 

ascension in thirteenth-century Castile was only possible in the border regions (Lacarra 

162). The Cid‟s narrative as a whole is appealing for those looking to increase their 

wealth and social status, and the God of the CMC seems designed as a cooperative force 

in such endeavors.  
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Comforter 

Though less common, God is also found in the role of comforter as Minaya says 

to the Cid, “Aun todos estos duelos  en gozo tornarán, / Dios, que nos dio las almas,  

consejo nos dará” (381-82). God, as creator of man, is most qualified to give consejo, 

which Montaner glosses as „remedio‟ or „socorro‟ (MNS 33n); he will provide an 

emotional remedy to the Cid and his men in their poverty and exile. This phrase is uttered 

as the Cid takes leave of his family, and this role for God seems to reflect the characters‟ 

vision of God as a spiritual Padre, a family member who provides loyal support during a 

time of trial when circumstances change unexpectedly. An audience in a warring town 

might welcome a conception of God as one who does not wait to judge the Christians, but 

rather to understand and comfort them as they risk all in battle. 

God referenced to intensify or solemnize a situation 

 Sometimes the composer of the CMC evokes God in order to lend intensity, 

drama, or a serious tone to a particular context. Often this involves no action on the 

divinity‟s part, but rather functions as a poetic technique. Some such instances have been 

mentioned above as I discussed God as a Source of Confidence in the CMC. There are 

numerous other examples as well. A very important statement, one that truly sheds light 

on the role of God in the poem, is line 94: “Véalo el Criador  con todos los sos santos, / 

yo más non puedo  e amidos lo fago” (94-95). This line is spoken just before the famous 

and controversial deception of Rachel and Vidas; the Cid is idealized in the work, and so 

the original audience was never supposed to be appalled by the hero‟s action. The Cid is 

sure to carry out his trick by night (“que non lo vean cristianos” (93)), and his very next 
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line calls on God and all of the saints to witness the event. He then says that he carries out 

the deception reluctantly. This creates a contrast between God and men; God can 

understand that the Cid has no other option and accept his action. The people, more 

legalistic, cannot. The Cid‟s invitation to God to witness the scene lends it scope and 

grandeur, and makes the audience understand the action as well. They are invited to 

understand that the Cid‟s action is necessary given the circumstances. The Cid‟s 

conscience is clear before God, and God is perceived as adaptable, flexible, never a harsh 

or unyielding judge, but a compassionate father. God and the Cid remain partners in the 

latter‟s success. 

Sometimes God‟s name forms part of an epithet. Mary is “madre del Criador” 

(1668) and “madre del nuestro señor Dios,” (2524); the metonymies in these two 

references have been discussed in Chapter 2. Abbot Sancho is also “cristiano del Criador” 

(237). This epithet tells us little about God but reveals much about Sancho. It is the poet‟s 

way of emphasizing the latter‟s devotion to God. He is “of God” in the sense that his life 

belongs to the deity, it is for God‟s service, and it works to idealize the abbot. 

Statements made in the name of God also intensify the preceding or following 

actions: 

en el nonbre del Criador,  que non pase por ál: 

vayámoslos ferir  en aquel día de cras.- (675-76) (Minaya) 

                  

  -¡En el nombre del Criador  e del apóstol Santi Yagüe,  

feridlos, cavalleros,  d‟amor e de grand voluntad, (1138-39) (Cid) 
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Irlos hemos ferir  en aquel día de cras 

en el nombre del Criador  e del apóstol Santi Yagüe. (1690-1690b) (Cid)  

The verb that accompanies all three cases of “en el nombre del Criador” is ferir. The poet 

intensifies the action of wounding with God‟s name and, in the latter two cases, 

intensifies God‟s power by evoking Santiago in the same line. In a similar way, Minaya 

invokes God to give a note of solemnity to his promise not to take plunder until he feels 

that he has earned it:  

A Dios lo prometo,  a aquel que está en alto, 

fata que yo me pague  sobre mio buen cavallo 

lidiando  con moros en el campo,… 

non prendré de vós  cuanto vale un dinero malo; (497-99, 503) 

Finally, God is invoked to intensify the accusation which Muño Gustioz brings 

against Assur Gonçález: “Non dizes verdad  a amigo ni a señor, / falso a todos  e más al 

Criador” (3386-87). As mentioned in Chapter 1, Duggan has interpreted lines 3377-81 as 

an accusation of bastardry against the Cid (see 54-57), and therefore Muño Gustioz 

wishes to destroy the rumor completely, declaring Gonçález false before everyone, 

including God. Whether Gonçález is accusing the Cid of being illigitimate or not, 

pronouncing an enemy as false before God must be a very serious counteraccusation, as 

being false is never taken lightly in the CMC. The Infantes de Carrión, for example, hide 

their intentions to dishonor the Cid by abusing his daughters. They are false, and by the 

poem‟s end, they are completely humiliated. In contrast, the Cid excuses himself before 
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the deception of Raquel and Vidas because he is in dire straits, inviting God to witness 

his actions. He reluctantly deceives them, but he never hides his actions from God. He 

cannot be accused of being false to the Creator. In Duggan‟s interpretation, however, 

Assur Gonçález is diffusing a lie. The omniscient God also knows that his claim is false. 

The older brother of the Infantes is shamelessly spreading a falsehood without taking into 

consideration that God is witnessing his slander. He has forgotten God‟s omniscience. 

The invocation of God adds a note of gravity to Gustioz‟s accusation that could not 

otherwise be easily achieved.  

The use of God‟s name as an intensifying element also occurs in interjections. In 

these structures, the substance of God‟s character becomes more abstract. The deity does 

not so much act as stand for certain qualities. There are two types of interjections 

invoking him. The first of these is comprised of complex interjections, which are used in 

requests with the preposition por to add an emotional tone to the context. The interjection 

“por Dios” is used twice. Doña Sol begs the infantes de Carrión for mercy: “¡Don Diego 

e don Ferrando,  rogámosvos por Dios!” (2725). Gonçalo Assúrez also begs Muño 

Gustioz for mercy on his son: “¡No∙l‟firgades, por Dios!” (3690). Both petitions occur in 

moments of imminent harm, and the interjection, here meaning “with attention to the 

interests of” God (translated from Montgomery, “Palabras abstractas” 128), adds urgency 

to the request. In these contexts, the interjection means, „Have mercy!,‟ as God is 

associated with clemency. The complex interjection “por amor del Criador” and its 

variant “por aquel que está en alto” always end a particular formula used for petitions. 

The poet employs the formula “petition + (name) + por amor del Criador!:”    
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-¡Feridlos, cavalleros,  por amor del Criador! (720) 

                      -¡Oíd, Minaya Álbar Fáñez,  por aquel que está en alto! (1297) 

                      -¡Merced, señor Alfonso,  por amor del Criador! (1321) 

                      ¡Despertedes, primas,  por amor del Criador! (2787)  

                     - ¡Esforçadvos, primas,  por amor del Criador! (2792) 

                     ¡ondrados me los enviad a Valencia,  por amor del Criador!- (3490) 

                      ¡Merced vos pido, rey,  por amor del Criador! (3504) 

¡tenendos a derecho,  por amor del Criador! (3580) 

As Montgomery notes, this line is nearly equivalent to “por el Criador” (“Palabras 

abstractas” 128), that is, “for the sake of the Creator;” as in several of the lines discussed 

just above, the interjection invoking God adds intensity to the rest of the line‟s content, in 

this case to the petition; it is as if the speaker‟s interests and God‟s are one and the same.  

 In addition to these complex interjections, the poet also uses the word Dios as a 

simple interjection. It is the poem‟s most abstract use of the name of the deity in that it 

assigns no role or action to God, but its function is the same as that of the complex 

interjections and some of the other uses of God discussed above. It adds emotion and 

reinforces the content of the rest of the line: “¡Dios, qué buen vassallo,  si oviesse buen 

señor!” (20).39 As noted above, the interjection is not in reference to specific actions or 

descriptions attributable to the deity. Despite this, we cannot dismiss these interjections 

as mere ornaments which tell us nothing about the narrator or his audience. Daniel C. 

                                                 
39 The interjection also occurs in lines 243, 457, 580, 600, 789, 806, 926, 930, 933, 1052, 1305, 1554, 

2213, 2243, 2388, 2650. 
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O‟Connell, Sabine Kowal, and Scott P. King write that “interjections do change the 

meaning of otherwise much more meaningful words in discourse…interjections add to 

discourse a richness and subtlety that the otherwise very important content words are 

incapable of imparting to a listener…What interjections carry to the listener are an 

emotional stance and a perspective on the part of the speaker” (435). The poet indeed 

uses the word ¡Dios! to add emotional emphasis to the words that follow, and there is one 

particular emotion that he invites his audience to share with him. Grammarians have 

noted that one of the emotions commonly expressed in the form of interjection is 

admiration (see citations in Hernández Guerrero 238, 245). Admiration can adequately 

describe all of the uses of the simple interjection ¡Dios! in the CMC with the possible 

exception of line 580, in which the Moors of Alcocer celebrate the Cid‟s false retreat (see 

Montaner CMC 45n). In all other cases, the narrator is trying to get his audience to 

appreciate the emotional impact of the scene he is describing. The word Dios, so 

important to a Peninsular, Christian audience at the beginning of the thirteenth century, is 

one of the choicest words that a poet could use to add admiration to a line of verse.  

The use of this word as an interjection has an equivalent in French epic, Deus!, 

which in the chansons de geste can express surprise or fear; Erich von Richthofen 

conjectures that the expression is borrowed from familiar speech (114). If the word Dios 

used as an interjection comes from informal speech, there is no way to trace the 

numerous contexts in which it might have been expressed in the Middle Ages. Whether it 

was used as an interjection in familiar speech or not, it was still the word used to refer to 

the deity; the poet of the CMC borrows the word from society and makes it his own (see 
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Bakhtin 293-94), assigning to it connotations of esteem and excitement; he only uses it as 

an interjection in contexts in which he wants his audience to marvel at the events he is 

narrating, as they might have marveled at the power of the deity whom they called Dios. 

Casalduero‟s description of the style of certain passages of the CMC could be 

applied to the poet‟s use of the interjection ¡Dios!: “No se busca el detalle analítico de las 

cosas, tampoco se necesita el adjetivo matizador para los sentimientos; lo que se quiere es 

la expresión enérgica y definitiva” (34). The word Dios in these examples, though telling 

us nothing about God‟s character in the text, reveals much about the social atmosphere in 

which the work was performed. We discover that this particular word was able to connote 

a sense of awe for the listener, and that the poet knew how to insert the word into 

contexts that would produce just such a reaction, heightening the effects of his poetry. 

Thus the references to God in the CMC establish the deity as a benevolent 

controller, helper, protector, distributor of riches, source of confidence, and comforter, 

and the poet also mentions God to intensify or add energy to utterances. In the structure 

of this narrative, God has become one of the elements that the composer uses to 

encourage warriors in their efforts. References to the deity always add energy to the 

narrative; he is never a burdening, limiting force for the Cid and his men, but rather 

provides restoration, help, and, above all, security. God as controller of all outcomes 

encourages fighting men to forget their fears and to chance the battlefield with bravery in 

the hope that they might be rewarded with riches, which God desires for him. In this way, 

it seems that the poet of the CMC succeeded in designing and presenting a God that 
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would have been very appealing in the frontier towns of thirteenth-century warlike 

Castile.      

REFERENCES TO GOD IN THE LIBRO DE ALEXANDRE 

The poet of the LAlex created a God for a different, more reduced audience, and 

the vision of God that he presented to them was different in significant ways. Certain 

aspects of the deity present in the CMC are also found in the LAlex, but God also enacts 

roles in the learned epic that were not broached in the popular poem.  

Sovereign 

Passages concerning God in the LAlex establish the deity as a sovereign over the 

earth, a role that might have had special importance for a courtly audience. In the first 

place, God‟s sovereignty is based on the fact that he created the earth. As mentioned in 

Chapter 3, he is the one who “partió el mundo” and “fízolo tres partidas” (277a), and the 

narrator recounts that “siete son los mundos  que Dïos ovo dado” (2289b). Zoroas 

announces to Dario that he understands “cómo lauda a Dios  la santa armonía” (1059c). 

This “santa armonía” refers to the interconnections of the universe owed to God‟s divine 

plan (Cañas 329n); creation is perceived in the work as a testament to God‟s creative 

intelligence. In Alexander‟s tent, God is depicted creating mankind: “Crïava Dios al 

omne  por enchir es lugar,” that is, the earth (2551a). Mankind is also made in God‟s 

image, as the narrator reminds the audience that “fuemos a Dios  a su beldat formados” 

(1814c).  The characters also pause to praise God for creating certain outstanding 

individuals, telling him, “Señor, tú seas gradido, / que fezist‟ a Cristóbolus  maestro tan 

conplido” (2264c-d). And of Alexander, the narrator says, “fizo Dïos grant cosa  en tal 
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omne crïar” (2302c). The narrator also enters upon a discourse on Heaven and Hell 

describing God as creator: “El Crïador que fizo  todas las crïaturas / . . . ordenó los 

lugares  de diversas naturas / do reçiben las almas  lazerio e folguras. (2335a, c-d). As he 

continues the sermon, the narrator notes that the punishment for those in Hell is “nunca 

veer…la faz del Crïador” (2421b). Man‟s ultimate penalty for grave sin is separation 

from the original maker. These passages reveal a sense of respect for God‟s creativity, 

and all knowledge and excellence, two pursuits of the intended audience of the LAlex, are 

due to the divine plan.   

God is not only the arquitect of heaven and earth, but also their chief authority. In 

the first place, the work establishes him as king of heaven. The narrator refers to God as 

“Rëy de gloria, / que bive e que regna  en complida victoria” (2669a-b). Those in heaven 

“metrán toda su fuerça  en a Dios bendezir” (2337d), that is, the righteous spend eternity 

worshipping God as sovereign. Heaven is God‟s territory and God‟s alone, but pride 

causes others to overstep their bounds. The narrator states that if it had not been for the 

existence of pride, “nunca Dios oviera  de Luçifer querella” (2409b). In an attempt to 

prevent Alexander from conquering his people, the Scythian messenger warns Alexander 

that his conquests have become so excessive that it seems that the latter wants to take 

over heaven, to which the messenger refers as the “emperio” of “Júpiter” (1918d). This 

hyperbole is intended to cause Alexander to see that his thirst for conquest has lost all 

restraint. For the audience, heaven is God‟s territory and Júpiter can function as a 

codeword for God (Fraker, “Dios” 30). The receptors begin to see that Alexander‟s pride 

is beginning to encroach upon divine territory. Lucifer and Alexander share the common 
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sin of pride, which leads them to believe that they should have power that is not theirs. 

Like others in the work who are condemned for betrayal of a king, they too betray a king, 

the divine king. 

But God is also referenced in the work as an authority over man and the earth. 

Aristánder announces that “todas las criaturas  a su Crïador sirven, / e teniendo su curso  

su mandamiento siguen.” (1211c-d). His message is that God created all things with a 

predetermined purpose in mind, and creatures “serve” God simply by doing what they 

were created to do, even if this service is not conscious. But the characters often do 

recognize divine authority in a conscious way as well. For this reason, Dario writes in his 

letter to Alexander that he is “rey de los rëyes,  igual del Crïador” (780b) in an attempt to 

intimidate the latter. Alexander affirms to his men that “adoro al Criador, / al que me 

prometió  de ferm‟ emperador, / que es rey e obispo,  e abat e prior” (1161b-d). God is 

the sovereign that places other sovereigns in power, including emperors. The messengers 

from Scythia announce that “a Dios sus derechuras  todas ge las rendemos” (1934c). 

Certain assets are owed to God simply for his supremacy over mankind, and those 

audience members in more powerful social circles are not exempt. 

But more than a royal authority, God is a moral authority in the work. In 

Alexander‟s interactions with the Jews, he hears that they were the recipients of “la lëy 

del Criador” (1132b), but he later dismisses them as “contra su ley  tan mal aconsejado” 

(2111c). God is the original giver of law, and those who do not follow it err. God also 

warns against the seven deadly sins in the work; the narrator notes that God has 

prohibited hate, which is “el que vïeda  Dios nuestro señor” (2367b). Spiritual guidance 
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from above leads to protection from the consequences of sin. The narrator judges that a 

pair of mythological figures, Nïobe and Filis, suffered tragic fates because they were 

“errados  de Dios nuestro señor” (2390d). God‟s path is the right one, and it is Satan who 

seduces man to the point to where “non ha nul poder  escontra Dios tornar” (2404b). But 

just as Alexander and Dario are victims of disloyalty in the work, Alexander ironically 

says, “mal pecado, ninguno  non es a Dios leal” (2319d). The hero cannot see that he 

himself is disloyal to God‟s natural laws. The poet hopes that the listening audience, 

powerful in society and susceptible to corruption, might not err in the same way.  

Finally, God is an authority over souls. The narrator warns that man should 

pursue God at all cost in order to avoid the punishment of Hell: “devrié dar por Dïos  

omne la una piel” (2418c). For this reason, the narrator requests that the audience say the 

Paternoster for him as the poem closes, so that God might treat his soul well in the 

afterlife (2674c). Thus God does function as judge of souls in this work, but in a very 

limited way. 

One of the poet‟s primary didactic themes in the LAlex is a sovereign‟s humility 

before God. Therefore it is only natural that God appears as a sovereign himself in the 

work, reminding the courtly, relatively powerful audience that they are accountable to a 

higher sovereign, their very Creator, and that their power must be used with moderation. 

Divine witness 

The LAlex also presents God as a divine witness, as the deity who sees all and 

reacts emotionally to what he sees. The poet does not depict God as an ideal witness from 

man‟s point of view, but rather as a balanced one. The divinity can be pleased with what 
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he sees, but he can also be angered; he can show mercy and pardon, but also wrath. In an 

additional twist, the poet implies that in some situations it is impossible to even know 

God‟s reaction to what he sees. 

The characters conceive of a God who is capable of being pleased in several 

passages. The narrator tells the audience through direct discourse that “aquel que a Él 

plaze  esse es bien guïado” (988c). Phelipo tells his son that he hopes that God “vos sea 

pagado  e guie vuestra fazienda” (192c). Dario rejoices at the death of the king of 

Damascus, who had betrayed him, saying, “téngome desto solo,  Señor, por tu pagado” 

(1088c). Eütiçio says that if Alexander‟s men decide to return home rather than 

continuing on the path of conquest, “de Dios e de los omes  será por bien tenido” 

(1624d). Thus the God of the LAlex observes men‟s actions and is pleased with some of 

them. In this vein, the narrator and characters conceive of a God who turns from his 

wrath and shows mercy. After Dario chooses not to burn the bridge that he has crossed so 

that the rest of his men might also cross, the narrator says, “deviél‟ el Crïador  pïadat le 

aver” (1437b). The narrator speculates that God will see Dario‟s kindness toward his 

troops and pass the mercy on to the king himself at some point. As noted in Chapter 3, 

Dario also reminds his troops that God‟s wrath can turn to clemency (1444b). God‟s 

forgiveness can be a motivating force, and for this reason the narrator says that 

Alexander‟s men fight against Poro with enough energy “como si les echassen  perdón de 

sus pecados” (2049d).  

God‟s merciful nature leads to requests for leniency in the work, some of which 

take the form of spoken wishes. When Dario pardons Bessus and Narbazanes, the 
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narrator again recognizes Dario‟s mercy and wishes that “Dios perdone al omne  de tan 

grant pïedat” (1683d). Knowing that God has a compassionate, merciful side, Alexander 

hopes that the deity will not pardon traitors: “el que nunca oviere  merçed al traïdor, / 

nunca aver le quiera  merçed el Crïador” (1789c-d). There are also requests for mercy 

spoken directly to heaven. Dario begs God, “Señor, non pares mientes  en las mis 

malvestades” (1703d), and then in an attempt to evoke divine forgiveness confesses, 

“Bien sé que non te fiz  derecho nin serviçio, / . . .  quando tú me desamas,  yo bevir non 

cobdiçio.” (1704a, d). And after describing Hell, the narrator also tells the audience, “mas 

devemos a Dios  la su merçed pedir, / que nunca nos lo dexe  ensayar nin sentir” (2423c-

d).  

On the other hand, however, the narrator and characters also conceive of a God 

that can be displeased. The inhabitants of Arbela accuse Alexander of doing “lo que Dios 

non quiere,” that is, of putting heaven and earth under his own subjugation (1204c-d); 

they conjecture, accurately, that God will not be pleased with Alexander‟s ambition. 

Further evidence that the God of the LAlex can be displeased occurs as Alexander says to 

God, “devié a ti pesar esta sobrançería” (1370d). And perhaps the most pivotal moment 

in the narrative occurs when God becomes angry with Alexander for his descent into the 

sea:  

Pesó al Crïador  que crió la Natura,  

ovo de Alexandre  saña e grant rencura,  

dixo: “Este lunático  que non cata mesura,  

yol tornaré el gozo  todo en amargura.  
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“Él sopo la sobervia  de los peçes judgar,  

la que en sí tenié  non la sopo asmar;  

omne que tantos sabe  judiçios delivrar,  

por qual juïcio dio,  por tal deve passar.” (2329a-30d)  

Natura is able to see that God is displeased: “vio la Natura  que al señor pesava” (2331a). 

She and Satan will enact a plan against Alexander, and God will allow it to come to pass.  

The narrator and characters are aware of God‟s potential not only for 

disappointment, but for wrath. The narrator warns that when men grow rich and forget to 

do what is right, they will see “mucha de grant rencura” from God (1816d). The talking 

tree near the work‟s end also refuses to tell Alexander who it is who will betray him, for 

“avría grant rencura  de mí el Crïador” if the tree were to reveal this information (2493d). 

In addition, the motif of  “la ira de Dios” occurs three times in the work (1011d, 1430d, 

2055b), though in all three instances God is not actually acting in the narrative at the 

moment. Instead, the expression refers to a wrathful spirit of supernatural energy that 

inhabits the warriors as they fight. The motif‟s name, however, reveals the widespread 

conception of God as an angry deity.  

Yet one of the most interesting and unusual portraits of God in the role of divine 

witness occurs in stanza 1681. In the first three lines of the stanza, Bessus and 

Narbazanes plot their betrayal of Dario. The final comment of the stanza, delivered by the 

narrator, is “bien pareçié que era  el Crïador esquivo” (1681d). With the adjective 

esquivo, the narrator notes that it seems that God is aloof to the traitors‟ plans; it appears 

that the deity does not care enough to intervene in a plot against a king, which is one of 
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the greatest sins in the discourse of the LAlex. Instead, God only observes and allows the 

plot to develop. The narrator‟s comment is almost as mysterious as the deity himself. At 

first, it even seems that the narrator is judging God, accusing him of apathy. But like 

God‟s actions, the narrator‟s judgment demands an explanation, one that he will later 

deliver to his audience. The verb “pareçié" is a key word in the line. The narrator hints 

that God is not aloof, that it only appears to be this way. The proof of this occurs in a 

later passage, one which refers to God‟s volatile will, saying that “los que non lo 

entienden  tiénenlo a fereza” (1719d). Divine will appears cruel because man does not 

understand it. Mankind must accept that he cannot control or predict when God will 

intervene or hold back his intervention, and that he cannot understand heavenly 

reasoning. The deity is not aloof, but rather refuses to follow a set pattern of behavior 

dictated by man‟s logic and expectations.  

The message for the courtly audience is an important one: that God is capable of 

mercy and of justice, of wrath and of pardon. He is the extreme of everything, and at all 

times his reasoning is higher than that of humans, and therefore is unknowable at times. 

The audience is reminded that they must always take God into account, as he is always 

watching their actions. They should at all times strive to please him, never giving him 

reason to inflict wrathful punishment, because even when he is not angry, no favorable 

situation is guaranteed to arise nor to last.  
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Controller of earthly affairs 

The LAlex is a text full of commentary on the will of God, and many of the 

remarks on this topic focus on the inevitability of his desires. Observations on God‟s 

unstoppable will become thematic in the work: 

             que lo que Dios ordena  cómo ave d‟estar  

por nul seso del mundo  nos puede estorvar. (346c-d) (Narrator) 

                dixo: “Sea aquello  que Dios ha establido.” (350d) (King Priam) 

                Como ant vos dixiemos,  lo que Dios ha parado  

non pued seer por seso  de omne estorvado; (356a-b) (Narrator) 

quando Dïos non quiere  non val composiçión, (497c) (Narrator) 

“Señor, si de los fados  es assí ordenado  

   que yo por la su mano  sea desbaratado,  

    nin me defendrá Troya  nin castillo çerrado, (673a-c) (Éctor)  

-que, quando Dios non quiere,  todo non vale nada-. (684d) (Narrator) 

                mas desde Tú as puesto  el ora e el día,  

contra lo que Tú fazes  venir yo non podría  

mas Tú eres señor  e Tú tienes el peso,  

el tu poder me ha  embargado e preso”. (687c-d, 688c-d) (Éctor) 

               ca Dios avié la cosa  cómo fues‟ ordenada. (1051d) (Narrator) 

               Pero como la cosa  que Dios quiere guïar  

nulla fuerça del mundo  non la puede tornar, (1390a-b) (Narrator) 

                “mas lo que Dios ordena  assí ha de passar, (1647c) (Narrator) 
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                si de Dios es judgado  que assí ha de seer,   

non podremos por seso  ninguno estorçer. (1694c-d) (Dario)   

Addtionally, the characters, conscious of the fact that God controls their destiny, 

speak directly to God about the unfolding of earthly situations. Dario, for example, prays 

that if God has decided that he, Dario, be defeated, that the deity might give his kingdom 

to Alexander (1256d-1258d). The Persian emperor also utters another prayer in which he 

states that God has ordered his death at the hands of traitors, that he knows that God has 

abandoned him, and that he would rather take his own life than be killed by evil men 

(1702d-1709).  

Some of the passages in the LAlex that treat the ways in which God manages his 

universe have been examined in Chapter 3 in the discussion of descriptions of the divinity 

in the work (1257b-c, 1718a-1719d, 1933b, 2468c-d). In addition to these more general 

passages, there are many specific instances in which God intervenes in the narrative of 

the LAlex. Often these episodes are delivered by the narrator, and thus the audience has 

no choice but to interpret the situations as divine actions. God creates good weather as 

Alexander sets sail for Armenia (164c), and there is also a reference to God‟s 

intervention and healing of Zozimas (2403c). Many times, a motif signals that God has 

intervened in an affair. In some cases, the narrator signals that an event “plogó a Dios” 

(345a, 589c) or “plaçió al Crïador” (2517a), which are poetic ways of saying that 

something came to pass. These are only the first in a long line of poetic formulas that 

signal the intersection of divine will and earthly events. For example, Clitus lives because 

“dexólo Dios bevir” (1376b); God allows his survival to take place.  
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The Creator also commands things to happen, and occasionally the characters 

discuss God‟s orders in the conditional. Éctor, for example, knows that his end is near if 

God has ordered it (686a), and Dario later repeats the sentiment (1258a-b). They know 

that they are defenseless if God has directed that they must die. According to the narrator, 

Dario‟s suspicion is correct; it is God who has ordered his death (1647c). He is not alone, 

however, as his great rival, Alexander, also dies by “mandado de Dios” (2647b). 

Other passages emphasize that God controls the manner in which circumstances 

unfold. For example, the narrator states that Dario‟s troops would have been willing to 

die with their king, “mas era otra guisa  puesto del Crïador” (1753d), and Alexander 

gives credit to God for arranging things so that all the earth is subject to his rule (2599b). 

Often this notion of divine arrangement of circumstances is delivered by way of the verb 

guiar. It is with this verb that the voice of the narrator assures that it is God who arranges 

the first sighting of Poro‟s men (1988a-b), and Alexander on different occasions tells his 

men that God has guided both him and them (1162c, 1857c). The juglar that approaches 

Alexander tells him that it appears that God is guiding his ways (235d), and Achillas also 

says that God is guiding Alexander (1261b).  

God occasionally intervenes in earthly affairs by controlling man‟s thoughts as 

well. According to the narrator, God‟s mercy holds the fragility of man‟s thoughts 

together: “ca non es nuestro seso  si non fragilidat, / fuera que nos contiene  Dios por su 

pïedat” (987c-d). As Alexander and his men seek to reach a fountain guarded by serpents, 

Alexander reveals a plan of attack, but the narrator makes clear that the plan is from God: 
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“óvol Dïos un seso  bueno a demostrar /… El consejo del rey  de Dios fue enbïado” 

(2159d, 2163a). 

Another common way in which God‟s will is expressed is with the verb querer, a 

poetic manner of explaining that something happens because God wanted it to occur. 

Dario, for example, must admit Alexander to defeated him in the day‟s battle “que Dios 

lo quiso” (1447a), and other, similar passages occur with querer  (1429a, 1518c, 1698c, 

2262c). Likewise, what God wishes to prevent does not occur, and God‟s arrangement of 

circumstances is also expressed with no querer in the text. Menalao cannot avenge 

himself of Paris because “non lo quiso Dios”  (481d). Other situations are also revealed to 

be equally impossible, because God does not want to them to pass (1564d, 2620a). 

Several times in the narrative a series of actions is interpreted as God‟s plan, often 

by the characters themselves. In some cases, the author would agree with their 

interpretations. When Dario‟s disloyal vassal is killed, the emperor gives credit to God 

for avenging him, saying to the deity, “me has (tan bien) vengado” (1088d, 1089c). The 

actions of the warriors become God‟s actions from Dario‟s point of view. Dario also 

describes his betrayal by Bessus and Narbazanes as ordered by God (1708a). But 

sometimes the characters, specifically the pride-filled Alexander, misinterpret earthly 

events, believing they are God‟s will. Alexander preaches to his men that his conquests 

over the lands of the earth are nothing and that God has sent them to discover even more 

(2290d-2291b). The narrator would not agree with this statement, however, as it will soon 

be revealed that God does not wish for Alexander to conquer realms beyond the land, but 

rather the opposite. Alexander‟s desire to “conquer” the secrets of Nature reveals 
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excessive pride, which does not come from the Creator. Thus the characters in the LAlex 

narrative can and do mistake earthly events and ambitions for divine will. A similar 

ironic speech occurs at the work‟s end when Alexander knows that he will die: “Ante 

tengo de Dios,  que me faz grant amor, / que estando honrado  en complido valor, / assí 

quiere que vaya  pora „l siglo mayor” (26281-c). He believes his death comes from the 

deity‟s satisfaction with his deeds and wishes to reward him with heaven. At this point, 

the audience knows that Alexander is no longer favored by God. Alexander may be right 

that he dies by divine order, but he is not correct in thinking that his death comes so that 

God might honor him.  

After the conqueror‟s death, his troops lament that God has granted power to 

Antípater to betray their king: “¿cómo lo quiso esto  sofrir el Crïador, / por dar tan grant 

poder  a un mal traïdor” (2651b-c). The betrayal has become God‟s action in the minds of 

the characters. Clearly, the characters and the narrator share the conception that though 

God might not force every action, he is ultimately behind all events, as he always has the 

power to intervene or not.  

God‟s control of all things earthly leads to many wishes, conditional statements, 

and general speculation on his will. The narrator and characters sometimes discuss what 

will or would happen “si Dios (lo) quisiere / quisiesse”  (1095d, 1290c, 1787d). 

Alexander also states that he will honor Dario‟s family “si Dios me diere vida” (1785b). 

There are also several instances in the text in which the narrator and characters use the 

verb dexar to wish that God might allow something to pass (4c, 20d, 163d, 1786a) or 

discuss what they will do if God allows them to live long enough to do it (163b, 600c). 
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Aristotle in his advice to Alexander uses the expression “¡que Dios quisier!” to express 

his desire that the latter might gain victory and spoils in his future conquests (82a). To 

express the hope that something might never happen, the characters use the phrases, “lo 

que Dios non quiera” (84a, 928a), and “Non plega  esso al Crïador” (575d). The verb 

fazer is also used on multiple occasions in wishes concerning divine will in the LAlex; 

Éctor wishes that God might make his son into a good man (572d), and Alexander‟s 

troops salute him with the expression “¡Dios te faga durar!” (797d, 837c).  

The characters also remember that the uncertainty of God‟s will has a positive 

side that brings hope. In this way, despite his situation, Éctor musters optimism, knowing 

that there is a chance that God will grant him victory (677a-b). Many times, however, the 

characters resign themselves to the fact that God‟s will might be different than their own, 

and acknowledge that they do not know what the results of a certain endeavor might be. 

Éctor, in the very same stanza in which he gathers hope, states, “faga de mí aquello  que 

Él por bien verá” (677d). Alexander states that he wishes to fight the people of Sudraca 

“sea como Dios quiera,  que viva o que muera” (2228c). Dario decides not to destroy a 

bridge so that his men who have not yet crossed might escape Alexander, and the narrator 

comments that the emperor “púsolo en Dios todo,  morir o guareçer” (1437b). Such 

statements of resignation indicate the characters‟ consciousness that the outcome of their 

actions depends on God‟s will, which they cannot control, and so they do as they please 

with the hope that God might be on their side at the moment. The characters never seem 

to resent God as they resign themselves to divine will in the text. Rather, they recognize 

its superiority. In this way, speaking before Dario‟s men, Artabazus advises that they all 
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fight with their emperor until God decides otherwise (1676d). He suggests that God-

controlled circumstances, and not their own reason, should dictate when the troops decide 

to stop fighting. God‟s judgment is recognized as greater than their own.  

God‟s role as controller of all things leads the characters to request that the 

divinity might arrange circumstances so that they are favorable. The young Alexander, 

after he is knighted, asks God to guide his deeds and to bless his weapons (120c-122d). A 

request for guidance is a request that God might impose his will on the matter at hand 

rather than allowing things to play out on their own. Alexander later requests that God 

guide him as he enters combat with Geón (1370c), and each warrior prays to God with 

his own individual requests at Amón (1183c). Several petitions made to God in the LAlex 

can seem strange. Príamo, king of Troy, requests that God kill him before destroying his 

city (351d). Dario prays that if it is God‟s will that he lose his kingdom, that God might 

give it to Alexander (1258a-d). The latter himself prays to God that the Jews might be 

enclosed forever (2113b-c), and God hears him and grants his request in order to 

demonstrate his power (2100c, 2114b-d). After recounting the episode, the narrator 

explains to the audience that the man who doubts God is foolish and that if God would do 

this for a pagan, he would do much more for a Christian, which would have comprised 

the vast majority of the listeners (2116a-d).  

And so God is the grantor of requests in the LAlex, but there is a proper way in 

which things should be requested, and there is a proper response to the requests that God 

grants in the text. This proper response is restraint. In this way, the Scythian messengers 

tell Alexander that he has accomplished what he has asked God to allow him to do, that 
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is, to remove his kingdom from Dario‟s authority, and that he should therefore cease his 

conquests (1922a-d). The messengers hold themselves up as models, noting that they 

never asked God for anything selfish (1933c), as they know that lack of restraint leads to 

an insatiable appetite for worldly wealth and power.  

God is often the recipient of thanks and praise in the LAlex, especially for events 

that happen in the narrative, as the characters interpret that the deity is the one who has 

brought about these events (see 295b, 451c, 1161c, 1657c, 2597c-2601d, 2624b). 

Sometimes an act of thanksgiving serves primarily to fill a hemistich and add a fleeting 

decorative note, but while fulfilling this function it also adds a celebratory tone to the 

surrounding passage (see 964c, 966b, 1871c, 1884a, 1945b, 2467b). A significant act of 

thanks to the Creator occurs at the work‟s end as the narrator gives thanks to God that he 

and his audience have reached the end of the text (2669a).  The narrator interprets actions 

carried out by man as a provision on the part of God. Clearly, many occurrences in the 

LAlex are presented as divine manipulations, both within the narrative plane of Alexander 

and his men and in the direct discourse of the narrator to his audience. 

 Thus God appears over and over in the LAlex in the role of controller, and for the 

original audience, consisting of those in power and those in training for administrative 

posts, the poet‟s message seems to have been that they were not free to exercise their 

power as they might see fit; there was always a more powerful being to whose will they 

were subject, and it was divine will, not personal will, that might keep them in power. 

The audience is encouraged to identify with Alexander in order not to repeat his 

mistakes, but rather to show restraint in their use of authority and to remember humility. 
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This stands in contrast to the vision of the God as controller in the CMC, in which the 

deity is unwaveringly benevolent to the Cid and his men.  

Helper 

Related to the role of controller is that of helper, in which God helps the 

characters through protection or simply through his will. Often God aids the characters 

only because he wishes to do so. It God who wants to help Ulysses and gives him the 

idea to construct a horse (736c, 744d). He also wishes to help Clitus (1375c) and 

Alexander during combat (2051b, 2232a). The characters also carry out their feats with 

divine aid; Menalao, for example, is inspired in the midst of combat by the thought that 

the deity wants to help him and thus the warrior will avenge himself of Paris “con ayuda 

de Dios” (488b, d). Alexander destroys the Gordian knot “con Dios a una” (838a), and a 

plan conceived by the conqueror, with God‟s help, will aid his troops to kill an army of 

flies (2164d). 

Knowing that God provides assistance to his own, the characters petition the 

divinity for help. Alexander and Filotas request divine assistance as they go to battle 

(555b, 1035c), and Padrón asks for God‟s help as he delivers the news that Bessus and 

Narbazanes plan to betray Dario (1686d). Requests for God‟s aid also come in the form 

of indirect petitions. The narrator, for example, says that he will recount the names of the 

Greek princes of the Trojan War if God wishes to help him (435a). The narrator also 

hopes that God might help Dario‟s soul (1804d). Often wishes for divine help occur with 

the verb valer (4d, 154a, 2154c, 2126d). Additionally, Padrón is forced to tell Dario that 
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only God can help him in his current situation (1688c). There is no assurance that God 

will provide such aid, but it is the emperor‟s only hope.  

God also serves as protector to the characters, narrator, and even the audience. 

Éctor places himself under God‟s protection, commending his soul to God before 

entering battle (678c), and Alexander commends his troops to God‟s protection as he dies 

(2645d). There are also many wishes for protection in the LAlex. Phelipo wishes that God 

might receive Alexander in his safekeeping and defend his son from traitors (192b, d). 

Cleor, the juglar, wishes God‟s protection on his friends in Tebas (236d), Éctor‟s father 

hopes that God will protect his son from evil (455d), Dario tells Padrón, “seas guardado  

siempre del Crïador” (1693d), the narrator hopes that God might protect all Christians 

from the torments of Hell (2343d), and Aristotle warns Alexander of dealings with evil 

men, who can put one in a place “onde Dios te defienda” (55d), as he would be one‟s 

only hope.  

The characters also discuss what they will do provided that God protects them. 

Alexander announces that he will defeat the Armenians “sól que Dios de ocasión  a mí 

solo defienda” (162c), and Talestris promises that she will take care of her unborn child 

“si Dios de mal me curia” (1887b). Divine protection can also be requested directly in the 

world of the LAlex. Alexander asks God to prohibit betrayals such as the one suffered by 

Dario (1727b). The Jews request God‟s mercy, in this case, his protection, because the 

angry Alexander is coming to conquer them (1136d). Twice the narrator suggests to the 

listener that the latter ask God that he not be allowed to experience certain kinds of 
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sufferings (2261c, 2423c). God‟s protection inspires Dario to thank and praise him for his 

protection against the disloyal lord of Damascus (1087d-1088d).  

God in his role as helper also becomes a source of confidence for the characters. 

Alexander announces to his men that God had earlier sent him a vision “por fer a mí 

çertero” (1162b). Such a revelation is reminiscent of the Angel Gabriel‟s visit to the Cid 

in the CMC (404-412), which likewise imparts confidence due to divine promise. 

Another episode reminiscent of the CMC is that in which Alexander thanks God for the 

opportunity to fight Dario as he sees the latter‟s armies appear (961a-963d). Like the Cid, 

Alexander gives thanks to God before adverse circumstances, praising the deity in 

advance for removing his kingdom from the rule of the Persian emperor. The characters 

also use the ritual expression fiar en Dios to express their confidence in a certain result or 

outcome (479c-d, 1284c, 1673c, 2024c). Dario also expresses twice in a speech that “con 

Dios” Alexander‟s men will be defeated (950b, 967c). As it turns out, Dario may have 

confidence in God, but the deity does not give the Persian emperor ultimate victory. 

Unlike in the CMC, in which the confidence that God lends to the warriors produces 

credible results in the form of victory, a vote of confidence in God in the LAlex can turn 

out to be mere rhetoric. God‟s will continues to be hidden from the characters, and 

despite their ambitions, his will does not always match theirs. Nothing is certain in the 

LAlex, even for those in power such as Dario, and by extension, nothing is certain in the 

world of the listening audience. God is the one who allows the powerful to attain power, 

and it is by his will that they fall.  
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Removes protection 

The God of the LAlex is a protector, but he also does not hesitate to do the 

opposite, that is, to remove his care from certain individuals. Often this removal is 

referenced in the LAlex by the verb desamparar. The characters conceive of a God who 

periodically abandons man, who is then left to circumstances and is at the mercy of his 

enemies.  

The text contains several general comments on God‟s occasional desertion of 

man, many of which are made by the narrator. At times he speaks directly to the 

audience, announcing that those forsaken by God are destroyed, that nothing can help 

them (988a-b, d). The narrator also warns that God‟s decision to remove protection is a 

result of man‟s greed, confidence in riches, and other sins (1001a-d, 1816b-c, 1818d, 

1826d). Part of the blame for man‟s separation from God belongs to the devil as well, 

who leads man to stray so far that the latter cannot return to God (2404b). The narrator is 

not the only one to comment on God‟s decision to remove protection, however, as Éctor 

also states that God does not defend those who doubt him (677c).   

God does indeed remove his love or protection from several parties in the LAlex 

and even curses some of them. These include Lucifer (799d), Dario and his men (as 

reported by Dario himself) (1443a-c), the Jews (2107c-d), and the builders of the Tower 

of Babel (1506a-d, 2552a-d). Commentary on God as a deity who casts man aside is also 

spoken by the characters in direct discourse. Éctor and Dario beg God not to abandon 

them (685d, 1257d), and Éctor also pleads with God not to leave Troy at the mercy of the 

Greeks, especially if he, Éctor, must die (686c-d). Dario at another point shows optimism, 
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stating that he does not consider himself deserted by his Creator (1088b). Later, however, 

all optimism fades as the same character states that he knows that God has removed his 

protective hand (1708c). The narrator applies God‟s tendency to abandon to the listeners, 

telling them directly at the work‟s end, “quien quisiere  su alma bien salvar, / . . . deve a 

Dios servir,  dévelo bien pregar, / que en poder del mundo  non lo quiera dexar” (2670a, 

c-d). Thus God‟s ultimate punishment for man is leaving him in power of the world, that 

is, removing his divine shield. God as abandoner, as remover of protection, is not 

emphasized in the CMC, as the author of the popular epic wishes his audience to 

conceive of God as unswerving in loyalty to Christians. By contrast, the composer of the 

LAlex wishes that his courtly and educated audiences might work in to maintain God‟s 

favor. 

Blesses  

As controller of the universe, the God of the LAlex does dole out blessings and 

favor in the text. The narrator notes that several religious figures and even entire regions 

are blessed or favored by God, including the continents of Asia and Europe (278b, 286c), 

the prophet Daniel as a child (1339a), the Jews as a people (at one time, the narrator 

notes) (2104b, 2111b), and even the personified figure of Sobervia, born in Lucifer, to 

which God gave great power (2318b). The audience might not be expected to interpret 

God‟s empowerment of Sobervia as a sign of affectionate favor, but it is certainly God 

who chooses to allow Sobervia to grow. The narrator also says that God created heaven 

as a blessing for “los buenos  que lo aman servir” and lists the benefits of paradise 

(2336a-2338d).  
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God also blesses characters in the narrative. The people of Phelipo‟s kingdom 

interpret Alexander as a God-send after he is knighted (125d). Achillas also suggests that 

Alexander‟s knightly qualities (cavallería) are a gift from God (1261b). It is the deity 

who grants the dying Phelipo enough energy to talk to his son and later heals the 

wounded Alexander (190a, 2262c-d). God also blesses in war and conquest in the text, 

distributing spoils, victory, and power (624c, 1000b, 1079d, 1080b, 1534c, 1536d, 1762c, 

2328a), and Alexander interprets his own conquest of Babylon as a sign that God has 

blessed him (1548a). For this reason, Alexander tells his army that God cannot give to 

them if they are safe at home rather than on the battlefield (790b).  

The characters also see God as a potential source of blessing. Aristotle, for 

example, tells Alexander that God is the source of intelligence and riches (57d, 62c, 64a). 

Alexander asks God for a blessing on his armor (122a), and the conqueror‟s men believe 

that God will give them consejo as they confront Dario (273c). Néstor encourages the 

warriors of Troy with the hope that God will come to their side in the war (734a, d). The 

characters also covet God‟s blessing, as Phelipo wishes divine blessings on Alexander 

(192a-93c). Dario wishes that his men might be rewarded by God for their sacrifice 

(1658d). Several ritual wishes for blessing are also present in the LAlex. These include 

“¡sí faga el Criador!” (193a), variations on the formula “¡sí Dïos te bendiga!” (591b, 

1730a, 1730d, 1841d, 2522a), “¡dél Dios buen gualardón!” (1075c), “al que dé Dios buen 

poso” (1686b) and “dél Dïos paraíso” (1698a).  

God is the recipient of thanks for blessings several times in the LAlex. He is given 

thanks for his provision of wealth and sustenance (383b, 797c, 1883a, 1933d). Néstor 
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shows gratitude to God that Achilles had been found and would fight for the Greeks 

(432b), and all the Greeks thank God as they witness Éctor‟s death (710d). The 

conquered Persians render thanksgiving to the divinity for Alexander‟s compassion 

toward Dario‟s son (1948c), and the crowd at Alexander‟s grand entrance into Babylon 

thanks God for the lord he has given them (2536a-b). During his final sermon, Alexander 

credits God and his own men that the latter succeeded in becoming the rulers of the world 

(2626a-b). Thus the God of the LAlex can be a source of blessing, and the poet hopes that 

the audience might work to please God so that they might be recipients of this blessing.   

Punisher  

Unlike in the CMC, in which the listener generally hears only of God‟s blessing 

the characters, the author of the LAlex also allows the audience to see God as one who 

refuses to bless and even as one who punishes. There are times in which the characters 

believe or state that God will bless them, but the narrative reveals that God is not on their 

side at the moment. Dario tells his men that God “faznos grant caridat” and will bring 

them victory over Alexander and his men (984a-c). Later, the Persian emperor states 

directly to God, “merçed me farás  veo signo çertero” (1089b), but the audience knows or 

soon finds out that God allows Alexander to gain victory over him, rendering his 

perception wrong. As he is dying, Alexander himself declares that God does him a great 

act of honor by allowing him to enter heaven at the height of his power before falling 

from his earthly powers, and that he will be greatly honored upon his arrival in God‟s 

court (2628a-d, 2631a-c). The audience, however, has already heard the author‟s 

discourse on pride and knows of God‟s anger toward the protagonist, and, as Michael 
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points out, the narrator soon hints that Alexander does not go to heaven at all, but rather 

to Hell (2671a-d; see “Interpretation”). Thus there are ironic references to God in the 

LAlex in which the characters cite God‟s blessings, but the audience then or soon realizes 

that there is no blessing from God. Rather, the characters speak rhetorically or 

misinterpret circumstances as revelations of God‟s will, when God in fact wills the 

opposite. It is significant that these ironic references to divine volition come from the 

mouths of the work‟s two most powerful characters, Dario and Alexander. The author in 

these passages seems to warn the LAlex‟s powerful audience members that they must not 

interpret their own ambitions as the will of God, which cannot be known with certainty.  

God also explicitly punishes various parties in the LAlex. A wise man informs 

Alexander that God punished the Jews for disloyalty, allowing them to fall from his favor 

(2104c-d, 2107c-d). The narrator informs the audience that God cast the constructors of 

the Tower of Babel into confusion (1506a-b, 1508a, 2552c) and created Hell as a 

punishment for the wicked (2339a-d). Dario tells his men that they were vanquished 

because God wished to deal them a great blow: “quísovos dar por ellos  Dios mala 

majadura” (1449b). His language depicts God‟s manipulations as those of an aggressive 

warrior. Unlike in the CMC, in which God helps the Cid and the receptors are never 

allowed to see the perspective of the vanquished, here the audience hears the voice of the 

losing party, who must deal with the fact that God seems to be fighting against them. 

Finally, God‟s ultimate act as punisher in the text occurs as he declares that he will 

punish Alexander for his pride, as cited above (2329d), leading to the work‟s most 

memorable lesson.  
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The text warns of God‟s potential punishment. Aristotle tells Alexander that God 

abhors the man who overindulges in the love of women, and that for this he might lose 

his soul (54c). The narrator also warns that there is no defense against divine wrath; 

punishment will inevitably ensue (1457d, 1567d). There are also ritual wishes for God‟s 

punishment on someone. At various times, the narrator wishes that God might deliver 

“mal poso” (170a), “rencura” (355a, 528a) and “mal fado” (498c) to a party. The narrator 

also hopes that God might confound Bessus and Narbazanes (1714d) and the vice of 

Sobervia (2317d) and summons various curses onto anyone who would betray a king in 

the way that Alexander is betrayed, calling for God to bind up the traitor (2618d). 

Alexander even bids divine punishment onto himself in the form of death by betrayal if 

he does not comply with his promise to adopt Dario‟s son and marry the latter‟s 

daughters well (1785d).  

God as punisher, whether implicit or explicit, is not allowed to surface in the 

CMC, a work in which the audience is only allowed to see God pouring his blessings out 

on the Cid and his men. In the LAlex, in contrast, God‟s punishes a conquering king, 

inviting the powerful audience to take note. 

Redeemer 

The role of God as an earthly man, that is, as the Son, the tormented savior, is not 

thoroughly developed in the LAlex, but it is present. Christ‟s suffering is mentioned only 

once in the text, during a passage in which the seven deadly sins are personified: “Si 

Adam non oviesse  estado tan glotón, / non oviera Mesías  presa atal pasión” (2382a-b). 

The author does not detain the text to explain the nature of the divine sufferings, 
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assuming that his audience understands that Christ‟s death was man‟s redemption from 

original sin. The narrator also pauses to state his hope that Christ, “el que salvó el 

mundo,” might guard him and his audience from the sin of hate (2369c-d). Thus the Son 

is cited as savior of the world in the LAlex, if only on one brief occasion. Christ is also 

referenced as the conqueror of Hell. Satan tells his council of the prophecy from scripture 

that a brave enemy will rise up against him and his demons and free the souls from evil 

power (2442b-d). The souls to be freed are those of the just, the ones that “viniesse  Ihesu 

Christo salvar” (2422b). Thus the references to God in the role of savior or redeemer are 

brief and not at all numerous, but those that are found in the LAlex do reveal biblical and 

theological understanding of Christ‟s mission on earth, and the brevity with which this 

role is treated indicates that the poet believes that his educated audience already 

understands Christ‟s mission on earth as well.  

God referenced to intensify or solemnize a situation 

As in the CMC, God is often referenced in the LAlex, not as a character in the 

action but rather to add prestige, emotion, or a serious tone to the surrounding passage. In 

this way, Dario swears to God that he will hang Alexander and his people (779c), while 

Zoroas swears by God that he wishes spear the conqueror (1055c). Alexander commands 

Parmenio to prepare to ride “en nombre de Dios” (1336c). To add weight to what they are 

saying, the characters begin a phrase with “Sabe Dios que…” or  “Dios lo sabe que…” 

(1319d, 1566b, 1862a). The mention of the Latin word for Lord, Dominus, adds 

solemnity to the ritual greeting exchanged between Dario and his men as well as the 

meeting afterwards (1651d). The narrator describes the roof of Poro‟s palace as fine gold, 
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“como en Dios creedes” (2122d), a phrase which completes the rhyme and invites the 

audience to believe in the palace as they believe in God. Before leaving the description of 

the palace, the narrator describes the vineyard with leaves of gold that hang from the 

columns of Poro‟s residence and humorously adds, “querría aver las mías  tales, ¡sí Dios 

me vala!” (2126d). His ritual reference to God inserts personal admiration into his 

description. Poro announces that “con Dios” he will earn Alexander‟s compassion 

(2207d), a rhetorical touch that encourages the conqueror to exercise this leniency. 

Finally, the author adds a Biblical reference to illustrate how Alexander‟s men are left 

like sheep without a shepherd after his death, “Como diz‟ el escripto  de Dios nuestro 

señor” (2664a), lending a somber mood to the surrounding text.  

References to God also confer prestige to certain characters and places in the 

LAlex. Alexander tells Aristotle that he waits for the latter‟s advice “como del Salvador” 

(49c), placing the sage‟s wisdom on par with that of the deity. References to God also 

heighten the renown of certain locations as the author inserts passing Biblical references 

that augment the catalogue of knowledge found in the LAlex. In the digression on the 

continent of Asia, Christ is associated with Asia as a whole (284d), and more specifically 

with Arabia and Judea (291a, 293b). The mention of Christ inspires the audience‟s 

appreciation for the continent. Asia is again associated with Christ near the work‟s end 

during a digression on the similarities between the world map and the human figure 

(2509c-d). The author also mentions in passing that the city of Tyre was restored during 

the time of Christ, using the prestige of the Son primarily to display his own authorial 

knowledge (1118c).   
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Other references to God inspire the audience‟s esteem for other places and 

situations. The setting in which Dario addresses his men is idyllic, with the narrator 

saying that “semejava que era  huerto del Crïador” (938d), and the listener knows that 

this setting is on par with the garden of Eden. The names of God also adorn the letter 

carried by the “obispo” of Jerusalem as Alexander arrives (1139d), marking the 

document as sacred for the audience. God also imparts esteem to Cristóbolus and 

Alexander as the deity receives praise for creating them (2264c-d, 2302c).  

Occasionally, a mention of God does not add prestige, but rather turns the 

audience against a character. This occurs as it is recalled that the Old Testament king 

Nebuchadnezzar ordered his people to worship him as God (1531d; Cañas 403n). The 

same occurs at the end of the work as Alexander pronounces his final sermon, indicating 

that he will be “altament reçebido” in God‟s court and that the deity will feel blessed to 

have him there (2631a-b). At this point, the listener knows that Alexander‟s pride has 

grown too large as he declares that he will bless God with his presence rather than the 

opposite.    

Interjections containing a reference to the deity are also present in the LAlex. The 

complex interjection “por Dios,” found often in the CMC (see above), was also employed 

in the LAlex as an intensifying formula (1731c, 2280d), along with the variations “por el 

nuestro Señor” (402a) and  “Par Dios” (825d). The simple interjection ¡Dios!, found so 

often in the CMC (see above), is also found in the LAlex with the same function, that of 

adding emotion: “¡Dios, qué mala mudada!” (1031d).  
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The God of the LAlex, then, is sovereign of heaven, man, and the soul, an 

emotional divine witness capable of pleasure and displeasure with what he sees, a 

controller of earthly affairs that is much more volatile than that of the CMC, one who 

helps but also removes his protection, blesses but also punishes, and briefly appears as 

redeemer of the world. The mention of God also magnifies the emotion of certain lines. 

The poet sought to create a balanced deity, not an idealized one. He hoped that his 

prestigious audience would take confidence in God, but also that they might be aware of 

the deity‟s ability to punish the mighty, especially if they were to allow power and greed 

to overcome them.     

REFERENCES TO GOD IN THE MILAGROS DE NUESTRA SEÑORA 

The God of the MNS was that which Berceo wished to present to the regular 

clergy and perhaps also to local pilgrims and attendees of worship services and religious 

festivals. In this work about Mary, Berceo did not follow the poet of the LAlex in 

depicting a volatile deity, but rather a more predictable one, a God that could be known 

and studied. 

Sovereign 

Berceo opens the MNS with the following line: “Amigos e vassallos  de Dios 

omnipotent” (1a). Thus he begins with direct address to his audience, and the first thing 

he does is connect his listeners to God. From the outset, God becomes their lord and they 

are his subjects. Like the characters, the audience must place itself below the deity, as the 

listener is meant to learn from the content of the miracle tales and to imitate them when 

relevant. Berceo also employs a similar analogy later in the text as he refers to St. Paul as 
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“leal vasallo  de Dios, Nuestro Sennor” near the close of the work (905b). Obviously, 

Paul lived before the feudal system came to be, but Berceo finds the lord-vassal 

relationship a fitting image to convey the proper correlation of God and man to his 

audience. The divine being in this text is not only lord, but a feudal lord, having the 

capacity to protect his subjects, but those below him are also subject to his control, and 

their work is ultimately for him.  

The conception of God as lord over vassals is a product of a medieval thinker, but 

the idea of God as king or lord over individuals and communities was present in the 

Bible, and Berceo also evokes God and Christ as a lord. Christ is called “buen sennor” in 

the hymn of praise at the end of “El parto maravilloso,” (453c). In “El mercader fiado,” 

the merchant of Constantinople presents Christ as “nuestro Sire” to the Jewish 

moneylender and refers to the statues collectively as “mis sennores” and to himself as “su 

servicial.” He assures the lender that those who worship Christ and Mary are “bien 

apreso,” contrasting the Christian and Jewish communities (650a-b, 651c). Thus Christ, 

alongside Mary, is presented as the ideal lord, as one whose followers are happy to be 

under his lordship. Of course, the lord-subject relationship requires exclusivity; a subject 

must be loyal to only one superior, as Berceo makes clear in the miracle of “Teófilo.” As 

the devil lures the protagonist into a pact of evil, he tells the protagonist that he must 

deny Christ (784c, 785a, 886b), and Teófilo admits to Mary that he denied the Son before 

signing the letter with the devil (861d). As he repents, Teófilo assures to Mary that he 

believes “quanto que Christo manda  creer a su christiano” and that he is ashamed of the 

way that he treated his lord (840b, d). Thanks to Mary‟s supplication, the Son accepts 
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Teófilo again into his graces and the audience receives the message that God is especially 

forgiving. Still, the audience never forgets that God, though compassionate, has the 

power to rule. 

Berceo also wants the hearer to appreciate the deity as lord of a kingdom, not just 

an earthly spiritual kingdom comprised of men, but also king of heaven itself. Thus Mary 

informs the charitable poor man that she will take him “al regno de mi Fijo,” which is not 

abstract spiritual space, but rather heaven, conceived as a physical location (137b). As an 

earthly king is attended by servants, Christ the heavenly king is served by angels, as he is 

the one “al que façen los ángeles  servicio e onor.” (487d). Therefore he belongs in 

splendid surroundings, and Hell is an unfit location for his presence, as Mary implies in 

“Teófilo:” 

        Non querrié el mi Fijo  por la tu pleitesía 

descender al infierno,  prender tal romería, 

ca es logar fediondo,  fedionda confradría, 

sólo en sometérgelo  serié grand osadía.” (847a-d) 

Additionally, as creator, God also possesses moral authority, prohibiting certain actions 

which mankind is free to commit, but for which there are consequences. Thus, after 

robbing the church, the criminal cleric of “La iglesia despojada” confesses that he has 

done certain acts that God has prohibited: “facié cosas  que Dios avié vedadas.” (733d). 

God as ruler of the world sets moral standards in the MNS. 

God in this poem is also frequently represented as the object of worship and 

devotion by the characters, and the fact that he is a recipient of their devotion causes the 
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audience, itself to devoted to God, to see these characters in a favorable light. The cleric 

of “El galardón de la Virgen” is loyal to Christ and Mary and believes he should serve 

them with even more commitment: 

         Amava al so Fijo  e amava a ella, 

tenié por sol al Fijo,  la Madre por estrella; 

querié bien al Fijuelo,  e bien a la ponzella, 

porquelos servié poco  estava con grant querella. (117a-d) 

This cleric is crafted to be a model for the listening clergy. He is a man already devoted 

to the Virgin and the Son and knows that he should do more to turn his faithfulness into 

action. Mary grants him heaven in return for his loyalty as Berceo encourages the 

audience to be as diligent in their service to God. Other characters who are presented as 

ideal in their devotional practices include the merchant of Constantinople, who sees 

Christ and Mary as his lords (see citations from 650b and 651c, above), the canon of “La 

iglesia despojada,” whose love for God is “bien encendida” (730b), and Teófilo, who, 

referring to Christ, swears to the Virgin that “fío en Elli  como devo fiar” (836c).  

Thus God appears in the role of authority figure in the MNS, just as an audience 

of clergymen and worshippers would expect him to appear. An audience already devoted 

to God and seeking heaven would expect Berceo‟s narrative to confirm part of what they 

know about God, his superiority in the hierarchy of power.   

Judge 

God in the MNS also functions as Judge, both of the dead and of the living. On the 

one hand, he doles out a fair share of justice in the MNS, punishing those who truly 
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deserve it and have not repented. The demons carrying away the soul of “El sacristan 

fornicario” try to argue that Mary should leave them alone, as the soul deserves 

condemnation, and Christ is an “alcalde derechero” (90c). Their technique is to 

emphasize divine justice, not mercy. Of course, their tactics do not work; the sacristan‟s 

dedication to Mary gains him mercy from Christ, but those who do not count themselves 

devotees of the Virigin must still fear God‟s justice. The soul of the sinful monk of “San 

Pedro y el monje mal ordenado” is also carried away to Hell, and when Peter tries to 

persuade Christ to save the soul, the latter responds, “¿En quál él mereció  posara en tal 

siella?” (166d). Peter requests to the other saints that they plead with the Son (167b), but 

he is steadfast in his decision. God the Father also condemns Estevan of “Los dos 

hermanos” in a brief but lively monologue:  

Dios el nuestro Sennor,  alcalde derechero,   

al que non se encubre  bodega nin cellero,  

dixo que esti omne  fuera mal ballestero,  

cegó a muchos omnes,  non a uno sennero:  

  “Deseredó a muchos  por mala vozería,  

          siempre por sus peccados  asmó alevosía.  

Non mereze entrar  en nuestra compannía,  

¡vaya yacer con Judas  en essa fermería!” (244a-245d) 

Also banished to Hell are those who do not believe in Christ and Mary, as the merchant 

of Constantinople explains to the Jewish moneylender that he who does not believe in the 

pair “bevrá fuego e flama” (650d). Non-belief is a serious sin in the text. For this reason, 
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Teófilo in his statement of beliefs tells Mary, “creo la postremera  regeneracïón / quando 

buenos e malos  prendan el gualardón” (839c-d). He believes that God will give sinners 

what they deserve, and he fears Judgment day, stating, “El dia del judizio,  yo, falsso 

traïdor, / ¿con quál cara verré  ant el nuestro Sennor?”  (802a-b).   

God also dispenses forgiveness in the MNS, however, and when he pardons a 

soul, it gains heaven. The narrator often wishes God‟s mercy and reward on the 

characters, including the fornicating sacristan (99e), the cleric of “El clérigo y la flor” 

(103d), the thief devoted to the Virgin (143d), the sacristan Uberto (303b), the bishop 

who recorded “El romero naufragado” (587c), the man who witnessed the celebration in 

Constantinople and wrote down the miracle, (702d), and the first bishop in “Teófilo” 

(756d). Heaven is the ideal goal in the text. In “El romero naufragado,” a pack of doves 

takes flight from the sea, and the narrator compares them to “almas  que querié Dios levar 

/ al sancto paraíso,  un glorioso logar” (600c-d). Heaven is a place of calm perfection. 

The narrator has much on which to base his hope, as God often does grant heaven 

to the characters. The Virgin announces that she will take the charitable poor man “al 

regno de mi Fijo” (137b). In “Los dos hermanos,” Estevan, once condemned, in the end 

“rendió a Dios la alma,  finó con bendición” (269d). The sacristan Uberto “fo pora 

paraíso  do sera siempre sano” (303d). At the end of “El novio y la Virgen,” the 

bridegroom “ganó la alma  de Dios buen gualardón” (350d). We know that Teófilo also 

gains heaven, as just after his death, “fizo·l Dios pïadat.” (901d). Thus the gain of heaven 

is thematic in the text, occurring in several of the miracle stories to a variety of 

characters, some of whom are not always exemplary throughout their lives. 
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        There are other occasions in which God neither condemns nor grants pardon 

immediately but rather orders a soul returned to its body on account of Mary‟s 

supplication. Thus the text reveals an intermediate road between justice and mercy. Four 

souls receive this treatment in the MNS. The first is that of the fornicating sacristan. Mary 

says to the demons, “mas apello a Christo,  a la su audïencia” (93b), and Christ as judge 

then settles the dispute: “El Reï de los Cielos,  alcalde savidor, / partió esta contienda,  

non vidiestes mejor: / mandó tornar la alma  al cuerpo el Sennor” (94a-c). The audience 

is invited to imagine Christ as a literal judge who hears two sides of a legal dispute and 

then decides the sacristan‟s eternal fate. He does not pardon the soul, but he does allow a 

second opportunity to repent. Another instance occurs in the “Romero engañado.” 

Santiago appeals to Mary on behalf of Guirald, and in this miracle her power seems even 

greater, as she acts not as attorney, but as judge, and she is the one who orders the soul 

returned to the body. However, the text implies that ultimately God is the one who 

approves her decision: “Valió esta sentencia,  fue de Dios otorgada” (209a). A third 

instance occurs as Estevan of “Los dos hermanos” gets a second chance at life. Proyecto 

requests Mary‟s help and the two go before God, and the Estevan is returned to his body 

with thirty days‟ time to undo his former wrongs (256a-258d). As in the episodes 

mentioned previously, this case represents the power of Mary‟s advocacy on God, who 

compromises in order to please her, as Saugnieux has noted (25). The motif is played out 

with the most vivid imagery and drama, however, in “San Pedro y el monje mal 

ordenado.” On behalf of his devotee, St. Peter “rogó a Jesu Christo  con grand devoción / 
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de su misericordia  que·l ficiesse ración” (164c-d). This does not convince Christ, but 

Peter‟s next move is to acquire the help of Mary and her virgins:  

   fueron ellas a Christo  con gran suplicación,   

                   por la alma del monge  ficieron oración.  

Quando vío don Christo  la Madre glorïosa,  

e de las sus amigas  processión tan preciosa,  

issió a recebirlas  de manera fermosa:  

¡Alma que lo vidiesse  serié bien venturosa!  

“Madre –dixo don Christo- yo saberlo querría,  

 ¿qué negocio vos trae  con esta compannía?”  

“Fijo –disso la Madre-  a rogarvos venía  

por alma de un monge de fulana mongía.” 

“Madre –dixo el fijo- non serié derechura,  

tal alma de tal omne  entrar en tal folgura:  

serié menoscabada  toda la escriptura;  

mas por el vuestro ruego  faremos ý mesura.  

Quiero fazer atanto  por el vuestro amor:  

torne aún al cuerpo  en qui fo morador;  

faga su penitencia  como faz peccador,  

e puede seer salvo  por manera mejor.” (168c- 172d) 

Thus Christ will not grant heaven to the monk, as that would go against scripture, but 

Mary‟s request makes him open to other solutions, and therefore he returns the soul to the 
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body. The message to the audience, then, is that scripture is law, but Mary‟s advocacy 

will help ensure that God will find a way to uphold the law and please her at the same 

time. The fact that the principal character here is a monk makes the example especially 

relevant to Berceo‟s primary audience. The clergy‟s devotion to Mary will directly 

benefit them in the event that God is not pleased with them at the time of their death.     

But God in the MNS is also a judge of the living. The characters try to gain God‟s 

pardon while they are still alive so that they might gain heaven after death. God‟s mercy 

is one of the principal messages of the MNS, but first the characters must seek it. We 

know that God pardons the deceived pilgrim before he dies, because the end of the 

miracle says that he “dio a Dios buen emiendo” (219e). The congregation of “Cristo y los 

judíos de Toledo” is said to be exemplary, behaving “como omnes que quieren  ganar de 

Dios perdón” (415b). In the introduction to the miracle of the “Abbadesa prennada,” the 

narrator describes a golden age in which men rarely sinned, but when they did, 

“perdonávalis luego  Dios toda malquerencia, / avién con Jesu Christo  toda su atenencia” 

(504b-c). With reference to king David, Teófilo in his prayer notes that Christ pardoned 

David (829d) and the people of Nineveh in the Bible (829d, 830c-d). Mary implores 

Teófilo to pray directly to Christ, who will be compassionate to the sinner: “„Ruégalo 

bien de firme  con muy grant femencia, / dieniega al diablo,  confirma tu creencia; / 

mucho es pïadoso  e de grand conocencia” (834a-c). Later, she reports that Christ is 

satisfied with Teófilo‟s penance and that God has pardoned him (858a, 859c), and 

Teófilo makes amends for his sins (903c). Thus pardon, once sought, is often gained in 

the tales presented in Berceo‟s collection. 
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Requesting absolution, however, is not always easy, and Teófilo is an example to 

the audience of a man who is reluctant to request it. He mourns the fact that “non trovaré 

qui quiera  por mí a Dios rogar” (797b) as no one would dare be so bold as to ask God to 

forgive a pact made with the devil. Mary does not ease his worry, but rather confirms it, 

saying, “non sé por ti quí quiera  rogar al Criador” and says in three separate lines that 

even she does not want to do so:  

                   “Yo vergüenza avría  al mi Fijo rogar” (825a) 

                   “non nos querrá oír  nin a ti perdonar.” (825d) 

                   “mas a lo de mi Fijo  bien non me trevería.” (832d) 

Mary‟s reluctance to speak on Teófilo‟s behalf seems contradictory to the theme of her 

advocacy of mankind. However, the episode adds dramatic irony, and her hesitation 

makes Teófilo‟s case seem especially extreme. Eventually, God does acquit Teófilo, 

magnifying his compassion and Mary‟s influence, and the listening audience receives the 

message that no sin is unpardonable. 

It is precisely Mary‟s intervention in these miracle tales that helps guarantee 

divine clemency. This is the central theme of the work as a whole, and therefore we 

might say that God‟s role as judge is his most important in the text.  In “El galardón de la 

Virgen,” the narrator comments that Mary‟s advocacy will gain pardon for her 

supplicants when they sin: “por el so sancto ruego  grand perdón ganaremos” (122d). The 

pardon will be won from God, acting as judge, who is implied, but not mentioned. The 

narrator hopes that Mary might plead to Christ “por los pueblos errados” (412d). The 

pregnant abbess asks Mary to assure Christ that she will not sin again, stating “Quiero 
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contra tu Fijo  dar a ti por fianza” (527a). Mary‟s help will escort her back into God‟s 

graces. Teófilo literally requests the same thing to her: “tórname en la gracia  de la tu 

sancta flor” (844c). He assures her that she should be his advocate before Christ, as the 

latter will do anything she asks of him:  

por rogar al tu Fijo,  tu Padre, tu Sennor;  

quequiere que tú mandes  e ovieres sabor,  

todo lo fará Elli  de muy buen amor. (843b-d)   

bien lo querrá tu Fijo  lo que tú bien quisieres;  

todo te lo dará  lo que tú bien pidieres,  

a mí verná la carta  si tú savor ovieres. (848b-d) 

Teófilo knows the power that Mary has over God‟s judgments and maintains faith “que li 

darié por Ella  Dios la su bienquerencia” (866d).  As the work closes, Berceo himself 

asks that Mary be his own advocate before Christ: “tú fes por él, Sennora,  prezes al 

Criador, / ca el tu privilegio  vale a peccador, / tú li  gana la gracia  de Dios, Nuestro 

Sennor. (Amen.)”  (911c-e).  

 God‟s role as spiritual judge adds an element of danger to the text. The audience 

knows that God has the potential to be both just and merciful, that he can grant reward or 

condemnation. They would have held respect for the deity and possibly feared him as 

well. The original audience, if it indeed consisted first of the regular clergy and second of 

the faithful and pilgrims, was already seeking divine mercy, favor, and miracles. The 

question that remained was how to avoid justice and obtain mercy. If they were not 

already concerned with this question, Berceo‟s work would have brought the question to 
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the fore and provided the answer as well. Mary as infallible attorney is the key to 

clemency in the MNS, and God‟s role as Judge becomes his most important in the work 

(Lugones 178). 

God Referenced in Remembrance of Christ as an Earthly Man 

According to the New Testament, the second person of the Trinity was born as 

man and lived a human life, though it was an extraordinary one. This human life is 

referenced many times in the MNS on account of its connection to Mary and for the 

reason that the mystery of salvation and “the presence of God in man” were primary 

themes of contemplation of the regular clergy, as Leclercq noted (271). Thus Berceo 

employs several references to Christ‟s incarnation and miraculous birth in the MNS. In 

the hymn of worship after “El parto maravilloso,” Christ is the “Sennor, que encarnesti  

enna Virgo gloriosa” (457c), and  the lyrics also praise Mary, saying, “Sennor, ovist en 

ella  benedicta posada” (458d).  Speaking to Mary, Teófilo references Christ as “la Flor 

que tú pariste  sin tacha, sin dolor” (844d). Teófilo also summarizes Christ‟s life and 

actions:  

Creo de Jesu Christo  enna encarnación,  

                       que nació de ti, Madre,  por nuestra redención;  

predicó el Evangelio,  dessent priso passión,  

en el día tercero  fizo resurectión.  

Creo bien firmemientre  la su ascensïón,  

que envïó la gracia,  la de consolación; (838a-839b) 
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Such a systematic statement of doctrinal beliefs is meant to communicate orthodox 

interpretations of Christ‟s redemptive mission.   

The MNS often presents Christ as an image in the church, always as an infant. 

This image appears in three different miracles. In two of them, it is treated briefly. In “El 

judezno,” he is Mary‟s “genta creatura” (357d), and in “La iglesia despojada” he is 

Mary‟s “ninno en brazos,  la su dulz criatura” (715d). His most vivid representation as a 

child on Mary‟s lap, however, is found in “El mercader fiado,” in which his wooden 

image speaks aloud to declare that the merchant did in fact repay his debt on time. In this 

miracle, Christ is presented as Mary‟s “Fijo en brazos,  la su dulz compannía,” (649c), 

“ninno  de tan donosa boca” (688d), and “Ninno coronado, / el que tenié la Madre  

dulzement abrazado” (692a-b). The merchant requests that the Christ child might settle 

the dispute (692c-d). In all three of the miracles, he is presented as tender and innocent, 

but is crowned in “El mercader fiado” (692a), reflecting the thirteenth-century tendency 

to see Christ as both human and royal, discussed in Chapter 2. For this reason, the 

narrator even momentarily abandons the image of the child, as noted in the previous 

section. As the statue of Christ begins to speak, the narrator says, “Fabló el crucifixo,  

díxoli buen mandado” (694a). The poetic voice, who up until now has maintained that the 

sculpture in the church presents the deity as an infant, now reminds the audience that he 

was later crucified. Words and phrases such as “ninno coronado” and “crucifjo” make it 

impossible for the listening audience to forget that the child, though like them, is not 

common at all. The image of Christ as a child is one of celebration, unlike the image of 

him crucified, in which the author invites the audience to mourn Jesus‟ death. 
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The Son frequently appears in the MNS as savior of the world, as the one who 

redeemed humanity through his suffering. Though there are many references to his 

suffering in the text, they are often scattered and have little to do with the action 

occurring in the narrative. In  “El galardón de la Virgen,” we are told that the priest 

recites the same number of lines to Mary as “las plagas  que el Fijo sufrió” (120a). At the 

end of “El ladrón devoto,” it is noted that Christ “por bonos e malos,  por todos 

descendió” (159c). He is “del mundo redentor” (453a), Mary‟s “sancto fructo” who “nos 

ovo redemidos” (621d), “del mundo Salvador” (642d), and  as Teófilo calls him, 

“Salvador mío” (811d). There are also explicit references to Christ‟s suffering: “por 

salvar el mundo  sofrist muert e dolor” (453b; see also 487c, 622b, 888b). The author and 

audience know that Christ‟s suffering was necessary, as it was part of God‟s plan to 

redeem mankind; he himself became the perfect sacrifice. 

The motivation for this self-sacrifice was his compassion for sinners, and there 

are several references in the poem to the fact that Christ in his death made possible their 

redemption. Mary labels her son as the “luz de los peccadores” (419d). In the hymn that 

follows “El parto maravilloso,” the congregation sings to him, “nunca te priso asco  del 

omne peccador” (453d). God is perceived in these lines as benevolent and merciful. After 

all, mankind‟s tendency toward sin and imperfection comes to the forefront of many of 

the miracles. 

Christ‟s sacrifice was so great that refusal to accept it as such is a great sin in the 

work.  The flaw of the Jewish moneylender of “El mercader fiado” is that he refuses to 

believe that Christ the man was indeed the Son of God and redeemer of the world (643a-
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d; see discussion in Chapter 3). The Jew‟s interpretation of Christ as a prophet rather than 

as Son of God makes him unacceptable to the listening audience. The lender later 

sarcastically implies that Christ is worthless as a guarantor, stating, “Fié en el tu Christo,  

un grand galeador” (687a). These words, placed in the mouth of a Jew, again imply to the 

Christian audience that they should believe the opposite of what the character says. 

Rather, they should believe that Christ is a worthy savior and spiritual guarantor.  

In the world of the MNS, however, there is a greater sin than unbelief in Christ as 

Savior. Berceo invites the audience to disdain those who contributed to the death of 

Christ as recorded in the Bible, notably Judas as an individual and the Jews as a people. 

Judas in the text is the symbol of the worst sinners. As noted above, God mentions Judas 

as he condemns Estevan to hell in “Los dos hermanos,” saying, “¡vaya yacer con Judás  

en essa fermería!” (245d). Teófilo compares his own sin to that of Judas, who turned 

Jesus over to his enemies while receiving very little in return: “Non ovo mayor culpa  

Judás el traïdor / que por poccos dineros  vendió a su señor” (800a-b). And while 

individual Jews are portrayed negatively in several of the miracles, Christ as a victim of 

the Jewish people is especially highlighted in “Christo y los judíos de Toledo.” Mary as 

she speaks to the Christian congregation first highlights the Jews as those who crucified 

Christ in the Bible (416a-18d) and then draws a connection to the Jews of the narrative, 

portraying Christ as their modern-day victim as well, informing the Christians that “en 

cruz está mi Fijo…Otra vez crucifigan  al mi caro Fijuelo,” (419d- 420a). The archbishop 

and the narrator then continue to portray Christ as victim of the Jews (423a-b, 427a-28a). 

Thus as Berceo portrays the Jews‟ actions as wicked, the Christians, who comprise the 
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listening audience, see themselves as innocent. They are the benefactors of Christ‟s 

sacrifice, but do not count themselves responsible for his suffering. While portraying God 

as an earthly man, Berceo brings God closer to the audience than do the authors of the 

CMC and the LAlex; he not only adds drama, he teaches the meaning of Christ‟s sacrifice, 

encouraging the worship of God while disdaining those who would dare to disrespect 

him. 

Divine Witness 

God in the MNS is always capable of perceiving earthly events as they unfold, and 

thus the deity‟s omniscience is highlighted in several lines in the text. The merchant of 

Constantinople, upon finding himself far from home on the day his debt is due, opens his 

prayer to the Son with the following: “Sennor –disso-  tú saves  toda esta razón” (667c). 

He recognizes that Christ already knows the circumstances of the situation. The same 

character, speaking to the statue of Christ, also notes that Christ knows that he did in fact 

repay his debt: “De cómo yo lo fizi  tú eres sabidor, / si lo ovo o non  tú lo sabes, Sennor” 

(693a-b). Christ‟s divine status makes his testimony of earthly events infallible. In 

“Teófilo,” the narrator notes that no one saw Teófilo make his pact with the devil except 

“Dios a qual sólo  non se encubre nada” (787d). God sees all actions, including those that 

no man sees. And in one passage, even the narrator himself does not know whether 

Teófilo‟s popularity in the eyes of the people comes from God or the devil: “Dios 

sennero lo sabe,  que es bien decorado, / si li vinié por Dios  o si por el Peccado” (790c-

d). The narrator of the miracle allows God to know things that even he cannot interpret 
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with certainty; God is more omniscient than the “omnisicient” narrator. In these passages, 

there is an emphasis on God‟s knowledge, not his action.  

God‟s ability to witness all things makes him a source of wisdom for the 

characters. As they cannot decide on a new bishop, the people of Pavía ask God to show 

them whom they should select: “tovieron tridüano,  querién a Dios rogar, / que Elli lis 

mostrasse  quál deviessen alzar” (307c-d). For them, God‟s help can allow them to make 

good decisions. If they follow divine guidance, they will not err. Again, here the deity 

does not act by hidden intervention, but rather at the request of the petitioners.  

As witness of all human action, God in the MNS reacts emotionally; as in the 

LAlex, he can be pleased or displeased with what he sees. The monks of San Salvador 

pray “de guisa que podrié  Dios aver pagamiento” (299d). The characters know that 

prayer can be pleasing to God when it is done well. The narrator also notes that “de la 

oración breve  se suele Dios pagar” (749c). God is satisfied with short prayers and the 

narrator hopes that the audience will pray with substance and sincerity, not with useless 

repetition and pretentiousness, which will be easily discerned in heaven. God in the text 

is generally pleased with earnest acts of devotion. However, he can also be displeased, 

and this provides the demons with a strategy in “El sacristan fornicario;” the spokesman 

for the demons carrying the sacristan‟s soul argues to Mary that Christ “no·l plaze la 

fuerza  nin es end plazentero” (90d). The demon hopes that she will relent in fear of her 

son‟s displeasure. Of course, Christ is always pleased to grant Mary what she wishes, but 

in other cases his dissatisfaction is more plausible. In “El nuevo obispo de Pavía,” Mary 

warns one man to tell the council to elect Jerónimo as their new bishop, and that if he 
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does not do so, “non será el mi Fijo  del su fecho pagado” (310d). Teófilo, having denied 

Christ, also speculates that God will not be pleased with his going to see the Virgin: 

Aunque me lo sufra  Dios por su pïadat, 

que pueda entrar entro  veer la magestat, 

verrá rayo o fuego  o otra tempestat,  

fará danno a muchos  por la mi malvestat. 

Aunque todo esto  me quiera Dios sofrir, 

que me dexe en paz   mi rencura dezir, 

en qual razón empieze  non puedo comedir, 

nin asmo cómo pueda  la mi boca abrir.” (813a-814d) 

Teófilo fears that his mere boldness to ask God‟s help and forgiveness might be 

intolerable to the deity, and he expresses his fear of God to Mary again later (841c). Mary 

confirms to Teófilo that indeed her son “te tiene despecho, / ca se tiene de ti  que fue muy 

maltrecho” (833c-d). Thus throughout the text God may witness sinful actions and 

respond with wrath, as in the LAlex.   

But the God of the MNS does not wish to be angry all the time. Rather, he desires 

penitence. He is wrathful and will allow the sinner to die, but he does not look forward to 

punishing any man. He is “El Sennor que no quiere  muerte de peccadores / mas que 

salven las almas,  emienden los errores, (793a-b).  Man‟s repentance is his own 

responsibility in the MNS. The narrator also notes that God “siempre desea salut de 

peccadores” (888a). Freedom from sin is described in terms of health in this line. Sinners 

are sick, while the righteous are healthy. The devil knows that God desires penitence and 
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takes advantage of this in “El romero engañado,” instructing the pilgrim to injure himself: 

“dessent que te degüelles:  farás a Dios servicio, / que de tu carne misma  li farás 

sacrificio.” (192c-d). The romero has sinned, and the devil disguised as St. James tells 

him that this is a way to do penance, portraying God as one pleased with self-mutilation. 

The narrator and audience are in agreement that the latter is in fact not pleased with such 

action; as noted above, repentance brings health, not death. The trick works, however, 

because the devil knows that sinners will go to great lengths to reconcile themselves to 

God, who welcomes them back. As in the “Sacristán fornicario,” discussed above, the 

devil‟s strategies often revolve around parting from a particular aspect of God‟s nature 

and misconstruing it. In this case, it is the fact that God in the text is willing to forgive 

and hopes that sinners will return to him.  

God‟s ability to see all actions means that he can intervene at any point, but man 

also has free will in the text and can do what he wishes. From his heavenly vantage point, 

God is sometimes pleased and sometimes displeased with what he sees, and repentance is 

a choice that the sinner must make on his own. The portrayal of God as a Divine Witness 

is yet another attempt by Berceo to encourage his audience to perceive God as a balanced 

deity, potentially dangerous but ultimately welcoming of penitants. Without the element 

of danger, there would be no incentive for the audience to repent or to preach repentance.   

Controller of Earthly Affairs 

The God of the MNS shares some roles with that of the CMC and of the LAlex. In 

all three works, the deity often imposes his will on earth, intervening through hidden 

orchestration of circumstances. Events occur because God allows them to do so, and 
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therefore he wants them to occur, whether they are seemingly good or bad, and 

happenings are often discussed in terms of what God‟s desires.  

In the first place, God controls the forces of nature in the MNS. He is the one “en 

cuya mano yazen  los mares e el viento” (459b). This line reminds the audience that the  

overwhelming forces of nature are in God‟s hand. They are small compared to him. And 

if nature is in God‟s hands, then the lives of men are even smaller, more insignificant, 

and well within divine control.  

But in addition to nature, God is the controller of some happenings. Seemingly 

tragic events occur, and God allows them to do so. He can dictate circumstances through 

action, but he can also control through inaction. In “La imagen respetada por el incendio” 

he allows the monastery of San Miguel de la Tumba to burn. The poetic voice casually 

attributes the event to the will of God: “sufrió Dios essa cosa  como faz otras tales” 

(323d). The comment is that God allows things of this nature to take place on a regular 

basis. In “El romero naufragado,” the pilgrimage ship sinks because God refuses to stop 

it: “quísolo Dios sofrir,  fo la nave somida” (596b). The narrator presents God as the one 

who is ultimately responsible, who makes the final decisions as to what transpires on 

earth because he always has the power to intervene or not. 

Several divine references also present death as subject to the will of God. Death is 

usually not a divine punishment in the MNS, but rather a mere indicator that God has 

decided that a character‟s life is over. The Judeo-Christian deity takes the place of the 

mythical Fates, and man often must simply attribute the hour of his own death to divine 

will. San Ildefonso dies “Quando plogó a Christo” (66a); the fornicating sacristan “finó 
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quando Dios quiso” (99d); the prior of San Salvador “Ovo quando Dios quiso…a finar” 

(286a). The devoted thief, saved once from death by Virgin, also lives “hasta que Dios 

quisiesse”  (156d). The length of his life, once subject to the will of the condemning 

crowd, is now subject to the will of God, thanks to the Virgin‟s intervention. In “Los dos 

hermanos,” God presets the amount of time that Estevan can return to life and tells him in 

advance that he will have only thirty days before his second death. Estevan knows that 

God will be true to his word (268d) and completes his mission on time. God also warns 

Teófilo that the latter will die soon: “Entendió el bon omne,  Dios lo fizo certero, / que li 

venié bien cerca  el día postremero” (900a-b). Dying when God wants seems to indicate 

that the death is “natural,” that is, not premature or unnaturally subject to the will of man, 

but to the will of the supreme being, as the narrator and audience believe it should be.  

God in the MNS is also a guide, sometimes literally leading people to a particular 

place. In “Christo y los judíos de Toledo,” the Christians do not find their way to the 

rabbi‟s house alone; rather, Christ and Mary guide them there (426c). The narrator speaks 

directly to the audience at the beginning of  “La abbadesa prennada,” informing them that 

“Dios se vos quiso  traer a est logar” (500b), and for this reason Dutton thought of 

Berceo‟s audiences as being primarily comprised of pilgrims (Dutton, MNS 8). The 

fictional pilgrims of “El romero naufragado” will arrive at Acre “si el Padre del Cielo  los 

quisiesse guiar” (588d), and the bishop of “La iglesia despojada” arrives at the church 

because “Dios lo quiso guiar” (732a). These last three examples all contain a form of the 

verb “querer;” God guides these characters and audience members because he is pleased 

to do so. In addition to leading some to a place, God also guides lives in the MNS, 
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creating favorable sets of circumstances for particular characters at certain times. The 

new bishop of Pavía enjoys a good life because God has his hand in it: “Guïóli su 

fazienda  Dios nuestro Sennor, / fizo buena la vida,  la fin mucho mejor” (315a-b). The 

merchant of Constantinople remembers his former life of wealth and states that he 

enjoyed such wealth “Quando Dios lo querié” (639a). He was rich because God wanted 

him to be rich. Teófilo also remembers a time when “aviéme assentado  Dios en buena 

mesura” (798c). The character remembers his former prudent nature and interprets it as a 

divine gift. Near the end of the work, the narrator hopes that he and his audience might 

persist in the miserable earthly life and gain the next, better one. He begins his wish with 

the phrase, “Quiéralo Jesu Christo  e la Virgo gloriosa” (909a) because if they will it, 

they might cause it to happen.  

There are also some moments in the text in which God explicitly causes a thought 

to occur to someone. The merchant of Constantinople, praying because he now finds 

himself poor, is inspired to turn to the Jewish moneylender. The narrator is quick to 

explain, however, that the merchant himself is not to receive credit for the idea. That 

credit belongs to God, and the thought‟s occurrence is explained in terms of divine 

guidance: “non vino por su seso,  mas quísolo guiar / el que el mundo todo  ave de 

gobernar” (635a-d). God also works through the conscience, inspiring sinners to repent, 

as he does with Teófilo, who is content in his sin until Christ takes action: “firiólo  

Christo con la su lança” (791d). This reference to Christ‟s wounding of Teófilo with his 

lance is a reference to the latter‟s conscience (Gerli, MNS 202n). Teófilo‟s decision to 

repent is in response to divine action.  
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God also intervenes in earthly affairs through miracles. Though the title of the 

work is Milagros de Nuestra Señora, God himself also plays a strong role in them. 

Evidence for this occurs at the end of “El clérigo simple,” in which the narrator refers to 

Mary‟s many miracles as, “los que por la Gloriosa  denna Dios demostrar” (235d). 

According to this line, it is the deity who wills that she perform them. It could even be 

interpreted that God is working the miracles and Mary is the channel through which he is 

working. God as primary or independent miracle worker appears in other passages. The 

narrator of “La abbadesa prennada” remembers a golden age of Christian values in which 

“Facié Dios por los omnes  miráculos cutiano” (503a).  God also arranges the visions of 

Mary experienced by the pregnant abbess and Teófilo (see 529b-c and 822 a-c). Teófilo 

also reminds Mary that Christ is the key to retrieving the letter from Hell, because “sólo 

que Él lo quiera,  luego será rendida” (849b). If Christ wishes to have the letter, he will 

demand it, and his power is such that Satan must cede it to him. If Mary can win her 

son‟s pardon, Christ can act as miracle-worker. 

But God in the MNS also intervenes in earthly matters through punishment and 

destruction. The excessive pride of Ildefonso‟s replacement, Sïagrio, causes him to be an 

object of the “ira del Crïador” (70c). God does not wish for him to wear Ildefonso‟s 

chasuble, and as the narrator reminds the audience, “lo que Dios non quiere  nunqua 

puede seer” (71d). In this line, “lo que Dios non quiere” does not refer merely to that 

which goes against God‟s wishes, but rather to that which God will not tolerate, and that 

which he finds intolerable will be stopped through divine intervention. The deity also 

finds the sins of the monks of San Miguel de la Tumba unacceptable, as he strikes the 
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monastery with lightning: “Cadió rayo del cielo  por los graves peccados” (322a). Other 

characters in the text are likewise recipients or potential recipients of divine punishment, 

including the perpetrators of “La iglesia de la Gloriosa profanada” (385a), the cleric of 

“La iglesia despojada (735d), and Teófilo (793d). In the hymn of praise after “El parto 

maravilloso,” it is recalled how God protected the Israelites as they crossed the Red Sea, 

but destroyed the Egyptians as they persecuted his people (455a-d). The episode is 

extended metaphorically in the hymn to the enemies of God, who “en seco  los troban 

enfogados” (456d) . God also makes Teófilo “enfermo  de mortales dolores” on account 

of the latter‟s pride (793d). Thus the God of the MNS can be dangerous and destructive in 

his earthly interventions. He is capable not only of individual punishment, but of the 

destruction of entire communities, and the audience is invited to stay in God‟s graces by 

avoiding serious affronts to him. 

Sometimes after punishing, however, the God of the MNS shows mercy, heals, 

and restores. In “Los dos hermanos,” Peidro is sent to Purgatory, and Estevan, his 

brother, offers to help him “si Dios lo quisiere” (249c). Estevan believes that God might 

change his judgment of Peidro, proving his own belief that the former sometimes relents 

from his anger. Later in the miracle, God proves willing to help, as cited above (see 257a- 

258d). Likewise, after God has cast fire on the assassins of “La iglesia de la Gloriosa 

profanada,” he also stops the fire by his own will. The text labels the action as a “mejoría  

que Dios lis quiso dar” (398a). God also restores Teófilo twice. The first is a physical 

restoration, as Teófilo had lost his color: “tornó el malastrugo  en todo su estado” (788d). 

Not wishing that his good deeds be lost, God also restores Teófilo morally by awakening 
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his conscience to the sin he has committed: “el buen Sennor non quiso  que li fuessen 

perdidos; / reviscló los sus sesos  que yazién amortidos, / abrió luego los ojos  que tenié 

adormidos” (794b-d), and the bishop repeats to the congregation that it is God who has 

rectified Teófilo‟s situation (888c).  

Thus the God of the MNS heals and reinstates, and he also interacts with earthly 

matters through gifts and blessing of those he finds deserving. Berceo attributes San 

Ildefonso‟s chasuble directly to God, calling it “la cassulla  que·l dio el Crïador” (68b). 

The merchant of Constantinople refers to his former wealth as “quanto que Dios me 

dava” (639d), seeing it as a gift from on high. Berceo also explains that the canon of “La 

iglesia despojada” is allowed to take the Virgin‟s veil from the thief‟s hand simply 

because “quísolo Dios onrrar” (731c). God also honors Teófilo by surrounding him with 

a halo of radiant light in front of his congregation: 

Fue el pueblo certero  que era omne santo,  

e era de grand mérito  por qui fazié Dios tanto,  

e Dios que lo cubrié  de tan precioso manto  

e prendió el dïablo  en ello grand quebranto.  

Reluzié la su cara,  tales rayas echava,  

com la de Moïsés  quando la ley portava,  

o como San Andrés  quando en la cruz estava;  

El Criador en esto  pocca onrra no·l dava. (896a-897d) 
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Teófilo also states in his credo that Christ blessed all men by sending “la gracia,  la de 

consolación” after his death and resurrection (839b). The third person of the Trinity 

appears here as a heavenly gift to mankind.  

Other passages express a desire or hope that God will bless someone. In “Pedro y 

el monje mal ordenado,” the friar who returns the monk‟s soul to his body asks the monk 

to sweep his tomb, exclaiming, “¡sí Dios   te dé buena ventura!” if he does so (177d). In 

“El novio y la Virgen,” the narrator wishes that “qui por Dios tanto faze,  aya su 

bendición” (349d). He believes the bridegroom‟s actions are noble and hopes that the 

audience might also make sacrifices for God. In the hymn of worship that concludes “El 

parto maravilloso,” the congregation pleads to the divinity, “denna tu bendición  dar en 

esti conviento” (459c). Thus God‟s intervention in earthly affairs often takes the form of 

blessing, and such intervention is coveted by the characters, and likely by the audience.        

All of God‟s interaction with earthly affairs can be summarized in one line from 

the miracle of “Teófilo:”  “él mata, él vivífica  ca es de tal potencia.” (834d). Mary 

characterizes Christ with this comment as she explains to Teófilo that he should turn 

directly to the Son for forgiveness. At the moment at which it is uttered, Mary is not 

talking about literal death or resurrection; rather, the line describes Christ‟s power over 

earthly incidents. Control of men‟s lives and deaths is in his hands. If he can kill and 

revive, he can condemn or forgive, or intervene in any way he chooses.  As this line 

reveals and as discussed above, God‟s power to intervene then is both destructive and 

restorative. He is at once both the text‟s most dangerous character and the provider of 

hope. It is this dangerous but potentially merciful side of God that allows Berceo to add 
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urgency to his message. The regular clergy is encouraged to learn the dual nature of God 

and to spread it to the lay people in order that they might avoid the dangerous side of the 

deity and benefit from his mercy.           

Helper 

Despite his ability to be angered, God does more helping than destroying in the 

MNS. This role is related to that of  “Controller of earthly affairs,” as divine help is a 

form of intervention. God often helps in a mysterious or ambiguous way. The ritual 

formula “con Dios” is used in some passages to explain that the divine hand is in the 

picture, helping, though the reader often does not see many details as to how he goes 

about it. The pregnant abbess‟ son eventually becomes a bishop who “savié su obispado  

con Dios bien governar” (579b). He governs well because God gives him the wisdom to 

do so. The merchant of Constantinople takes the Jewish moneylender “a la eglesia  con 

Dios e con su guía” (649a), and the merchant also regains wealth “con Dios e la 

Gloriosa” (661c). We do not know exactly what God does in these passages, only that his 

benevolence is behind the events.  

God also supports some characters through direct action. Mary tells the ill cleric 

of “El galardón de la Virgen,” “tente con Dios aúna  por de cuita essido” (125c). With 

God‟s help, he will be released from his suffering. God also aids the pregnant abbess to 

pray to him, as her strength to request his help has failed, but “Dios e su ventura  

abriéronli carrera” (517d). The merchant of Constantinople recognizes that God was the 

one who had maintained him in the past, and that now he must again rely on the higher 

power to overcome his present circumstances (see 632a-34d). The merchant notes that 
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extending assistance is easy for the deity (634c), confirming God‟s reputation for helping 

his followers. He tries to persuade the deity to help him by noting that without aid, he 

will die on the “ribera” of a figurative “mar” (634d). 

The God of the MNS is also a rescuer. Occasionally when the circumstances of 

crisis are already present, God saves characters from them. The deceived pilgrim 

attributes his rescue to God (217b). The miracle of the judezno is also attributed directly 

to God (365d, 367d). In “La abbadesa prennada,” the bishop tells the abbess that if her 

confession can be proven true, he will believe that Christ is truly her advocate (567c). 

Rather than accusing her, as her fellow nuns have done, God works on her behalf. The 

audience sees her in a favorable light because Christ finds her worthy of helping. God‟s 

role as recuer is also thoroughly developed in the hymn of praise at the end of “El parto 

maravilloso.” The lyrics recall the Biblical episodes which involve God‟s rescues at sea, 

including those of Jonas (454a-c), the Israelites (455a-c), and Peter (457a-b), attributing 

the miracles directly to him. The text of the hymn also metaphorically extends God‟s 

Biblical rescues to all men: “Sennor, los tos amigos  en el mar fallan vados” (456c). Like 

the Israelites, persecuted by the Egyptians, God rescues his own, even from situations of 

sure destruction. The merchant of Constantinople also credits God as his rescuer, this 

time from poverty: “„Sennor –disso- fezístme  mercet e caridat, / ásme oï sacado  de muy 

gran pobredat” (655c-d). In this prayer, the merchant depicts his poverty as a 

metaphorical space and uses the participle of the verb “sacar” to emphasize that God has 

removed him from such a state. Later, he must find a way to repay the moneylender, as 

he is far away from Constantinople, and so he asks that God might deliver the money 
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(665a-d, 667a-668d). The merchant also asks Mary to make his request to Christ (671c): 

“yo Madre a ti ruego,  tú ruega al Criado,” (671c). Later, he asks for another miracle, that 

the crucifix might bear witness to his act of repaying the loan (693c). For the merchant, 

God can help with those plights that man can overcome on his own, such as poverty, and 

also can do the impossible, such as deliver a bag of money though the waves of the sea or 

cause a statue to speak aloud on someone‟s behalf. 

“El mercader fiado” also contains the one case in the MNS in which there is a 

wish that God not rescue someone; this occurs as the narrator speaks of the Jewish 

moneylender: “no lo saque Dios ende,  aguarde so cellero” (681b). The narrator‟s request 

is that God leave the Jew in his house with the money he has secretly recovered, alone in 

his greed, not rescuing him from his sins, but rather giving him what he deserves. It is a 

statement of heavy anti-Semitism, but a hope that God not rescue someone also confirms 

the narrator‟s conception of God as one capable of acts of rescue.  

The God of the MNS also plays the role of protector, controlling circumstances so 

that no harm or no further harm comes. Mary tells the inebriated monk that he is “a Dios 

acomendado” (485c), indicating that he is under the protection of God. The Virgin also 

tells the pregnant abbess that God will protect her from accusation, saying, “bien vos á 

Dios guardada  de caer en ess lazo” (532b). Later, the abbess boldly tells the bishop, “yo 

a Dios me acomiendo  al que puede e val” (551d). Another expecting mother, the young 

protagonist of “El parto maravilloso,” recounts her miracle story, informing her listeners 

that “comendéme a Christo  e a Sancta María” (447c). 
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Some wishes for God‟s protection occur in lines displaying ironic language. The 

narrator asks that God defend the audience and himself, the narrator, from having similar 

burial rites as the Jewish father of “El Judezno,” saying, “De la comunicanda  Domni 

Dios nos defenda” (373c). The line is scornful, as the term “comunicanda” refers to the 

communion (Gerli, MNS 135n), and this funeral service of course contains no actual 

communion at all. Rather, it is the interment of one that the audience perceives as a 

villain. In a similar way, as the bishop narrates Teófilo‟s story to the congregation, he 

asks “de tal amigo guárdenos  Dios Nuestro Sennor” (887d). His wish is that God protect 

his congregation from an “amigo” such as the devil, which again is ironic, given that the 

devil is an enemy to the audience, not a friend.  The words “comunicanda” and “amigo” 

are to be interpreted as mocking in these lines, but the wish for God‟s defense against 

them is sincere.   

It is in “El mercader fiado” that God appears as another kind of helper, as fiador, 

or guarantor, alongside Mary. Unlike God‟s role of Helper in other miracles and in the 

CMC or the LAlex, this role contains symbolic theological implications. When the 

merchant realizes that he has no one to guarantee the repayment of his debt, he tells the 

Jew that he will offer him Christ (642c). After some discussion, the lender accepts Christ 

and Mary as guarantors; later, however, the Jew denies that he has been repaid. But when 

the two return to the church, the statue of Christ speaks aloud, verifying that  the 

merchant has indeed settled the debt. This miracle tale functions on two levels, the 

narrative and the theological. Christ and Mary are the literal fiadores to the merchant and 

also the figurative ones to all Christians; they argue on man‟s behalf before God, and 
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when man cannot pay his debt, that is, atone for his own sins, Christ and Mary step in and 

cover the debt, and God pardons the sinner. Thus this miracle tale is not only about 

Christ‟s help in earthly troubles, but also about salvation after death. Christ literally 

rescues the merchant from the plight that the latter has created for himself and 

figuratively rescues mankind from the sin that he commits by free will. 

Many times in the MNS Mary receives praise for her help, but God is also inspires 

much thanks and worship from the characters as he performs his role of helper. As 

Mary‟s creator, the miracle recipients and hearers know that he is ultimately the one 

responsible for all of her works, as he is the one who has granted her the power and 

intervene:   

                     Rendieron a Dios gracias  de buena boluntat, (98a) 

                     Rendieron a Dios gracias,  a la Virgo real, (179a) 

                     Rendió gracias a Dios  e a Sancta María, (214a)40 

In fact, God often intervenes strategically so that people might spread word about his 

acts. This is clearest in “El parto maravilloso,” in which Christ works the miracle for a 

specific reason: “quísolis don Christo  grand miraclo demostrar, / por ond de la su Madre  

oviessen qué fablar” (441c-d). His love for Mary inspires him to disseminate her fame 

among mankind, which he does by allowing her to work the miraculous birth. The people 

listening to the young mother‟s narrative know that God is behind the miracle, as they 

                                                 
40 Other acts of thanks to God or Christ occur in lines 259a, 261b, 264a, 428d, 443d, 449b, 452b, 469d, 

603a, 606d, 615c, 654d, 843a, 870c, 890c, 894b.     
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say, “Por Dios avino esto,  en ello non dubdamos” (445a), and they also give credit to 

Mary and to San Miguel (445b-c).  

The characters also show gratitude to God beyond their verbal acts of 

thanksgiving. Guirad, the deceived pilgrim, turns from his sinful ways and spends the 

remainder of his life “en dichos e en fechos  al Criador sirviendo” (219b). The 

congregation of “El parto maravilloso” responds to the miracle with an original hymn of 

praise (453a-460d). The survivor of “El romero naufragado” and his companions worship 

the Cross of Christ when they reach it (616c). At the end of “El mercader fiado,” all of 

Constantinople celebrates the anniversary of the day that the statue of Christ spoke aloud 

(697a-d). A visitor to the city exclaims “Laudetur Deus  e la Virgo gloriosa” (702b) upon 

hearing the same story and proceeds to record it in writing. Teófilo praises both Mary and 

Christ (872a-b), and after Teófilo‟s miracle story has been made public, the entire 

congregation worships God: “El “Te Deüm laudamus”  fue altament cantado,  / “Tibi 

laus, tibi gloria”  fue bien reïterado” (892a-b). Thus the miracle tales often do not end 

abruptly when the Virgin has done her work. Rather, they also depict the people‟s 

response of thanks or praise, which becomes a model for the listening audience as to how 

God should be revered for his role as helper of mankind. 

God‟s role as helper and protector is confirmed by the fact that at times he 

removes his protection of some characters, choosing not to intervene on their behalf. As 

in the LAlex, God is capable of abandoning a character, removing his safekeeping. This 

happens to the fugitive in “La iglesia de la Gloriosa profanada,” whom “quísolo la 

Gloriosa  e Dios desamparar” (382a), resulting in his death. The thieves of “La iglesia 
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depojada” are also “de Dios desamparados” (723a), and Teófilo is also “de Dios 

desamparado” (772a), as the latter himself realizes, saying “So perdido con Dios  e con 

Sancta María” (801a). The merchant of Constantinople in one of his prayers asks God, 

“sea tu pïadat  e non me desempares” (632d), as God is his only hope of redemption from 

poverty.  

God acts as helper in the MNS to those who are devoted to the Virgin. The 

depiction of God as benevolent is balanced by the fact that he abandons those who are not 

devoted to her. Berceo gives his audience a reason to cultivate devotion to Mary: that 

they might access God‟s perfect aid.     

God Referenced to Intensify or Solemnize a Situation 

As in the CMC and the LAlex, God is mentioned in many lines of the MNS simply 

to lend prestige to a character or situation or to give a serious tone to some entity or idea. 

This occurs most often when Berceo wishes to esteem the Virgin. Therefore God is 

mentioned in many lines in which he is not an actor, but rather an “ornament” for her: 

                        la Virgin Glorïosa,  madre del buen Criado, (19c) 

                        a la Virgo María,  madre del buen Criado. (31d) 

                        tiemplo de Jesu Christo,  estrella matutina, (33b) 

                        Apareció∙l la Madre  del Rey de Magestat, (59a) 

                        de la Madre de Christo,  crïada e esposa. (64d)41 

                                                 
41 Additional examples occur in lines 66c, 68d, 109b, 124a, 168a, 261a, 309c, 315d, 413c, 487b, 493b, 

523a, 529c, 659a, 811d, 860a, 875a.  
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God carries out no action in these lines, but is mentioned as Mary‟s son to heighten her 

renown. When Berceo mentions Mary‟s role as mother of God to fill a hemistich, it does 

not function as mere “filler,” but rather underscores the theme of the work, which is the 

celebration of Mary as mankind‟s best advocate before God.  

Berceo also frequently presents Mary and Jesus together in the same line, as the 

presence of God alongside Mary always increases her credibility:  

                   la Madre con el Fijo,  par que non á egual. (55d) 

                    Las mannas de la Madre  con las d‟El que parió (159a) 

                    Reína de los cielos,  Madre del pan de trigo, (659a)42 

Neither does Berceo allow the listener to forget that Mary was chosen by God as the 

mother of Christ and that as his preferred vessel she was full of grace (Luke 1:28), that is, 

she enjoyed more divine favor than most human beings, including the listening audience, 

who reveres the Virgin, mentioned alongside God so often. God‟s choice of Mary is 

remembered several times in the text. The annunciation is recalled in “La casulla de San 

Ildefonso,” (53c), in “El galardón de la Virgen,” (119c, 120a-b) and in “El Labrador 

avaro” (272d). Her special appointment from God makes her a worthy recourse for 

mankind.  

God honors Mary in many ways in the MNS. She is the one “en qui Dios tan 

grand graçia,  tan grand bendiçión miso” (14b) and the one “en qui el Rey de Gloria  

tantas bondades miso” (819b). She is the receptacle of  gifts from on high. She is also “La 

esposa de Christo,  ponçella e parida, (868a),  “como rica reína  de Dios santificada” 

                                                 
42 See also lines 672a, 688b, 715d. 
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(319d) and “por mano del tu fijo  don Christo coronada” (746b). She is the queen of 

heaven, and God himself has bestowed this honor upon her. She is also a preferred 

channel of miracles. The narrator of “El sacristán fornicario” says, “aun otro miraclo  vos 

querría contar, / que por Sancta María  dennó Dios demostrar, / de cuya lege quiso  con 

su boca mamar.” (75a-d). God is pleased to work his miracles through her, just as he 

found her worthy to nurse him as a child. The theme of the entire work is contained in 

this line: “no li diçrié tal Fijo  a tal Madre de non” (181d). God confers so much honor to 

her that he cedes power to her, as Saugnieux argues (26). In return, Mary lends prestige 

back to her divine maker; in the introduction, God is praised for creating the meadow that 

is Mary: “él que crió tal cosa  maestro fue anviso” (14c). Mary is a masterpiece that 

reveals God‟s skill as an artisan. Thus the mention of God is one of Berceo‟s primary 

techniques to augment Mary‟s importance. The connection between the two is always 

central. Mankind approaches Mary because he is ultimately seeking God.   

The mention of the deity also solemnizes other objects and beings in the work. 

One such being is the angels, the servants of God. The fact that they are God‟s attendants 

give them prestige among the faithful, and  for this reason in “El romero engañado” it is 

noted that the devil “semeja a las vezes  ángel del Crïador” (187c) so that he can deceive 

them. Other heavenly beings are also honored by God. In “El romero naufragado,” the 

pilgrim recounts that Mary wove him a cloth and on it were pictured some of her Virgins, 

“las vírgenes gloriosas  de don Christo amadas” (612b). Christ‟s love for them 

encourages the audience to revere them as well. The mention of God alongside a 

particular church dignifies the place of worship. In “El novio y la Virgen,” the traveling 
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bridegroom finds a church which the narrator calls “lugar a Dios sagrado” (338b). In “La 

iglesia despojada,” the church is described as a “precioso lugar / do solién pecadores  al 

Criador rogar” (714c-d). It is a sacred space because it is the designated place of 

reverence for God. Sins also seem more grave when they are mentioned alongside God. 

In “El labrador avaro,” the principal chracter‟s great error is that “más amava la tierra  

que non al Crïador” (270c); he has found a substitute for his proper devotion. Prayers are 

also solemnized with the invocation of the Trinity (632c and 837a-d; I have also cited 

these lines in Chapter 3). And as noted above, even brevity of discourse is revered in the 

text because it is valued by God. The narrator says that “de la oración breve  se suele 

Dios pagar / a nos éssa nos desse  el Criador usar” (749c-d). In short, anything mentioned 

alongside God should be taken seriously by the audience, if in fact they seek to please 

their Creator.   

Everyday expressions that mention God also intensify the surrounding content in 

the MNS as they do in the CMC. The expression “por Dios” and its more lengthy variant 

“por el amor del tu Fijo querido” have very little to do with any specific action of the 

deity but rather are employed to reinforce the request being made: 

                    “Yo te ruego por Dios  e por Sancta María, (176c) 

                    Sennores e amigos,  por Dios e caridat, (182a) 

                    Madre, por el amor  del tu Fijo querido,  (524a)43  

The MNS also contains interjections reminiscent of the CMC. In “El romero 

naufragado,” Berceo employs the simple interjection ¡Dios!, found often in the popular 

                                                 
43 See additional examples in lines 444a, 444b, 572a, 636d, 739c, 760b, 826a. 
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epic, to add emotional intensity to pilgrim‟s expression of relief: “¡Dios, qué rico consejo  

en ora de ardura!” (613d). Just like the composer of the LAlex, Berceo adopts the motif 

but uses it sparingly. And while Alfonso in the CMC swears by San Isidro with the word 

“par” (3140, 3509), Berceo borrows the formula but substitutes “Reï de Gloria” for the 

saint‟s name, intensifying the praise of Mary‟s followers by adding an emotional note to 

the first hemistich: “¡par el Reï de Gloria  facen derecha cosa!” (620b). The audience 

recognizes these interjections from popular epic, but Berceo is able to use them to 

underscore his own themes. The formulas “¡Dios sea loado!” and “Por ende (ó) sea Dios 

loado” found in the MR (526, 748, 837, 1057, 1168) also appear in the MNS as “¡Dios sea 

end(t) laudado!:” 

                       leváronla al Cielo,  ¡Dios sea end laudado ! (138d) 

                       resuscitó el monge,  ¡Dios sea end laudado ! (175d) 

                       el yerro que fiziera,  Dios sea ent laudado, (903b) 

Both Berceo and the MR use the formula to fill the second hemistich of a line, but as with 

the simple interjections discussed above, Berceo is also able to take advantage of this 

expression‟s semantic content and complement the theme of his work, which is itself the 

praise of God and of Mary‟s role in allowing man to draw nearer to the deity. Thus 

Berceo borrowed the custom of mentioning the deity as an interjection to add emotion to 

certain lines from the cantares de gesta. His tactic was wise, as it fit neatly into his own 

didactic message for the monks, who would then preach to the faithful, who would have 

already been familiar with some of the intensifying formulas.   
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 Thus the God of the MNS functions as Sovereign, Judge, Earthly man, Divine 

Witness, Controller of earthly affairs, and Helper. He is also referenced to intensify the 

surrounding text. Of these roles, many were present either in the CMC or the LAlex. 

However, God as Judge and God as Earthly man were present in the LAlex but were not 

developed extensively. These two roles for the divinity are the two that contrast most 

strongly with the roles and functions assigned to God in the previous two poems.  

REFERENCES TO GOD FOR THREE DIFFERENT AUDIENCES 

 The poet of the CMC assigned roles to God that would have been appealing to a 

warrior audience. As discussed above, God functions as benevolent controller, helper, 

protector, source of confidence, distributor of riches, and comforter. God is never 

wrathful or displeased with the warriors in the CMC. Rather, they all survive the rigors of 

battle and are rewarded abundantly for their service, not with abstract, spiritual rewards, 

but with concrete, material riches. 

 Some of these roles also appear in the LAlex, who composed for a more 

prestigious audience composed of men and women whose lives did not revolve around 

war on a daily basis. While God functions as controller in both the CMC and the LAlex, 

the God of the CMC only controls with blessing and protection, while the God of the 

LAlex controls with unpredictable, unstoppable will. While the poet of the CMC used 

God as an element to encourage warriors in their endeavors, the composer of the LAlex 

generated an image of God as a warning. The poet‟s message for his powerful listeners 

was not that they should rely on God to protect them, but rather that they should fear 

God‟s destruction if they failed to control their own desire for dominion. God as helper 
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also surfaced in the two works, but while the God of the CMC appears to help time and 

again, the God of the LAlex offers the hope of help and occasionally follows through. 

While the first poet created a world in which God would come through for Christian 

warriors in a consistent way, the educated audience heard the message that man must 

pursue what he thinks is right, and God might or might not choose to help him in his 

efforts.  

Some divine roles found in the CMC are reduced or not found in the LAlex. God 

as protector and source of confidence continues to some degree in the second poem, but 

God is generally not credited as giver of wealth or as comforter in times of trouble. While 

the composer of the CMC hoped that his audience would believe that battle would bring 

them wealth, the poet of the LAlex hoped that his audience might control its greed for 

riches and influence. And while the poet of the CMC hoped that his audience might 

conceive of a God that would give consejo in times of emotional uncertainty (CMC 382), 

the poet of the LAlex did not wish for his audience to think of God as a friend or ally who 

might give emotional support. He hoped that society‟s most educated circles might 

remember that God occupied a higher plane of authority than did they.  

For this reason, the poet of the LAlex developed God in the role of sovereign, a 

role for God barely implied in the CMC. The poet of the first poem did not wish to 

burden the warriors with a God that was a demanding authority figure, but rather a friend 

and servant. And while the poet of the CMC created a calm, non-judging divine witness 

to the deception of Rachel and Vidas, the poet of the LAlex described a divinity who 

could be pleased or displeased. While the warrior audience is invited to do whatever must 
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be done, the educated audience is instructed to consider and restrain its actions. And 

while the God of the CMC only blesses, the God of the LAlex punishes and removes 

protection, which the audience is to interpret as the possible result of the failure to act 

prudently. Additionally, the poet of the LAlex included references to God as redeemer, 

which the poet of the CMC generally avoided. The poet did not wish to communicate 

spiritual doctrine to his listeners, but rather the glory of battle. On the other hand, the poet 

of the LAlex believed that the highest social circles would appreciate his references to 

Christ‟s mission to earth, which required that they draw on the theological knowledge 

that they possessed. 

Berceo in the MNS followed the representation of God found in the LAlex much 

more closely than that found in the CMC. For the audience of monks, faithful laymen, 

and pilgrims, he did not see a need to portray God as source of confidence on the 

battlefield or giver of riches. Like the composer of the LAlex, he created a sovereign God 

that could be pleased or displeased, reward or punish, and give or remove protection as 

he saw fit. The two roles for God that Berceo developed much more extensively than the 

poet of the LAlex were those of earthly man and judge. The poet of the LAlex only wished 

to remind his audience of what they already knew about Christ‟s existence as a man of 

flesh. Berceo, on the other hand, wished that his monastic hearers might fully understand 

the theological implications of Christ‟s mission to earth and Mary‟s role in this mission. 

God as judge is also implied in the LAlex and gives the listeners incentive to control their 

pride. God as judge is much more fully developed in the MNS, however, as some 

characters are condemned, others are granted paradise, and some souls are returned to the 
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body. Berceo allows his listeners to hear of God‟s reward and condemnation, not so that 

the audience might seek self-control and perfection, but so that they might cultivate 

devotion to Mary in case they fail to restrain their sins.  

All three poets, however, coincided in their use of God as a way to intensify the 

surrounding text. Surely all of the thirteenth-century Christian audiences, including 

laborers, warriors, priests, monks, and kings, held respect for whatever was mentioned 

alongside a reference to the deity.  
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Conclusion 

If one were to read only this dissertation and not the three poems themselves, one 

might arrive at the conclusion that the Cantar de mio Cid, the Libro de Alexandre, and 

the Milagros de Nuestra Señora are poems about God. This would be inaccurate. They 

are each about a different protagonist, the one named in each of the three titles. The 

central character, not the deity, is the figure that gives unity to each of the three works. 

God is a common element of the poems, however, and his presence in the three works is 

in some ways similar. In all three works, the mentions of God are frequent. A 

characterization of God in the three texts cannot be based on dozens of mentions, but 

rather on hundreds. There are also a variety of words applied to him in the case of all 

three works. Additionally, discussion of God is rarely concentrated; rather, ideas about 

the deity are interspersed throughout all three narratives and are present from beginning 

to end. The mentions of God come and go so quickly that the modern reader barely 

notices them. Only a systematic study can reveal what each of the three poets really had 

to say about God in these texts. As I stated in my introduction, revealing what the three 

texts really say about God has been one of my goals. That has been the focus of the past 

three chapters.  

In the introduction I also stated that I would attempt to characterize the overall 

“secondary discourse” on God in these three texts. Each poet communicated primary 

ideas about his protagonist, and he used commentary on God to help him create this 

discourse. At the same time, then, the poets were creating discourses on the nature of God 

himself, emphasizing a certain perception of the deity that would help to convey his 
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overall theme. The “secondary discourse” in each work was only one possible way of 

perceiving the Judeo-Christian God in thirteenth-century Christian Spain. 

THE CANTAR DE MIO CID        

 The God of the CMC is referenced by several words and roles. In Chapter 2, we 

noted that Dios and Criador were the preferred words for reference to the deity in the 

CMC. The poet also made modest use of the words Padre and Señor to refer to God. Rey 

as applied to God is present but rare, as are mentions of Jesus Christ by name. The Holy 

Spirit is not mentioned outside of the word Trinidat. In Chapter 3, it was revealed that 

descriptions of God in the CMC place him in heaven and characterize him as guide, but 

beyond that provide little commentary on the nature of God. In Chapter 4, I asserted that 

God‟s primary roles in the narrative of the CMC are those of Controller of Earthly 

Affairs, Helper, Protector, Source of Confidence, Giver of Riches and Increase, and, 

occasionally, Comforter. God is also referenced to intensify an utterance.  

 Taken together, we can say that the narrator creates and promotes an idealized 

view of the divinity. He is the all-powerful God and Creator and the Controller of all 

things, but he is also the compassionate Father and Comforter of those in distress. He is 

distant and abstract, and therefore mysterious. He is not a suffering human, but a 

heavenly lord, a powerful and infallible ally. In his role as Controller, he is completely 

benevolent to the characters, protecting them from harm, helping them in battle, and 

showering riches upon them. At the same time, he asks absolutely nothing of his 

followers in the narrative; the Cid and most of his fighting men are Christians, but there 

is no burdening sense of religious obligation in the text. They respond with joyful thanks, 
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and the Cid creates a bishopric, not at God‟s request, but out of his own gratitude. If God 

is helping the Cid, he is withholding help from others, but the poet rarely allows us to see 

visions of God other than those of the Cid and his men. The ideas of punishment and the 

idea of God are only faintly mentioned together in the CMC. The idea of divine anger 

does not enter at all. It is a vision of God that could appeal to almost any listener in a 

general audience.    

 A narrative as optimistic as the CMC is meant to inspire. Inspiring stories must 

have an audience that could be inspired. While the narrative could appeal to anyone, 

those who could most identify with the protagonist would be Christian fighting men of 

the Iberian Peninsula. The poet was able to anticipate that such men would want to hear 

about a God who was big, powerful, generous, and comforting, but not one who would be 

angry with them or would require that they give of their riches. Those who were in 

constant contact with these fighting men, that is, their families, servants, and the various 

residents of the frontier regions of Castile, would equally desire to hear about such a God. 

If they were to attend an oral performance of the CMC, such audiences might be drawn 

into this perfect poetic world. The poet used various techniques to draw them in, 

including idealized visions of war, of Christian warriors, of riches, and of God himself. 

Such an audience might not have even noticed that in the CMC, the Cid was not 

explicitly in the service of God, but God was constantly in the service of the Cid. The 

poet of the CMC found a way to use God as a background element that would empower 

his frontier, warring listeners.   
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THE LIBRO DE ALEXANDRE 

 As noted in Chapter 1, the LAlex is a work full of poetic expressions inspired by 

the cantares de gesta. Yet while the poet of the LAlex adapted some of the formulas 

about God found in the cantares de gesta and adapted them into his own work, he did not 

follow the poet of the CMC and encourage an idealized portrait of the Creator. In Chapter 

2, we saw that Dios is the single most dominant word used to refer to God in the LAlex. 

Crïador, Señor, and Rey were also used in moderation. The more comforting image of 

God as Padre nearly disappeared in the LAlex. Latin variations of titles for God and 

metaphorical titles in which God was compared to men of powerful offices were not 

thematic, but they were introduced into the text. Words referring to Christ appeared 

sparingly and were used to display the poet‟s knowledge, and the Holy Spirit was not 

suggested at all. In Chapter 3, it was revealed that descriptions of God in the LAlex are 

more detailed than those of the CMC but paint God as one who both gives and takes, 

blesses and punishes not as dictated by the actions of man, but according to God‟s own 

whim. References to God in the LAlex establish him as a Sovereign, as Controller of 

Earthly Affairs, as Helper, as an emotional Divine Witness capable of pleasure and 

displeasure, and as Dispenser of Blessing and Punishment. Though less common, he is 

also the Redeemer of mankind in the form of Jesus Christ. As in the CMC, God is also 

referenced to intensify particular passages.  

 Gone is the idealized vision of the God found in the CMC. The poet of the LAlex 

set out to create a balanced vision of the deity. His mercy is balanced by justice; his 

pleasure with one man‟s actions is balanced by his displeasure with another; he can 
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dispense riches, but also wrath. The balanced portrait is complicated by the fact that there 

is no formula that can predict the deity‟s behavior. Good behavior is no guarantee that a 

particular man might stay in power: God takes from the good and raises the evil (see 

1718b-1719d). The reason for his seemingly random behavior is backed by a reason: “por 

mostrar que él ha  sobre todos poder” (1718d). He is as distant and abstract as the God of 

the CMC, but more complicated. If this is the case, what is the point of the didactic lesson 

of the life of Alexander? Alexander does not die because of God‟s decision to show his 

own power, but rather on account of the protagonist‟s excessive pride. The message for 

the hearer is that God changes the fortunes of men so rapidly and without pattern that one 

should not contribute to his own downfall by giving the deity a good reason to remove 

him from power. The God of the LAlex is not the God of security and comfort found in 

the CMC.  

 The representation of God in the LAlex is shaped by the poet‟s courtly, educated, 

and ecclesiastical listeners. As the poet thought of this audience, he included Latin words 

to refer to God because this audience not only knew and valued Latin, but also was in 

constant contact with the atmospheres in which Deus, Deum, and Deo were heard often. 

As he thought of their privileged place in society, he created a God that would be the 

check on their power. Some of the audience may have consisted of kings, abbots, 

bishops, and priors, but God is also “rey e obispo  e abat e prior” (1161d). And God is the 

one who alternately raises and abandons the rulers of Greece, Troy, Macedonia, Persia, 

and India in the work. No ruler is exempt from God‟s controlling hand. Such a message 

could be lost on the powerless, but not on the powerful, those most susceptible to pride. 
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The courtly audience of the LAlex practiced authority, but the poet wanted to remind 

them that such authority was temporary. God was the one who had allowed them to rise 

in society, and he was their hope of maintaining and expanding that power. And for those 

studying to take on educated positions in society, the poet‟s message was that there were 

many branches of knowledge that could be known and listed, and such things appear in 

the work‟s catalogues: geography, history, precious stones, the seven deadly sins, the 

story of Troy. One thing that could not be known perfectly, however, was the will of 

God. The poet greeted those who pursued knowledge with the realization that they could 

not perfect it.   

 But the poet‟s primary message for his listeners was not construed through God at 

all, but through Alexander, the king who could serve as both positive and negative 

example to them. His life in the work was a model of how they should behave and how 

they should not behave. The audience had to learn to restrain its own power so that God 

might not have to do so. In the warring atmosphere of thirteenth-century Spain, with the 

various Christian and Muslim kingdoms vying for dominance, the question of how much 

a monarch should conquer was not easily answered. 

THE MILAGROS DE NUESTRA SEÑORA 

 Gonzalo de Berceo applied the meter and didactic tone of the LAlex to his own 

writing as he created the MNS for the environment of the monastery of San Millán de la 

Cogolla. As discussed in Chapter 1, he used language patterns from the LAlex and the 

cantares de gesta in his work. He even included in the MNS some of the ideas about God 

present in the LAlex, but not all of them.   
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 In Chapter 2, we said that Dios is the preferred word for the divinity in the MNS. 

The words Sennor, Crïador, and Padre also appear to some degree. But developed and 

expanded in the MNS is an array of Christ imagery and metaphorical terms for the Son, 

terms that would require theological explanation. Christ imagery is stronger and less 

abstract than images of the Father due to its omnipresence in church art of the age. 

Listeners would have seen very concrete images of the Son over and over, especially in 

the monastic environment. In Chapter 3 we said that descriptions of God in the MNS 

characterize the deity as a glorious sovereign to be contemplated and admired. Berceo 

wished that his audience might have a clear picture of God in mind, and that it might be 

impressive. In Chapter 4 we noted that the God of the MNS is Sovereign, Judge, Christ 

the Earthly Man, Controller of Earthly Affairs, and Helper in the MNS. The God of the 

CMC was also Controller and Helper, but the God of the MNS is far from the idealized 

Controller and Helper of the CMC, rather resembling the God of the LAlex in that he is a 

balanced deity. He controls through blessing and punishment, through compassion and 

wrath. As Divine Witness, he can be pleased or displeased with man. Like the God of the 

LAlex, he is a Sovereign, but a glorious, majestic one, not a mysterious, controlling one. 

While God the Redeemer and Judge were faintly present in the LAlex, in the MNS they 

were developed and became thematic. God as Redeemer was the Son of Mary, the 

spiritual guarantor. God as Judge was his most important role in the work, the role that 

inspired the work‟s composition. Without God in the role of Judge, there would be no 

need for an advocate for mankind. Without the need for an advocate, there would be no 

need for Mary.  
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  As in the LAlex, Berceo‟s message for his audience is that God is a complex, 

balanced deity, a destroyer and a healer, compassionate but wrathful, alternately 

pardoning and condemning. He dispenses both what man wants, mercy, and what man 

does not want, justice for his own sin. But Berceo added an important modification: 

predictability. While the God of the LAlex could never be perfectly known, one could 

foretell the behavior of the God of the MNS if he knew his theology well enough. To be 

prepared to face God‟s judgment after death, the hearer had to know that the surest way 

to God‟s favor was devotion to Mary. With Mary‟s help, divine pardon and mercy are 

guaranteed in the work. The warriors of the CMC have no need for a heavenly advocate. 

In the first place, the God of that poem would undoubtedly have pardoned the sins of the 

Christian warriors. In the second place, death rarely occurs for the Christians of the CMC. 

The kings of the LAlex have no advocate before God; Mary is not mentioned at all in the 

LAlex, and the poet of the LAlex will not allow Mary or anyone else to have such 

influence on God‟s volatile will.   

 The MNS is meant to teach. Its tone is celebratory, but it also demands action on 

the part of the listener. And just as inspiring works such as the CMC need someone to 

inspire, so didactic works like the LAlex and the MNS need an audience to teach. Berceo 

sought to instruct members of a monastic community in devotion to Mary, but he also 

sought to teach them about God. He would want their understanding of God to be sound, 

orthodox, and based on the authority of written texts such as those he adapted from Latin. 

But the demands of his audience also shaped the God that he presented to them. An 

audience of regular clergymen and the pilgrims and devotees who visited the monastery 
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seeking prayer and charity would not want to hear about the unpredictable God presented 

in the LAlex. They would want to know that God was considerately listening to their 

prayers, and that there was a way to predict and control God‟s temperament. There would 

be no reason to practice devotion to the Virgin if such devotion would not deliver proven 

results, that is, if it would not guarantee a better verdict from God in his role as judge.   

 I have spent much time analyzing the representation of God in three particular 

poems, employing a somewhat contrastive approach. But the similarities found in all 

three poems are revealing as well, shedding light not only on these three individual texts, 

but on the larger picture of early Spanish narrative poetry and even society itself. The 

frequency with which these three authors mentioned God in their poems indicates that 

God was an expected element of narrative poetry in thirteenth-century Spain. References 

to the deity were to appear; the audience lived in a theistic society and would expect the 

poetry that they heard in the marketplace, at court, or in the monastery to include God as 

well. But God as a character was not fixed and uniform, but rather could be manipulated 

by a skillful poet to serve a particular purpose. As a background actor to the central 

protagonists of the narratives, God was only one of many elements that the poet could use 

to achieve his purpose.  

Similarities in the representation of God in these three texts also give us a clue as 

to the popular conception of God in thirteenth-century Castile. God the Father is 

mentioned time and again in all three narratives, indicating that there exists the possibility 

that God was referenced often in the speech of all sectors of society. In contrast, 

references to Christ are scarce and undeveloped in the CMC, revealing very little about 
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what general audiences might have known about Christ. References to Christ are also few 

in the LAlex, but those that are present in the text require theological understanding. 

Perhaps even in educated circles, Christ was not mentioned often outside of theological 

conversations. Of the three texts, Christ is presented most often in the MNS, a work for 

those listeners who would have been in most frequent contact with visual representations 

of the Son. It is also significant that not one of the three poets found the Holy Spirit 

useful for his purposes. Perhaps discussion of the Spirit was simply so abstract that it was 

rare even in monastic circles, and was left primarily to theologians. 

The results of this study can also allow us to think not only about God in narrative 

poetry, but also about the relationship between author and audience in this genre. The 

authors of these three narrative works attempted to inspire their listeners to behave in a 

certain way: to join a battle, to examine their pride, to exercise loyalty to a king, to 

worship the Virgin Mary, etc. At the same time, the prospective audience also inspired 

the composer; it inspired him to create a work of narrative poetry. Each composer saw in 

his audience the potential to be changed by his poetry, and also the potential to appreciate 

his lines and to receive them well. The poet gave to the audience a lively poem. The 

audience, in turn, gave to the poet a much greater satisfaction: a reason to practice his 

God-given art.   
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